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Introduction – The Multiple Lives of Martín de Porres
This story starts in Lima, Perú, in the year 1579, when Ana Velázquez, a
freed African slave from Panamá gave birth to the illegitimate son of Juan de
Porras, likely a merchant or low-level colonial administrator.1 Ana named her son
Martín and raised him and his sister Juanita, born a few years later, as a single
mother in the barrio of Lima called Malambo, surrounded by poor Spaniards, free
and enslaved Afro castas, and native Andean shrimp fishermen. When Martín
was seven, the pair’s father publicly claimed them and took them to live with him
in Guayaquil (in today’s Ecuador) while he worked for the colony there. When he
was 12, Martín retjoined his mother in Lima, where his father had arranged an
apprenticeship for him with Dr. Marcelo de Ribera. Dr. Ribera, a surgeon-barber,
taught Martín the skills of bloodletting, tooth-pulling, and treating minor injuries as
well as the preparation of medicines and related services. As Martín grew in his
teen years, he sensed the call of God upon his life for full-time ministry, and he
joined the convent of Santisimo Rosario as a donado servant in the Third Order
of St. Dominic.2 Martín entered the convent in the servile position of a donado

C. L. Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas: The Life and Afterlife of Martín de Porres
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2014), 19. According to Jose Antonio del Busto, the surnames
Porras and Porres were spelled interchangeably since the twelfth century. By the eighteenth the
spelling was standardized to Porres, the name the Vatican eventually canonized Martín under in
1962 and the spelling that I will use throughout. See J. A. del Busto Duthurburu, San Martín de
Porras (Martín de Porras Velásquez) (Lima: Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, 1992), 3538. Throughout this dissertation, I spell the given-name Martín with its Spanish accentuation
except when citing or discussing primary sources from the United States that Anglicize the
unaccented name as Martin.
2 Third Order/Tertiary “signif[ies] in general lay members of religious orders, i.e. men and women
who do not necessarily live in community [though some opt to do so] and yet can claim to wear
the habit and participate in the good works of some great order.” B. Jarrett, et. al., “Third Orders,”
in The Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1912). Accessed May 17,
2018 from New Advent, http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14637b.htm.
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because he was barred from taking the vows of a priest on account of his African
ancestry.3
Perhaps then, this story actually starts in Panamá with Martín’s mother
Ana Velázquez. While very little is known about Ana prior to her involvement with
Juan de Porras, it is likely she was born a slave circa 1550-1560, making her a
member of one of the earliest generations of African creoles in the Americas. The
first Africans in Panamá arrived there with Vasco Núñez de Balboa in 1513, and
by 1517 the trade was firmly established.4 Ana’s mother or grandmother would
have first disembarked in the Caribbean entrepôt of Cartagena de Indias, located
today in Colombia. Africans bound for Panamá were reloaded for transport to
Portobelo or Nombre de Dios -- important commercial hubs and transit points on
the Caribbean side of the Isthmus of Panamá. 5 At some time in her young
adulthood Ana made the additional journey from Panamá to Lima, possibly as
part of the household of a colonial official or merchant. The slave trade from
Panamá to Perú involved a long and harrowing journey of a duration of three or
four months beyond the Atlantic Middle Passage that captive Africans in Perú
had to endure twice if arriving in the Americas direct from Africa as
unhispanicized bozales.6
There were two ways to cross the isthmus and arrive on the Pacific coast.
The most-traveled was an overland route that crossed the Capira or Santa Clara
Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 39; Hans-Jürgen Prien, Christianity in Latin America:
Revised and Expanded Edition, trans. S. Buckwalter and B. McNeil (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 103.
4 J. Andrés-Gallego, “La Realidad de la Esclavitud,” in La esclavitud en la América española
(Madrid: Ediciones Encuentro, S.A. 2005), 71-93.
5 L. A. Newson and S. Minchin, From Capture to Sale: The Portuguese Slave Trade to Spanish
South America in the Early Seventeenth Century (Leiden: Koninklijke Brill NV, 2007), 191.
6 Ibid.
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mountains, following a tortuous path of steep slopes, deep ravines, and rambling
rivers in the Boquerón Valley. Alternatively, one could travel the Chagres, a
shallow river that during rainy months swelled enough to carry water traffic,
provided that large vessels unloaded their cargoes onto smaller boats or slavedriven barges first.7 Once on the Pacific coast, enslaved Africans boarded a ship
yet again, sailing from Panama City towards Callao, the entry port for Lima, the
crown jewel of the Spanish Pacific.8 In 1542 the Virreinato del Perú was
established in consequence of Francisco Pizarro’s military campaign against the
Inca.9 Thereafter, African slavery in Lima increased both numerically and in
economic value with the decline of the encomienda system that extracted labor
from Inca and other Andean peoples. The first traffic in black bodies directly sold
in Lima arrived in the city in 1573, six years before Martín was born. Martín’s life
witnessed an upsurge in the arrivals of enslaved Africans to Perú. By 1614,
blacks and mulattoes (mixed Spanish and African) comprised 40 per cent of
Lima’s population, and by 1650 the Spanish population of the viceroyalty
numbering 70,000 formed the minority compared to the 60,000 blacks, 30,000
mulattoes, and eight million indigenous Andeans that called Perú home. 10
Lima at the turn of the seventeenth century was a contested landscape
where Andean, Iberian, and African spiritual perceptions blurred multiple
worldviews into a mosaic of Peruvian sacred reality. Andean traditions populated

Ibid.
H. Klein, The Atlantic Slave Trade, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2010), 24.
9 J.C. Chasteen, Born in Blood and Fire: A Concise History of Latin America (Chapel Hill: UNC
Press, 2001), 50-52.
10 F.P. Bowser, The African Slave in Colonial Peru, 1524-1650 (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1974), 75.
7
8
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the landscape with huacas, shrines and sacred natural formations like mountains
and rivers.11 Africans, too, arrived with a particular attunement to a world where
bones, statues, beads, shells, and other found objects could facilitate contact
with ancestral spirits and divinities.12 The Catholic evangelization of Perú began
with the Dominican Order, who established their first missions among the
Andeans in 1532, promoting the cult of the rosary and distributing their own
prayer beads accordingly. 13 On the heels of the Council of Trent (1545-1563) and
the Protestant Reformation’s splintering of the Church’s hold across Europe,
Iberian Catholicism took the offensive and its Counter Reformation posture
brought increased emphasis on the crucifixion and Passion of the Christ, and
demonstrations of public piety like penitential exercises, spectacles like ecstatic
trance and levitation, and the pageantry of feast day processions for saints, the
Virgin, and in memory of Christ's death during Holy Week or Corpus Christi. 14
Lima was a city saturated with Baroque religious fervor, with the boundaries
between Church and state porous if they existed at all.15

S. MacCormack, Religion in the Andes: Vision and Imagination in Early Colonial Peru
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 1991), 60-61, 182-187.
12 P. Bellegarde-Smith, “Introduction,” in Fragments of Bone: Neo-African Religions in a New
World (Urbana: Univ. of IL Press, 2005).
13 K. Donahue-Wallace, Art and Architecture of Viceregal Latin America, 1521-1821
(Albuquerque: Univ. of NM Press, 2008), 20, 21. For the cult of the rosary’s deployment as a tool
of American evangelization and colonialization, see P. Dransart, "Concepts of Spiritual
Nourishment in the Andes And Europe: Rosaries in Cross‐Cultural Contexts," Journal of the
Royal Anthropological Institute 8(1): 1-21 (2002); N. Griffiths, "Introduction" and C. Radding,
"Cultural boundaries between adaptation and defiance: the mission communities of northwestern
New Spain," in Spiritual Encounters: Interactions Between Christianity and Native Religions in
Colonial America, ed. N. Griffiths and F. Cervantes (Birmingham: Univ. of Birmingham Press,
1999), 11, 121-122; A. Lake, Colonial Rosary: The Spanish and Indian Missions of California
(Athens: Ohio Univ. Press, 2006).
14 C.R. Boxer, The Church Militant and Iberian Expansion, 1440-1770 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2001).
15 For a thick description of Lima’s seventeenth-century piety, see F. Graziano, Wounds of Love:
The Mystical Marriage of Saint Rose of Lima (New York: Oxford UP, 2004), 5-10.
11
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Known as the "City of the Kings," Lima's architecture and the clothing and
activities of its most elite inhabitants expressed the splendor and power of
Spanish colonial authority.16 Lima not only housed the viceroyalty but was also
the seat of the archdiocese which oversaw ten bishoprics (ecclesiastical
jurisdictions like Cuzco and Quito) that divided the viceroyalty. Lima's religious
orders were numerous, with the city boasting Dominicans, Franciscans,
Augustinians, and the Society of Jesus. Nearly 10 per cent of the population of
Lima was officially affiliated with a religious order and donned habits and
cassocks as they made their way through the streets.17 The Inquisition routinely
held trials to route out witchcraft, the devil, and other heresies in the Peruvian
viceroyalty.18
Black slaves were conspicuous in the city of Lima as they were employed
by the elite on a lavish scale. These urban Africans worked as liveried black
servants and acted as retainers, accompanying their civil and ecclesiastical
masters as armed guards or carrying the sedan chairs of aristocratic ladies on
their visits to Mass or to make social calls. As a freed woman, Ana Velázquez
worked as a servant in the house of Doña Isabel García Michel, where her duties

A. B. Osorio, Inventing Lima: Baroque Modernity in Perú's South Sea Metropolis (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2008).
17 N.E. Van Deusen, "Introduction," in The Souls of Purgatory: The Spiritual Diary of a
Seventeenth-Century Afro-Peruvian Mystic, Ursula de Jesús. By Ursula de Jesús, trans. and ed.
N.E. Van Deusen (Albuquerque: Univ of NM Press, 2004), 7-12.
18 H.C. Lea, "Chapter VII – Peru," in The Inquisition in the Spanish Dependencies: Sicily, Naples,
Sardinia, Milan, The Canaries, Mexico, Perú, New Granada (London: Macmillan & Co., 1908),
319-452; N. Quezada, "The Inquisition's Repression of Curanderos," in Cultural Encounters: The
Impact of the Inquisition in Spain and the New World, ed. M.E. Perry and A.J. Cruz (Berkeley:
Univ of CA Press, 1991); I.M. Silverblatt, Moon, Sun and Witches: Gender Ideologies and Class
in Inca and Colonial Peru (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1987); Idem., Modern Inquisitions: Peru and
the Colonial Origins of the Civilized World (Durham: Duke UP, 2005).
16
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would have entailed cooking and preparing food, cleaning, laundering, and taking
care of her mistress’s young children.19 She would have likely worked alongside
a number of enslaved and free but dependent Spanish, mestiza, and other
African girls and young women in the household. Owing to the urban
environment, most enslaved and free(d) African women in Lima worked as
domestics for elite Peruvians. Many of these women were also hired out as day
laborers (jornaleras), where they could earn wages for their masters and
sometimes themselves by working as food vendors in the streets or gardeners,
nursemaids, wet nurses, or domestics in other households.20 This route might
have been the avenue by which Ana secured her letter of freedom (carta de
libertad). It was in Lima that Ana attained the status of an horra or a liberated
slave sometime before Martín’s birth, though the reasons surrounding her
manumission remain unknown.21 While Martín was fortunate not to inherit slavery
from his mother, the African heritage that Ana passed down to her son still
carried associations with servile labor, and this formed a salient aspect of how
Martín navigated his life.
Maybe this story truly starts somewhere in West or West-Central Africa, or
perhaps Spain or Rome during the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries
as the African slave trade, at first across the Sahara into Iberia, gradually
matured into its Transatlantic scope, acquired a moral justification, and spread
via the ship westward from the Canary Islands to the Azores, the Leeward and

Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 29.
Bowser, The African Slave in Colonial Peru, 100-104.
21 Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 19.
19
20
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Windward Islands of the Caribbean, and finally the mainland American
continents.22 The emergence of the Iberian slave trade corresponded with other
religious, socio- and political economic currents then at work: the Reconquista,
the consolidation of the kingdoms of Castile and Aragon with the marriage of
Ferdinand and Isabella, and the subsequent expulsion of the Moors and Jews
from the peninsula.23 For the period 1500-1650, estimates reveal that over
820,000 Africans were captured and loaded onto slave ships, with roughly
625,000 of these souls surviving the Middle Passage to disembark in a port in the
Iberian colonies.24 Through their labor power, expertise, and technical
knowledge, Africans built the tobacco, sugar, coffee, and later cotton plantation
zones of the American tropics and subtropics, they burrowed into the earth to

For slavery in the Mediterranean, see O.R. Constable, "Muslim Spain and Mediterranean
slavery: the medieval slave trade as an aspect of Muslim-Christian relations," in Christendom and
its Discontents: Exclusion, Persecution, and Rebellion, 1000-1500, eds. S.L Waugh and P.D.
Diehl (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1996), 264-284; Y. Rotman, Byzantine Slavery and the
Mediterranean World, trans. J. M. Todd (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2009); J.O. Hunwick and E.T.
Powell, The African Diaspora in the Mediterranean lands of Islam (Princeton: Markus Weiner
Publishers, 2002); J.H. Galloway, “The Mediterranean Sugar Industry," Geographical Review
67(2): 177-194 (1977). For the transition of slavery out of the Mediterranean into the Atlantic
world, see P.D. Curtin, "Distribution in Space: The Hispanic Trade," and "Distribution through
Time: The Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth Centuries," in The Atlantic Slave Trade: A
Census (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1969), 15-50, 95-126. For the Spanish moral
justification of slavery, see L. Clayton, “Bartolomé de las Casas and the African Slave Trade,"
History Compass 7(6): 1526-1541 (2009).
23 J. H. Sweet, “The Iberian Roots of American. Racist Thought," William and Mary Quarterly
54(1): 143-166 (1997).
24 “1500-1640, Embark: Africa, Disembark: Spanish Americas, Brazil,” Estimates: Trans-Atlantic
Slave Trade Database. Accessed April 1, 2018.
http://www.slavevoyages.org/estimates/W8OqIVrI; D. Wheat, “The First Great Waves: African
Provenance Zones for the Transatlantic Slave Trade to Cartagena de Indias, 1570-1640," Journal
of African History 52(1): 1-22 (2011); G. Midlo Hall, Slavery and African Ethnicities in the
Americas: Restoring the Links (Chapel Hill: Univ of NC Press, 2005), 83-87; T. Green, The Rise
of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade in Western Africa, 1300–1589 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ.
Press, 2011), 177-278.
22
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retrieve its mineral wealth, and established the urban centers of so-called EuroAmerican “civilization.”25
The global flows that entangled Ana and Martín’s lives in their currents set
the stage for the story of Martín de Porres’ life.26 Martín focused his ministerial
efforts on providing healthcare treatments to the enslaved community of Lima,
particularly those slaves owned by the Dominicans. Healing traditions were
integral to religious practice across the early African Diaspora, and took on more
urgency in light of the violence and injury inherent in a racializing system of
birthright slavery.27 Martín’s exceeding charity for poor and sick Andeans and
Africans, coupled with his humble and submissive posture in the eyes of the elite
Peruvians marked him as an exemplary model of Catholic piety. His mystical
ecstasies and spectacular levitations, miraculous healings, and charismas, or
spiritual gifts of bilocation, subtlety, communication with animals, and prophecy
positioned him as an emissary of divine power among many limeños. Following
his 1639 death, Martín’s presence lingered in the memories of those who knew
him and his cult of devotion elaborated his significance for those who came to

L. Heywood, "The African Diaspora, " History News 54(2): 22-25 (1999); M.A. Gómez,
Reversing Sail: A History of the African Diaspora (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005);
G.R. Andrews, Afro-Latin America: Black Lives, 1600-2000, The Nathan I. Huggins Lectures
Series (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2016).
26 J. Lockhart, Spanish Perú, 1532-1560: A Social History (Madison: Univ. of WI Press, 1968),
193-224.
27 L.A. Newson, "The Medicines Business," in Making Medicines in Early Colonial Lima, Perú:
Apothecaries, Science and Society (Leiden: Brill, 2017), 47-73. Of particular note is the section,
“Black Pharmacy Workers” (61-63); J.H. Sweet, “The Politics of Healing,” in Domingos Álvares,
African Healing, and the Intellectual History of the Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2011).
Karen McCarthy Brown’s work on the twentieth-century Afro-Caribbean has identified six
hallmarks common to Diasporic traditions, in which "healing is the primary business of these
religious systems. In fact it is not an overstatement to say that spirituality and healing are
synonymous in the Afro-Caribbean." K. M. Brown, "Afro-Caribbean Spirituality: A Haitian Case
Study," in Vodou in Haitian Life and Culture: Invisible Powers, edited by C. Michel and P.
Bellegarde-Smith (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 2.
25
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learn about him through an encounter with his iconography, hagiography, or
perhaps, his miraculous intercessions from beyond the grave.
Some three hundred years after his death, Martín’s case for sainthood still
lay pending before the Vatican as it had cleared only the first two stages towards
canonization -- veneration in 1763 and beatification in 1837.28 When the Vatican
decided in 1926 to reopen Martín’s case, his cult rapidly expanded into a global
phenomenon. This resulted not exclusively from the actions of Catholics but also
Pan-Africanists and Black nationalists and internationalists of various stripes the
world over, but particularly in the United States, who took special notice of his
candidacy and folded it into their own projects to raise a global black
consciousness.29 The run-up to Martín’s eventual canonization as the universal
patron of interracial and social justice coincided with the emergence of Marcus
Garvey’s “Back to Africa” movement, World War II and the Jewish Holocaust, the
subsequent Civil Rights Movement and the wider Black Freedom struggles, and
decolonization movements in the Caribbean and the African continent. 30 When
For more on the processes of veneration, beatification, and canonization, see D.J. Blaher, The
ordinary processes in causes of beatification and canonization: a historical synopsis and a
commentary (Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 1949).
29 A. Eckert, "Bringing the 'Black Atlantic' into Global History: The Project of Pan-Africanism," in
Competing Visions of World Order: Global Moments and Movements, 1880s-1930s, ed. S.
Conrad and D. Sachsenmaier (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 237-257; R. W. Walters,
Pan Africanism in the African Diaspora: An Analysis of Modern Afrocentric Political Movements
(Detroit: Wayne State Univ Press, 1993); M. Makalani, “For the Liberation of Black People
Everywhere: The African Blood Brotherhood, Black Radicalism, and Pan -African Liberation in the
New Negro Movement, 1917—1936," Phd Dissertation, Univ. of IL Urbana, 2004; Gómez,
Reversing Sail, 162-215.
30 For the import of Marcus Garvey and his Universal Negro Improvement Association to the
emergence of a diasporic/pan-African perspective, see M. Garvey, The Philosophy and Opinions
of Marcus Garvey, Or, Africa for the Africans, comp. A.J. Garvey, new preface T. Martin (Dover,
MA: The Majority Press, 1986), Volumes I and II; E.D. Cronon, Black Moses: The Story of Marcus
Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association, fwd. J. H. Franklin (Madison: Univ. of
WI Press, 1969); B.F. Rogers, "William E.B. DuBois, Marcus Garvey, and Pan-Africa," Journal of
Negro History 40(2): 154-165 (1955); T. Martin, The Pan-African Connection: From Slavery to
Garvey and Beyond (Dover, MA: The Majority Press, 1984). For the relation of the Jewish
28
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Pope John XXIII finally acclaimed him Saint Martín in 1962, he became the first
(and only) African born in the Americas whose name has been added to the
calendar of saints. In birth and death Martín’s story is not only his, but rather
emerges out of a concert of dynamics ranging from the smallest scales of
interpersonal contingency to the global reiterative structures of Euro-American
political economy since the colonization of the Americas until the present day.

Statement of the Problem -- Locating the African Diaspora
How, then, can Martín’s story be told in a coherent way that captures the
singularity of his unique personhood while also accounting for the multiplicity of
actors that sustain Martín de Porres as the saintly emblem of a cult of devotion
composed by hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of individual persons,
iconographic and other symbolic materials (prayer cards, statues, medallions,

Holocaust and global civil rights struggles, see J.D. Hall, "The Long Civil Rights Movement and
the Political Uses of the Past," Journal of American History 91(4): 1233-1263 (2005); S. Kuhl, The
Nazi Connection: Eugenics, American Racism, and German National Socialism (New York:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1994); J. Whitman, Hitler's American Model: The United States and the
Making of Nazi Race Law (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 2017). For the U.S. Civil Rights
Movement and its place within global Black Freedom Struggles, see C. Carson, The Eyes on the
Prize Civil Rights Reader: Civil Rights Reader: Documents, Speeches, and Firsthand Accounts
from the Black Freedom Struggle, 1954-1990 (New York: Penguin Books, 1991); and S.F.
Lawson, Civil Rights Crossroads: Nation, Community, and the Black Freedom Struggle
(Louisville: The University Press of Kentucky, 2003). For decolonization movements in the
Caribbean and Africa during the mid-twentieth century, see P. Henry and C. Stone, The Newer
Caribbean: Decolonization, Democracy, and Development (Philadelphia: Institute for the Study of
Human Issues, 1983); P. Duara, "Introduction: The decolonization of Asia and Africa in the
twentieth century," in Decolonization: Perspectives from Now and Then, ed. P. Duara (London:
Taylor & Francis, 2003); M. Bradley, "Decolonization, the global South, and the Cold War, 19191962," in The Cambridge History of the Cold War, eds. M.P. Leffler and O.A. Westad
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2010), 464-485; C. O'Sullivan, "The United Nations,
Decolonization, and Self-Determination in Cold War Sub-Saharan Africa, 1960-1994," Journal of
Third World Studies 22(2): 103-120 (2005).
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etc.)? And more than that, how can this story account for the myriad ways that
Martín as a living force presents his devotees with the potential for ritual
transformation, reorienting their horizons of possibility and transporting them to
unknown realms of the imagination as they invoke Martín’s charismatic power to
heal them and aid their pursuits of racial and social justice on the material plane?
The researcher desiring to communicate such complexity with coherence must
adopt a framework that allows for the kaleidoscopic twists and turns of the world
to come into clear view.
The word diaspora generally indexes populations separated from a
homeland and dispersed to at least two destinations, who continue to affiliate
intentionally on the basis of this (imaginary) original homeland in their host
countries across more than two generations.31 Kim D. Butler provided the five
following considerations as an analytic framework for describing diaspora in
scholarship. These include: Reasons for, and conditions of, the dispersal;
Relationship with the homeland; Relationship with hostlands; Interrelationships
within communities of the diaspora; and Comparative studies of different
diasporas.32 Butler intended for her framework to provide “a way for diaspora
studies to focus on the elucidation of specific and unique dimensions of the
diasporan experience."33

K.D. Butler, “Defining Diaspora, Refining a Discourse,” Diaspora 10(2): 192 (2001); W. Safran,
"Diasporas in Modern Societies: Myths of Homeland and Return," Diaspora 1(1): 83-84 (1991); K.
Tölölyan, "Rethinking Diaspora(s): Stateless Power in the Transnational Moment," Diaspora 5(1):
10-20 (1996).
32 Butler, “Defining Diaspora,” 195.
33 Ibid.
31
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Applying Butler’s matrix to the American situation, the outlines of the
African Diaspora as such are brought into stark relief. The twelve to fifteen million
Africans brought to the Americas between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries
came involuntarily as captives. I define the Middle Passage, or the sea voyage
taken by slave ships from Africa to the Americas, as not only an historical
happening but as a conditioning process that both warped African sociocultural
patterns and created “new” (re)sources for these traditions. I echo Dionne
Brand’s assessment that the Middle Passage represents a “door of no return,”
that
signifies the historical moment which colours all moments in the
Diaspora…accounts for the ways we observe and are observed as
people, whether it's through the lens of social injustice or the lens of
human accomplishments…. [and] exists as an absence. A thing in
fact which we do not know about, a place we do not know. Yet it
exists as the ground we walk. Every gesture our body makes
somehow gestures toward this door…. [that] casts a haunting spell
on personal and collective consciousness in the Diaspora. Black
experience in any modern city or town in the Americas is a
haunting. One enters a room and history follows; one enters a room
and history precedes. History is already seated in the chair in the
empty room when one arrives. Where one stands in a society
seems always related to this historical experience. Where one can
be observed is relative to that history. All human effort seems to
emanate from this door. How do I know this? Only by selfobservation, only by looking. Only by feeling. Only by being a part,
sitting in the room with history.34
In this existential Middle Passage rupture, the mythic status of Africa as an
ancestral homeland grew. Supernatural narratives of Africans who could fly back
to Africa in astral journeys proliferated throughout the Americas and

D. Brand, A Map to the Door of No Return: Notes to Belonging (Toronto: Vintage Canada,
2001), 24-25.
34
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complemented the hope of Africans to return to that heavenly abode upon their
deaths.35 As Haitians phrase it, Nan Ginen m te ye, se nan Ginen m prale (I
came from Ginen, I am going back to Ginen).36 Each American colonial society
featured slavery in some form until the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, when maroonage coupled with waves of political economic liberalism
and Christian evangelicalism coupled with the Age of Revolution to catalyze
Emancipation movements.37 The post-emancipation histories of various diasporic
communities diverge into various national-political trajectories, but hemisphericwide struggles for full citizenship participation and access to economic resources
document how Afro-descendants have had to insinuate themselves (at best)
within the civil body politic of their host societies.38

For accounts of flying Africans in the Diaspora, see M.D. Commander, Afro-Atlantic Flight:
Speculative Returns and the Black Fantastic (Durham: Duke UP, 2017); L. McDaniel, "The Flying
Africans: Extent and Strength of the Myth in the Americas," Nieuwe West-Indische Gids/ New
West Indian Guide 64(1/2): 28-40 (1990); J. R. Young, "All God's Children Had Wings: The Flying
African in History, Literature, and Lore," Journal of Africana Religions 5(1): 50-70 (2017); A.
Reyes, "Flying Africans," in Africa and the Americas: Culture, Politics, and History: A
Multidisciplinary Encyclopedia: Transatlantic Relations, ed. R. M. Juang and N.A. Morrissette
(Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2008), 479.
36 M. Phipps-Kettlewell, The Company of Heaven: Stories from Haiti (Iowa City: Univ of Iowa
Press, 2010), 30; L. Benson, "Kiskeya-Lan Guinee-Eden: The Utopian Vision in Haitian Painting,"
Callaloo 15(3): 726-734 (1992).
37 For the self-emancipation of enslaved Africans, see N. Roberts, Freedom as Marronage
(Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 2015); G. Heuman, ed. Out of the House of Bondage:
Runaways, Resistance and Marronage in Africa and the New World (London: Frank Cass and
Co., 1986). For Euroamerican political economic and philosophical abolition movements, see
D.B. Davis, The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 1770-1823 (New York: Oxford UP,
1999) and Idem., The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Emancipation (New York: Knopf, 2014).
38 W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction in America, intr. D. L. Lewis (New York: The Free
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Scott, eds. Beyond Slavery: Explorations of Race, Labor, and Citizenship in Postemancipation
Societies (Chapel Hill: Univ. of NC Press, 2000); G. Heuman, D. V. Trotman, Contesting
Freedom: Control and Resistance in the Post-emancipation Caribbean (Oxford: Macmillan
Caribbean, 2005); K. F. Olwig, Small Islands, Large Questions: Society, Culture and Resistance
in the Post-Emancipation Caribbean (New York: Routledge, 2013); T.S. Paschel, Becoming Black
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The preeminent signpost for mutual recognition and shared fate among
diasporic Africans remains the Haitian Revolution (1791-1804), an event that
spread to the furthest reaches of American plantations “on the common wind”
from Virginia to Venezuela, as enslaved Africans saw the shock and horror the
news from Saint Domingue brought their masters.39 Through this event the
various slave populations of the Americas vividly witnessed how their local
situations articulated them together with regional, national, and global enslaved
communities.40 When Frederick Douglass addressed the World’s Fair of 1893, he
presented Haiti as “the Black Republic; the only self-made Black Republic in the
world,” whose “character...history...importance and...struggle from slavery to
freedom and to statehood” formed an example of “the destiny of the African race
in our own country and elsewhere.”41 The first year of the twentieth century
witnessed the first-ever Pan-African Conference held in London with black
representatives hailing from the United States, the Caribbean, the UK, and the
continent of Africa.42 The result was the founding of the Pan-African Association
(PAA), whose expressed goals were "to secure civil and political rights for

Political Subjects: Movements and Ethno-Racial Rights in Colombia and Brazil (Princeton:
Princeton Univ. Press, 2016).
39 J.S. Scott, III., A Common Wind: Afro-American Organization in the Revolution Against Slavery,
Foreword by M. Rediker (New York: Verso, 2018). This book is the long-awaited publication of
Julius Sherrard Scott, III's landmark 1986 Duke University dissertation, "The Common Wind:
Currents of Afro-American Communication in the Haitian Revolution.”
40 C.L.R. James, The Black Jacobins: Toussaint L'Ouverture and the San Domingo Revolution,
Second Edition, Revised (New York: Vintage Books, 1989); L. DuBois, Avengers of the New
World: The Story of the Haitian Revolution (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard Univ. Press,
2005).
41 F. Douglass, "Lecture on Haiti," in The Haitian Revolution: A Documentary History, ed. D.
Geggus (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing, Co., 2014), 203-205.
42 For the interactions of Afro-Latinos with Pan-African movements, see J. Hoffnung-Garskof,
“The Migrations of Arturo Schomburg: On Being Antillano, Negro, and Puerto Rican in New York
1891-1938," Journal of American Ethnic History 21(1): 3-49 (2001).
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Africans and their descendants throughout the world" and "to approach
Governments and influence legislation in the interests of the black races; and to
ameliorate the condition of the oppressed negro in all parts of the world." 43
Brent Hayes Edwards’ developed his notion of diaspora as a practice that
is “pursued by translation” and “necessarily involves a process of linking or
connecting across gaps.”44 He turns to the notion of articulation put forward by
Stuart Hall to explain this dynamic that diaspora articulates difference - disjunct
and displaced elements are joined together in order to restore some sense of
prior wholeness, however novel or inventive or perhaps “clumsy” this work of gap
bridging may be. Edwards turns to the French term decalage to help illustrate his
point, as this word indicates a gap or a discrepancy, something that has had a
wedge that was propping it up removed, and it is also the word used by the
French to describe the effects of jet lag.45 Taken together, Edwards lays out a
notion of diaspora that is an articulation of transatlantic jet lag - gaps of language,
culture, and nationality separating the African Americas, however jaggedly or
seamlessly, but all with an orientation towards reimagining the boundaries of
their community, of reshuffling and discovering alternative bases of power, and
narrating a counterhistory of African peoples.
For his part, Stuart Hall explains that apparent unity of sociocultural
phenomena may result from

M. Sherwood, "Pan-African Conferences, 1900-1953: What did 'Pan-Africanism' Mean?"
Journal of Pan African Studies 4(10): 107 (2012).
44 B.H. Edwards, The Practice of Diaspora: Literature, Translation, and the Rise of Black
Internationalism (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2003), 11.
45 Ibid., 13-15.
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two parts [that] are connected to each other, but though a specific
linkage, that can be broken. An articulation is thus the form of the
connection that can make a unity of two different elements, under
certain conditions. It is a linkage which is not necessary,
determined, absolute and essential for all time. You have to ask
under what circumstances can a connection be forged or made? 46
Hall's use of the term articulation indicates
a connection or link which is not necessarily given in all cases, as a
law or a fact of life, but which requires particular conditions of
existence to appear at all, which has to be positively sustained by
specific processes...[and] has to be constantly renewed. 47
The open-ended nature of articulation also means that some linkages “can under
some circumstances disappear or be overthrown, leading to the old linkages
being dissolved and new connections -- re-articulations -- being forged." 48 In the
specific case of the African Diaspora, Hall argues that on one hand, representing
or figuring Africa as mother becomes "a way of imposing an imaginary coherence
on the experience of dispersal and fragmentation, which is the history of all
enforced diasporas.”49 However, Hall reminds us that underneath this imaginary
coherence "are also critical points of deep and significant difference which
constitute 'what we really are'; or rather -- since history has intervened -- 'what
we have become'” due to "the ruptures and discontinuities" of the Middle
Passage.50 For Hall, a diasporic identity is

L. Grossberg, "On Postmodernism and Articulation: An Interview with Stuart Hall," Journal of
Communication Inquiry 10(2): 45-60 (1986).
47 S. Hall, "Signification, representation, ideology: Althusser and the post-structuralist debate,"
Critical Studies in Mass Communication 2(2): 113, fn 2 (1985). See also Idem., "Race, articulation
and societies structured in dominance,” in Sociological Theories: Race and Colonialism (Paris:
UNESCO, 1980), 305-345.
48 Hall, “Signification, representation, ideology,” 113, fn 2.
49 Hall, “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,” in Identity: Community, Culture, Difference, ed. J.
Rutherford (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1990), 224.
50 Ibid., 225.
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subject to the continuous 'play' of history, culture and power, [and]
far from being grounded in a mere 'recovery' of the past, which is
waiting to be found...identities are the names we give to the
different ways we are positioned by, and position ourselves within,
the narratives of the past.51
Michael A. Gómez describes the affective ethos that animates the
practices of diaspora, explaining it is "more useful to envision [the diaspora] as a
(at least) 500-year conversation, in myriad languages and cultural expressions,
among various members of African-descended communities (both within nationstates and between them) over the meaning of loss and displacement.” 52 He
goes on to refer to this activity as "nothing short of a mobilization of memory
forged in the fiery furnace.”53 The “symmetries, if not ligatures” binding people of
African descent stem from “heritage and aesthetic” as well as “complementary
systems of labor extraction and racialized social hierarchies,” giving birth to
shared experience and affect.54 One of the most salient aspects of diasporic
awareness for Gómez lies in “its vital concern with the plight of Black people." 55
Thinking about the patterns of movement and culture entailed in this
framework “provides an alternative perspective on world history viewed as a
series of overlapping diasporizations."56 However, the full catalog of these
counterhistories of diasporization are usually not found in received accounts of
history nor authorized archival sources, but much “of diaspora experience is
unwritten,” and as such “is inscribed in the creative arts, material culture, and oral
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traditions.”57 Olaniyan and Sweet implore scholars of the African Diaspora to
“move away from traditional fixations on the literate archive, toward an array of
nondiscursive sources, including oral history, art, popular culture, embodied and
ritual memory.”58 They locate this diasporic archive “in some of the most
unexpected places -- objects, memories, shrines” and even “gesture and body
posture.”59 This turn to uncovering patterns of diaspora through aesthetic
traditions and genealogies of performance follows the pioneering ethnohistorical
work of Melville Herskovits, who in 1941 held up archives of mythology, folktales,
proverbs, riddles, poetry, music, the graphic and plastic arts, and motor habits
including "routine activities as walking, speaking, laughing, sitting postures, or of
dancing, singing, burden carrying, hoeing, and movements made in various
industrial techniques” as storehouses for discovering African Diasporic
expression and memory.60
This turn to centering archives of folklore, mythology and ritual opens
questions about the religious dimension as that arena of life in which certain
forms of knowledge and understanding are generated and sustained. I follow
religious historian Charles Long’s stipulative definition that “for my purposes,
religion will mean orientation -- orientation in the ultimate sense, that is, how one
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comes to terms with the ultimate significance of one's place in the world.”61 To
comprehend the enslavement of twelve to fifteen million Africans over three
hundred years is to confront how each one of those Africans left behind their
family and friends -- mothers, fathers, siblings, lovers, children -- people who
knew them and loved them and would worry about them when they failed to
return. The Middle Passage threatened the cohesion of the world as it tore
Africans from the political, social, linguistic and cultural systems that had ordered
their lives and provided them with a cosmological map for its navigation.
However, all was not nor could be lost, for as Cedric Robinson declared, the hulls
of slave ships not only carried captive bodies but “also contained African
cultures, critical mixes and admixtures of language and thought, of cosmology
and metaphysics, of habits, beliefs, and morality. These were the actual terms of
their humanity.”62
Thrust into the matrix of power that characterized the master-slave
relationship, Africans in the Americas turned to the traditions of knowledge they
brought with them to make sense of their American captivity. 63 Albert Raboteau
argued that "one of the most durable and adaptable constituents of the slave's
culture, linking African past with American present, was his religion" because
African styles of worship, forms of ritual, systems of belief, and fundamental

C.H. Long, Significations: Signs, Symbols, and Images in the Interpretation of Religion
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), 7.
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perspectives on life "continued to develop as living traditions putting down new
roots in new soil, bearing new fruit as unique hybrids of American origin.” 64
Raboteau identified the basis of African adaptability as “respect for spiritual
power wherever it originated,” an open-ended approach to the world that
“accounted for...the continuity of a distinctively African religious consciousness. 65
Diasporic Africans gradually adopted forms of Christianity but interpreted
the gospel story through the lens of their experience and, as Howard Thurman
elegantly phrased it, “by some amazing but vastly creative spiritual insight the
slave undertook the redemption of a religion that the master had profaned in his
midst.”66 Diasporic Christianity, in both Catholic and Protestant varieties,
expresses the sincere hope for redemption of a people scorned and rejected. But
while the religious worldviews and ethos of enslaved Africans and their
descendants register the horrors of slavery, colonialism, and subsequent
histories of racial terror and political economic subjugation, diasporic religion is
not merely a dialectical response to the imposition of antiblackness. 67 Diasporic
religion also provides one with avenues for accessing the power of the Divine, an
expansive realm of gnosis that discloses answers to questions about who we
take ourselves to be across the physical and spiritual planes and about our
ultimate relation to the mysteries of the universe. In this way, the category of
diasporic religion directs the scholar towards archives of myth, folklore, and ritual
A.J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The "Invisible Institution" in the Antebellum South, Updated
Edition (New York: Oxford UP, 2004), 4.
65 Ibid., 5.
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as those "always-contested and ever-changing maps that orient devotees as they
move spatially and temporally” and that "situate the devout in the body, the
home, the homeland, and the cosmos.”68
In the specific case of Perú, Carlos Aguirre has found that “legal
provisions emphasized the objection of the masters to educate their slaves in the
Christian religion: baptize them, teach them the doctrine, force them to go to
mass, and fulfill all the other Catholic sacraments.”69 African Catholicization in
Perú primarily came through participation in a cofradía, a lay confraternity or
brotherhood housed within a parish or monastic church that came together under
the patronage of a particular saint or advocation of the Virgin Mary to sponsor
feast day celebrations, participate in public processions, and offer spiritual and
material support to is members.70 Despite this Afro-Catholic activity, Aguirre
explained that cofradías “served to reinforce the maintenance of their own
cultural practices - including African religions. The cofradías became, therefore, a
central vehicle in the effort of at least certain sectors of the black population to
preserve their culture and religion.”71 Generated out of this seventeenth-century
context, the iconography, hagiography, and ritual performances memorializing
Martín de Porres circulated through overlapping Catholic and Diasporic networks
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as Euroamericans, indigenous Americans, and subsequent descendants of
slavery encountered the story of Martín, and through their (re)elaborations of it,
transformed the humble Peruvian friar into an acclaimed saint of the universal
Church.
The case studies presented in this dissertation make use of written
documentary records such as ecclesiastical court proceedings, papal bulls,
literary works, private correspondence, newspapers and magazines, among
others. I augment these with additional sources gleaned from material culture
and historical archaeological records and approached ethnographically, which
include Catholic sacramental and kitsch items such as statues, prayer cards,
rosaries; paintings and prints; folklore; sartorial forms; photographs; cinema;
phonograph records, radio broadcasts, and music compact discs (CDs);
kinaesthetics, gesture, and rhetoric; ethnobotany and ethnopharmacopoeia. This
expansive range of archival sources focuses on the Americas as a broad zone of
both Catholic and African Diasporic activity. Through my read of this “Martín de
Porres” archive, this dissertation tells the story of how various diasporic
practitioners transformed the man Martín de Porres into a plethora of vernacular
and popular culture materials (and commodities) that were only sometimes
produced by and circulated within the institutional boundaries of the orthodox
Catholic Church. In every case, these Martín materials (re)stage an opportunity
for African diasporic peoples both to (re)interpret the meanings of black chattel
slavery and the colonial formations of racial capitalism during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries and to (re)assess their ongoing and open-ended historical
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relationship to those eventful happenings. Approaching histories of enslavement
and racism through the portals of understanding opened by religion brings one to
questions about the dialectics of resistance and accommodation. 72 James Noel
called attention to the critical fact that religiously-derived meanings across the
diaspora both “facilitated black survival” and paradoxically “the exploitation of
their labor as well.”73 Nevertheless, through ritual practice, Africans in the
Americas imagined alternative horizons of living that enabled them, as Noel
affirms, to “envision a freedom not lodged in property, or persons as property, or
property as persons -- formal, civic freedom -- but something else derived from
the inarticulate sensibility of those incarcerated in the realm of unfreedom." 74
How can a story from 1579 and set within the colonized and enslaved
landscapes of Lima, Perú, hold so much open-ended potential for
meaningfulness and memory across communities of the African Diaspora? I
place this research solidly within an African Diasporic framework, one that
approaches African-descendant populations as differentiated but interrelated via
obscured patterns of memory, affect, aesthetic, kinaesthetic, and cultural
connections. I approach the African Diaspora as an iterative unfolding and
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enfolding process, expanding in complexity across the dimensions of time and
space, that involves not only African peoples but goods, objects, flora, fauna,
ideas, traditions, folklore, quotidian practices, gestures, hermeneutic templates,
outlooks on style, adornment, and beauty, as well as ethical and moral values -in short, a cosmology. Never static, the movements of the African Diaspora are
amplified by feelings of displacement and loss and animated by the recognition
that such injury requires a healing intervention. These ways of doing and
knowing, and ways of doing that generate ways of knowing, over time accrete
and form repertoires of performance and ritual.
The story this dissertation relates, then, is the story of how ritual practice,
both his own and of other Afro-descendant communities, transformed Martín de
Porres from an historical figure into a figure of repetition and re-figuration in
diasporic cultures between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries. Devotees of
Martín have invested his saintly personage with a host of meanings that over
time have rendered Martín as a model for enacting social justice and racial
equality in their world. I argue that the practices constellating the figure of San
Martín de Porres form critical expressions of Diasporic ethical values that harbor
memory, catalyze everyday politics, populate integrated social worlds that span
spiritual and material planes, and stage encounters for healing, returning the
potentiality of the divine to those most-marginalized on Earth.
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Review of Literature
While the Catholic Church has produced voluminous hagiographies of
Martín de Porres over the centuries, a smaller but growing body of critical Martín
scholarship has developed of late. These studies analyze the hagiographic
legends of Martín de Porres within their socio-historical context and each
explores the ways in which Martín’s story entangled with antiblack discourses of
race and casta as salient features defining both Martín’s life, his mystical
reputation, and the posthumous colonial logic supporting his candidacy for
sainthood.75 A smaller body of scholarship approaches Martín’s story through
semiotics and symbolism, analyzing the predominant iconographic elements of
Martín’s visual and literary representations -- his broom, a dog, cat, and rat
eating from a shared food dish at his feet, and his supernatural healing abilities -as crystallized social commentary expressing critical views of the Iberian
colonization project in Lima, Perú.76
Celia Cussen’s 2014 Black Saint of the Americas: The Life and Afterlife of
Martín de Porres is the first monograph by a scholar that reads the Martín found
in hagiography against the Martín located in the archives of primary and notarial
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documents surviving from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In presenting
Martín as “a complex man of flesh and blood,” Cussen argues that “the evidence
suggests that Fray Martín’s racial origins were critical to how he was viewed in
life and as an intercessor.”77 Cussen’s account follows the timeline of Martín’s life
into his afterlife, centering her focus upon the formation and circulation of
hagiographies and iconographic representations of Martín in Lima during the
17th and 18th centuries. Cussen’s sweeping final chapter highlights Martín’s
1837 beatification and the events precipitating his 1962 canonization. I situate my
project broadly in conversation with Cussen’s, not only for her reading of the
seventeenth century documents relating Martín’s legends, but also because the
twentieth century case studies I address further flesh out how Martín came to
represent “the weariness of a man of African descent who [had] endured
decades of racial discrimination,” a resignification that achieved for Martín “star
quality within the American Catholic Church.”78
Jouve Martín describes his 2014 book The Black Doctors of Colonial
Lima: Science, Race, and Writing in Colonial and Early Republican Peru as a
"contribution to the ongoing research on the history of the black presence in
Peru."79 He focuses upon three Afro-Peruvian medical doctors of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries: José Manuel Valdés (1767-1843), José Manuel
Dávalos (1758-1821), and José Pastor de Larrinaga (1758-c.1821). His first
chapter sketches Afro-Peruvian folk healing networks from the city’s sixteenth
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century founding through the 1790s. This period coincides with the historical life
of Martín de Porres when he learned and plied the healing arts, a time when the
demographics of Lima “ensured” that most folk healers were of African descent. 80
His conclusion focuses upon Valdes’s updated 1839 hagiography of Martín de
Porres that sought to downplay Martín’s miracles in lieu of the rationalizing frame
of the scientific revolution. Jouve Martín’s project "radically question[s] many
existing assumptions about the relationship between race and knowledge in the
cities of colonial and early republican Spanish America" and contributes to the
reconstruction of an "intellectual history of African slaves and their descendants
in colonial Latin America.”81 I place my project’s case studies and general
methodology alongside Jouve Martín’s as I analyze Martín de Porres’s habitual
and ritual life, and that of his devotees over time, with the intention of highlighting
the creative genius of Africans in the Americas broadly.
When questions of African intellectual history are placed to the fore,
Cussen makes the following claims about Martín’s relationship to West and
West-Central African knowledge traditions:
While we can speculate that there was an ancestral link between
the participation of blacks in formal and folk medicine and traditions
of healing in Africa, it is difficult to establish this with any
certainty…. In general, given the sources available at the moment,
to trace continuities in healing practices from Africa to Peru poses a
tremendous challenge. In Lima, like in many cities of Spanish
America, slaves mingled intensively with Europeans and even
Indians, and their own healing practices ostensibly blended
seamlessly into local habits. Moreover, the three cultures of the
Americas -- European, Andean, and African -- shared profound
similarities in etiology and treatment that made distinctions among
them nearly impossible. ...It is hard to come by documentary
80
81
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evidence confirming the performance of magical healing by
individuals of African origin.82
For his part, Jouve Martín locates Martín de Porres within a social milieu of
healing knowledge that "combined commonly accepted seventeenth-century
surgical techniques with religious and medical beliefs of African, Andean, and
Peninsular origin."83 Noting that Martín de Porres’s healing repertoire "employed
some peculiar remedies to treat patients," Jouve Martín opts to read Martín de
Porres alongside the folk healers (curanderos) that "colonial authorities routinely
persecuted."84
In her discussion of the Valdes hagiography, Cussen finds “Valdes’s
interpretation of Martín’s life is not vastly different” from its colonial legends as he
“portray[ed] Fray Martín as a melancholy penitent much in the medieval
tradition.”85 While she contrasts Valdes’s account with Ricardo Palma’s
costumbrista retellings of Martín from a few decades later that brought a
“charming effect” to the “old miracle stories,” she does not problematize the
variance of these nineteenth century accounts further.86 In his discussion, Jouve
Martín argues “Valdes had a deep distrust of miracles and other supernatural
occurrences, whether found in the realms of popular religion or in medicine" and
Jouve Martín centers Valdes’s aversion to miracles as a defining element of his
hagiography.87 But in this analysis, Jouve Martín never juxtaposes Valdes’s
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rational frame against Palma’s amplification of miraculous and mystical tropes in
his traditions.
I bring Cussen and Jouve Martín into conversation to highlight the
generative tension between their interpretations and to attempt a more sustained
recovery of the murky but persistent West and West-Central African traditions of
knowledge and repertoires of performance that, without informed speculation,
would rarely enter scholarly discussions that only emerge from the documentary
archive. Positioning these streams of knowledge as resources to which Martín
had access reveals a wider range of philosophical outlooks and schemas of
action that Afro-Peruvians deployed in their social navigations. Furthermore, the
case studies presented herein demonstrate the broad aesthetic patterns that
connect communities of the African Diaspora to colonial genealogies of
miraculous healing tropes and approaches to mystical power. These elements,
and their attendant hermeneutic templates found across the Diaspora’s footprint,
constellated Martín de Porres’s historical life and have persisted within his cult
devotion through the twenty-first century.
This dissertation also draws upon the scholarship of (Latin and Anglo)
American folk saints generally that views such figures as enshrining certain sets
of heroic virtues and furnishing devotees with an imaginative device and material
repertoires and iconography for practically thinking through complex historical,
social, racial, political, economic, and theological problems through the
relatability of a mythic story.88 Synthesizing these works, I approach Martín de
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Porres as a site of confluence for an innumerable host of factors, interested
parties, sociohistorical concerns, a set of symbolic materials and a repertoire of
ritual practices that disclose the didactic and mythic truths of diasporic
experience as elaborated by his own actions and those of his devotees in, over,
and across the contingencies and vagaries that destabilize their world-making
and sustaining projects.
This project contributes to the historiography of Martín de Porres
specifically and of folk and canonized American Catholic saints more generally
by privileging Afrocentric categories of understanding and modalities of agency
when possible. I make this move in order to decenter the authority of the Catholic
worldview that always already ensconces Martín’s stories within received tropes
of orthodox hagiography. I approach Martín’s Catholicism skeptically, this is to
say, I work with and through Catholic descriptions but maintain awareness that
the Catholic version of Martín’s legend is but only one side of the story.
I derive my understanding of Afrocentricity from the scholarship of Molefi
Kete Asante, who employs the term to refer to an orientational focus that holds
the people and cultures of Africa as central to the processes of history, not
merely as marginal actors to Europeans. Afrocentric theories and praxis
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develops categories of analysis that maintain the potentiality of Africans to be
active agents in social and cultural processes - an epistemological break from
Eurocentric modes that diminish African agency simply through their lack of
categorical possibilities for making such culturally-embedded actions legible.
Asante defines afrocentricity as "a mode of thought and action...placing African
people in the center...[and] enshrin[ing] the idea that Blackness itself is a troup of
ethics."89 Afrocentricity establishes
a frame of reference wherein phenomena are viewed from the
perspective of the African person.... It centers on placing people of
African origin in control of their lives and attitudes about the
world.... As an intellectual theory, Afrocentricity is the study of ideas
and events from the standpoint of Africans as the key players rather
than victims.90
Asante’s paradigm overlaps with the crucial insights of Haitian scholar
Michel-Rolph Trouillot, who averred that the Haitian Revolution “thus entered
history with the peculiar characteristic of being unthinkable even as it happened”
because Europeans received the news “only with their ready-made categories”
that made no cognitive place for Afrocentric agencies.91 The Haitian Revolution
was unthinkable not because it was not a real happening in the phenomenal
world, but rather as “that which one cannot conceive within the range of possible
alternatives, that which perverts all answers because it defies the terms under
which the questions were phrased."92
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While the story of Martín de Porres is encrusted within layers of Catholic
understandings that position his racialized Christian piety as humble and
submissive, I adhere to an Afrocentric reading in order to attend to the "usually
unconscious adoption of the Western worldview and perspective and their
attendant conceptual frameworks" that distort the Catholic accounts of Martín de
Porres and his cult.93 I follow James Sweet’s admonition to historians of slavery
that our prevailing American-focused academic episteme
…does little to reveal the impacts of African institutions and ideas
on the making of the Americas...especially in the years prior to
1750.... This erasure of African categories of knowledge reduces
the history of the Atlantic to a European-American anachronism....
It bears remembering that between 1500 and 1820, more than
three out of four immigrants to the Americas was African.94
This dissertation also engages the various historiographies tracking the
formation of Black and Latino/a Catholicism in the United States. By relating
North American engagement with the stories of Martin that emerged in
seventeenth-century Peru, this project challenges monolithic narratives that
frame Catholicism as arriving in the United States with European migration
waves during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and lately due to
Hispanics bringing their various Latin American devotions and Catholic folkways
with them.95 Tracking the cult of Martín de Porres as it crisscrossed and
overlapped between the United States and Latin America reveals that the
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footprint of Catholicism (institutional and folk varieties) in African-American
communities dates to the colonial period and grew more extensive during the
post-Emancipation period and particularly Jim Crow as segregation policies
provided Catholic missionary work with a worthy cause for providing AfricanAmerican populations critical social services such as education and healthcare. 96
Likewise, this research demonstrates that folk and institutional forms of Latin
American Catholicism entered the United States prior to the “Hispanic Hypergrowth” period that began around 1970, and draws attention to the U.S.
borderlands and imperial holdings in which Hispanic Catholicism was already
established prior to the arrival of the legal regime of the American government. 97
Drawing from Kim D. Butler’s fourth avenue for diasporic research calling
for analysis of the interrelations within communities of a diaspora, this research
addresses questions about the social interactions, tensions, and mutual
racialization processes faced by Afro-Latino/as and African-Americans, and I
center Martín de Porres as a crucial point of articulation between these Catholic
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Diasporic communities.98 As Timothy Matovina encourages, “Interpreters of the
past do well to adopt the [hemispheric] vision” that “reimagin[es] national
histories within the context of an international American Catholicism.”99 He calls
on Catholic scholars to think about the history of the Church through the term
“Americanization” to “connote historical links and the need for solidarity across
international borders.”100 He avers that such “a hemispheric American
perspective enhances the effort to construct a narrative of the U.S. Catholic past
that encompasses the struggles and contributions” of all those peoples for whom
“Conquest, settlement, enslavement, immigration, and exile were the human -and too often inhuman -- experiences” that constituted the Catholic Church on
the American continent.101
My research methodology is indebted to the insights of performance and
ritual studies that view such modalities of diasporic behavior as a “different[ial]
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management of time and space where staging, memorializing, imagining, and
sacralizing the past and future play a more fundamental role."102 Joseph Roach
details the importance of supplementing documentary records with analyses of
genealogies of performance, particularly when describing the histories of
enslavement and racial capitalism that predicated the archival erasure of African
ways of knowing and moving in the world through the same forms of EuroAmerican power-knowledge that captured Africans in the first place:
Memories of some particular times and places have become
embodied in and through performances…. To
perform...means...often secretly to reinvent. This claim is especially
relevant to the performances that flourish within the geohistorical
matrix of the circum-Atlantic world….The concept of the circumAtlantic world (as opposed to a transatlantic one) insists on the
centrality of the diasporic and genocidal histories of Africa and the
Americas, North and South, in the creation of the culture of
modernity....This interculture may be discerned most vividly by
means of the performance tradition and representation of
performance that it engendered...because performances so often
carry within them the memory of otherwise forgotten substitutions -those that were rejected, and even invisibly, those that have
succeeded….The pursuit of performance does not require
historians to abandon the archive but it does encourage them to
spend more time in the streets...reconstructing historic
performances.”103
Archives of performance make accessible to the researcher all those
expressions of African diasporic knowledge that either exceed the capacities of
language in substance or that for reasons of philosophy or political obfuscation
were never communicated through word, spoken or written. Performance
archives reorient the scholar’s attention to the recognition that knowledge is
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embodied and sensual, and that humans “produce sense through...experience,
interpretation, contemplation, and imagination, and... cannot live in the world
without it.”104 Ulf Hannerz identifies sense-making in human life as residing within
“a crowded conceptual field: ideas, meaning, information, wisdom,
understanding, intelligence, sensibility, learning, fantasy, opinion, knowledge,
belief, myth, tradition [and]….culture.”105 Hannerz explains that circulating such
inner knowledge through these external forms renders them “public, available to
the senses, and thus truly social.”106
Human bodies receive sensual data through the five senses of sight,
hearing, smell, taste, and touch. Through a perceptual encounter with the diverse
material textures of the world, humans convert these impressions into forms of
knowledge.107 Despite this common epistemic ground, the emergence of
Western modern discourses of knowledge during the seventeenth century
gradually elevated the faculty of sight above the others, eventually creating a
notion of objective, disembodied knowledge contained in the written word. 108
However, the importance of all five senses to facilitating epistemic processes
recalls Charles Long’s injunction that “all of our pressing problems might be
subsumed under some notion of materiality. Whether we are talking about
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ecology, gender, or ethnicity, the issue of matter or materiality is to the fore.” 109
Long’s reoriented methodology for the study of religion placed “the locus of
matter and materiality precisely at the point of relationships, contacts, and
exchanges between and among human beings and between human beings and
all other forms of life and meaning.”110 He reminded scholars of religion that “we
are speaking of how our bodies are embodiments, and this fact ought to cause
us to have regard for the human matter and its place in the universe.” 111
Further expanding the reservoirs of knowledge contained in diasporic
bodies is the “sixth sense” -- initiatory forms of spiritual knowing disclosed to
consciousness not through experience but rather via anamnestic episodes of
noesis, divination, and revelation -- the visions, dreams, and trance-possessions
that reveal for Joseph Murphy how "the spirit is a real and irreducible force
uplifting communities throughout the African diaspora." 112 As Grey Gundaker
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argues, divination and revelation are "modes of participation [that] often involve
religious beliefs and material forms of mediation at a juncture between physical
and spirit worlds."113 To access or receive knowledge in these modes "often
involve[s] the kinds of practices that exemplify superstition and preliteracy or
illiteracy in conventional literacy ideology" that over-determines the written word
as rational, authoritative communication.114 James A. Noel positions the material
culture and religious rituals of the African Diaspora as opportunities “to discern
how Africans and other enslaved and conquered peoples imagined matter as one
world was disintegrating and another possible world was being posited through
the symbolic forms of their consciousness.”115
The metaphysics of black chattel slavery that only admitted the materiality
of the black body in its thingness and objecthood formed a crucial site for
diasporic rituals in which Africans “imagined [themselves] collectively as
community even in the midst of being subjugated and exchanged as
commodities or cargo.”116 Thomas Jennings work on ritual knowledge positions
ritual action as a “search for an understanding of the world, as a mode of inquiry
and of discovery" that is "gained through a bodily action which alters the world or
the place of the ritual participant in the world.”117 For Jennings, ritual action is
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“primarily corporeal rather than cerebral, primarily active rather than
contemplative, [and] primarily transformative rather than speculative." 118
This dissertation, Performative Circulations of St. Martín de Porres in the
African Diaspora, focuses on the ritual performances of Martín de Porres that, in
the words of Dannabang Kuwabong, have generated “new mythopoeic
narratives” as Africans and their descendants in the diaspora use performance to
engage
...a recuperative historicity...to invoke, evoke, and mythicize
historical Africans of the past as agents to help them confront the
contradictory presents and uncertainties about their own cultural
and historical location and their full participation in a Europhonic
dominated historiography of the Americas.119
Undergirding this research is an unflinching commitment to Black and Latina
feminist methodologies that hold up the flesh as the ground of non-western,
anticolonial knowledge and praxis. Hortense Spillers described the Middle
Passage as a process by which "undecipherable markings on the captive body
render a kind of hieroglyphics of the flesh” that “bears in person the marks of a
cultural text whose inside has been turned outside.”120 Likewise, Cherríe Moraga
encouraged scholars to employ “a theory in the flesh...where the physical
realities of our lives -- our skin color, the land or concrete we grew up on, our
sexual longings -- all fuse to create a politic born out of necessity.” 121 I combine
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these insights to discover the encrusted layers of diasporic knowledge generated
and disclosed to those who encounter Martín de Porres through ritual
performance, who feel him in and through their bodies as the word that becomes
flesh.

Organization of Work
This work is divided into two sections. Part one, Peruvian Formations,
1579-1910, examines the emergence of Martín’s fame of sainthood in colonial
Lima during his lifetime, the growth of his cult of devotion following his death, and
its reformations following the founding of the Peruvian Republican (1821) and the
abolition of slavery (1854). While this section is primarily focused on Lima, Perú I
attend to the national, regional, and global happenings that precipitated and
articulated with Martín’s local story in multiscalar ways.
Chapter one focuses on the original seventeenth-century texts produced
by the Catholic Church that first documented Martín’s story and made the case
for his sainthood. The first of these is the set of testimonies recorded during the
proceso de beatificación in three distinct periods, the first occurring some twentyone years after Martín’s death: 1660, 1664, and lastly 1671.122 During this period
some seventy-three witnesses appeared before the ecclesiastical court, three of
whom were Africans, one free and two enslaved.123 This document forms the
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nucleus of my primary documentation in this section, not only because it is
sequentially the oldest of the documents I examine, but also because its
testimonies form the ur-text upon which all subsequent orthodox hagiographies
of Martín have drawn for thematic content.124 The Archdiocese of Lima, under
the supervision of the Inquisition and at the behest of the Dominican Order
specifically recorded these testimonies for an audience in Rome with the Sacred
Congregation of Rites, the regulatory body of the Church charged with verifying
claims of sainthood, housed within the Holy Office. As such, these documents
are framed and take their rhetorical shape according to the intentions of those
individuals who participated in their production -- namely, the eventual
canonization of Martín de Porres.
This strategy, while responsive to Martín’s actual ministry and the legends
of his mystical charity, also contributed to the fashioning of Lima as an exemplary
and pious city that confirmed the effectual working of conversion practices in the
colonies even among the African castas. The proceso testimonies are not literary
in the sense that they were never intended to circulate as a packaged
representation of Martín de Porres. They are however hagiographical and
broadly literary in the sense that one discerns in them the genre tropes of
Baroque Catholic hagiography that had become standard by the seventeenth
century, as the highly bureaucratized process of recording the testimonies in
accordance with papal guidance meant that a type of “sainthood template”
emerged.
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The second main text analyzed in chapter one is Vida Prodigiosa del
Venerable Siervo de Dios F. Martín de Porres written by Martín’s friend and
fellow Dominican friar Bernardo de Medina, published in Madrid in 1675.
Medina’s Vida is a literary document in the sense that it narrates Martín’s life
from birth to death as a story with inherent didactic application. To craft his
narrative of Martín’s life, Medina availed himself of the proceso testimonies, even
following up one-on-one with some witnesses to get clarifications about their
recollections. Most important for my purposes, Medina also gathered stories
about Martín that never made it into the official testimony, some which likely
came from the enslaved Africans who lived at the Dominican’s hacienda of
Limatambo located about nine miles away from the convent in the city of Lima. 125
I also analyze modified excerpts of Medina’s hagiography republished by
Dominican priest Fray Juan Meléndez in his 1681 chronicle of Peruvian history,
Tesoros verdaderos de las Yndias.
In addition to the juridical slaves mentioned in these texts, elite Peruvian
(re)presentations of Martín repeatedly refer to him as the “slave” of the Lord
owing to his self-abnegating humility and his practices of mortification,
particularly self-flagellation. Despite the elite intentions of these texts, I bring my
own intentions to read them as embedded slave narratives -- to center the faint,
distant voices of the enslaved and free Africans who show up everywhere in
these accounts in third person, but only limitedly on the record as witness. I
position them alongside Martín’s rhetorical slavery in order to analyze these
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registers of slavery together as revealing the limitations of the elite Peruvian
imagination to see Afro-descendants as anything other than captive bodies. 126
Nicole Aljoe expands the genre of the slave narrative to include:
more complex manifestations: dictated, unsigned, and undated
testimonies, portraits embedded in other texts, court depositions,
spiritual conversion narratives, letters, interviews, brief narrative
and ethnographic portraits, representations of conversations, etc.127
In order to extract the African presence from such sources, Aljoe stresses “the
frequently racist and/or ethnocentric context of the text's creation must be moved
to the background in order to foreground its articulation as a slave narrative.” 128
No story is perfectly univocal, and despite their elite provenance, the
Martín narratives that appear in the proceso testimonies and early hagiographies
are as uneven in their telling as the social positions occupied by their many
antagonists and protagonists. I develop a robust methodology for encountering
the multiple perspectives of Martín held by elite Peruvians and Afro-castas, and
through Afrocentric categories of analysis I re-frame these early Martín legends
to reveal the alternative frames of interpretation that Africans might have used to
make sense of Martín’s ministerial practices. I approach Martín’s story in this way
through a speculative and transversal reading with and across, but not entirely
against the grain of the Church-produced narratives.
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Chapter two continues the mode of analysis from chapter one, but this
time I approach these narratives through the reports of Martín’s ecstasies and
levitations. Martín’s ecstatic black body created a spectacle that required some
provisional explanation. In taking up the problematic of ecstasy and levitation, I
foreground the entanglement of ecstatic and racialized bodies. Specifically, I take
my lead from the secondhand testimony of Maqueca Palapa, who called Martín
de Porres a “trickster witch,” resuscitating this seemingly-aberrant description of
Martín into a category of analysis that points to the contested frames of
interpretation for Martín that existed even in his contemporary day.
Throughout this chapter, I take Martín’s ecstasy as the sensible sign of his
differential orientation towards sacred reality. In maintaining my approach
towards these texts as slave narratives, scouring them for traces of Afro-Limeño
subjectivity, I position ecstasy as an embodied form of knowledge that exceeds
the limits of language and categories of understanding contained in the ruling
episteme. This chapter reads Martín’s Catholicism through the lens of trickster
performances, and I introduce the diasporic genealogy of the trickster figure as
both a character of African myth and folklore and a diasporic hermeneutic model
of action in which layered meanings, ultimately indeterminate, can be doublevoiced or disimulated for reasons of expediency.
I advance this reading of Martín from the seventeenth-century texts
through two later hagiographic representations of Martín printed in Lima that
commemorate Martín’s 1837 beatification: the orthodox hagiography Vida
Admirable del Bienaventurado Martín de Porres, Natural de Lima y Donado
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Profeso del Convento del Rosario del Orden de Predicadores de esta Ciudad
(1840), written by the mulatto medical doctor Jose Manuel Valdés, and the
collection of short stories “Los Ratones de Fray Martín” (Brother Martín’s Rats)
published by the Afro-mestizo Ricardo Palma as part of his Tradiciones
Peruanas (1872-1910), a collection of Peruvian folktales from the colonial period.
I compare the contrary ways that each nineteenth-century retelling of Martín’s
story handled tropes dealing with the ecstatic and miraculous, and how these
divergences form a critical sociopolitical commentary. I argue that historic
accounts of ecstasy and levitation alongside miraculous healing operated as a
key site in the very literal power dynamics that shaped Martín’s life and its
evolving hagiographical memory. This chapter pries apart the construction of
Martín’s hagiographic “truth” along its seams to demonstrate, in Irene Silverblatt’s
words that "the problem of power and its insinuation into cultural forms is central
to historical process."129
Part Two: Diasporic Encounters, 1926-2012 traces the rapid proliferation
of Martín’s iconography and hagiography beyond the local-regional environment
of Lima, Perú starting with the Vatican’s reopening of Martín’s case in 1926 that
culminated with his 1962 canonization as the patron saint of social and interracial
justice. This section presents three case studies located at different points along
and after that timeline that demonstrate how Martín’s ascent to global fame came
through the efforts of both white and black Catholics, particularly in the United
States, who invoked his miraculous intercession for both physical and racial

I. Silverblatt, Moon, Sun, and Witches: Gender Ideologies and Class in Inca and Colonial Perú
(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1987), xix.
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healing. Adding to Martín’s growing fame were observers from various currents
of pan-Africanism and Black internationalism that also took notice of Martín’s
case and folded it into their wider projects to advance the standing of Afrodescendants the world over. The sainthood of Martín de Porres and its twentiethcentury iconographic-hagiographic representations figure in this section as an
on-going elaboration of sacred diasporic memory that occasions fresh
interpretations of the colonial formations of slavery, colonialism, and capitalism.
This section continues to employ trickster performance as an analytic category
that reveals how Afro-descendants made sense of Martín in ways that exceeded
or reoriented the orthodox Catholic account for their own projects and
mobilizations of memory.
Chapter three centers on a photographic archive: twelve 1942 portraits of
the Harlem actor Edward Atkinson in character as Martín de Porres. Edward
Atkinson posed for these photographs in the home studio of Carl Van Vechten, a
wealthy white socialite, writer, and patron of the Harlem Renaissance. Van
Vechten and Atkinson produced these pictures to circulate them to Countee
Cullen, one of the preeminent poets of the Renaissance and the secret
homosexual lover of Atkinson. This chapter unravels how Atkinson, Cullen, and
Van Vechten entangled the mulatto friar from colonial Perú in their photographic
communications twenty years before the Vatican acclaimed him as Saint Martín.
To set these photos within their context, I foreground the period from 1926
approaching the 1937 centennial of Martín’s beatification and the tricentennial of
his death celebrated throughout 1939 as critical moments of diffusion in which
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Martín de Porres iconography, generated by the thick institutional network of the
Church, became au courant throughout New York City and Harlem specifically. I
sketch out this iconographic field to position how Martín de Porres was made
available as an aesthetic resource for Atkinson’s communicative performance. I
derive my method of engaging a photographic archive from Tina Campt’s
suggestion:
rather than using photographs as documents or evidence of the
past in the sense of an illustration, confirmation, or supplement to
historical facts or information we already know, what if we thought
of the image instead as itself an enactment of that past?130
I thus approach these photographs as an enactment of multiple pasts: that
of June 25, 1942, the day they were taken and its immediate context; the
seventeenth- century world of Martín de Porres, the time they intended to
represent; and lastly, the intervening time between those points in which various
elements of Martín’s iconography and hagiography accreted layered social
meanings through the ongoing spread of his cult of devotion that positioned
Martín’s charity (particularly to non-human animals) as extravagant and
exceeding the expectations of “normal” human social relationships. To
demonstrate this process, I analyze the rat elements of Martín’s iconography and
the varying interpretations they catalyzed in colonial Lima and carried with them
to Depression-Era Harlem. I argue that these pictures form a campy
appropriation of the suite of representations of Martín circulating in New York City

T. M. Campt, Image Matters: Archive, Photography, and the African Diaspora in Europe
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in the 1930s and that were circulated with the intention of communicating
homoerotic intimacy between Atkinson, Cullen, and Van Vechten.
Camp is an expansive category that relates to the meaning-making
practices and rhetorical games of sexually “abnormal” men in a Pre-Stonewall
historical context. George Chauncey explained that camp was a “gay argot” that
gave "common words a second meaning that would be readily recognized only
by other gay men...allowing gay men to communicate with one another in hostile
surroundings without drawing attention from others.”131 The hallmark of camp
was its surplus of meaning, as “double entendre made the double life
possible."132 Moe Myer defines camp as “the total body of performative practices
and strategies used to enact a queer identity, with enactment defined as the
production of social visibility.”133 This social visibility of one’s queer identity
activated via camp was not intended for the general public, but provided “a way
to communicate among those ‘in the know’, while (for survival reasons, both legal
and psychological) excluding those whose ‘normality’ couldn’t be let into this
outlaw, and yet proximate community.”134

G. Chauncey, Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World
1890-1940 (New York: Basic Books, 1994), 286. For more on camp’s historical emergence in
New York City, see Chauncey’s full chapter 10, "The Double Life, Camp Culture, and the Making
of a Collective Identity."
132 Ibid., 287.
133 M. Meyer, "Introduction," in The Poetics and Politics of Camp. M. Meyer, ed. (NYC: Routledge,
1994), 5.
134 Ibid., 9, 10. There is a historic relationship between diasporic double-voicing and gay camp
performance, though there remains much work to demonstrate these connections. Uri McMillan
stressed that historically, Black camp in particular has delivered “devastating play and frothy
frivolity.” U. McMillan, "Nicki-aesthetics: the camp performance of Nicki Minaj," Women &
Performance: a journal of feminist theory 24(1): 79-87 (2014).
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While homosexual-homoerotic desire animated much of the
communication between Atkinson, Van Vechten, and Cullen, to reduce the extent
of these relationships only to sexuality ignores the wider implications for the way
these Harlemites employed the camp affect as a new horizon of possibility for
reimagining their social world. Throughout this chapter I use queer as opposed
to gay or homosexual to signify the full set of practices and dispositions that
encompass sexual and gender deviance from the social norm. Queer practice
models the alternative identities and social relations of the future, a potential
world that queer practitioners yearn to enact through performance. José Muñoz
defined queerness as an aesthetic mode that “allows us to see and feel beyond
the quagmire of the present” and that “map[s] future social relations.” 135 In my
read of Martín de Porres as queer inspiration, I follow E. Patrick Johnson and
Ramón Rivera’s understanding of Blacktino queer performance that “privilege[s]
‘queer’ to recoup its radical potentiality and futurity” while also seeing it as a
purposeful practice, as “performance makes material the discursive conditions of
life at the margins.”136
Chapter four follows the trickster’s path of double-voiced Martín
performances further by focusing upon the voice quite literally: René Muñoz’s
spoken word-salsa music LP album René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico,
recorded in San Juan, released on the label Mavi Records, and distributed by

J. E. Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: NYU Press,
2009), 1.
136 E.P. Johnson and R.H. Rivera-Servera, "Introduction: Ethnoracial Intimacies in Blacktino
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salsa giant Fania Records between 1972 and 1973. This album signified upon
Muñoz’s association with Martín de Porres based upon his cinematic portrayal of
the title role in 1961’s hit Spanish film Fray Escoba (Brother Broom, a nickname
of Martín’s based on his servile status in his convent). Muñoz’s portrayal in that
film became memorable due to its overlapping release with Pope John XXIII’s
canonization of Martín in May 1962. Muñoz’s direct participation in the promotion
of the film and the canonization ceremony at the Vatican fused him in the eyes of
Hispanophone public with the newly-lauded mulatto saint, and he elaborated this
role throughout the sixties, making many appearances at local theaters and
filming the 1964 Mexican telenovela San Martín de Porres, among others.
By one measure, the Puerto Rican spoken word album is one more in a
string of Muñoz’s reprisals of his Martín role. But this particular album is distinct
for its blending of Martín’s legends with Santería chants set to the groovy AfroCuban rhythms of son and rumba. This chapter focuses upon Puerto Rico as a
uniquely positioned geopolitical site that enabled Muñoz to voice a knowledge of
Martín through multiple locations, temporalities, and frames of reference that
centers the spiritual traditions of resistance employed by enslaved Afro-Antilleans
under Spanish colonial rule. The album’s vocals and orchestration were recorded
in Puerto Rico, while these raw tracks were mixed in New York City. The
Nuyorican assemblage and circulation of this album along with its citation of
Iberian cinema speaks to Puerto Rico’s situation as a strategic colony of the
United States in its global imperial and anticommunist policies. As a former
colony of the Spanish Empire still bound through language and culture to its first
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metropole, then undergoing a social transformation due to the emergent
Nuyorican and Antillano identities resulting from the global political economic
fluxes and flows, Puerto Rico staged an encounter between Afro-descendants
hailing from different locations of the Anglo and Latin Americas.
René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico indirectly commented upon
wider Diasporic currents, including the Castro Revolution in Cuba (1959), the
decolonization of Africa broadly and of Spanish Guinea in particular (1968), and
the emergence of salsa music in New York City as a co-creation of Cubans,
Puerto Ricans, Dominicans and others in relation with African-American jazz and
R&B musicians in the 1950s and ‘60s. Puerto Rican scholar Carlos AlamoPastrana offers the notion of racial imbrication to describe “the points of overlap
regarding race, empire, gender, and politics in the work of journalists, writers,
and activists in Puerto Rico and the United States.”137 I follow his lead to argue
that René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico is a sonic artifact whose racial
imbrication sounds out multiple counterhistories of the Afro-Caribbean precisely
through its technical tricks -- its materiality as a phonograph record where the
sonic signature of Muñoz forms the vocal thread that stitches together the film’s
orthodox representation of Martín de Porres with the Santería and salsa take on
the album.
Chapter five presents a microhistorical assessment of the long twentieth
century at Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church, the oldest African-American
Catholic parish in Atlanta, Georgia, founded 1912. I analyze the iconographic and
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liturgical elaborations of Martín de Porres by the congregants and the purposes
for which they have been mobilized over time. To supplement the documentary
records held by Lourdes and the Archdiocese of Atlanta, I present aesthetic
archives as crucial evidence for this case study. These include a nearly 12-foot
tall statue of Martín that arrived at Lourdes circa 1958 prominently positioned in
the sanctuary (nave) of the church, descriptions of masses and feast day
ceremonies held for Martín de Porres over the years, and the 2012 album Reap
a Harvest in Due Season: A Treasury of African-American Catholic Music
recorded by the Lourdes choir to commemorate their Centennial Celebrations.
Our Lady of Lourdes is located in the historic Sweet Auburn neighborhood
of Atlanta just down the street from the historic Ebenezer Baptist Church copastored during the middle third of the twentieth century by the Revs. Martin
Luther King, Sr. and Jr. Today, Lourdes forms one of the primary attractions
within the Luther King, Jr. National Historic Park.138 This geographic proximity
historically led members of Lourdes to found the St. Martin Human Relations
Council in 1965 and join the largely Baptist-driven Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. The Civil Rights Movement created a historical conjunction in which
the stories of Martín de Porres and Martin Luther King, Jr. and their respective
Catholic and Protestant-Baptist outlooks entangled within the black sacred
cosmos of Lourdes parishioners that approaches the full account of Africans in
the Americas as a spiritual struggle worthy of sacral memorialization.

Formerly known as the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site, the unit was redesignated
as a National Historical Park on January 8, 2018.
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This chapter positions Martín de Porres and Martin Luther King, Jr. as
homophonic mirrors of each other in the sacred memory of Lourdes. I trace out
the process by which Lourdes’ social justice activism and iconographic and
liturgical practices entangled these two Martins, eventually sacralizing the
memory of Martin Luther King and elevating him alongside that of Martín de
Porres as a folk saint of black history. I divide this chapter into three predominant
time periods: 1) 1958-1968, covering the canonization of Martín de Porres and
the Civil Rights struggle of Martin Luther King that ended with his assassination;
2) 1968-1994, the period in which King was translated by memory practices into
a mythic national hero that also corresponded with the context of Vatican II
inculturation and the development of the Black Catholic Liturgy; and 3) 2006present, the period covering the installation of Father Jeffrey Ott, O.P. as the first
African-American pastor of Lourdes and his oversight of the parish’s selfreflective memory work in anticipation of their 2012 Centennial Celebrations.
While the changes brought about in the Church by Vatican II certainly
contributed to the “blackening” of the Catholic liturgy, this chapter demonstrates
that the desire for black aesthetic expression among African-American Catholics
preceded the Council’s changes and only amplified in its wake. This chapter
points to the socio-aesthetic processes through both Martins -- despite their
official canonization statuses -- have become folk saints for Diasporic memory.
This chapter positions diasporic hagiography as a tactical practice employed by
Afro-descendants that sacralizes the memory of heroic figures to express a
counterhistory of the Americas that contends with the many afterlives of slavery
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and colonialism, as well as mobilizations for social and racial justice undertaken
by Afro-descendants in the service of making their lives more livable.
One final word on the mode of historicism engaged by this dissertation. I
articulate my analyses of these Martín case studies through the words of
Santería art historian David H. Brown, who positioned his research by explaining
a “rigorous attention to historical explanation” was “subject to limitation by my
intensive concern with form history…. institutional, ritual, and iconographic.” 139 By
focusing upon “a ‘vertical’ thread of changing forms over time” and situating them
“in relation to the interests of relevant institutions, actors, and historiographical
traditions of knowledge production,” Brown opted against “grounding change in
relation to thickly delineated” and “airtight frameworks of local and global
sociohistorical explanation.”140 Approaching the history of Santería through the
view that “forms carry their own specific histories,” Brown’s analyses of
“institutional, ritual, and iconographic innovations” provided him “the opportunity
to focus closely upon organizations, objects, and performances” and “specific
archival, oral, and ethnographic data” he could use to “build detailed accounts of
selected practices over time without having to pronounce on their multileveled
historical causation.”141
The story of Martín de Porres has accreted at least four hundred thirtynine years of global meanings if one begins their count from the day of his birth.
No single diachronic study could synthesize the myriad actors and contexts
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involved with Martín’s sainthood into one streamlined historical narrative.
Performative Circulations of St. Martín de Porres in the African Diaspora employs
a feral historical methodology that is both scalar and nonlocal. This dissertation
takes seriously Deleuze and Guattari’s assessment that "history is always written
from the sedentary point of view," but that what is needed instead "is a
Nomadology --” an account of the past that intentionally follows the meandering
paths and multiple directions that a global archive pulls the researcher (and the
archive, properly understood, is always global).142 Like the rootless rhizome, I
narrate a story of Martín de Porres with full ironic awareness that this story
actually “has no beginning or end,” but rather (re)cycles through the iterative
flows of diasporic experience that position us forever “in the middle, between
things, interbeing, intermezzo.”143 What follows then, is an exploration of the
mythic past of the African Diaspora, with Martín de Porres’ peripatetic patterns of
movement charting the path forward.

G. Deleuze and F. Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. R.
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Chapter 1 - The Suffering Servant
“How can we fathom a social life that tends toward death, that enacts a
kind of being-toward-death, and which, because of such tendency and
enactment, maintains a terribly beautiful vitality?” - Fred Moten144
On June 25, 1660, Baltasar de la Torre Menasalvas sat before the
ecclesiastical court to provide testimony during the beatification process of Martín
de Porres, a lay friar and servant (donado) of the Dominican Order at the
Monastery of Santísimo Rosario in Lima, Perú. Martín died in 1639 “by the
opinion and fame that he had in this Republic among the public voice to be...a
holy man.”145 The over 70 witnesses who appeared before the court between
1660-1674 testified to Martín’s fame of sanctity through personal experiences
and secondhand anecdotes that detailed what, for them, made Martín’s piety
remarkable. The forty-five-year-old De la Torre Menasalvas grew up in Lima and
spent a considerable amount of time in the Monastery of Santísimo Rosario in his
youth. In 1632, when Baltasar was 17, his father Juan de la Torre Menasalvas
became the leader (mayordomo) of the cofradía de Nuestra Señora del Rosario.
The cofradía or confraternity that Baltasar’s father directed was the oldest lay
association housed at the church that facilitated devotion to Our Lady of the

F. Moten, “The Case of Blackness,” Criticism (50)2: 188 (2008).
“…venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras fue por la opinión y fama que tenía en este
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Rosary, sponsored feast day celebrations, and provided mutual aid and alms
(limosnas) to members.146 His father’s position provided the young Baltasar with
access to the inner recesses of the monastery, setting the stage for many
impressionable encounters with Martín de Porres.
The first memory that Baltasar recalled for the court pertained to Martín’s
mortifications, spiritual practices that imitate the Passion of Christ. In particular,
Martín’s self-flagellation, the act of whipping oneself, stood out in Baltasar’s
memory. He reported that Martín’s disciplines (each episode of self-flagellation)
“were always notable by how rigorous they were.”147 He told the court how Martín
never spared any part of his body, as he disrobed before he flogged himself.
Baltasar continued that it was “quite profound” how Martín, in imitation of St.
Dominic, regularly went to the choir loft at “odd hours of the night and very
knowingly repeated, in the long discourse of the discipline, these humble words:
‘Perro mulato!’”148 Baltasar concluded that Martín’s life was an example of the
“most profound humility, demonstrating by this form of behavior how the true
slave should be before his Lord.”149
Embedded within this recollection are the outlines of various antagonisms
running through seventeenth-century Lima, breaking along socio-cultural, political

K.B. Graubart, "'So color de una cofradía:' Catholic Confraternities and the Development of
Afro-Peruvian Ethnicities in Early Colonial Perú," Slavery and Abolition 33(1): 43-64 (2012).
147 "...sus disciplinas y austeridades fueron siempre notables por rigurosas, y que no reservaba
parte ninguna de su cuerpo, porque se desnudaba todo cuando se las daba…. Y que esta era
tan profunda, que cuando algunas veces o las más se azotaba en el Coro a deshoras de la
noche, con mucho conocimiento propio, en el largo discurso de la disciplina repetía estas
palabras humildes: <<Perro mulato!>> ” Proceso, 193.
148 Ibid.
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economic, racial-ethnic, and theological lines. These antagonisms meet at a
common point -- Martín’s body -- a carnal site marked as mulatto and sinful
through understandings generated by casta and Catholicism. The seventeenthcentury accounts of Martín’s mortification often depict him as contrite and
humble. I call attention to Baltasar de la Torre Menasalvas’ exact phrases, first
that Martín performed his disciplines “very knowingly,” or, more directly “with
much self-awareness” (con mucho conocimiento propio). Secondly, Baltasar saw
Martín’s performance of piety as an example of how a true slave to God ought to
behave. These two utterances bring us squarely to a paradox. Colonial ways of
knowing and seeing made sense of Martín by analogizing him to the figure of a
slave -- reduced, negated, and humble. Yet, despite the ways this figure of the
slave warped elite narratives of Martín’s life, there was nevertheless a surplus of
knowledge generated in his performance of Catholicism that revealed Martín as
having a unique awareness of his piety. Are both these assessments true?

Martín’s Mortifications as Sensuous Practice
Mortification stems from the Latin word mortificare meaning “to kill,” and
mortification practitioners follow the example of Christ’s Passion to model a form
of “death in life.”150 Mortification formed a primary way that many of the proceso
witnesses came to “know” Martín de Porres. Antonio de Alarcón, a neighbor of
the monastery (vecino) reported in his 1660 testimony that he knew by common

"mortification, n.". OED Online. June 2018. Oxford University Press. Accessed June 26, 2018.
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opinion that Martín was "very penitent and given to mortification in the flesh." 151
Another witness described Martín performing nightly “his continuous penances
and exercises,” while yet another observed that Martín “gave himself many
disciplines.”152 Words like continuous, exercise, and discipline used to describe
Martín’s mortifications connote the sustained and repetitive nature of his
practices. The repertoire of mortification consists of "that type of penance or selfdenial which is practiced upon the bodily senses” and elaborated a theology of
bodily pain and suffering as purgative elements of a spiritual journey towards
union with God.153 In his Spiritual Exercises, Ignatius of Loyola defined two
dimensions of penance -- interior penance, which featured “grieving for one's
sins," and exterior penance, defined by self-punishment, designed "to chastise
the body, this is, to inflict pain on it, by wearing hair shirts, cords, or iron chains;
by scourging or wounding oneself; and by similar austerities.”154 In Práctica de la
theología mystica, published in 1682, Jesuit Miguel Godínez explained:
“Mortification is any laborious work we do or suffer freely: it is divided into
penitent deeds and corporal deeds: in refraining from passions and senses; and
in the abnegation of our spiritual wants."155

"...y sabe por la comun opinion que dello había, era muy penitente y dado a la mortificación en
la carne, y que traía a raíz della la túnica, sin más vestido ni reparo interior, y muchos y ásperos
cilicios, y que todas las noches se daba tres disciplinas con mucho rigor y crueldad.” Proceso,
161, 162.
152 “...fray Martín de Porras...irse a la hacienda nombrada Limatambo...a hacer sus continuas
penitencias y exercicios." Ibid., 292; "...fray Martín de Porras...siempre continuamente de dia y de
noche estaba en oracion y hacía muchas y extraordinarias penitencias, y se daba muchas
disciplinas, y hacía otras muchas mortificaciones..." Ibid., 347.
153 M.E. Giesler, "The Enduring Value of Corporal Mortification," The Catholic Social Science
Review 10 (2005): 149-50.
154 Ignatius of Loyola, The Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius, trans. G. Ganss, S.J. (Chicago:
Loyola Press, 1992), 49, 50.
155 "La mortificación es cualquier obra penosa que hacemos o padecemos libremente: divídase
en obras penales, corporales; en refrenación de pasiones y sentidos; y en la abnegación de los
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While flagellation featured as part of Catholicism for centuries, the history
of long-term organized flagellant communities in Spain and the propagation of
such in the colonies began with the popular Dominican preacher Saint Vincent
Ferrer (1350-1419), who inspired a revival of flagellation in Spain in the late
fourteenth century.156 Philip Daileader has shown that Ferrer’s flagellators
followed him as he traveled throughout Spain preaching. 157 Flagellation took
place in both private and public spaces, and as an individual or a group activity
as one could self-flagellate or flagellate someone else for the purpose of their
spiritual edification. Collective flagellants assembled either as itinerant groups
that emerged sporadically and swept across Europe during the space of a year
or so, usually in response to social ills such as Bubonic plague, or they joined
more-permanent confraternities that performed flagellation while participating in
local processions on feast days and during Holy Week (Semana Santa).158

The Sensorium of Mortification
Martín‘s mortifications targeted his flesh through several modalities. The
Dominican Fernando Aragonés, friar and witness to the proceso, detailed some
of these when he recalled Martín’s "harsh penances, quite continuous, and

propios quereres espirituales" M. Godínez, qtd. in J.H. Borja G., "Cuerpo y mortificación en la
hagiografía colonial neogranadina," Theologica Xaveriana 57(162): 267 (2015).
156 N. von Germeten, Black Blood Brothers: Confraternities and Social Mobility for Afro-Mexicans
(Gainesville: University Press of FL, 2006), 25; S.T. Miguel, and F. Vidal y Micó, Historia de la
portentosa vida y milagros del Valenciano Apóstol de Europa San Vicente Ferrer (Joseph
Estevan Dolz: Valencia, 1735); and L.A. Smoller, The Saint and the Chopped-Up Baby: The Cult
of Vincent Ferrer in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 2014).
157 P. Daileader, Saint Vincent Ferrer, His World and Life: Religion and Society in Late Medieval
Europe (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 94.
158 Ibid.
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tearful cries, [and] his extended fasts.”159 Witnesses recalled that Martín never
ate meat, but fixed his diet mostly from bread and water, and occasionally root
vegetables like yams and yuca.160 Fray Antonio de Estrada recalled that Martín’s
“food was so abstinent and temperate that it was reduced sometimes to a few
poorly cooked cabbages.”161 Martín’s body was evidently malnourished as a
result, with Gaspar Calderon explaining that Martín “went around sickly and
thin.”162
Martín’s body also bore the hallmarks of his prayer life. Francisco Perez
Quintero told the court that Martín spent day and night in “prayer, meditation, and
contemplation.”163 Numerous witnesses recalled seeing Martín kneeling (hincado
de rodillas) as he prayed.164 The many hours of such activity left its impression,
as Fray Juan de Barbazan remembered that Martín had “extremely calloused
knees from his continuous prayers.”165 These descriptions of the physicality of
prayer draw our attention to how, in Martín, “the two virtues of active and
contemplative life were so united" as an embodied practice.166 De Modo Orandi,

“...grande obediencia, su pobreza, su castidad, su profunda humildad, su ardentisima caridad,
su encendida fe, su altísima contemplación, sus ásperas penitencias y tan continuas, y lágrimas,
sus dilatados ayunos, su pureza y fervorosa oración." Proceso, 155-56.
160 Proceso, 130. Yams are native African root and yucca an indigenous American root. See J.
Carney, "Seeds of Memory: Botanical Legacies of the African Diaspora," in African Ethnobotany
in the Americas, ed. by R. Voeks and J. Rashford (New York: Springer, 2012).
161 “Y que su comida era tan abstinente y templada que se reducía unas veces a unas pocas de
coles mal cocidas.” Proceso, 204.
162 “...que andaba macilento y flaco." Proceso, 300.
163 “...fray Martín fue un hombre de mucha penitencia y que las hacía extraordinarias de dia y de
noche, y dado mucho a la oracion, meditacion y contemplacion.” Proceso, 266.
164 Proceso, 91, 93, 94, 102, 104, 105, 121, 123, 139, 140, 145, 151, 154, 159, 162, 164, 176,
198, 200, 201.
165 “El cual tenía las rodillas en extremo callosas de su continua oración, lastimadas de los
cilicios las ijadas, heridas de las frecuentes disciplinas las espaldas." Proceso, 107
166 “…en [Martín de Porras] estaban tan unidas las dos virtudes de vida activa y contemplativa..."
Proceso, 130.
159
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a mid-thirteenth-century novitiate training manual for prospective Dominicans
from Bologna, Italy, presented nine kinaesthetic methods of prayer, featuring
illustrations of Dominic de Guzmán (1170-1221), the founder of the Dominican
Order, modeling the bodily positions one should take during prayer.167 De Modo
Orandi laid out precisely specified physical gestures and postures, as "specific
states of mystical consciousness can be stimulated by deliberately assuming
bodily posture."168 For example, laying prostrate on the ground was the second
way, the third was to pray by kneeling upon the knees and self-flagellating, and
praying with one’s hands held raised in front of the face with palms open was the

Figure 1 Saint Dominic de Guzmán’s modes of prayer. Seventeenth-century. Convento
de Santo Domingo, Lima. Published in P.G. Canevaro, Iconografía de San Martín de
Porres (Lima: USMP, 2012), 126.
W. Hood, “Saint Dominic's Manners of Praying: Gestures in Fra Angelico's Cell Frescoes at S.
Marco," The Art Bulletin 68(2): 195-206 (1986).
168 Hood, “St. Dominic’s Manners of Praying,” 198. See also M. R. Miles, “Achieving the Christian
Body: Visual Incentives to Imitation of Christ in the Christian West,” in Interpreting Christian Art:
Reflections on Christian Art, eds. H. J. Hornik and M. C. Parsons (Macon, GA: Mercer Univ.
Press, 2003).
167
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fifth way.169 Dominic’s kinesthetics became instituted within the convents and
monasteries of the order bearing his name, including the Convento Santísimo
Rosario where Martín called home, that housed a Francisco Pacheco painting
illustrating Dominic’s prayer gestures (Figure 1).
Martín further mortified his body by wearing numerous implements that
irritated his skin. The witness Antonio de Alarcón explained that Martín wore a
cilice, also known as sackcloth or a hairshirt, referring to either a garment roughly
made of coarse cloth or animal hair. A cilice also refers to a spiked garter-like
belt worn tightly so that it could dig into the flesh.170 Martín seems to have used
both types, as Padre fray Francisco de Arce noted the variety of their materials,
sometimes being made from "a thickly-woven sack of wool and other times of pig
bristle to the root of the flesh, in addition to other cilices he was accustomed to
wear."171 Fray Antonio de Estrada confirmed that Martín never wore canvas, “but
always wore flush to the flesh a cilice sack that covered the whole body.” 172
Estrada knew this because Martín’s habit was so tattered that “by the rips it had
the cilice could be seen."173 Fray Juan de Torres recalled that Martín “was
continually girded and belted by rough cilices.”174 Sometimes Martín used both

Ibid., 199.
Proceso, 161, 162.
171 “...un saco de jerga gruesa de lana y otras veces de cerda a raíz de las carnes, sin otros
cilicios que acostumbraba traer.” Proceso, 227.
172 "Y fue tan pobre que jamás tuvo cosa suya, ni le vio ponerse zapatos nuevos.... Y que
tampoco vio que se vistiese lienzo alguno de ningún género, sino que siempre traía a ras de las
carnes un saco de silicio que le cubría todo el cuerpo.... porque el hábito que traía era tan pobre
y humilde como lo era del dicho siervo de Dios, que por las roturas que tenía se le veía el dicho
silicio.” Proceso, 204.
173 Ibid.
174 "Su vestir era humildísimo y muy pobre, pues no traía mas de una túnica de jerga que le daba
hasta las rodillas y sobre ella el hábito, sin mas camila que trujese a raíz de las carnes, porque
en lugar della estaba continuamente cercado y ceñido de ásperos cilicios.” Proceso, 142.
169
170
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the sack and belted versions at the same time, “wearing against the flesh,” as
Gonçalo García de Guzman stated, “chains of iron and cilices.”175 Medina’s
hagiography employed rich imagery to describe Martín’s “instruments of
martyrdom” (instrumentos de
martirio) that included whips
and quince wood rods,
carding combs (roughbristled brushes used to
process raw wool or flax),
wires, pig bristle ropes that
Martín wore as his belt
(cingulum), in addition to the
hairshirts and cilices of iron,
steel, and others of “various
materials.”176 (Figure 2).
Of course, these

Figure 2 Fray Martín Penitente. Anonymous, 17th
century. Monastery of Santa Catalina de Siena,
Lima. Martín is wearing a cilice around his torso.
Published in P.G. Canevaro, Iconografía de San
Martín de Porres, (Lima: USMP, 2012),128.

mortification garments
served to extend the pain induced via self-flagellation, perhaps the most dramatic

"...porque siempre continuamente de día y de noche estaba en oración y hacía muchas y
extraordinarias penitencias, y se daba muchas disciplinas, y hacía otros muchas mortificaciones,
como eran ayunos y todo lo demás pertenecientes a demostraciones de hombre de Dios y que
de ordinario traía ceñidas a las carnes cadenas de hierro y cilicios, y con muchas lágrimas
fervorosas salía de su oración a los claustros dando gritos y voces diciendo cuán suave es Dios
y cuán digno de que le amemos..." Proceso, 347, 48.
176
"...tenia varios instrumentos de martyrios, cadenas azeradas, cardas, alambres, rozetas,
sogas ásperas de cerdas, varas de membrillo, diciplinas de varias materias..." B. de Medina,
Vida prodigiosa del venerable siervo de Dios Fr. Martín de Porras, natural de Lima, de la Tercera
Orden de N.P. Santo Domingo (Madrid: Domingo García Morras, 1675), 17-18.
175
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method for ritualizing forms of death in life. Padre Juan Ochoa de Verastegui saw
Martín "One night at two o'clock in the choir of the church...give himself three
disciplines with such rigor, that it did not leave his flesh alive." 177 Other friars
noted Martín’s technique for enhancing pain. Juan de Torres explained how
Martín paused in between the blows so that “this penance be as sensitive as
possible.”178 Fray Francisco told the court how Martín's thrice daily disciplines
contained about 30 lashes each (azotes) “in order to imitate the glorious
Patriarch Saint Dominic.”179 When M.R. P. Maestro fray Gaspar de Saldana
asked Martín "if it were true that he gave himself three disciplines every day in
memory of those which our Father St. Dominic gave himself,” Martín replied,
"Yes, Father, it is true, three disciplines I give myself.”180
The sensory-scape of Martín’s mortifications was not limited to his own
sensations but extended into the aural world of the monastery. As one might
imagine, self-flagellation is not a quiet practice, and the wafting sounds of
Martín’s performances were common occurrences. Fernando Aragones referred
to Martín’s “tearful cries.” Gonçalo García de Guzman recalled hearing “many
fervent tears...shouting and voices” as Martín left prayer and made his way along

"...estando una noche a más de las dos della en el coro de la iglesia de su convento...este
testigo vio al dicho venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras darse tres disciplinas..." Proceso,
115.
178 “...y todas las noches se daba tres disciplinas, para las cuales se desnudaba todo, y para que
fuese más sensible esta penitencia, se daba a pausas los golpes.” Proceso, 142
179 “Y que demás de esto ha oído decir a muchos religiosos graves del dicho convento que se
daba cada dia tres disciplinas con la cadena, de a treinta azotes cada una, por imitar al glorioso
Patriarca santo Domingo..." Proceso, 314.
180 “Y rogándole otra vez le dixese si era verdad que se daba tres disciplinas todos los días en
memoria de las que se daba nuestro Padre Santo Domingo, y el dicho hermano fray Martín de
Porras le dixo a este testigo: ‘Si, Padre, es verdad, tres disciplinas me daba.’" Ibid., 95.
177
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the cloisters of the monastery."181 Dr. Baltasar Carrasco de Orozco, a lawyer with
the Lima Audiencia who lived across the street from the monastery, mentioned
that early morning was when he usually “heard extraordinary disciplines.” 182 And
as Baltasar de la Torre Menasalvas noted above, Martín mournfully chanted the
epithet “mulatto dog” with each blow he drove down against his back.
Martín’s blood was also a memorable sight for those at the monastery.
Juan de Parra, a key witness who served as Martín’s orphaned teenaged
apprentice, observed “many times...that [Martín] had his tunic stuck to his flesh
from the welts he had on his body from the whipping he gave himself so
rigorously.”183 Medina echoed this in his hagiography, telling his readers that
Martín went around wearing a habit “filled with blood.” 184 This blood not only
stuck to Martín’s habit, but as Fray Antonio de Estrada remembered, Martín left
“the Choir, where he whipped himself sometimes, full of blood.”185

Martín’s Afro-Penitential Cohort

Proceso, 347, 48.
...que en mucho tiempo tocaba la campana del Alba en su convento, que está enfrente de las
casas principales de este testigo, y a aquella hora se oían unas disciplinas extraordinarias, que
este testigo oyó algunas veces…deseando para esto, si fuera necesario, derramar su sangre..."
Proceso, 233.
183 “Y que siempre vio que el dicho venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras traía vestido a raíz
de las carnes una túnica de jerga de Castilla chamuscada a la candela, sin quitársela de día ni
de noche y que muchas veces se la vio este testigo que la tenía pegada a las carnes de las
llagas que tenía en su cuerpo de los azotes que se daba tan rigurosos..." Proceso, 182.
184 Medina, Vida Prodigiosa, 24.
185 "...todo el ano asistía a Maitines, sin faltar noche ninguna, y que en todo el dicho tiempo que
le conoció, nunca falto de tocar al Alba, señal evidente de que siempre estaba en oración. Y
todas las noches se daba tres disciplinas con grandísimo rigor, de que quedaba su cuerpo muy
lastimado, y el Coro, donde se daba algunas, lleno de sangre." Proceso, 205.
181
182
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Martín was not unique among other Afro-Peruvian castas in his embrace
of penitential practice. Nancy van Deusen documents that Ursula de Jesús
(1604-1668), a freed slave and Franciscan tertiary donada:
wore a hair shirt...a crown of thorns hidden beneath her hair, and
straps laden with iron studs around her waist and arms. On her
back, she carried a barbed cross, held against her body by a
bodice made out of pigskin, the bristles turned inward to intensify
the effect. Each day she whipped herself before retiring to bed and
again at four when she arose.186
Likewise, Estefanía de San Joseph (1561-1645), a mulatto tertiary in Lima, was
described as “exercising in penitences and roughness, cilices, and disciplines.” 187
Observers across the Iberian Catholic world remarked upon the rigor with which
Afro-Catholics embraced penitential practice.188 These often took place within the
institutional boundaries of cofradías, the brotherhoods that organized social life
and directed worship of a patron saint. As early as the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, cofradías of Africans on the Iberian peninsula had carved out a niche
for themselves in the ritual pageantry of Holy Week and Corpus Christi
celebrations, especially in Seville and in several Andalusian cities like Granada,

Ursula de Jesús, The Souls of Purgatory: The Spiritual Diary of a Seventeenth-century AfroPeruvian Mystic, Ursula de Jesús, trans. N. van Deusen (Albuquerque: Univ of NM Press, 2004),
4. References to hairshirts 129, 145, 133. See also N.E. Van Deusen, "Ursula de Jesús: A
Seventeenth-Century Afro-Peruvian Mystic," in The Human Tradition in Colonial Latin America,
ed. K.J. Andrien (Lanham, MD: SR Books, 2002).
187 “Ejercitabase en penitencias y asperezas, cilicios y disciplinas. Ayunaba los lunes, miércoles,
viernes, y sábados en cada semana con rigor de abstinencia, y en especial los advientos y
cuaresmas." D. de Córdova Salinas, O. F. M., "Vida y Muerte de la Humilde Madre Estefanía de
S. Joseph, Professa de la Tercera Orden de Nuestro Padre S. Francisco," in Crónica
Franciscana de las Provincias del Perú, New Edition, intr. L. G. Canedo, O.F.M. (Washington,
D.C.: Academy of American Franciscan History, 1957), 951. See also N.E. Van Deusen,
Embodying the Sacred: Women Mystics in Seventeenth-Century Lima. (Durham: Duke UP,
2018).
188 For more on the West African influences on Ibero-American penitential practice, see J. Dewulf,
"Black Brotherhoods in North America: Afro-Iberian and West-Central African Influences," African
Studies Quarterly 15(3): 19-38 (2015).
186
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Cádiz, Triana, and Jaén.189 Back in Lima, Bernabé Cobo reported that in 1639,
the year Martín died, there were fifty-seven cofradías in the city, nineteen of
which were entirely composed of blacks and mulattoes, including the Dominican
cofradía of Nuestra Señora.190 Cobo also noted that during Holy Week leading up
to Easter Sunday, “five processions go out of diverse advocations of
penitents….it is a general procession and the cofradías of Indians, blacks, and
mulattoes go out accompanying it, in them go more than a thousand penitents of
blood.”191
Nicole Von Germeten’s work on Afro-Mexican penitential confraternities
holds in view the difficulty entailed with understanding the motivations for such
practices. As she states, “Voluntary flagellation appears particularly paradoxical
or ironic in light of the pain already present in the daily life of the poor and
enslaved: why would the humblest people in New Spanish society choose to
increase their physical suffering?”192 The Catholic value placed upon suffering as
a pathway to Christ inadvertently positioned Afro castas as living embodiments of
Christ’s Passion, whether they were enslaved or free. Afro-Mexicans chose to
participate in “lavish processions and sensual religious celebrations” that marked

Von Germeten, Black Blood Brothers, 13. For more on the penitential processional culture of
Seville, see S. Verdi-Webster, Art and Ritual in Golden-Age Spain: Sevillian Confraternities and
the Processional Sculpture of Holy Week (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998); S. VerdiWebster, "Sacred Altars, Sacred Streets: The Sculpture of Penitential Confraternities in Early
Modern Seville," Journal of Ritual Studies 6(1): 159-177 (1992); S. V. Webster, “Deus ex
Sculptura: The Art and Ritual of Penitential Confraternities in Early Modern Seville,” in
Confraternite, Chiese e Società: Aspetti e problemi dell'associazionismo laicale europeo in età
moderna e contemporanea, ed. L. Bertoldi Lenoci (Fasano: Schena, 1994), 837-851.
190 B. Cobo, Historia de la Fundación de Lima (Lima: Imprenta Liberal, 1882), 326-328.
191 "El Miércoles, Jueves, y Viernes Santo salen cinco procesiones de diversas advocaciones de
penitentes.... es procesion general y salen acompañandola las cofradías de Indios, negros y
mulatos, van en ellas más de mil penitentes de sangre.” Ibid., 328-329.
192 Von Germeten, Black Blood Brothers, 23.
189
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public piety.193 The jockeying for visibility and spectacle is evident by the
flagellant confraternity founded in the name of St. John in 1635 in the New
Spanish mining town of Zacatecas. Von Germeten reports that these men,
described as free and enslaved mulattoes, dedicated their brotherhood to making
a “blood procession to make penance for our sins, to serve God and
commemorate his passion and death.”194 In order to ensure maximum visibility,
they chose to process on Tuesday of Holy Week, when “no other confraternity,
either of Spaniards, Indians, or Blacks” made a procession, in order to avoid any
conflicts.195 Von Germeten cautions against dismissing the zeal of Afro castas as
a sign of Spanish dominance, explaining that the pageantry of Afro-Mexican
religious expression “changed colonial Catholicism,” adding:
the mix of Spanish religious practice and Afromexican public ritual
expression is far too complex to argue that confraternities were
institutions entirely imposed upon slaves or, on the other hand, that
confraternities were nothing more than an expression of African
communal identity. Here instead is an intricate mix and intertwining
of people and religion from Spain, Africa, and Mexico that led to a
new interpretation of public piety.196
The historical reality of captive African bodies provided a flesh and blood
example to complement the language of spiritual slavery included in Paul’s
epistles.197 Medina made this link in his hagiography of Martín, writing: “Saint
Paul...suggests the body as a slave to the soul....Martín, understanding the
importance of this business, took mortification so in his charge, that its rigor was

Ibid.; Nicole Von Germeten, "Colonial Middle Men?: Mulatto Identity in New Spain's
Confraternities," in Black Mexico: Race and Society From Colonial to Modern Times, eds. Ben
Vinson III and Matthew Restall (Albuquerque: Univ. of NM Press, 2009), 141.
194 Von Germeten, “Colonial Middle Men?”, 146.
195 Ibid.
196 Von Germeten, Black Blood Brothers, 12.
197 Ibid., 30.
193
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made incredible, that it appeared to pass from healthy penance to bloody
cruelty."198 Medina described Martín as “so desirous of going about suffering for
God, and of being treated like a rebellious slave.” 199 Many Catholic penitents of
any casta grew to associate the term “slave” with special devotion to the
Eucharist or the Virgin. Antonio Vieira (1608-1697), a Portuguese Jesuit
missionary to Brazil, encouraged the enslaved to embrace devotion to the Virgin
Mary and fix their contemplation upon the rosary’s sorrowful mysteries. 200 Von
Germeten argues that even though having “pure Spanish blood and lacking any
taint of a slave ancestry may have been one ideal in New Spain,” the
spiritualization of slavery that accompanied “joining a confraternity sometimes
meant accepting the label 'slave of the Virgin,' 'slave of the holy Sacrament' or
'slave of the Rosary.'"201 The result was the emergence of a “sacred form of
slavery,” a ritualized “appropriation of the language that exulted in bondage and
equated it with an elevated kind of piety."202

Humility or Humiliation? Social Mortification
Despite this social valorization of spiritual slavery, there is a thin line
separating humility and humiliation in elite Peruvian narratives of Martín’s life. As

“S. Pablo...se sugete el cuerpo como esclavo al alma.... Martín, entendiendo la importancia
deste negocio, tomó la mortificación tan a su cargo, que se hacía increíble su rigor, y parecía,
que de penitencia saludable, passaba a sangrienta crueldad...” Medina, Vida Prodigiosa, 18.
199 “...tan deseoso andaba de padecer por Dios, y tratar como a esclavo rebelde.” Ibid, 24.
200 D.G. Sweet, "Black Robes and 'Black Destiny': Jesuit Views of African Slavery in 17th Century
Latin America," Revista de historia de America 86 (July-Dec 1978): 110. See also T. Cohen,
"Introduction," The Luso-Brazilian Review Antonio Vieira and the Luso-Brazilian Baroque: Special
Issue 40(1): 2 (2003).
201 Von Germeten, Black Blood Brothers, 36
202 Ibid., 38.
198
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other friars had done, the witness Barzaban reported on Martín uttering the
phrase perro mulato during his disciplines. But Barzaban added a detail about
how the epithet made Martín feel, explaining, “the venerable brother Martín de
Porras, full of the sense of confusion, pressed his eyes to the ground and burst
out, saying ‘this is how a poor mulatto is mocked.’”203 Joseph Pizarro a native of
Cuzco and master woodworker in Lima noted that although Martín “was very
humble and extremely so...many times some religious called him many injurious
words.”204
While mortifying another for their spiritual benefit was a traditional part of
penitential practice, in the context of Viceroyalty of Perú, mortification provided
cover for friars to denigrate Martín’s casta status. Fray Antonio Gutierrez claimed
that “in order to mortify and know him, some religious treated him harshly in
word, saying that he was a mulatto dog and other things that could cause some
altercation and provoke him to anger.”205 This was echoed by Fray Geronimo
Baptista de Barnuy, who pointed out that, despite the fact that Martín “always
had great respect and obedience for his Prelates, and with the religious, his
brothers, great love and religious peace,” this brotherhood was not shared by all,
as “many times the Prelates and some religious, in order to mortify the said
venerable brother fray Martín de Porras...treated him harshly in word, calling him

“Martín avergonzóse tanto, efecto propio del verdadero humilde, a lo que reconoció este
testigo, que lleno de confusión y como sentido de el clavó los ojos en tierra el dicho venerable
hermano fray Martín de Porras y prorrumpió diciendo: <<Así se burla de un pobre mulato.>> Y
sin decir otra cosa se salió de la dicha celda y se fue a tocar el alba…” Proceso, 108-9.
204 "Y que fue muy humilde y en tal extremo que muchas veces algunos religiosos le decían
muchas palabras injuriosas." Proceso, 252.
205 "...por mortificarle y conocerle, algunos religiosos le trataban mal de palabra, diciéndole que
era un perro mulato y otras cosas que pudieran causarle alguna alteración y provocarle a enojo."
Proceso, 290.
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‘mulatto dog’ and others.”206 The friar Alonso de Arenas y Anano informs us that
some friars castigated Martín because he did not perform their ordered tasks “as
fast as they wanted,” even though he was busy tending to the sick of the
infirmary. Alonso de Arenas y Anano also recounted Martín’s esoteric response
“these [people] know me” (estos me conocen) when others called him a mulatto
dog.207 This reply was neither a confirmation nor denial of the injurious claim but
indicated Martín’s mere acknowledgment of the social perceptions of his body.

The Galley Slave
Even some elite Limeños recognized that Martín was treated cruelly in
these social mortifications. Fray Fernando del Aguila detected the racial
provocation embedded within the Prelate’s “injurious words that could provoke
[Martín] to feeling.”208 Fray Antonio de Estrada spoke specifically about the harsh
disciplines to which Martín was subject, telling the court that he “knew that on
more than one occasion a certain great prelate of the said monastery and of the
whole Province...gave [Martín] some most grave reprehensions.”209 They were

“...y siempre tuvo grande respeto y obediencia a sus Prelados, y con los religiosos, sus
hermanos, grande amistad y paz religiosa. Y que vio este testigo que muchas veces los Prelados
y algunos religiosos, por mortificar al dicho venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras, le trataban
mal de palabra, llamándole perro mulato y otras, y que siempre respondía con mucha modestia y
humildad..." Proceso, 244.
207 “Y que algunos religiosos del dicho convento que le mandaban algunas cosas, porque no las
hacía tan aprisa como ellos querían, le trataban mal de palabra, llamándole perro mulato y otras
injuriosas las cuales llevaba con mucha paciencia y con grandísima humildad, y decía: <<Estos
me conocen>>, y daba muchas gracias a Nuestro Señor.” Proceso, 22.
208 "...los dichos Prelados y algunos religiosos del dicho convento le trataban mal de palabras,
llamándole perro mulato y otras palabras injuriosas que pudieran provocarle a sentimiento."
Proceso, 247.
209 “"Y que sabe este testigo que en más de una ocasión cierto Prelado grande del dicho
convento y de toda la Provincia, por mortificarle y también por probar su espíritu y conocerle, le
dio algunas reprehensiones gravísimas de que se siguió algún escándalo y sentimiento grande
en toda la comunidad, por ser tan querido y estimado el dicho venerable hermano fray Martín de
206
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so grave that “some scandal and great feeling followed in the whole community,
because Martín was so beloved and esteemed." Capitán Juan de Guarnido, a
resident of Lima, recalled more details about this incidence. Martín’s superior told
him “he was a mulatto dog and that he deserved to be on a galley, and other
opprobriums of this nature, that could provoke him to anger.” 210
Galley slaves (galeote) in the Iberian word were convicts ordered by the
crown to row an oar in the galley of a ship instead of serving a sentence in a
prison.211 A Venetian observer noted in 1567 that the majority of galleys in the
Spanish navy “were manned with slaves and forçats.”212 This was because it
would be “impossible to man them with freemen...for no one would serve
voluntarily, as the ill-treatment of the crews is notorious and their dying for lack of
the necessaries of life.”213 As Iberian Catholic expansion into the Americas grew
during the sixteenth century, the Spanish “continued to build on Mediterranean
traditions, including multiple forms of slavery and servitude” that articulated with
the emerging racial logics of black chattel slavery as galleys increasingly manned
their oars with African slaves.214 Frederick Bowser reported that in the

Porras, y que entonces con grandísima humildad se había echado a los pies del Prelado, y
besandoselos muchas veces le dijo: <<Ahora conozco el buen celo de Vuestra Paternidad, del
mucho amor que me tiene, pues trata a este perro mulato como merece.>>" Proceso, 208.
210 “...diciéndole que era un perro mulato y que merecía estar en una galera, y otros oprobios
desta calidad, que pudieran provocarle a enojo..." Proceso, 303.
211 J.F. Guilmartin, Galleons and Galleys (London: Cassell, 2002); Idem., Gunpowder & Galleys:
Changing Technology & Mediterranean Warfare at Sea in the 16th Century (Annapolis, MD:
Naval Institute Press, 2003).
212 H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain (London: Macmillan & Co., 1907), Vol. 3, 142.
213 Ibid.
214 D. Wheat, “Mediterranean Slavery, New World Transformations: Galley Slaves in the Spanish
Caribbean, 1578-1635," Slavery & Abolition 31(3): 337-338 (2010). Wheat’s article details this
"direct transfer of a...Mediterranean institution -- galley slavery -- from Iberia to the Caribbean."
(328); A. M. Paralizábal, Sensemayá: la ruta del sol poniente (Mexico City: UNAM, 2001), 141143; J.J. Sánchez Baena, P. Fondevila Silva, and C. Chain Navarro. “Los Libros Generales de la
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1580s,"Peruvian authorities…urged the Crown to purchase from 150 to 300
Africans for the task" of manning the galleys stationed at the slave port of
Callao.215 Africans were also sent to the galley for punitive reasons. In 1591, the
Lima Audiencia condemned one Anton Biafara to four years of galley labor as
punishment for running away from his master.216
Bowser documented the growing seventeenth century debate over using
enslaved Africans as galeotes. Doctor Alberto de Acuna, a member of the Lima
Audiencia, proposed in 1607 that galley service for Afro-casta criminals be
scrapped in favor of hard labor in the most dangerous sections of the
Huancavelica mercury mine. The idea of Pacific galleys came back into official
favor in the 1620s as the viceroys argued that African convicts were urgently
needed to row these vessels.217 When the superior cursed Martín to a galley, he
was participating in an ongoing social conversation in Lima about the entangled
relationship of African captivity, criminality, and corporal punishment.
Martín’s Afro-casta, a Mortification Rite
The colonial sistema de castas must be defined by the structural racism it
engendered. Eduardo Bonilla-Silva explains the critical importance of analyzing
race as structure,
signaling that racism should not be understood as an interpersonal
issue; rather, it should be understood as a historically produced
social systemic phenomenon that is marked by the hierarchical
Escuadra de Galeras de España: una fuente de gran interés para la Historia Moderna,”
Mediterranea Ricerche storiche 26: 577-602 (2012).
215 F.P. Bowser, The African Slave in Colonial Perú, 1524-1650 (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1974),
98.
216 Ibid, 191.
217 Ibid., 173, 174.
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ranking of human beings into races…. embedded within, embodied
by, and reproduced across various domains—political, social,
economic, and cultural—through institutions, laws, regulations,
practices, and public policies.218
Martín entered into colonial records first in December 1579, as his mother Ana
Velázquez took her infant son before the Church for christening. This rite of
passage marked Martín’s formal entry into the fold of the Catholic Church and
formed the first opportunity for colonial knowledge production to take notice of
Martín’s presence in the world. Ana Velázquez stood before the priest alone, as
he scribbled the words “father unknown” (padre desconocido) on the line
provided to record Martín’s paternity.219 The social shame and dishonor that
accompanied Africans was evidently too much for Martín’s father to embrace his
fledgling family on record.
Sometime after Martín’s birth, his mother had a second child by the same
man, a daughter named Juana. When Martín was around eight years old, Don
Juan de Porras, the pair’s father, publicly gestured his paternity by bringing his
children with him to Guayaquil (in present-day Ecuador) while he was on
assignment working for the colonial administration there.220 Andres Marcos de
Miranda testified that when his father Diego, Juan’s uncle, saw the “two
mulattos,” Juan told Diego that they were his children.221 Additionally, the family
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Modernity/Rationality," Cultural Studies 21(2-3): 168-178 (2007).
219 Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 19.
220 Ibid., 28.
221 "...hijo natural de D. Juan de Porras, difunto, caballero del hábito de Alcántara, y de Ana
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provided the testimony of Doña Ana Contero who was identified as Juan de
Porras’s niece by marriage via her aunt.222 She established that it was common
knowledge that Martín was the “illegitimate son” (hijo natural) of her uncle. Doña
Contero also used her testimony to establish that her uncle was known for having
“much nobility and virtue” by those who knew him.223 Doña Contero’s contention
about the public nature of Martín and Juana’s paternity seems likely. Celia
Cussen notes that in 1635, “one Juan de Porras ceded to Fray Martín the rights
to collect on a debt of 200 pesos owed to him in Lima, the proceeds of which
would go to the Dominican monastery infirmary.”224 She speculates that this Juan
“was most certainly the future saint’s half-brother.”225 If so, there was evidently a
lived relation between Martín and his Spanish family. Despite this familiarity,
however, Cussen argues that “no one in Lima, least of all Fray Martín, lost sight
of the fact that he was a member of the castas, a mulatto. He would always be
stigmatized by the negative connotations attached to African descent, his life
story inevitably defined by his mixed ancestry and illegitimacy.” 226

Martín y otra hermana suya nombrada Juana de Porras. Y habiendo visto el Capitán Diego
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La Sistema de Castas in Perú
There is a gap between what is common knowledge derived from lived
experience, such as described by Doña Contero, and authorized knowledge that
resides within colonial records like Martín’s christening certificate. The colonial
casta system stemmed from limpieza de sangre (purity of blood), the social
understanding worked out in Iberia owing to eight centuries of North African
Moorish governance that attuned Spaniards to note color difference and to
correlate these distinctions to one’s religious heritage. 227 The ethnically and
religiously mixed society of Spain prior to the Reconquista led to associations
between ancestry and religion in Spanish idealizations, with Jews and Muslims
inheriting impure blood and sinfulness from their ancestors. Sub-saharan
Africans formed the lowest place within this Iberian imaginary. James Sweet
argues that this owed to the fact that Iberian Africans descended from Muslims or
the pagan slaves of Muslims, and that this Iberian proto anti-blackness crossed
Jewish, Muslim, and Christian traditions, aided by a broad Abrahamic
interpretation of the curse of Ham found in the Old Testament and the Quran.228
Sweet holds, "even though a fully developed ideology of race was not articulated,
fifteenth-century white Iberians made distinctions among peoples based on skin
color and attributed less worth to human beings who had black or brown
skins."229
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María Elena Martínez’s work on colonial Mexico explains that when
Iberians began to settle the Americas, they immediately "deploy[ed]...the
Spanish concept of limpieza de sangre (purity of blood) against colonial
populations."230 What resulted was the sistema de castas, “the colonial
hierarchical system of classification that was based on proportions of Spanish,
native, and black blood [and that]...privileged whiteness.” 231 In fact, the casta
system formed the very geopolitical outlines of Iberian colonial governance, with
Juan de Solórzano Pereira, oidor of the Lima Audiencia, referring to "the two
Republics of the Spaniards, and Indians.”232 Historian Abelardo Levaggi notes
that this understanding of two separate republics, each with distinct laws for
Spaniards and Indians, operated in the Viceroyalty of Perú as early as the midsixteenth century, as seen in Juan de Matienzo’s treatment of the subject in his
1567 book Gobierno del Perú.233 Of course, these two republics elided the reality
that a third group -- Africans -- increasingly formed a visible and crucial role in the
political economy of the colony.234
During the sixteenth centuries, the Spanish turned from enslaving
indigenous Americans to mass importation of Africans to the colonies. 235
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Following the Siete Partidas, a thirteenth century Castilian legal code,
determinations of one’s status as freeborn or enslaved followed the free womb
doctrine (vientre libre), a continuation of partus sequitur ventrum from the old
Roman civil law, that the child took the status of the mother.236 Jesuit Alonso de
Sandoval catalogued the ethnic diversity of enslaved Africans in the Spanish
colonies. De Instauranda Aethiopum Salute, Sandoval’s treatise on African
slavery, divided Atlantic Africa into three major slave regions based upon the port
of disembarkation: Guinea and Cape Verde, Sao Tome Island, and Luanda. 237
Sandoval listed the main castas that hailed from the rivers of Upper Guinea
(Senegambia) as the Jolofos, Berbesies, Mandingas, Fulos, Fulupos, Banunes,
Bootes, Cazangas, Banues puros, Branes, Balantas, Biafaras, Biojoes, Nalues,
Zapes, Cocolies, and Zozoes.238
The castas that the Portuguese processed through Cape Verde were
predominantly the same as from the rivers of Senegambia, but usually arrived in
the Indies as bozales, those directly imported from Africa, or ladinos, those
Africans who acculturated to Spanish language and culture first in Iberia. 239
Sandoval’s second main slaving area, São Tomé, near the Guinea Gold and
Slave Coasts, yielded the Minas, Popoos, Fulaos, Ardas (including the Araraes
and Offoons), Lucumies or Terranovos, Barba, Temnes, Binis, Mosiacos,
Agares, Gueres, Zarabas, Iabus, and Caravalies.240 From Luanda, the third slave
M.E. Martínez, Genealogical Fictions: Limpieza de Sangre, Religion, and Gender in Colonial
Mexico (Stanford UP, 2008), 155.
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region of Africa, came the Angolas and Congos or Monicongos (Angicos,
Monxiolos, and Malembas).241 Alongside these African ethnonyms, the generic
descriptor of negro (black) came to stand in as the casta category denoting
“pure” African ancestry.242
In Volume 1 of Tesoros Verdaderos, a history of Perú written in 1681,
Juan Meléndez claimed that Spaniards, Indians, and Africans never intermarried,
“desiring that their blood run pure, without mixture of any other.”243 But clearly
this was not a statement of social fact but rather of elite idealization. The modern
Peruvian historian Fernando Romero elaborated the arrangements of racial
admixtures that formed the sistema de castas in Perú: a blanco and a negro
formed a mulato; a blanco and indio yielded a mestizo; a negro and an indio
created a zambo.244 Still finer gradations and categories emerged as the sexual
reproduction of Perú created “new” human realities that outpaced the legallinguistic grasp of Spanish authorities, such as morisco denoting the offspring of
a mulato and a blanco. Fernando Romero’s full list of Peruvian casta categories
in use by the end of the colonial period includes the modified subcategories of
mestizo prieto, negro chino, mulato claro, mulato oscuro, mulato pardo, mulato-
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lobo, tercerón, cuarterón, zambinga, chino, rechino, chino prieto, chino claro,
zambo claro, zambo prieto, among others, descriptions attempting to capture
both the invisible (blood) and the visible (skin color) aspects of the body. 245
Rachel O'Toole's scholarship on colonial Peruvian casta points out “how
casta terms communicated legal locations” that in the day to day world of the
colony “bound Africans and Andeans to colonizers' or slaveholders' demands.”246
Nevertheless, casta also entailed “elements [which] could be negotiated" from
the bottom up as the categories of negro and indio were capacious enough to
encompass "multiplying differences" including "transatlantic and Diasporic terms"
indexing African ethnicities and/or slaving regions and ports.247 O’Toole stresses
the importance of thinking about the multiple and simultaneous dimensions of
casta. Firstly, "African-Andean interactions occurred within the impositions of
colonialism and slavery.... the distinct legal locations of indigenous and African
people in colonial Latin American society” 248 A second dimension of casta
existed in daily practice, as “these juridical positions informed strategies of
resistance and adaptation to colonial rule and landholder demands." 249 While
daily performances opened the system of casta to possible reconfigurations, the
point I wish to make here is the inextricable nature of the colonial apparatus’ role
in creating and sustaining certain politico-racial fictions.
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Even within the space of the Church and its fraternal kinship relation, intraAfrican distinctions worked against the emergence of a widespread pan-African
identity. Martín’s own church exemplifies these divisions vividly, as documented
in Karen Graubart’s study of African cofradias in Lima. When the Church placed
all Rosario confraternities under the auspices of the Dominican order in 1593, the
previous Rosario confraternity that was under Franciscan leadership split. 250
Those who chose to relocate to the Dominican monastery, the majority being
Angolans, formed the new Rosario de los Morenos. Those who remained with
the Franciscans were mainly Senegambians and Guineans.251 By the 1620s, the
morenos of Rosario further split into eleven subgroups called bancos, each
headed by a caporal who collected their members' fees, taxes for special
occasions and made distributed charity within the group.252 In the 1630s an
anonymous chronicler suggested that since Africans came from so “many
nations and castas,” it followed that “almost all of them were enemies of each
other.”253 Karen Graubart contends “the absence of a larger 'African'
consciousness...speaks to the complexities of urban colonial life" in which
cofradias formed a crucial part of African social governance and discipline in
Lima.254
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Hagiographic Genealogies
Medina’s hagiography of Martín’s life opened by way of a genealogy. He
first noted Martín’s physical appearance, that “he was pardo [brown], as they say
vulgarly, not white in color."255 He further explained how it was the working of
Providence that God chose “to give to Fray Martín such unequal progenitors,” as
God used “the baseness of the mother” to advertise that Martín would be
humble.256 Conversely, in “knowing the quality of the father, [Martín] would show
gratefulness to God.”257 Medina once again employed rich imagery to elaborate
Martín’s mixed parentage, explaining that his white father and black mother were
God’s way of previewing the colors of the Dominican habit Martín would
eventually wear.258
Medina’s rhetorical-metaphorical play with the colors black and white
follows wider patterns of the Spanish literary imagination of the seventeenth
century. In his study of the Spanish image of the black in its textual, literary,
pictorial and artistic registers, Victor Stoichita analyzes “the paradox of the ‘white
black,’” specifically in Sandoval’s De Instauranda from 1627.259 He first takes up
Sandoval’s passage that described the makeup of the Magi who visited the
Christ Child as figuring the races of humanity –- with Melchior representing
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Europe, Caspar that of Asia, and Baltasar hailing from the African continent.
Sandoval took this interracial image of the three Magi standing before the baby
Jesus as a sign that “the naked Child thus wanted to demonstrate that the
vestment he wears with pleasure is woven of different colors, interspersed with
white and black."260 Stoichita explained the emerging Spanish cosmology that
sought to integrate the figure of the black, as Sandoval employed his “metaphor
of black and white woven together” as “a metaphor for the warp and woof of the
universe."261
Stoichita next analyzes Sandoval’s brief hagiography of the Moorish St.
Antonio that declared “because the wisdom of God is such that it can make
saints out of black coal and embers, what was this black man, from the glowing
ember of love and the precious diamonds of charity.” 262 Stoichita points out
Sandoval’s rhetorical play of black and white “in this apologia for the black saint
Antony” through the Jesuit missionary’s “use of the alliteration carbon/carbunco
(lost in the English translation, 'coal/diamonds'),” an application of “what the
rhetoric and poetics of the period called 'ingenious transmutation' [--] by the
simple mutation of a phoneme, lowly coal (carbon) is transformed into its
opposite, the noble diamond (carbunco).”263 In a similar fashion, Medina made
use of the Dominican Order’s habit to furnish his hagiography of Martín with a
rhetorical-sartorial device that sought to synthesize the dialectic tension between
white and black. This supports Stoichita’s contention that "in Spain we encounter,
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as in no other Western country, an exemplary and concerted effort to create
narratives of symbolic election” for Africans which included devising a logic for
black sainthood.264
Even though he claimed there was no race mixing in Perú, when
Meléndez reprinted Medina’s hagiography in Tesoros Verdaderos, he was forced
to recount Martín’s mixed heritage. He noted that Martín’s mother Ana was not
only “a free Black woman,” but, in case there was any doubt to her stock, he
identified her as a “daughter of Ethiopians, born in Panamá.”265 Medina and
Meléndez’s hagiographic posturing of Martín’s African ancestry is a critical
example of the antiblackness entailed in casta, as his sanctity was threaded
through an ambivalent needle: his African mother could only factor into his claim
of sainthood by ensuring his humility, but his Spaniard father’s calidad preserved
Martín’s potential for attaining the perfection of holiness.
As historian María Elena Martínez avers, "people of African
ancestry...were generally not able to claim purity of blood because they could not
establish through traditional Spanish legal formulas that they had Old Christian
ancestry.”266 This created a social situation in which “blacks were by definition
impure because of their connection (real or imagined) to slavery, which by the
early seventeenth century various Spanish colonial institutions treated as a
permanent stain on lineage and which sought to deny the slave all sorts of rights
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and claims based on birth.”267 While elite Limeños were busy creating
apologetics to account for Martín’s dual reputation of holiness and African
ancestry, they simultaneously reinscribed notions of racial purity at the level of
civic and political participation. The Holy Office of the Inquisition, the same body
charged with overseeing beatification processes via the Congregation of Sacred
Rites, was actively verifying the blood purity of elite Limeños to determine their
suitability for public office.
Through probanzas (tests), the Inquisition certified the ancestry of
potential office holders, issuing genealogies via autos de fe officially declaring
one’s heritage pure.268 For example, in March 1633 Nuño de la Cueva and his
brother Alonso, both born in Lima, obtained approval of their genealogy in order
to enter the Inquisition as familiares.269 The Inquisition’s meticulous record
keeping served multiple generations, evidently showing how the need to verify
one’s pureza was an on-going performance of Spanish identity, especially for
creoles in the colony wishing to display their Iberian stock. Tracking four
generations of the González Maduro Family hailing originally from Guimarães, a
city in the Braga district of northern Portugal, the Inquisition certified that Antonio
de los Santos González Maduro, born in Capeludos/Villapoca de Aguiar,
"obtained approval of his genealogy in order to enter as Familiar of the Holy
Office of Lima, by auto dated there May 11, 1638.”270 Forty-nine years later, his
Ibid.
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son Juan Antonio González de los Santos, born in Lima and Chancellor of the
Real Audiencia, “solicited a certification of his father’s genealogy approved by the
Holy Office...February 25, 1687."271

Theological antiblackness
Theological antiblackness within the Iberian Catholic imaginary of the
sixteenth century abounded. The Carmelite mystic nun Teresa de Ávila (15151582) detailed in her autobiography La Vida a confrontation she had with el
demonio (an early modern Spanish moniker for Satan) who appeared to her in
the form of a “very abominable black boy” (negrillo muy abominable); she
sprinkled holy water on him to drive him away. 272 José de Acosta, Jesuit
missionary in Perú from 1570-1583, detailed the story of an Andean woman’s
deathbed conversion in his work De Procuranda. As the woman lay dying she
saw two men appear to her in a vision. The first, a young white man, begged her
to accept Christ. The second man, an “Aethiopum” or black African, urged her
instead to hold onto her traditional practice.273 Father Rodrigo de Cabreda wrote
in 1602 that one of his priests, in the course of his clerical duties, saw “four most
ferocious demons take the form of some negroes with great cruelty.” 274 A black
demon also appeared in the visions of a bewitched nun called before the Lima
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Inquisition in the 1670s.275 While Catholicism recognized Africans as possessing
souls capable of salvation, a theological racism that combined ideas of blood,
kinship, and religion viewed the black body as inherently sinful.
These attitudes relate to what Eileen Rowe describes as “the development
of a new archetype: the black saint....originat[ing] from the deep
ambivalence...about the theological and social meanings of color difference as
well as the potential roles of non-European converts within Christianity" 276
Martín’s hagiographic presentation, with its careful explanation of his parents’
racial heritage, runs parallel to the hagiography of Catarina de San Juan, a
seventeenth-century Mughal princess enslaved first by the Portuguese and then
by the Spanish, eventually making her way from India to the Philippines and
finally Mexico. Catarina’s confessor-hagiographer and other clerical promoters
"reconstruct[ed] her origins" in ways that "reflect[ed] Spanish preoccupations with
family lineage, social hierarchy, and ethnic purity." 277 Catalina reported that she
was often called “that lying china bitch,” and responded to her detractors with the
retort "I have very good blood in these veins."278 As the story emerged, Catalina’s
dark skin color resulted not from heredity, but as the miraculous answer to her
prayer for God to take away her beauty in order to preserve her chastity. 279
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Historian Eileen Rowe reminds us that a simplistic working out of
antiblackness within the Iberian Catholic imaginary would have immediately
disqualified any Afro casta from the potential for sanctity. However, championing
the cause of a mulatto like Martín necessitated that some other understanding of
Martín’s maternal trace be worked out. What resulted was a complex
interweaving of traditional hagiographic and antiblack tropes, with penitential rites
forming this crucial point of articulation. Black bodily suffering -- regardless of
whether it resulted from self-induced mortifications or generalized social dishonor
-- became the primary vehicle by which black holiness could observed and
packaged as readily-assimilable to colonial ways of knowing. Antiblackness
provided the grammar for elite Peruvian efforts to write Martín into hagiography.
As Rowe succinctly states, the degraded Black body became crucial to
understandings of Black holiness not because of any inherent spiritual
significance, but rather due to its historically-generated "social meaning and the
specific experiences they underwent as a result of this degraded social
position.”280 Thus, to be born with the stamp of African upon one’s skin provided
castas like Martín with a visible sign of “blackness [that] acted as a penitential rite
that they endured constantly."281 This racialized social ridicule was noted by
Cordova y Salinas, hagiographer of the mulatto tertiary Estefanía de San Joseph,
who counted as part of her penitential practice the fact that young boys threw
stones at her as she “walked the streets of Lima in her threadbare garments.”282
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Can Francisca Speak?
Capitan Juan de Córdoba Guarnido testified that Martín showed great
charity “in particular to the blacks and slaves of the said monastery.” 283 Fray
Antonio de Estrada also noted Martín’s concern for "the slaves of the said
monastery, whom he consoled and encouraged much.”284 These reports raise
some questions: if elite friars testified that Martín’s primary daily interactions took
place between him and the enslaved community, who can speak to these
relations directly as witness? What happens if we think through Martín’s
statement “these know me” (estos me conocen) as pronominally referencing the
enslaved Africans of the monastery and the hacienda instead of the elite
Peruvians who often mocked him? Even though Martín seems to have focused a
great deal of his ministerial attention on the enslaved population of Lima, there
are very few Afro-Peruvian voices in the beatification process records.
Structurally, even when Afro-Peruvians testified to Martín’s healing abilities
directly, their testimonies demonstrate how Spanish colonial categories of
knowledge mediated their narrative capacities.
Francisca, an enslaved woman who lived at El Rosario, remembered that
after hearing some words exchanged in anger (palabras de disgusto) in the alley
behind the monastery, a black man was "gravely and mortally wounded with a

"...fray Martín fue de grandísima caridad, no solamente para con los religiosos enfermos de su
convento, sino también para con todos aquellos que le buscaban, de cualquier estado que
fuesen, y en particular a los pobres afligidos y necesitados, a los cuales curaban con grande
amor y caridad, y en particular a los negros y esclavos de dicho convento..." Proceso, 310.
284 "...Martín de Porras...fue muy humilde hasta con los esclavos del dicho convento, a quienes
consolaba y animaba mucho…" Proceso, 325.
283
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wound in one of his flanks with his intestines hanging out." 285 When the crowd of
witnesses saw this, they "took the wounded black to the false door of the
monastery so that the said venerable brother fray Martín de Porras would cure
him."286 The crowd of black Limeños had obviously grown accustomed to the
“false door” of the monastery being opened to them through Martín, "because he
always exercised great acts of charity especially with the poor for which he felt
deeply."287 Additionally, Francisca knew he could help Lima's poorest because
he was a “surgeon and barber.”288
It is remarkable that elite Peruvians eagerly accepted Francisca’s
testimony as building their case for Martín’s sainthood when these very
occurrences in Martín’s life -- sneaking castas inside the infirmary -- brought him
into confrontation with the racial hierarchy of the Dominican monastery. Marcelo
de Ribera, the surgeon to whom the teenaged Martín was apprenticed, testified
about the same day or a similar occurrence when “behind the false door” of the
monastery in the alley "they stabbed an Indian, whose intestines were hanging
out."289 Martín looked for Ribera to cure the man, but when he could not find him,
Martín "cured him and put him in the infirmary of the blacks of the monastery." 290

"...entre unos negros tuvieron palabras de disgusto, de que resultó salir uno dellos herido
gravemente de muerte con una herida en un vacío, de que llevaba colgando las tripas…. Visto lo
cual por algunas personas...lo cargaron al dicho negro herido hasta la portería falsa del dicho
convento, para que el dicho venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras lo curase, porque siempre
se exercitaba en actos de caridad, mayormente con los pobres, de quien se dolía con extremo y
por ser cirujano y barbero.” Proceso, 240.
286 Ibid.
287 Ibid.
288 Ibid.
289 "Y viviendo este testigo en el convento, detrás de la portería falsa, le dieron una puñalada a
un indio, que le vaciaron las tripas.” Ibid., 138.
290 “Y el dicho siervo de Dios fray Martín de Porras envió a llamar a este testigo para que le
curase, y no hallandole, le curó él y le puso en la enfermería de los negros del convento…” Ibid.
285
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When the Spanish friars discovered this they complained to the Prior that Martín
"brought sick people from outside to heal, and poor Indians and blacks; and the
said Prior ordered the said servant of God to throw out the injured man." 291
Lacking the authorization to house sick castas in the monastery, Martín "sent him
to the house of his sister, who lived one block from the monastery, giving him
raisins, bread, and preserves."292
Francisca lived in the monastery as an enslaved woman, and no doubt
she knew the ins and outs of Martín’s disciplinary confrontations with the
superiors. Perhaps she had ample condemnation for the Dominicans and their
ignorance towards how they limited Martín’s ministry by getting in his way. While
it is impossible to know for certain, I raise this line of inquiry to consider all the
things that Francisca was unable to say while she sat before the ecclesiastical
court. Slavery and casta conditioned Francisca’s very inclusion in the process
records. Francisco Blanco, the notary public, entered her markers of identification
as “a black creole woman, who she said is called Francisca, creole and ladina of
the Spanish language and slave of the said monastery.”293 Each identifier beyond
her name Francisca -- negra, criolla, ladina de lengua española, and esclava -all reinforce the notion that, from the perspective of elite Peruvian notation, this
woman was totally assumed by the categorical capture of the Middle Passage.

“…y le fueron a decir al P. Prior que era entonces como el dicho siervo de Dios traía enfermos
de fuera a curar, y indios y negros pobres; y mandole el dicho P. Prior al dicho siervo de Dios
echase luego fuera al herido…” Ibid., 138-139.
292 “…el cual lo envió a casa de una hermana suya, que vivía una cuadra del convento, dandole
pasas, pan y conservas, y diciéndole al dicho indio que le enviaría a curar alla a este testigo."
Ibid.
293 "...una negra criolla, que dixo llamarse Francisca, criolla y ladina de lengua española y
esclava del dicho convento.” Proceso, 240.
291
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Born in the colony and fully conversant in Spanish, Francisca’s captivity
applied not only to her body generally, but to her mouth, tongue, teeth, and lips
that shaped her words, and her vocal cords and the lungs that filled them with
airy sound.294 Marisa Fuentes’ meditation on archival fragments that document
enslaved women directs the researcher’s attention to the ways in which power
distorts these momentary glimpses of black subjectivity:
The violence [of slavery] is transferred from the enslaved bodies to
the documents that count, condemn, assess, and evoke them, and
we receive them in this condition. Epistemic violence originates
from the knowledge produced about enslaved women by white men
and women in this society, and that knowledge is what survives in
archival form.295
Francisca’s testimony is also secondhand, as her recollection of Martín’s
intervention enters the record not as firsthand recipient of his healing power, but
she speaks on behalf of other anonymous Africans. In this way, Francisca and
the few other African creoles in the records of testimony stand in for the bozales,
the newly-arrived Africans who were so removed from the locus of colonial
naming power that they never entered the official testimony records as witness.
Francisca’s full subjectivity, and that of the wider unnamed and variously
unhispanized African community, is implied and “can only serve as a

Marx and Engels foregrounded the materiality of language and speech as well as its use
value. "From the start the 'spirit' is afflicted with the curse of being 'burdened' with matter, which
here makes its appearance in the form of agitated layers of air, sounds, in short, of language.
Language is as old as consciousness, language is practical consciousness that exists for me
personally as well; language, like consciousness, only arises from the need, the necessity, of
intercourse with other men." K. Marx and F. Engels, "The German Ideology: Part I," in The MarxEngels Reader, 2nd ed., ed. R. C. Tucker (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1978), 158.
295 M.J. Fuentes, Dispossessed Lives: Enslaved Women, Violence, and the Archive (Philadelphia:
Univ. of PA Press, 2016), 5.
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counterpossibility for the narrative sanctions granted to the colonial subject in the
dominant groups.”296

The Landscape of Limatambo
Slavery in colonial Lima was an urban institution, but there were
substantial rural populations of Africans throughout coastal, highland, and
eastern yungas regions of the Andean corridor and in other urban locales like
Cuzco and Potosí. Agricultural slaves worked sugarcane and produced fruit,
wine, corn, wheat, barley, sugar, potatoes, and other local foodstuffs, or mining
for silver in Potosí.297 For Africans in Lima, as historian Tamara Walker explains,
"female slaves worked in the domestic sector and as street vendors, while men
generally found employment as day laborers,” which gave them the capacity to
save some of their earnings and eventually buy their liberty. 298 A close read of
the process testimonies reveals how Martín interacted with these various forms
of slave labor as he carried out his ministerial activities.
Martín often left the monastery and the urban environs of Lima as much
as possible. One friar recalled how Martín “had [traveled] in the countryside...on
this occasion eight days.”299 The territory that composed the Dominican hacienda
at Limatambo had pre-conquest significance as a sacred landscape to the

G.C. Spivak, "Can the Subaltern Speak?" in Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial Theory: A
Reader, ed. and intro. P. Williams and L. Chrisman (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993),
82.
297 Bowser, "The African and the Peruvian Economy: A General Survey," in The African Slave in
Colonial Peru, 88-109.
298 T. Walker, "Slavery in Peru," Oxford Bibliographies. March 27, 2014.
http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199766581/obo-97801997665810154.xml.
299 Proceso, 157.
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indigenous people. The valley of Rimac was previously inhabited by the Maranga
people, subjects of the Grand Chimu, who was conquered by the Inca
Yupanqui.300 Fray Calancha reported that the site Rimactanpu, located “almost a
half league” from the city of Lima, was named for the god Rimac (The God who
Speaks), whose sacred voice was carried across the landscape in the gurgling of
the river that also bore his name.301 Throughout this valley were many huacas
(wak’a), a Quechua word meaning “sacred” or “holy” that referred to shrines of
either natural formations like rocks or pyramidal mound constructions that
doubled as ritual worship sites and administrative centers.302 There was a sacred
technological relationship between the Rimac and agricultural production in the
valley. Leading along the camino real out of Lima was a series of irrigation
ditches (acequias), and water management of this landscape was crucial.303
Inca Garcilaso de la Vega observed that these irrigation ditches were a
sign of the Inca's former hold over the land, as the Inca brought in irrigation
engineers to build new canals across conquered lands to extend their arability. 304
Cieza de León documented in 1553 that:
all the land of the valleys which is not sand is among the most
fertile and productive to be found in the world...such water as they
have comes by irrigation from the rivers that flow from the
sierras...they built irrigation ditches at intervals, and, strange though
it seems, both in upland and low-lying regions and on the sides of
W.S.W. Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific; Containing Notices of Brazil, Chile,
Bolivia, Perú, &c. in 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834 (London: Richard Bentley, 1835), Vol. 1, 369.
301 A. de la Calancha, Corónica moralizada del Orden de San Agustín en el Perú con Sucesos
Ejemplares en Esta Monarquía (Barcelona: Pedro Lacavalleria, 1638), Libro I, Capitulo XXXVII,
Tomo II, 151.
302 J. Higgins, Lima: A Cultural History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 21.
303 J. E. Arellano, Enduring Acequias: Wisdom of the Land, Knowledge of the Water
(Albuquerque: Univ. of NM Press, 2014).
304 W.M. Denevan, Cultivated Landscapes of Native Amazonia and the Andes (Oxford: Oxford
UP, 2001), 144.
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the hills and the foothills descending to the valleys, and these were
connected to others, running in different directions.305
William Denevan explains the workings of this irrigation system that began with a
main feeder canal that descended from the Andean highlands via gravity to
secondary distribution canals, and from those into smaller field channels and
furrows. Some of these were stone-lined but often still permeable and left
unsealed by clay sediment.306 The acequias were built from the lowest level first
in order to ensure that the grade descended perfectly from the sierras to the
valley.307 The largest of these irrigation systems even spanned multiple valleys,
as canals from the Rimac connected to the Chillón River in western Perú. 308 Prior
to Spanish arrival, Taulichusco, the Lima-area chieftain “controlled and
administered the distribution of irrigation waters throughout the valley from his
residence on the site of today's Palacio de Gobierno.” 309 James Higgins points
out that “it was precisely to control that vital resource that Pizarro opted to build
the Governor's Residence on the same spot.”310
Juan Meléndez’s history of Peru reported “in the year of 1539,” Francisco
Pizarro, the architect of Inca conquest, “gave us...the lands of Limatambo…[and]
the Hacienda of Palpa in the Valley of Chancay." 311 Meléndez described that

P. de Cieza de León, Parte primera de la crónica del Perú, qtd in ibid., 144.
Ibid., 146.
307 Ibid.
308 Ibid., 149.
309 Higgins, Lima: A Cultural History, 21.
310 Ibid.
311 “Si por el año de 1539, nos dio Pizarro las tierras de Limatambo; si el mismo año de 1539 nos
dio el mismo Adelantado la Hazienda de Palpa en el Valle de chancay; si el dicho año de 1539,
nos dio Yndios.” Melendez, Tesoros Verdaderos, 291, see also 51, 100. In 1777, Don Isidoro de
Abarca (who was the Count of San Isidro and last viceroy mayor), acquired the Hacienda and
from that moment, was known as "Los Condes de San Isidro" and then the district officially took
the name
For the republican period, in 1853, the Treasury was auctioned and finally bought by Don José
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Dominican missionaries fanned throughout the valley, "and especially to the
Indians neighboring our hacienda of Limatambo, as they were those of the
Huatica people,” but the site was soon depopulated by the Spanish. 312 Fray
Calancha explained that after the Dominicans assumed possession of the land,
the original name was corrupted from Rimactanpu to Limatambo, and while “the
Spanish moved the people to separate them from where the idol was before,” the
“huaca and temple” of the god Rimac was still “joined to the farm of the religious
fathers of Saint Dominic” as of his 1631 writing.313
Martín knew well this landscape and the people who dwelled therein, such
as the Indian shepherd he met “on the hilltop” in the Valley of Lurigancho, three
quarters of a league further into the countryside from his chamomile field.314 He
frequently stopped and sat along the large acequia to share a paltry meal of “a
few raisins and a piece of sweet wheat bread” with his apprentice Juan
Vásquez.315 Martín de Porres even slept outside on a hill one night that was next
to the fields of an hacienda owned by Agustín Galán de la Magdalena, his sister
Juana’s husband.316 Not only did Martín travel across this countryside, but he

Gregorio Paz Soldán and Ureta (Chancellor of the Republic and prominent jurist). At his death, he
passed the estate to his son Don José Luis Paz Soldán, and finally to his daughter Luisa Paz
Soldán de Moreyra.
312 “...y en especial a los indios más vezinos a nuestra hacienda de Limatambo, como eran los
del Pueblo de Huatica." Ibid, 128.
313 “... junto à la granja de los Religiosos Padres de santo Domingo que se llama Chacra de
Rimactanpu i Corrupto el nombre llamamos Limatambo i à este valle ciudad Lima conjunto a esta
el antiguo pueblo que llegaba hasta Maranga casi media legua como lo sus ruinas.... españoles
mudaron el pueblo por apartarlo del ídolo donde estaba antes, i le quitaron el nombre de Rimac,
llamose Guatca...” Calancha, Corónica moralizadora, 151. Today, the most likely candidate for
the huaca adjacent to the LImatambo hacienda is the Huaca Huallamarca, also known as Huaca
Pan de Azúcar, in the San Isidro district of Lima.
314 Proceso., 390
315 Ibid, 184.
316 Ibid., 212, 213.
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participated in its horticultural production. He engaged water-table farming by
planting chamomile in the “puquio (fuente) of the Amancaes.”317 A puquio or
pukio, also called a hoyada, mahama, wachaque, chacra hundida, or canchon, is
a sunken field or garden located in “normally dry river beds where large pits have
been dug to the ground water level to tap moisture for cultivation."318 Cieza de
León described the practice as "an amazing thing....to provide the needed
humidity, the Indians dig wide, deep holes in which they sow and plant...and with
the dew and dampness God makes them grow." 319
Martín also cultivated las lomas, described by Denevan as intentionally
grown thickets of grasses, scrub, and low forest on the slopes of outlying hills of
the Andres at less than 3000 feet elevation.320 This usage of topography and
climate enabled the “heavy fog (garúa) which hangs over the arid central and
southern coast of Perú during the winter” to produce moisture from condensation
induced by orthographic lift, where the warmer moist air of the Pacific moves
inland and cools as it rises over the Andean foothills.321 As the ocean air rises
overland and cools it condenses, forming a blanket of fog. The dense vegetation
of lomas cultivation works to further condense the fog into a liquid dew that could
be put to profitable use. Denevan records that Vázquez de Espinosa in 1628 and
Bernabé Cobo in 1653 both described lomas gardens, orchards, and pastures

Ibid., 389. Amancaes, known as a place where people fall in love according to tradition, was
the site of one of Martín’s growing plots.
318 Denevan, Cultivated Landscapes, 163.
319 Cieza de León, qtd. in Ibid., 164.
320 Ibid., 168.
321 Ibid.
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that produced economically viable vegetation for hunting, pasture, wood, and
agriculture.322
Though these were potentially commercial ventures, Martín’s lomas crops
were public. One witness recalled how he always saw Martín “busy in acts of
charity,” and that “in order not to be idle” Martín went “in winter time to sow
chamomile on las lomas, so that the poor could pick it to remedy their needs.323
When Martín passed the entrance of an olive grove owned by someone named
Medrano, he snapped off a clipping from a fig tree that he wanted to plant on top
of the irrigation canal.324 Martín often brought wheat bread with him from the
monastery to share with “the little children [muchachos] that he met along the
camino real."325 Medina described in his hagiography how Martín planted
medicinal herbs “even along the roads outside of the city.” 326 This Martín did
because he “went out to the countryside stimulated by the ardor of his piety in
search of needs to remedy and sick people whom to serve.” 327 Once again,
Medina’s rich imagery described Martín’s horticultural practices, explaining how
Martín left for the countryside to make “charity plantings” (sementeras de
caridad).328

Ibid.
"Y siempre le via ocupado en actos de caridad y de tal suerte que por no estar ocioso le via ir
en tiempo de invierno a sembrar a las lomas manzanilla, para que los pobres fueran a cogerla
para remediar sus necesidades.” Proceso, 183.
324 “...a la entrada de un olivar, que era de fulano Medrano, al pasar de una acequia.... <<Toma,
llévate aquesta comida, que quiero desgarrar un ramo de esta higuera, para que llevemos a
sembrar allá arriba>>.” Ibid., 392.
325 “Las semitas que sacamos del convento las repartió el venerable fray Martín a los muchachos
que encontraba por el camino [real]..." Ibid, 398.
326 "Hasta por los caminos fuera de la Ciudad sembraba yerbas medicinales.... Saliase por los
campos estimulado del ardor de su piedad a buscar necessidades que remediar, y enfermos a
quien servir.” Medina, Vida Prodigiosa, 54.
327 Ibid.
328 “...salia el siervo de Dios al campo donde hacía sementeras de caridad...” Ibid., 196.
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Runaways and the surveilled, conquered landscape
The woods, marshes, and canefields growing along the acequias and
lomas provided camouflage for the large number of enslaved runaways who
frequently traveled the royal highway. Frederick Bowser found that running away
in Perú was often a short-lived venture, as many enslaved Africans,
having no family or friends to turn to elsewhere, were tempted to
stay in the vicinity of their former places of residence and haunts,
where opportunities to pilfer food and the other necessities of life
were easier to come by, but this strategy also increased the
chances of apprehension.329
Many fugitives were recaptured or returned after temporary leaves of absence,
like Domingo Biafara who had the habit of running away sometimes for as long
as two weeks.330 Catalina Conga managed to travel roughly 200 miles northward
from Lima to Santa before her recapture.331
Colonial authorities worried that runaways had to steal for their living and
would eventually form into bands of cimarrones in the countryside, such as the
large group of escaped galley slaves that “fled the port of Callao, gathered in the
hills around Lima with other runaways, and resisted all attempts to encircle
them."332 A free mulatto eventually turned the ringleader over to authorities. 333
However, not all runaway stories are as thrilling as those of the roving banditti. In
1625 Juan Criollo, though only 12 years of age, was declared in a bill of sale to

Bowser, The African Slave, 190.
Ibid.
331 Ibid.
332 Ibid., 215.
333 Ibid.
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have already fled from his master twice -- both times to reach his mother living on
a different hacienda.334
Bowser detailed that as early as the 1550s, the city leaders of Lima
created a bounty system that deputized all inhabitants of the colony to hunt
runaways and receive a reward from six to twenty-five persons, depending on the
cimarron's length of absence.335 In 1557 the Alcaldes de la Santa Hermandad of
Lima formed as a surveillance posse exclusively to arrest and punish runaways
and other black criminals.336 In light of this state surveillance, Martín’s “charity
plantings” of chamomile, figs, and olives, made freely available to all on public
land, emerge as intentional political practices, not solely acts of charity devoid
any social context of power. And while a free mulatto uncovered the plot of the
runaway galley slaves, other free mulattoes could choose to aid absconded
Africans. Ana Angola, a runaway, was hidden by two free mulattoes until her
master had no choice but to sell her to one of them. Following the sale, Ana
Angola suddenly reappeared and was promptly sold to the second mulatto, the
desired outcome of her coordinated escape.337
Before Martín even arrived at the Limatambo hacienda, he had already
navigated a landscape of complex and conflicting cosmologies and their
attendant ecological approaches to the land. He knew firsthand how a sacred
geography could be dominated for profit and how it could be reappropriated into
a commons. Each time he chose to leave the city, he traveled into a territory
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336 Ibid., 199.
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whose regimes of surveillance were more robust than in the so-called palenqueatmosphere of Lima, which Francisco Chueca argues allowed enslaved day
laborers to mingle with free blacks, making the city an environment where
mulattoes like Martín could enjoy a modicum of social mobility unparalleled for its
time in the plantation societies of the Americas.338

Centering African Voices
Medina assembled his hagiography by combining the testimonies from the
beatification process with stories about Martín that he learned from the enslaved
community of Limatambo. While their memories of Martín did not enter the
testimonial record, Medina nonetheless recognized that there was knowledge of
Martín that one could only gather by visiting the hacienda and talking to the
enslaved. Conversely, Medina’s Vida was first published in Madrid, a material
sign of the wide geographic circulation and intended imperial audience for
Medina’s representations of the Limatambo Africans.339 If there is any value in
approaching Martín’s stories as slave narratives, it lies in Medina’s hagiography.
James Lockhart and Stuart Schwartz describe Ibero-American haciendas
as large ranches or estates that encompassed a bounded landscape, itself
marked by a core of buildings, including housing; a permanent labor force,
typically enslaved Africans after the late sixteenth century; a collection of
estancias (large tracts used for raising livestock), caballerias (smaller tracts used
for intense, usually monoculture farming), chacaras (a Quechua term used to
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refer to both types of landholdings above as well as smaller garden plots), and
infrastructure like acequias and puquios.340 Beyond their physical dimensions,
haciendas were institutions marked by the processes of Iberian coloniality that
Nicholas Cushner argues "emerged from ecological, social, economic, and
cultural factors which combined to produce the general patterns of land use and
agricultural systems.”341
By the 1620s the Dominicans at Limatambo had around 2,100 olive trees,
many of which Martín de Porres planted miraculously according to tradition. 342
Juan Vásquez remembered one summer when Martín de Porres led him and fray
Cristobal de Campos “to some lands that were decomposed” and told them
“Here in these lands we have to plant an olive grove this year.” 343 Labor tasks at
Limatambo entailed olive cultivation for oil production. Brandon Weaver details
how the process of oil production was carried out on large haciendas. Olives
were pressed in both large and small press houses (lagar, lagareta) with either
wooden or brick and lime floors. The lagar housed the oil press, made of three
main components. Rising out of the floor was a large wooden screw (husillo) that
when turned adjusted the height of a forked beam (viga). Lowering the viga

J. Lockhart and S.B. Schwartz, Early Latin America: A History of Colonial Spanish America
and Brazil (Cambridge: Cambridge UP 1983), 134-142.
341 N.P. Cushner, Lords of the Land: Sugar, Wine, and Jesuit Estates of Coastal Perú, 1600-1767
(Albany: SUNY Press, 1980).
342 The olive trees of Limatambo were carbon-dated by a Spanish researcher - “árbol en cuestión
tiene una “edad estimada en 374 años, siendo su fecha de origen aproximado el año 1643 d.C.”,
según indica el documento. Vargas y la ciencia concluyen, entonces, que este árbol sería uno de
esos esquejes que plantó San Martín.” C. Contreras, “La historia del Olivo que plantó San Martín
de Porres y que sigue de pie en El Olivar,” El Comercio (Lima, Perú), Sept. 16, 2017. See also J.
G. Vargas Flores, "Estudio de viabilidad: Diagnóstico para declarar el Bosque el Olivar de San
Isidro como Patrimonio Cultural y Natural," Ceres Indiana, Proyecto Estudios Indianos, 2016. By
the end of the 18th century this still hovered around 2000 while owned by Conde San Isidro.
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brought down the press (prensa) upon the olives and crushed them. The floor of
the lagar collected the runoff oil.344 Oil prensas could also be large stone wheels
placed inside circular stone lagares that were hand-operated by enslaved
workers who pushed a bracing beam and rolled the wheel around the circle to
crush the olives.345
The hacienda at Limatambo was a crucial site of hispanicization for the
African and Indian populations of the valley. Juan Meléndez recalled the
Dominican mission church built behind “the back of Limatambo” that “had many
saints of the Order painted on the walls.” 346 Perhaps this was one prime location
within the hacienda landscape where Martín interacted with the bozal Africans.
Medina explained that beyond “employing his words by day and by night in
consoling the sufferers,” Martín also employed them “in instructing the Negros
bozales, and the barbarous Indians in the Mysteries of the Faith.” 347 This he did
“so that they would be capable of Baptism, and some of them would be
confirmed in the Christian religion.”348 Alonso de Sandoval claimed that generally
in Perú, "the blacks' spiritual plight [was] lamentable" because "masters believe it

B.J.M. Weaver, "’Fruit of the Vine, Work of Human Hands’: An Archaeology and Ethnohistory
of
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345 I observed oil prensas made from stone wheels dated to the time of African slavery at the
Parque de Olivos in Lima, Peru, July 2014.
346 “Yo conocí la Iglesia destechada, y tenía alrededor, pintados por las paredes, muchos Santos
de la Orden: Pero quando esto se escribe, ni aun rastro hay desta iglesia, arrasada por los
dueños de las tierras en que estaba…” Meléndez, Tesoros Verdaderos, 128.
347 "También empleaba sus palabras en consolar de dia, y de noche a los dolientes en instruir a
los Negros bozales, y a los bárbaros Indios en los Misterios de la Fe, para que fuessen capaces
del Bautismo, y los unos, y los otros se confirmassen en la Religión Christiana, para lo qual le
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is a waste of time to try to teach slaves the catechism, that baptism is pointless,
having slaves make their confession is a joke, and giving slaves communion is
blasphemous."349
For haciendas managed by religious orders like the Dominicans, the
importance of catechising the enslaved community was taken seriously.
Sandoval promoted the recruitment of ladinos to aid the religious instruction of
bozales, whether serving as godparents for newly-baptized bozales or
interpreting for priests so that bozales could receive communion and make
confession.350 Historian Frederick Bowser noted the ostracism bozales felt within
the enslaved community in early colonial Perú, as the former often "refused to
admit their heathen status for fear of losing face” with ladinos.351 Despite the
tensions between these two groups of Afro-castas, ladinos were a crucial part of
the Church’s mission since language presented a primary barrier in catechizing
bozales.352 In addition to using ladinos as translators, the Church actively worked
on creating grammars and catechisms in African languages. While Jose de
Acosta’s translation work focused on Quechua, his Catecismo breve para los
rudos y ocupados (Brief Catechism for the Uncivilized and Busy) was published
in Lima in 1585 as the second of a three part book.353 Acosta’s general
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guidelines for instructing the so-called “rude” populations of Perú included
teaching prompts that sought to differentiate worship of the transcendent Catholic
God from the veneration of nature: ”Therefore the Sun, the Moon, Stars, Venus,
Lightning Bolt, they are not God, no?”354
Italian and Portuguese missionaries in Africa worked to translate the
various Bantu languages they encountered, a linguistic missionary project
documented by Otto Zwartjes. He reports the earliest of these Bantu catechisms,
now lost, was Franciscan Gaspar da Conceição’s Cartilha da doutrina cristã em
lingua do Congo (Booklet of Christian Instruction in the Language of Congo),
published in Evora in 1555.355 In 1624, Mattheus Cardoso updated Conceição’s
work with his Doutrina christã [...] De novo traduzida na língua do Reyno de
Congo (Christian Doctrine Again Translated into the Language of the Congo
Kingdom). Cardoso’s book was printed in Lisbon and distributed throughout the
Iberian world for use with other enslaved Bantu populations.356
Despite the wide ethnic diversity of castas Sandoval detailed in De
Instauranda that did not hail from the Kongo-Angola basin, he nonetheless
reported that the African slaves in Perú spoke “the language of Angola,” referring
generally to the Bantu language family, an agglomeration of anywhere from 250
to as much as 700 mutually intelligible languages spoken throughout the

Durston, Pastoral Quechua: The History of Christian Translation in Colonial Perú, 1550-1650
(Notre Dame: Univ. of Notre Dame Press, 2007).
354 “Pues el Sol, la Luna, Estrellas, Luzero, Rayo, no son Dios?” J. de Acosta, “Catecismo breve
para los rudos y ocupados,” in Doctrina christiana, y catecismo para instrucción de los indios
(Lima: Real Audiencia, 1584), 13.
355 O. Zwartjes, Portuguese Missionary Grammars in Asia, Africa and Brazil, 1550-1800
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2011), 210.
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region.357 He noted that “all speak a common language, though with some
variety.”358 Sandoval also spoke about the cosmology of the Kongo-Angolans,
explaining their belief “in a God that is in heaven, whom they call
Zambianpungo.”359 In 1629 the Jesuits at Lima’s Colegio Máximo de San Pablo
were “using and distributing, even to the furthest ends of the viceroyalty, prayer
leaflets, catechisms, and instructions printed in Lima in the language of the
slaves.”360 These linguistic conversion efforts expanded the following year, when
fourteen hundred and forty copies of Mattheus Cardoso’s grammar came off the
press in Lima.361 For his part, Martín possessed the linguistic abilities to
communicate with the bozales at Limatambo. However, instead of crediting this
to the likelier situation that Martín learned (at least some) Bantu while a child
from his mother, from the African community in the streets of Malambo, or a
combination of both, Medina’s hagiography framed Martín’s polyglot catechisms

Sandoval, qtd. in Bowser, The African Slave, 235. B.F. Grimes, ed. Ethnologue: the languages
of the world, 13th ed. (Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics - SIL, 1996); Y. Bastin, A. Coupez,
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and Comparative Bantu (London: Gregg Press, 1971), Vol. 2; J. Maho, "The Bantu area: (towards
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as miraculous. He explained that “Heaven so confidently aided him, that he took
it for granted, the Lord communicated to him the gift of tongues, so that his
teaching might have an effect."362

Afrocentric Perceptions and Hacienda Aesthetics
If Martín were a native or heritage speaker of Bantu who employed this
language in his official lessons, it raises the question of how many of
Limatambo’s daily conversations not directed towards an evangelizing purpose
took place outside the bounds of the Spanish language. Despite the hacienda’s
social function as an Hispanicizing institution of the colony, the space of the
hacienda was a full sensorium that yielded itself to multiple interpretations
generated through the practical engagement of Africans upon, with, and in the
landscape. Drawing upon his research on Jesuit wine estates in the Peruvian
Nasca Valley, historical archaeologist Brandon Weaver defines the hacienda
aesthetic:
as both process and condition…. a suite of practices and patterns
of material production and consumption which are semiotically
linked to distinct aesthetic traditions (particularly African aesthetic
traditions), but that are enacted within the hacienda environment
through the distribution of the sensible.363
Through a read of pottery shards, pipe designs, and other artifacts recovered
from a Jesuit wine hacienda, Weaver avers:

"También empleaba sus palabras en consolar de dia, y de noche a los dolientes en instruir a
los Negros bozales, y a los bárbaros Indios en los Misterios de la Fe, para que fuessen capaces
del Bautismo, y los unos, y los otros se confirmassen en la Religion Christiana, para lo qual le
ayudaba tan declaradamente el Cielo, que se tuvo por cierto, le comunico el Senor el don de
lenguas, para que assi pudiesse tener efecto su enseñanza." Medina, Vida Prodigiosa, 26.
363 Weaver, “Fruit of the Vine,” 34.
362
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the African experience in colonial Perú...was both ethnogenic and
conservative of aspects of West and Central African traditions…[as]
enslaved actors found modes for expression, the maintenance of
cultural traditions, and also engaged with a market economy
beyond the estate and exerted limited control over one's own life
course within the hacienda system.364
Recasting Martín’s role at Limatambo through this reading reveals aspects
of his ministerial practices that resonate with West and Central African
orientations toward the nature of sacred reality. Martín’s frequent trips to the
haciendas outside Lima enabled him to provide critical healthcare services to the
enslaved. Friar Fernando Aragonés explained that when the enslaved saw
Martín approaching, “each one came out with his illness, some with sores, others
disfigured and others with pains that they suffered, and he cured them all with a
little box of ointments and rags that he carried with him, leaving them all
comforted.”365 When the enslaved were too sick to come out to Martín, “he went
to the slave cabins of the old black women and cured and consoled them.” 366
During the time that Martín practiced his ministry, the problems of sickness and
slavery became public health concerns in the colony. In 1620 the Lima Audiencia
decided to disallow three slave ships from unloading their human cargo of over
1800 Africans at Callao until a doctor inspected all on board.367 Four years later,
the city council proposed that a large compound for newly arrived slaves “be built
on the other side of the Rimac River in the San Lazaro district, near the
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slaughterhouse...far enough away...for the wind to carry the 'corrupted air'" away
from Lima.368 Additionally, the viceroy ordered that each incoming cargo of
Africans be detained at least a league away from Lima, separated male and
female, until three physicians confirmed the Africans were free of smallpox and
measles, “which,” the viceroy claimed, “they always carry with them.”369 Once on
the hacienda, healthcare options for the enslaved did not improve much.
Sandoval reported that many Africans died not only from their direct physical
injuries, but also from wounds that festered due to their fear of seeking out
treatment: “[their masters] terrorize them until they die, rotten and full of
worms.”370
Martín’s ministry was motivated by his intimate feeling for the enslaved
community. Fray Juan de la Torre explained that “Martín felt human miseries
much” and lamented the enslaved when they died.371 When Martín learned of a
dying, lice-ridden Black man only one-half hour before he passed away, Martín
was “so afflicted that he beat his chest many times saying ‘Brother Martín, where
is your charity?’”372 Fernando Aragonés noted that when Martín visited the slave
quarters he called the old slaves uncle and aunt (tíos).373 In her work on Peruvian
casta, Rachel O’Toole argues that Catholicism provided a scaffold for African
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fictive kinship as “enslaved and free people relied on Catholic family structures to
create and re-create networks and communities in the Americas." 374 This created
a set of conditions in which Africans intentionally affiliated with each other as a
practice: "Kinship...was not a given, but had to be created in the diasporic
setting."375 The intentionality of Martín’s fictive kinship with enslaved Africans is
highlighted by observing his anxieties when the fictive kinship being cultivated
was with elite Peruvians. Dr. Baltasar Carrasco de Orozco testified that “He
asked and pleaded many times” that Martín would take care of him and he called
Martín “father” and wanted Martín to call him “son.”376 This Martín “resisted for a
long time,” telling Dr. Carrasco Orozco that “it did not look good.”377 The doctor
reassured Martín that if anyone said anything negative about him having a
mulatto father, they would say it to the doctor himself, but that nobody would say
that Martín had a Spanish son.378

In the Slave Quarters and Plots
Some of Martín’s activity at the hacienda brought him “by those gardens
that neighbor those of Limatambo," the smaller plots (chacara) that masters gave
their slaves to use for subsistence farming.379 Hacienda slaves in Perú had
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access to farms or plots within the haciendas where they worked, and Francisco
Quiroz Chueca mantains that, while “masters made their slaves bear the
responsibility of maintaining themselves and their families by providing them with
those plots,” this practice actually worked to blur the boundaries of slavery. 380 Not
only did enslaved Africans engage the market economy with their surplus grains,
fruits and produce, but the space of the plot allowed for the restaging of
traditional African practices and rituals.381 The logic of the slave plot was
differently calibrated than the explicit zones of commercial production within the
hacienda. Martín maintained some olive groves and beds of medicinal plants
within these slave usufruct plots with the help of four mules, two enslaved men,
and his apprentice Juan.382 Sylvia Wynter recognizes the critical role the plot
played in linking African cultivation and culture:
African peasants transplanted to the plot all the structure of values
that had been created by traditional societies of Africa.... Around
the growing of yam, of food for survival, [Africans] created on the
plot a folk culture.... [that] recreated traditional values -- use
values.383
Perhaps the most controversial of Martín’s hacienda activities was his
penitence and particularly self-flagellation. Fray Fernando Aragonés told the
court that Martín went to his plot at Limatambo to spend the day in prayer and
contemplation because he “preferred the solitude of it.” 384 In his hagiography,
Medina provided more details about Martín’s penitential practices. When Martín
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went to Limatambo, he retired himself to the olive grove where “he disciplined
himself so rigorously” that "he did not drop the whip from his hand until abundant
streams of blood ran from his back to the ground.”385 Medina further explained
that, even though Martín took care to hide himself during these disciplines, he
was unable to escape notice by the Africans who, upon seeing Martín would say
to each other, “here comes Brother Martín to water the olive trees with his
blood.”386 Once again Medina used rich imagery -- agricultural and topographic
metaphors relating Martín’s back to a landscape criss-crossed by overflowing
rivers, ditches, channels, and gullies in red, as his blood provided his plantings
with the nutrients necessary for growth.
The historian Katie Walker Grimes interprets this account, stating:
I do not critique Porres's self-disciplines simply because they seem
historically foreign or strange to me. They ought to disturb us
primarily for the horrifying racial lesson they teach: just as as
Porres' white soul must beat his rebellious black body in order to
keep it at bay and in line, so must whites discipline blacks with
similar intensity…. Porres' penitential practices suggest that black
people were not simply incorporated into the church as slaves; they
were incorporated into the church only if they were slaves. Ecclesial
inclusion did not protest their enslavement as much as it helped to
sustain it.387

“Quando assitia en la hazienda de Limatambo, retirandose al olivar, se disciplinaba tan
rigurosamente, que no soltaba el azote de la mano hasta que corrian de sus espaldas al suelo
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sangre.” Medina, Vida Prodigiosa, 22.
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Grimes argues that Medina’s literary flourishes "indulg[e] in a slave
master's ultimate fantasy” through his insistence “that these enslaved spectators
expressed gratitude to Porres for whipping himself in this way.” 388 She adds “we
ought not to trust the words of Bernardo placed in the mouths of the slaves who
observed this spectacle,” imploring the reader instead to:
imagine Porres' performance at Limatambo from the perspective of
the women, children, and men held captive there. Would not the
sight of Porres' mulatto skin ripped open by the lash evoke
memories of the beatings that they and their loved ones had
received at the hands of kidnappers and masters? It would not
matter even if these people did derive some sort of inspiration from
Porres' penitential display. Nor would it change our assessment of
Porres' sainthood if he interpreted his self-disciplinary regimen
differently than his hagiographers. Porres inhabits the church's
memory only as a saintly story; we cannot retrieve a historical
Porres that exists independently of that.389
Grimes’ summation of this spectacle is similar to Van Germeten’s conclusion
regarding Afro-penitential practice, that "Africans probably learned about
flagellation from both Indians and Spaniards in New Spain, and the practice
began to define their baroque public piety."390 In other words, neither Grimes nor
Van Germeten discover anything about the practice of Afro-Catholic penance
that appeared to them as organic to the cosmologies of the African diasporic
community that exceeded the scope of Catholic theological antiblackness.
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African Suffering Rites
I quote from Grimes above extensively because her interrogation of this
hagiographic scene reveals critical formulations not only for the content of
Martín’s story, but for the historiography of Afro-penitential practice writ large. As
a researcher intentionally centering the experiences of the enslaved and free
Afro-castas in Lima as the central protagonists of their lives and the ultimate
holders of their own sense-making practices, should it not matter if “these
people” -- the enslaved -- “did derive some sort of inspiration” from Martín’s
penitence? Is it not at least worthy of scholarly consideration to wonder “if
[Martín] interpreted his self-disciplinary regimen differently than his
hagiographers?” I do not disagree with Grimes’ assessment that Martín “inhabits
the church’s memory only as a saintly story” encrusted within theological
antiblackness, but the archival power of the Catholic Church should not arrest
scholarly concerns to probe for other frames of reference and meaning. In fact, I
take such provocative hagiographic passages as an invitation to think
Afrocentrically -- beyond the delimiting scope of Catholic categories of
understanding that, at best, allow us to think of Afro-penitence as a paradox of
enslaved life in the Ibero-American world.
If Martín intentionally chose to stage his flagellations within the slave plots,
and the enslaved community came to associate Martín’s activity with a form of
spiritual horticulture, is there any aspect of Martín’s practice that is not reducible
to mere accommodation to Catholicism? Anthropologist Richard Webner
observes “African ritual is, of course, no stranger to suffering imbued with
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regenerative power and cosmic significance, in particular self-sacrificial suffering
on behalf of others.”391 Among these include southern Africa's regional cult of
Mwali, in which an initiate becomes:
possessed by the limitless, uncontrollable power of Mwali...is tied
(sungwa) in fits, virtually epileptic, and publicly undergoes a
physical battering, even to the extent of dangerously rolling over
coals, for the sake of the wellbeing of the land, its people, and all
the other creatures it sustains.392
Michael Okpara investigates the Sharo rites of passage found among the
Fulani people of West Africa. Dating from before the fifteenth century, the rites
involve a public flogging contest between two young men that marks the
threshold to manhood. These rites also involve ritual abstention from sexual
intercourse, fasting, and the drinking of an herbal and possibly hallucinogenic
concoction made from the hairy thorn apple (Datura metel).393 Sylviane Diouf
finds there were quite a number of Fulani in Perú, as they dominated the
Cartagena slave trade in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 394

Kimpasi Societies
One suffering ritual for which we have much documentation cataloging
interactions with Catholic practice is the initiation rite of the Kimpasi societies of
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the Kongo. While the Kongo featured several initiatory cults including Lemba,
Ndembo, and Nkimba, the initiation rites of Kimpasi societies are the best
documented, particularly for how Kimpasi interacted with Catholic practices after
the arrival of the Portuguese in the Kongo during the late fifteenth century. 395 The
Kongo was a Catholic kingdom that generated an indigenous African Catholic
Church. John Thornton’s research here is indispensable, and he states:
with confidence that a form of Christianity, practicing its own local
variations but recognized in Rome as orthodox and accepted by
European priests operating in the country, had become the national
religion of Kongo probably as early as the reign of Afonso I [15091543].396
Thornton qualified that the conversion of the Kongo Kingdom to
Catholicism “did not involve a fundamental change in religious outlook by anyone
in the country, but was largely a product of renaming existing institutions and
concepts."397 Nonetheless, strong affinities developed between indigenous
Kongo traditions and Catholic practices. Estimates for the enslaved community in
colonial Perú indicate that upwards of 30% of the Africans there embarked for
America after passing through slave ports in either the Kongo or more
predominantly Angola, and particularly before the outbreak of the Portuguese
Restoration War (1640-1668) disrupted these supply chains. 398
Ras Michael Brown translates Kimpasi as place of suffering, and its root,
mpasi, referred to suffering, sickness, pain, affliction, and agony, among other
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similar meanings.399 John Thornton explains that an important motive for forming
a Kimpasi chapter was the feeling that a community was suffering.400 There were
chapters of the society throughout the Kongo region, but Kimpasi lacked a
central leader. Despite the loose organization of Kimpasi, a strong “feeling of
solidarity” existed among the members of various chapters.401 A community or
group of communities suffering from calamities and problems would call on some
ngangas to organize the society for their community.402
Kimpasi societies “consecrated initiates to the nkita, nature spirits closely
linked to or conflated with the simbi in later periods.”403 Robert Farris Thompson
reported the sonic technologies associated with these practices:
in the classical religion of Kongo, ritual experts sometimes activate
a mfimbu (whip), cracking it loudly to lend energy to a charm or to
chase away a spirit of ill-will from a cemetery. The latter ritual is
termed kuma mpeeve zambi (chasing the wind of [an evil] soul....
the cracking of whips...are used again and again in Kongo in
contexts of ritual reconciliation or to protect a village from mystic
sources of jealousy and envy in the night. 404
Kimpasi Initiations took place in the nzo a kimpasi (house of kimpasi) usually
tucked away in a secluded location surrounded by plants.405 One European
account noted this fact but misinterpreted the reason for seclusion: “The nequita
celebrate their gatherings in remote places and principally at the bottom of
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valleys, where the rays of the Sun do not reach to reveal their wicked vile
acts."406 John Thornton elaborated the botanical setting of the Kimpasi house:
The founders built a large enclosure in an uninhabited area, often in
woods or in a wild area -- for such places were on the edge of the
Other World and far from the troubles or comforts of This World. A
large mound was constructed in the middle of a palisade of trees or
long, called the “Walls of the King of Kongo,” around the enclosure,
circled by a ditch. Special medicinal plants were planted along the
inner walls of the enclosure along with thorns and other quickgrowing hedges, both to provide some security and to supply
special needs of the group. Then an altar was erected on top of the
mound, with steps leading up to it. 407
Other sites of the natural landscape that contained sacred power for
Kimpasi members were banana groves. Wyatt MacGaffey wrote that bananas
and plantains, replete with their phallic associations relating them to the concepts
of reproduction and generation, are “among the trees whose symbolism is most
deeply rooted in the language” of the Kongo broadly and Kimpasi rites
specifically.408 A Kimpasi oath says “Nguti bizeke, may I give birth like the bizeke
banana” (Musa Gilletii).409 During a Kimpasi initiation, initiates are ritually “slain”
with a banana stalk in preparation for their fruitful “rebirth.”410 Some bananas
feature directly in healing practice, like the leaf of the ndongila banana that is
used to bind wounds, most symbolically that of circumcision.411
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Several witnesses in Martín’s beatification process, as well as Medina in
his hagiography, observed that Martín “retired in the most hidden” parts of
Limatambo to perform his “holy exercises.” 412 Martín also preferred flagellating in
a plantain grove during the Easter season. Juan Vásquez testified how Martín
along with his “comrade and friend” fellow Dominican friar Juan Macías “went
together to the plantanal that was in the garden of the Recollect, and there they
performed prayers all Easter with great disciplinary penances.” 413 Juan explained
that after they had swollen each other’s backs, they came to him so he could
treat their welts.414

Built Environments of Kimpasi
Following the arrival of European missionaries in the Kongo, Kimpasi and
Catholic practitioners alike appropriated sacramental objects that resonated with
their own cosmological understandings. Catholic priests referred to themselves
as nganga in their writings and oral speech, the term that referred to traditional
ritual specialists in the Kongo.415 As Catholic priests competed with ngangas to
offer spiritual services, Catholic priests "performed all the public and private roles

"Solía assistir el Siervo de Dios (como se ha dicho) en la hazienda del Limatambo, y quando
retirado en lo mas oculto della, gastaba en tantos/fantos/ santos exercicios el dia.” Medina, Vida
Prodigiosa, 27.
413 ”Las Pascuas del Espiritu Santo tenia por devocion el irse a holgar con dos camisas que
pedia de limosna de jerga de Castilla en la calle de los mercaderes, porque parece que se le
habia rompido una que tenia de cerdas, la cual enterre yo, Juan Vásquez, debajo de un limon en
la huerta de la enfermeria. La una de las dos camisas de jerga era para el P. fray Juan Masias,
su camarada y amigo, con las cuales se mudaron los dos siervos del Senor y, juntos, se iban al
plantanal que tiene la huerta de la Recolecta, y alli hacian oracion toda la Pascua con grandes
penitencias de disciplinas, Hinchabanseles las espaldas y luego venia a mi, Juan Vásquez, a que
le curase." Proceso 397, see also 182.
414 Ibid.
415 Thornton, “The Development of an African Catholic Church,” 157.
412
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expected of such practitioners in Kikongo" including initiation ceremonies
(christening), providing charms for protection (religious medals, rosaries, or
bolsas filled with sacred objects), protecting crop fields with charms, statues and
rituals like self-flagellation "to appeal to earth spirits in case of drought." 416
Catholics also appropriated the term nkisi referring to a material object that
houses spiritual forces in place of the word holy.417
The most vivid of these ambivalent sacred crossings is the Catholic
crucifix-Kongo cosmogram. Graphically, the Kongo cosmogram may appear as a
circle bisected by both a horizontal and vertical line (dikenga) or in a more
simplified form depicting only cross marks (yowa). 418 Kongolese scholar
Kimbwandènde Fu-Kiau explains the cosmogram as a sign describing a
"transformation process" that progresses around the circles of time. 419 Thus,
dikenga and yowa are not mere visual symbols, but as Gundaker stresses "the
sign is...the tip of a philosophical iceberg, and like these floating accretions,
always emergent (dingo-dingo) above and below the Kalunga waters.”420 As an
ideogram, dikenga and yowa encompass a wider "ensemble of practices,
meanings, and recombinant institutional forms [that] comprise a nexus for
personal and group identity.”421 Gundaker avers:
a key premise of dikenga ideology is that nothing ever survives
'intact' because nothing ever survives in a fixed form. Period. Ever.
Anywhere. Change, mixture, and innovation are givens, not
Ibid.
Ibid.
418 K.K.B. Fu-Kiau, African Cosmology of the Bântu-Kôngo: Tying the Spiritual Knot, Principles of
Life & Living, 2nd ed. (Brooklyn: Athelia Henrietta Press, 2001), 23, 24.
419 Ibid., 24.
420 G. Gundaker, "The Kongo Cosmogram in Historical Archaeology and the Moral Compass of
Dave the Potter" Historical Archaeology 45(2): 176 (2011).
421 Ibid.
416
417
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aberrations, however much 'people without history' are supposedly
locked in a timeless seasonal round, or historians' accounts fixed in
writing create illusions to the contrary.422
Gundaker’s assertion about the dynamism entailed in dikenga is useful for
thinking through the ways in which Kongolese practices entangled the
cosmogram and the Catholic crucifix. Builders of Kimpasi altars frequently placed
a cross in the center, which according to Thornton, “was simultaneously an
invocation of Christianity and a marker symbolizing the junction of This World
and the Other World common to the whole Kikongo-speaking world, both

Figures 3 and 4 Bronze crucifixes from the Kongo, c. 16th-17th century, with
possible dikenga (left above Christ’s head) and yowa (right, on Christ’s loincloth)
motifs. Left image from Sotheby’s
http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2013/arts-afrique-oceaniepf1318-/lot.7.html. Right image from the Metropolitan Museum of Art (public
domain), https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/318323.

422
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Christian and non-Christian.” 423 (Figures 3 and 4). Some Kimpasi chapters went
further to stress Christian connections iconographically, placing specifically
ecclesiastical objects like censers and aspirators on their altars. 424 When Friar
Girolamo da Montesarchio arrived in a village yet unconverted to Catholicism, the
villagers greeted him as an nkita because they recognized the similarities in the
cross he wore with the Kimpasi cosmogram.425 Cécile Fromont argues that the
arrival of the Catholic confraternity model amplified this process of entanglement
in the Kongo with Kimpasi societies as the two groups formed visible “social
pendants” for various Kongolese penitential rites.426 The iconography of the
crucifix/cosmogram formed a significant point of articulation between these
traditions.
Kimpasi initiation rites entailed symbolic performances of death and
rebirth, here discussed in detail by John Thornton:
Initiates were then chosen from the community, often young people
just entering adolescence.... They came to the gate of the
enclosure, and were then tied up with a thin string by the nganga
and the nganga's assistants. As the bonds were tied on and
redoubled over the initiates' bodies, they gradually lost
consciousness.... But as they revived they were aware that they
were no longer the same people. Their bodies had been possessed
by a nkita which worked through them…. Nkita possession was for
the rest of their lives. Nkitas both calmed the sources of kindoki, the
Thornton, The Kongolese Saint Anthony, 56, 57.
A censer is a container in which incense is burned. An aspirator, or aspergillum, is an
implement used to sprinkle holy water, either as a brush dipped in the water and shaken or a
silver ball on a stick. Kimpasi altars also included two kitekes -- statues in human form that had
been invested with the power to 'see' wrongdoers, ndokis, the jealous, the greedy, or the cruel
flanking the cross. “The kitekes were surrounded by other empowering items, such as claws of
predators to catch wrongdoers symbolically, horns of black (for This World) and red (for the
boundary between worlds), and animal tails, like the msesa, or buffalo tail, that symbolized
power.” Ibid.
425 C. Fromont, The Art of Conversion: Christian Visual Culture in the Kingdom of Kongo (Chapel
Hill: UNC Press, 2014), 79.
426 Ibid., 202.
423
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troubling power that disturbed the community, and enabled the
initiates to repel that type of force.427
These initiates were “'filled with the spirit of the nquita [nkita]' and
transformed into 'nkita people.'”428 Even here, strong parallels exist with Martín’s
mortification practices. Juan Vásquez recalled spending a day with Martín
planting chamomile in the field at Limatambo. As sunset approached, Juan told
Martín that it was time to leave, since they had a distance to travel to return to
the monastery. Instead of heeding Juan’s request, Martín disrobed and dropped
down to his knees, taking out a whip made of thin cord that he had brought with
him from the monastery and began to whip himself for the success of his
plantings. The intensity of Martín’s disciplines and prayers threw him into an
ecstatic state.429
Through enacting symbolic but embodied forms of death and rebirth,
Kimpasi initiates emerged with
secret instructions in occult knowledge. They were taught a new
language, like Kikongo, but with subtle changes in grammar and
vocabulary which made it sound strange and not always intelligible.
They were also required to swear a solemn oath of secrecy -- that
they would not reveal their occult knowledge, or the location of the
Kimpasi enclosure to anyone, and that they would defend the
enclosure from all intruders.430

Thornton, Kongolese St. Anthony, 57.
Brown, African-Atlantic Cultures, 219-220.
429 "Y acabandola de sembrar, estaba puesto el sol con mas de tres cuartos de hora. Yo le decia:
'Acabemos, Padre, vamanos'. El despojose de su ropa y saco un rebenque de latigo que llevaba
y, hincado de rodillas, // comenzo con su ejercicio que era darse tres disciplinas cada dia....En
este uso de su ejercicio cerro la noche, la niebla abromo la tierra, el frio apretaba. Volviendo en si
de el extasis que alli habia tenido, nos venimos al convento y yo, trotando la cuesta abajo, le
hallaba siempre a mi lado, pareciendome que no andaba." Proceso, 394.
430 Thornton, Kongolese St. Anthony, 57.
427
428
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Nkita wore “a beaded belt...around either their wrist or their waist” as a visible
sign that “their knowledge was used for the betterment of their communities.” 431
It is easy to see how Martín, traipsing across the fields wearing a cross
and a rosary, potentially speaking a Bantu language, self-flagellating in the
groves and “watering the plants with his blood” enacted a set of practices that the
enslaved Africans of Limatambo might well have regarded with reverence. As
Gundaker delineates, the dikenga ideology of ever-dynamic change, “given
extensive pre- and postcolonial Bântu migrations, wars, traumas in individual
lifetimes, and the vast reach of related terms and concepts in Africa and the
Americas” primed West-Central Africans with a repertoire of practices that “have
used mnemonic signs to help them continually remake a recognizable world.” 432
While holding the breach of the Middle Passage in view, the continuity of dikenga
practices on both sides of the Atlantic comes into view. As Gundaker describes it,
From an Africanist perspective, then, the cosmogram attests to the
significance of Kongo and Bântu thought, often in terms cognate
with other African cosmologies. From a diasporic perspective, it
sums up a vast resource pool on which captives could draw to
confront oppression in strange lands they worked to make their
own.433
Martín’s ministry of healing and consolation targeted the hacienda as a
site in which physical and social illnesses manifested. Martín recognized the
injury inherent in a system of racialized chattel slavery to both the sacred
landscape and the animals and humans that worked it. Martín appeared at
Limatambo as an nganga-nkita, and even if this is not how Martín saw himself

Ibid.
Gundaker, “The Kongo Cosmogram,” 176.
433 Ibid.
431
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(though European missionaries certainly did), a significant proportion of the
enslaved Africans might have made sense of Martín’s habituated movements
through their indigenous categories -- Estos me conocen.
This chapter has demonstrated that Martín de Porres’s ministry and the
constellation of social-ecological practices it entailed contributed to the
Africanization of the Peruvian Catholic Church. The knowledge generated
through his performance of Catholic piety was both Catholic but also exceeded
the narrowing limits of Catholic orthodoxy. A key site of power in these processes
of cultural exchange and blending was the hacienda, an institution that
materialized as part of the Iberian colonial project. Nonetheless, through
aesthetic engagement with the landscape, enslaved and free African castas in
Perú reinterpreted the hacienda as a sacred landscape in need of healing
intervention. Black Canadian geographer Katherine McKittrick reminds us that
the plantation, as a sociogenic site racialization, “must be understood alongside
complex negotiations of time, space, and terror." 434 Mortifications and penances
practiced within the usufruct plots of the quarters and uncultivated thickets and
fallow fields intervened upon the market’s cartographic logic of the plantation and
reoriented slavery’s time, space, and even its terror by giving a ritual form to
death and suffering. As a spiritual ecology that ultimately worked to bring about
healing and restoration between humans and the spirits of the earth, the full
range of Kimpasi-Catholic resonant practices throughout the Diaspora serve as

K. McKittrick, “Plantation Futures,” Small Axe: A Caribbean Platform for Criticism, 17(3_42): 3
(2013).
434
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an example of how the plantation environment "housed and historicizes racial
violences that demanded innovative resistances."435

Ecstatic Sufferings
What is knowable, and what can be said? Theologies of bodily suffering
positioned Africans in colonial Perú as keepers of an occult knowledge. As
Baltasar de la Torre Menasalvas observed in his testimony, Martín styled his
Catholic performance with a slavish humility that nevertheless bore the hallmarks
of Martín’s own sense of himself. Juan Vásquez’s report of Martín’s chamomille
field ecstasy included one further detail. Not only did Martín fall into a state of
ecstasy, but Juan told the court that in this state “Martín de Porras, praying and
begging God for the fruits of the land, was elevated and suspended in the air,
kneeling with his eyes lifted towards heaven."436 In much the same way that the
bozal Africans appear everywhere in the testimonies and hagiography but
nonetheless remain shrouded in archival silence, Martín’s ecstasies and
spectacular levitations also figure as a dimension of these stories that frustrates
a scholarly recovery of subjective experience. Chapter two turns to the
unspeakable knowledge Martín generated through his ecstatic experiences.

Ibid., 5.
"Y vio en esta ocasion [de sembrar at Limatambo] este testigo muchas veces que dicho
venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras, haciendo oracion pidiendo a Dios los frutos de la
tierra, se elevaba y suspendia en alto, hincado de rodillas levantados los ojos al cielo." Proceso,
184.
435
436
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Chapter 2 - “This Mulatto is a Trickster Witch:” Locating Truth and Knowledge in
the Legends of Martín de Porres

Taking Ecstasy and Levitation Seriously
Martín’s ecstasies and levitations are spectacular occurrences that fill the
testimonial records of his beatification process. Martín’s episodes were
numerous enough to form something of a small scandal among his community at
the monastery. Fray Gonçalo García de Guzmán testified to Martín’s "actions
outside the scope of nature that caused horror and dread and fear, not only to
those that saw them, but also to those that heard about it, and so it was public
and notorious in the said monastery.” 437 Fray Juan de Medina testified that when
he was a novice “he heard it said and it was very public in the monastery, that
being in prayer one day before the holy crucifix that is hung in the meeting hall,
the said servant of God levitated in the air and embraced the holy crucifix with
ecstasy.”438 Likewise Baltasar de la Torre “heard it said many times that [Martín]
was continually entranced, levitated from the ground very high in what they call
the meeting hall in front of a holy crucifix of much devotion.”439 These stories
drifted beyond the walls of the monastery where even non-religious neighbors

“...acciones fuera de naturaleza que causaban horror y pavor y miedo, no solo a los que las
vian, sino también a los que lo oian, y así era público y notorio en el dicho convento…” Proceso,
350.
438 "Siendo este testigo novicio, estando en el Noviciado, oyó decir y fue muy público en el
convento, que estando en oración un dia el dicho siervo de Dios delante de un santo crucifixo
que está colocado en la sala del Capítulo...se levantó en el aire el dicho siervo de Dios y se
abrazó con éxtasis con el santo Crucifixo." Proceso, 175.
439 "Y que tenía profunda y altísima oración, con tanta eminencia que oyó decir muchas veces
que continuamente se arrobaba, levantado del suelo muy alto en la sala del Capítulo que llaman
delante de un santo Crucifixo que había allí de mucha devoción.” Proceso, 194.
437
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(vecinos) like Andrés López de Ortega could testify to hearing of Martín’s
levitations “many times.”440 Martín’s levitations also provided artists with a
popular iconographic element for their representations of the mulatto servant of
God (Figure 5). The sergeant Francisco
de la Torre testified that at times “he
found the venerable brother Friar Martín
de Porras praying in front of a holy face
of Our Lord Jesus Christ, who they call
Veronica, kneeling down, transposed
and outside of himself, and I saw him
suspended in the air.”441 The Veil of
Veronica, or Sudarium (Latin for sweatcloth), often called simply "The
Figure 5 Gregorio Vásquez de Arce y
Ceballos, El Éxtasis de Martín de Porres, Veronica" is a Christian relic of a piece
17th century, Museo Santa Clara de
of cloth which, according to tradition,
Bogotá

bears the likeness of the face of Jesus resulting from Veronica's decision to use
her veil to wipe the blood and sweat from Jesus' face during his Passion walk
along the Via Dolorosa leading to Calvary. The impression of Jesus’s blood and
sweat left behind a miraculous image of his face on Veronica’s cloth.442 De la

"...le [Martín] habían visto muchas veces abrazado con una imagen de un santo Crucifixo
suspendido en alto..." Proceso, 201.
441 “Hallo al dicho venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras haciendo oracion delante de un
santo rostro de Nuestro Senor Jesucristo, que llaman Veronica, hicado de rodillas, trasportado y
fuera de si; y le vido suspendido en el aire." Ibid., 239.
442 For more on the legend of Saint Veronica, see E. Kuryluk, Veronica and Her Cloth: History,
Symbolism, and Structure of a “True” Image (New York: Basil Blackwell, 1991); A.I. Clark,
"Venerating the Veronica: Varieties of Passion Piety in the Later Middle Ages," Material Religion
440
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Torre also recalled that Martín’s Veronica image appeared to change colors,
“sometimes pink and other times pale and yellow.” 443
Most Catholics and even some Protestants of the seventeenth century
accepted levitation and other spectacles as a social fact, "as something which
really occurs and does not involve deception of any sort.”444 Levitations resulted
from holy or profane causes, with holy levitation occurring as “an involuntary
bodily response to intense spiritual experiences [,] a byproduct of mystical
ecstasy, always controlled by God rather than the levitator.” 445 Carlos Eire
observes that, conversely, “within this same tradition, 'evil' or 'demonic' levitation
is found among those who consort with Satan, and this includes witches,
wizards, sorcerers of all stripes, along with pagan priests and shamans, and
anyone possessed by the devil."446 Michael Grosso notes that levitation and
ecstasy reports were a common couplet during the seventeenth century: "one
thing consistently appears to be the case: [all] levitators are ecstatics, but few
ecstatics are levitators. The state of 'being beside oneself' typically precedes the
rapture.”447
The Ancient Greek word ekstasis (ἔκστασις) means "to be or stand
outside oneself, a removal to elsewhere" (from ek- "out," and stasis "a stand, or a

3(2):164-89 (2007); and D. Morgan, The Embodied Eye: Religious Visual Culture and the Social
Life of Feeling (Berkeley: Univ. of CA Press, 2012), 56-67.
443 Proceso, 239.
444 Carlos M.N. Eire, "The Good, the Bad, and the Airborne: Levitation and the History of the
Impossible in Early Modern Europe," in Ideas and Cultural Margins in Early Modern Germany:
Essays in Honor of H.C Erik Midelfort, eds. M. E. Plumer and R.B. Barnes (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate, 2009), 309
445 Ibid.
446 Ibid.
447 M. Grosso, The Man Who Could Fly: St. Joseph of Copertino and the Mystery of Levitation.
(Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2016), 64.
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standoff of forces").448 To be, or to enter into ecstasy, self-consciousness either
stands beside or outside of the body to allow for some other force to have its
way. Achieving a trance state was a somewhat expected outcome for diligent
practitioners of mortification exercises.449 The list of medieval levitating saints
includes Bernard of Clairvaux, Dominic de Guzmán (the Spanish founder of the
Dominican Order), Francis of Assisi, Thomas Aquinas, and Catherine of Siena.
There existed a rich tradition of Catholic Spanish ecstasy within which Martín’s
Baroque story takes shape.450 Though each saint had a different context for their
ecstatic levitations, Eire finds that "All of them involve prayer in some way, and
are interpreted as a byproduct of mystical ecstasy.” 451 Ecstasy and its

"ecstasy, n." OED Online. Oxford University Press. Accessed June 27, 2018,
http://www.oed.com.proxy.wm.edu/view/Entry/59423?rskey=3woiLU&result=1&isAdvanced=false.
449 See G. Bateson, “Some Components of Socialization for Trance," Journal of the Society for
Psychological Anthropology 3(2):143-155 (1975); Wm. James explains in Varieties of Religious
Experience “the oncoming of mystical states may be facilitated by preliminary voluntary
operations, as by fixing the attention, or going through certain bodily performances, or in other
ways which manuals of mysticism prescribe.” (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1915), 381.
For discussions on ritual Spirit engagement within the African Diaspora and its historical
relationship to slavery and colonialism, see P. C. Johnson, Spirited Things: The Work of
'Possession' in Afro-Atlantic Religions (Univ of Chicago Press, 2014). He observes “the history of
slavery hovers over and chains together the tropes of spirit possession, material possessions,
and possessable persons.... We might go so far as to discern in this linkage a uniquely AfroAtlantic religious ontology." (xx). F. Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, J.P. Sartre and H.K.
Bhabha, fwd. R. Philcox, trans. (New York: Grove Press, 2004). Franz Fanon detailed a
phenomenology of colonial power in which “the colonized's affectivity is kept on edge like a
running sore flinching from a causting agent” (19). The prolongment of tension and stress
generated by the disciplinary violence and terror regimes deployed by the colonial governance
made the colony, for Fanon, a “hysterical” place of “overexcited affectivity” (19). Fanon observed
that this buildup of nervousness within colonized bodies tended to spill into ritualized episodes of
possession and trance. As he explained, “the colonized's way of relaxing is precisely this
muscular orgy during which the most brutal aggressiveness and impulsive violence are
channeled, transformed, and spirited away. Any study of the colonial world therefore must include
an understanding of the phenomena of dance and possession” (19).
450 E.A. Peers, Studies of the Spanish Mystics. 2 ed. 3 vols. (New York: Macmillan, 1951); Andrés
Martín, Melquiades. Historia de la mística de la Edad de Oro en España y América. (Madrid:
Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1994); P. Peñalver Gómez, La mística española: Siglos XVI y
XVII. (Madrid: Akal, 1997); J.C. Baroja, Las formas complejas de la vida religiosa: Religión,
sociedad y carácter en la España de los siglos XVI y XVII. (Madrid: Akal, 1978).
451 Eire, “The Good, the Bad, and the Airborne,” 311.
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spectacular correlate of levitation revealed that bodies were more than mere
physical objects, but could be transformed into sensual conduits of divine power.
A levitating contemporary of Martín was the friar Joseph Desa of
Copertino (1603-1663), who lived in the Spanish-controlled Kingdom of Naples,
who was canonized a saint in 1767. According to his hagiographer, Bernini, “For
more than 35 years his superiors would not let him participate in the choir or in
processions or in the refectory because he would disrupt any event with his
ecstasies and raptures.”452 The sight of the airborne friar was so disturbing that
Church officials relocated him throughout Italy to evade the curious who
congregated around him in anticipation of his spectacular flights. 453 Michael
Gross explains that Joseph’s legends “describe fans digging holes in church
walls, prying off roof tiles, so they could observe his impossible behaviors." 454
Over 150 sworn eyewitnesses in the apostolic process records, and
hundreds if not thousands more who observed these occurrences "given a public
life of thirty-five years, at Mass, at trials, at festivals, on holy days, in his cell, and
so on."455 Carlos Eire contextualizes Joseph’s ecstatic flights, reminding the
reader:
if one stops to consider that the life span of Joseph (1603-63) also
coincides almost exactly with the worst years of witch hunting,
when thousands of alleged sorcerers were also flying and dying at
the stake, perhaps the ambivalence might begin to make sense. 456

Quoted in Grosso, The Man Who Could Fly, 85.
Ibid.
454 Ibid.
455 Ibid., 86.
456 Eire, “The Good, the Bad, and the Airborne,” 321.
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He continues by observing that "levitating saints raise questions that no good
historian should avoid,” as they “allow us to peer into the very process of cultural
change” to discover the complexities of an “epistemological revolution” in Europe
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that loosely tracks the assumed
“triumph of rationality over primitive credulity and superstition." 457

The Ecstatic Martín
A curious report in the proceso reveals the anxieties that Martín’s
ecstasies and levitations presented for the elite Peruvians backing his claim for
sainthood. The ambiguous interpretations of mystical phenomena are clear in the
situation of Maqueca Palapa’s encounter with Martín one night in the chapel. The
colorful anecdote follows:
Brother Juan, who was often called Maqueca Palapa, and is now
deceased, a very simple man, called said Servant of God a 'flying witch'
for having seen him elevated in the chapel of the meeting room in an
embrace with the sculpture of Holy Christ that is over the altar of this room
three or four varas above the floor and for this reason he came out
shouting, saying “this mulatto is a trickster witch and he goes around flying
with the holy crucifix.458
However, Maqueca’s astonishment at encountering the ecstatic Martín is marked
as different from the accounts provided by the friars and neighbors of the
monastery. Instead of attributing Martín’s levitation to the power of Christ,
Maqueca pronounced Martín a “flying witch” and a “trickster witch.” This

Ibid., 322.
"El ermano Juan que por nombre ympuesto llamaban Maqueca Palapa que ya es Difunto de
natural muy sencillo llamaba a el dho Siervo de Dios bruxo volador, por averle visto elevado en la
capilla del Capítulo ygualmente abrazado con la hechura del Sancto Xpto. que esta en el altar de
dicha Capilla tres o quatro varas en alto por cuya occasion salio en una dando de gritos Diciendo
este mulato es embustero brujo y anda Volando con el Santo Xpto.” Qtd. in Cussen, Black Saint
of the Americas, 169, 261.
457
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(mis)identification is a crucial point for my inspection, as it reveals the varied and
contested frames of understanding one might employ to make sense of Martín.
But what purpose could it serve the elite Peruvian backers of Martín’s sainthood
case to level a charge of witchcraft against Martín within the very text they were
preparing to send to the Inquisition’s Congregation of Sacred Rites at the
Vatican?
Who was Maqueca?
The figure of Maqueca Palapa is perhaps apocryphal, but we have several
cues as to how we should evaluate him. First, we are told that his name was
Brother Juan, but that he was often called Maqueca Palapa. Though he had a
Castilian name, he also retained a non-Spanish name. We should take this as
our first clue that Maqueca had polyglot identities, one fixed within the
Hispanophone social realm of the colony, and the other located somewhere
within either the Andean or African populations. Further supporting this
contention are two other accounts in the proceso that are quite like the above
description. These include Fray Antonio Gutiérrez’s report that an Indian donado
of the monastery called Martín a witch (brujo), as well as the physician Marcel
Ribero’s recounting of an incident in which the slave of Padre Antonio de Arce
came running out of the chapel screaming after coming upon Martín levitating. 459

According to Cussen, "Fray Antonio Guitierrez reported that the initial observer was an Indian
who called Martín a 'brujo' (witch).” The surgeon Marcelo de Ribera described the scene as he
witnessed it, stating that two other friars were present: Fray Antonio de Arce and Fray Pedro de
Loaysa." Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 261, fn 45. Ribera’s testimony reports the shouter
as an enslaved man owned by Fray Antonio de Arce: "...este testigo...encontró en el claustro
principal con un negro del P. Maestro fray Antonio de Arce...entró a encender una vela al
Capítulo el dicho negro, y salió al instante llamando a este testigo que fuese a ver lo que había
en el Capítulo. Y este testigo entró y vido a...fray Martín de Porras suspenso en el aire y puesto
459
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As we have seen throughout the proceso, many of the friars’ testimonies contain
mirroring stories, even with word-for-word repetition of certain phrases.
I triangulate these accounts and read Maqueca Palapa as a composite
figure of either African, Indian, or mixed Afro-Indian (zambo) heritage. If I am
correct in my conservative estimate, the proceso strategically repeats this event.
If I am incorrect, then we actually have at least three different occasions in which
Martín was either misidentified as a witch or generally frightened a non-Spanish
or creole monastery servant with his actions. Either way, it is clear to see how
any hint of Martín having the reputation of a witch might foil elite Peruvian
designs for Martín’s eventual canonization as a saint.
Beyond Maqueca’s potential casta designation, we also have the
description that he was a simpleton (de natural muy sencillo). By labeling
Maqueca’s knowledge as simple, the text of the proceso itself provides a cue for
how a Catholic should interpret Maqueca’s exclamation: the superstitious
confusion of a simple-minded casta, one that should be dismissed. There is even
a hint of ironic humor in the words placed in Maqueca’s mouth, that Martín went
“flying with the crucifix,” a seeming allusion to witches who went flying on
broomsticks, an image associated perhaps with Martín’s nickname of Fray
Escoba (Brother Broom). This testimony works to inscribe notions of simplicity,
racial casta, and superstition alongside Maqueca’s framework for understanding

en cruz..." Proceso, 139. Maqueca might be either the Indian, the enslaved black man, or a
(composite) 3rd person. What joins these stories is that in each a non-religious excitedly calls for
someone of superior rank to come see Martín in levitation. In reading these sources myself and
speaking with Cussen via email correspondence, I opt to triangulate these accounts to position
the simple servant as either an Indian, African, or Afro-Indian (zambo) donado or slave of the
convent.
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the world. In each case, his (mis)identification is corrected in the record by a
learned and elite peninsular or criollo, in a Spanish voice that speaks in defense
of the power of Christ. The testimonial requirement to demonstrate the
Christocentric orientation of Martín’s practice is made evident by the many
witnesses who detailed how Martín fixed his attention on crucifixes and icons
prior to his levitations. The stakes of misidentifying Martín as either an ecstatic
penitent or a flying witch were very high.

The Problem of Presence
Robert Orsi writes that one of the greatest sources of political violence in
Western history “has been the question of what Jesus meant when he told his
apostles to eat his body and drink his blood and to do so always in remembrance
of him. Is Jesus really present in body and blood, flesh and bones, in the bread
and wine?"460 Catholics held to Transubstantiation, believing that during the
Liturgy of the Eucharist the actual presence of Christ transformed the bread and
wine into the living substance of his body and blood.461 Orsi notes that, as
Christians during the sixteenth century began to question whether the bread and
wine were in fact only symbolic of Christ, these Eucharistic debates refigured
“how the divine and human stand in relationship to each other.”462 These debates
necessarily involved “other exigent human concerns,” with implications for the
“relationship between spirit and matter, between the past and the present,

R.A. Orsi, History and Presence (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 2016), 24.
Ibid. 20.
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between representation and reality, between one person and another, and
between political leaders and those over whom they exercised different forms of
authority.”463
Those who denied that Christ’s real body and blood were present during
the Eucharist eventually became known generally as Protestants, with
disagreement over how to interpret Jesus’ commandment do this in
remembrance of me forming the “point of absolute division between Catholics
and Protestants."464 Real presence, embodied by the Eucharistic host and owing
to the dynamics of Transubstantiation, presented Catholics with a practical
metaphysics that held open the material realm’s potential for spiritual activation.
This ability for spiritual presence to indwell matter extended beyond the discrete
Eucharist host into the world of everyday Catholicism. Presence manifested in a
range of phenomena that circulated as devotional stories, including apparitions of
the Virgin Mary, statues and icons of saints that cried or bled, devotees who
received the marks of stigmata in their bodies, the incorruptible and sweetsmelling bodies of dead holy people that defied decomposition, and, of course,
reports of ecstasies and levitations.465 Real presence admitted an interactivity
between the material and spiritual world. Rooted in the Eucharistic theologies of
Christ’s incarnation and resurrection, Orsi argues for a fleshly Catholicism in
which the “Catholic body, male and female, became the living illustration for all to
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Ibid, 9.
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see of the reality of the intimate interpenetration of the supernatural and the
natural, of heaven and earth.”466
Robert Ravalli documents that Protestants were equally conscious of the
stakes involved with levitation reports. In Massachusetts, the Puritan theologian
Cotton Mather was called upon to investigate the Margaret Rule case that
featured a possible levitation and bewitchment in 1693, shortly following the
conclusion of the Salem Witch Trials.467 Mather seemed convinced of the
legitimacy of these accounts, and he wrote to Robert Calef of the details. Calef’s
reply to Mather indicated how self-aware both Catholics and Protestants were
about proving the existence of supernatural phenomena. Calef cared little if
Margaret Rule levitated or not, telling Mather that “the only advantage gain’d” by
proving the occurrence would be “that what has been so long controverted
between Protestants and Papists, whether Miracles are ceast, will hereby seem
to be decided for the latter.”468 Calef explained that his earnest desire and prayer
for Mather was instead “to ruin the remainder of heathenish and popish
superstitions.”469

Ibid.
A range of interpretations for the Salem WItch Trials exists in scholarship. For social
interpretations see P. Boyer and S. Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed: The Social Origins of
Witchcraft (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974); E. Reis, Damned Women: Sinners
and Witches in Puritan New England (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1999; M. B. Norton, In
the Devil's Snare: The Salem Witchcraft Crisis of 1692 (New York: Vintage, 2003); F. Hill, ed. The
Salem Witch Trials Reader (Cambridge: Da Capo Press, 2000; I. Reed, “Why Salem Made
Sense: Culture, Gender, and the Puritan Persecution of Witchcraft” Cultural Sociology 1(2): 209234 (2007). For scientific interpretations see L.R. Caporael, "Ergotism: The Satan Loosed in
Salem?" Science, New Series, 192(4234): 21-26 (1976); N.P. Spanos and J. Gottlieb, "Ergotism
and the Salem Village Witch Trials," Science 194(4272): 1390-1394 (1976); M.K. Matossian,
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Regulating Presence via the Inquisition
While one might think the Church would embrace and celebrate signs of
presence, the reality of a world of diffused spiritual saturation produced anxiety
for the maintenance of hierarchical Church authority. The Counter-Reformation
Church was engaged in a two-front war regarding presence, with the
management of this war specifically housed within the Holy Office of the
Inquisition. As the Inquisition possessed the dual mandate to decree heretics and
witches as well as saints, the Holy Office’s mission centered upon defending
Eucharistic presence and Transubstantiation against Protestant heretics and
upholding priestly authority for controlling access to presence against so-called
witches. The Spanish Inquisition was established at the end of the fifteenth
century as a strategy of the Reconquest and unification of Iberia and was later
imported to Perú (1569-1571). Defending and validating presence animated
Inquisitorial activities across positive and negative forms of governance within
bureaucratic arrangements. The Sacred Congregation of Rites and Ceremony
was the body housed within the Holy Office of the Inquisition that investigated
claims of sainthood, which included verifying heroic virtue, charity, and verifying
miracles. The Inquisition, as Simon Ditchfield explained, was essentially “charged
with...censorship of the sacred.”470
The real presence of Christ in the Eucharist not only authorized Church
hierarchy but underwrote earthly power in the colonies through the arrangement
of real patronato, an agreement issued by the papacy giving the Spanish Crown

Ditchfield, “Thinking with Saints: Sanctity and Society in the Early Modern World.” Critical
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authority over ecclesiastical affairs in the colonies, including the administration of
the bishopric and the diocesan clergy and the appointment of bishops,
archbishops, and other major officials to administer the Church. J.E.W., Jr.
argued that this feudal arrangement of royal patronage over the colonial Church
produced the most “completely actualized” union of church and state in the
emerging modern world.471 This positions the Holy Office as a critical institution
for generating truth within the colonial matrix of power and its related forms of
governance. Irene Silverblatt's extensive research of the Peruvian Inquisition led
her to view of the institution as an example of the emerging modern bureaucratic
state. She noted its formal procedures and standards for gathering evidence, its
institutional footprint as a headquartered organization located at La Suprema
(The Supreme) in Madrid, with branch offices around the globe. Silverblatt
observes:
As an institution [the Inquisition] was developing a structure and
logic apart from dynastic boundaries; it was formally organized
according to principles of rationality; it was imagined as being
greater than the sum of its individual officeholders [abstraction]; and
it was careful to legitimate its practices through an appeal to public
welfare. In sum, the Inquisition was a bureaucracy that typified the
evolving institutions of the emerging modern world: it was a state
structure in the making.472
Trickster Witch
The Inquisition and the Sacred Congregation of Rites applied their
bureaucratic procedures to the problem of presence, and as Andrew Keitt avers

J.E.W., Jr. "Church and State in Latin America," Journal of Church and State 8(2): 173-185
(1966).
472 Silverblatt, Modern Inquisitions, 10,11 (emphasis in original).
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this led to the development of careful standards for "distinguishing between the
natural and supernatural realms” and approaching “excessive religious zeal as a
threat to both conceptual and political stability.”473 Evidence of this is seen in
Jesuit theologian Pedro de Rivadeneyra who spoke in 1589 of the "spirit of
illusion running rampant" throughout Spain.474 Keitt finds that in the aftermath of
the Council of Trent (1545-63), Spanish authorities:
scrutinize[d] claims of direct, unmediated divine inspiration more
closely…[and] subject[ed] prophecies, apparitions, miracles,
revelations, and other such examples of supposedly supernatural
religious phenomena to stricter control and more thorough
verification.475
These fears manifest within Martín’s apostolic process, namely Maqueca’s
aberrant shouts that labeled Martín a trickster witch. The linking of witchcraft with
modes of trickery was not unique to Maqueca, but these ideas frequently
complemented each other. In 1646 Ana María de Contreras, an enslaved mulata
accused of witchcraft for the second time, confessed before the Lima Inquisition
her "deceits and tricks."476 Folklore surrounding witches frequently described
witches’ brew, broomsticks, and flying ointment, material components of a
witches’ sabbath (aquelarres), the ritual in which witches made contact with the
spirit world by falling into trance.477 These stories reveal how the Iberian world

A. Keitt, “Religious Enthusiasm, the Spanish Inquisition, and the Disenchantment of the
World,” Journal of the History of Ideas 65(2): 233 (2004).
474 Pedro de Rivadeneyra, “Tratado de la tribulación,” in Obras, Biblioteca de Autores Españoles
(Madrid, 1868), LX, 439; qtd. in Ibid., 234.
475 Ibid.
476 Quoted in Silverblatt, Modern Inquisitions, 174.
477 See J. C. Baroja, The World of the Witches: Translated from the Spanish, O.N.V. Glendinning,
trans. (Chicago: Univ of Chicago Press, 1964); C. L. Tolosana, Brujeria, estructura social y
simbolismo en Galicia (Madrid: Akal, 1983); A. Redden, Diabolism in Colonial Perú, 1560-1750.
Number 3. (New York: Routledge, 2016).
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under the oversight of the Inquisition increasingly associated witchcraft and
ecstatic phenomena with pharmacopic knowledge. While the inventories and
repertoires of folk healers often overlapped with those labeled a witch, what
distinguished witches was how they harnessed their knowledge of the natural
world to inflict harm upon someone or to accomplish selfish ends.
Keitt reports that as the Inquisition observed the relationship of witches
with folk pharmacopeia, “Spanish theorists spilt a great deal of ink describing the
purely physical mechanisms through which seemingly supernatural raptures
could take place.”478 Spanish physician Juan Huarte de San Juan provided a
psychosomatic explanation for ecstasy. In his Examen de ingenios para las
ciencias (Examination of Men’s Wits) published in 1575, Huarte de San Juan
hypothesized that the intensity of one’s prayer and meditation practices could
overheat the brain which resulted in modulated sense perception.479 He
explained:
with the soul elevated in contemplation, it does not send the
spiritual faculties to the various parts of the body, and without these
the ears do not hear, the eyes do not see, the nose does not smell,
the tongue does not taste, and the fingers do not feel. Thus, those
who are meditating do not experience cold, nor heat, nor hunger,
nor thirst, nor fatigue.480
Other theorists located the source of ecstasy and levitation in the ingestion
of hallucinogenic substances. In his 1538 treatise Reprovacion de las
supersticiones y hechizerias, University of Salamanca theologian Pedro Ciruelo

Keitt, “Religious Enthusiasm,” 237.
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described that “Witches, male and female, who have pact with the devil, [anoint]
themselves with certain unguents and reciting certain words, are carried by night
through the air to distant lands to do certain black magic.”481 Michael Harner
explains that fantasies of witches “flying through the air on a broomstick” resulted
from those who “rubbed their bodies with a hallucinogenic ointment...whose
content of atropine was absorbable through the skin,” particularly in the thin,
membranous folds of skin located under the armpits or around the groin where
these substances quickly cross the brain-blood barrier (BBB). 482 Unguents and
salves made from fat and infused with pharmacopic compounds featured in the
1545 account from the physician of Pope Julius III. Andrés Laguna described a
raid conducted by the Inquisition that recovered samples of witch’s brew:
Among the other things found in the hermitage of the said witches
was a jar half-filled with a certain green unguent, like that of
Populeon [white poplar ointment], with which they were anointing
themselves: whose odor was so heavy and offensive that is
showed that it was composed of herbs cold and soporiferous in the
ultimate degree, which are hemlock, nightshade, henbane, and
mandrake: of which unguent, by way of a constable who was my
friend, I managed to obtain a good cannister-full…483

P. Ciruelo, Pedro Ciruelo's A Treatise Reproving All Superstitions and Forms of Witchcraft, E.
A. Maio and D. W. Pearson, trans. (Rutherford, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1977).
Qtd. in M. Harner, Hallucinogens and Shamanism (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1973), 134.
482 Harner, Hallucinogens and Shamanism, 129. General plants in the repertoire: “Probably the
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Laguna applied this unguent to a patient of his, which induced in her a three-day
catatonic state. After three days, Laguna reported that she awoke grinning,
replete with a story of her adventures and visions in the astral realms. 484
In Perú, the association of witches and pharmacopic material that today
we would construe along a broad continuum of psychotropic/psychoactive-psychedelic continued to figure in Inquisitional accounts of accused witches, but
this time with substances important to Andean ritual cultures. An edict of faith
posted on church doors in Lima during the Lenten season of 1629 targeted the:
weak women, given to superstitions...who go to the countryside
and... drink certain potions of herbs and roots, called achuma and
chamico, and coca, with which they deceive and stupefy the
senses, and the illusions and fantastic representations that they
have they judge and proclaim afterwards to be revelations or to be
a sure sign of what will happen in the future.485
Irene Silverblatt included an account illustrating the relation between
Andean plants and Inquisition witchcraft charges. When the Holy Office came
looking for Doña Luisa de Vargas, called La Cuarterona and cuarterona de
mulata because of her African ancestry, they found her chewing coca leaves with
Doña María de Córdoba.486 Doña Luisa ended up confessing to using wine and
the holy water taken from three churches, as well as special “unguents for the
shameful parts (partes vergonzosas)."487 In his treatment of this account, Jouve
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Martín points out that Doña Luisa also confessed to distributing coca leaves
"moistened with chicha,” an Andean corn liquor.488
Taking account of
Martín’s herbal
repertoire, we see that he
too prepared and
employed unguents in his
practices. Fray Fernando
Aragonés remembered
how Martín visited the old
sick Africans, curing
them all “with a little box
of unguents.”489 When a
lizard bit an enslaved
man of the monastery
while he was laundering
the friar's habits, Martín

Figure 6 Venerable Martín de Porres in his infirmary.
17th century engraving. Courtesy of the Museo
Pedro de Osma, Lima, Perú.

cured him "with a little bit of yellow unguent, that was the general medicine with
which he was accustomed to making such cures.”490 Indeed, seventeenthcentury iconography of Martín de Porres frequently depicted him with a
Jouve Martín, The Black Doctors of Lima, 16.
“...y a todos los curaba con una cajita de ungüentos." Proceso, 127.
490 “Y oyó decir este testigo que, habiendo herido un lagarto a un negro del convento que lavaba
los hábitos de los religiosos y que estaba peligroso de la dicha herida, se llegó a el el dicho
venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras y con un poco de ungüento amarillo, que era la
medicina general con que acostumbraba hacer semejantes curas..." Proceso, 174.
488
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prominent medicine pouch around his waist or surrounded by apothecary shelves
lined with jars of diverse herbs and unguents. One such image even includes
Martín holding his iconic broom (escoba), creating an unintentional (?) visual play
around witches’ flying ointments (Figure 6). Despite this use of unguents,
however, none of the documented plants that Martín cultivated or handled are
specific to the known ingredients used in reported witches’ brew recipes.
Toad Venom
Plant and herbal materia were not the exclusive ingredients in either
witches’ or Martín’s unguent recipes, however, but each also featured toads.
Another account from Martín’s apprentice, Juan Vásquez, detailed a day the two
visited haciendas looking for Africans to cure. They encountered an enslaved
man who implored Martín’s intercession on behalf of his injured wife Margarita
who lay close to death after she fell from and was trampled underneath a horsedrawn cart. After assessing the situation, Martín gave the husband very specific
instructions:
He called to the black man and ordered that he go out to an
acequia, and that he get three small animals, that were three living
toads, and that they be put in a pot and burned without letting the
smoke escape from inside the pot, and he did that ordered by the
servant of God, [the toads] were burned and then were ground up
and made into a powder, and he tied them up with a cloth and hung
them around the groin of the sick woman, and he told her
“Daughter, I cure you, [but] may God heal you. 491

"...llamó al negro y díjole que saliese a una acequia de aquellas y que cogiese tres
animalejos, que eran tres sapos vivos, y los metiese en una olla y los pusiese a quemar sin que
saliese humo alguno de dentro de la olla, y hecho lo que ordenó el siervo de Dios, se quemaron
y luego se molieron y, hechos polvos, los amarro con un trapo y se los colgó en la cintura a la
enferma, y le dijo: 'Hija, yo te curo y Dios te sane’…." Proceso, 391. Cussen reports this healing
account, but does not analyze or comment upon Martin’s selection of toads as materia medica.
Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 109-110.
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Martín’s method of preparation -- that the toads be burnt alive without
letting any of the smoke escape from the pot -- mirrors the techniques some
Spanish witches were accused of employing in their brews calling for toad poison
as an active ingredient discussed below. By the seventeenth century, toads had
come to figure prominently within the Ibero-African-American world as signs of
witchcraft.492 Two fourteenth-century demonology texts, the Errores Gazariorium
(1452) and Malleus Maleficarum (1486) each linked toad secretions/poison with
ecstatic phenomena.493 The Malleus Maleficarum reported a story that
highlighted the Inquisition’s anxiety over unguarded access to real presence as
embodied in the Eucharist. An accused witch reportedly placed a Eucharistic
host into a pot with a toad “so that by means of their dust she might be able to
cause injuries at her will to men and other creatures.”494
In her study of secular, ecclesiastical, and Inquisitorial witchcraft trials in
the Spanish region of Navarra, Rochelle Rojas found that the toad "stood at the
center of witchcraft belief” and “was essentially a signifier of witchcraft.” 495 In
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Spain in 1525, María de Ituren admitted to “using an unguent with flayed toads,
and they took it in the fields, and there they roasted [toads] and mixed the
roasted toads with water to make powders mixed with an herb called
usaynbelarr.”496 Once prepared, Ituren expressed to the Inquisitors that her and
her witch companions “wasted the mountains with the powders of those
toads.”497 María Sargadoy took "venom and venomous poison and poisonous
powders and drinks with all deadly [things]. And she mixed it with burnt, flayed
toads and…she ground everything and made a poisonous powder.” 498
So great was the association between witches and toads that the Navarra
Inquisition Office sent a report to La Suprema. This report included the detail that
some witches dressed up toads (sapos vestidos) that they used in ecstatic
rituals: "They make use of these dressed toads to extract a dark and green
stinking liquid with which they anoint themselves to go to the aquelarres [witches’
sabbaths].”499 The report detailed the method of venom extraction, noting how
the witches caused the toads to “vomit from above,” while “from the bottom the
liquid they collect in an earthen pot.”500 This venom was not consumed directly,
but its potency was regulated by dilution and dosage: “the witches take the
remainder of the liquid extracted from the toads and pour it into a huge
cauldron...to make from this brew powders and poisons."501
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Across the Atlantic, toads sometimes featured alongside Africans, such as
when Francisco Mandinga faced the Cartagena Inquisition in 1649 for his healing
practices which included ritual handling of the amphibian creatures. 502
Indigenous Andeans also used toads in ritual contexts reportedly with magical
and medicinal properties, so much so that Jose de Acosta and Juan de Atienza
printed a sermon against their ritual usage in their Tercero Cathecismo in
1585.503 As Regina Harrison explains, this reflected the Peruvian perception that
toads were “a standard item in the repertoire of Andean curing and spell-casting
ceremonies."504 In later historical periods, Wade Davis discovered toad venom as
a prominent ingredient in Haitian zombification powder preparations.505 Toads
also figure in the ritual repertoires of rootwork and conjure traditions across the
U.S. South.506
Dr. George Bate, court physician to Charles I, Oliver Cromwell, and
Charles II, detailed a toad medicine preparation in a book published
posthumously from a large collection of his prescriptions. These were edited by
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Jack Shipton, a chemist who, for over twenty years, prepared drugs for Bate's
patients. The entry for pulvis aethiopicus read “the black Pouder. Live
Toads...burn them in a new Pot to black Cinders or Ashes, and make a find
Pouder.”507 Bate indicated that pulvis aethiopicus was “a certain help for such as
are ready to die."508 By the eighteenth century, physician and professor of botany
at the University Edinburgh, Charles Aston, related this particular toad recipe as
bufos Æthiopicus, “Ethiopian or black toad,” in his Lectures on the Materia
Medica: Containing the Natural History of Drugs, their Virtues and Doses,
published in 1770.509 He expressed his obvious displeasure with its method of
preparation:
However, Toads are commended many ways. Bates says of his
pulvis Æthiopicus, made of toads burnt alive, (horrid!) ...All the
favour I ask for these innocent (though not very lovely) animals is to
kill them before they are burnt; a favour never denied to the
greatest criminals; for I can assure you the powder will be nothing
the worse for it.510
But Aston’s assurances may not have been correct, and the precise
specification of burning the toads alive, like the witches of Navarra who made
their toads “vomit,” might form a crucial aspect of stimulating and collecting toad
venom before they die in the preparation of this powder. The genus Bufo of the
family Bufonidae contains about one hundred fifty species of true toads. Located

G. Bate, Pharmacopoeia Bateana Or Bate's Dispensatory, Translated from the second Edition
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508 Bate, Pharmacopoeia Bateana, 829. Bate described Pulvis Aethiopicus as Vel in moribundis
auxilio certe fuit which translates “or at least to help the dying.”
509 C. Alston, Lectures on the Materia Medica: Containing the Natural History of Drugs, Their
Virtues and Doses: Also Directions for the Study of Materia Medica; and an Appendix on the
Method of Prescribing (London: Edward Dilly, 1770), Vol. 2, 498.
510 Ibid., 498, 499.
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behind the ears of all Bufos are a pair of parotoid glands containing alkaloids
which the toads secrete when stressed.511 The chemical properties in this
secretion are referred to generally as bufotoxins, and while some of these, as the
name implies, are toxic for human oral consumption, other properties called
bufotenin (5-HO-DMT, bufotenine) carry hallucinogenic compounds. 512 The
venom of B. alvarius, for example, “may be safely smoked and is powerfully
psychoactive by that route of administration.”513
Here, we may recall Martín’s precise and sequential instructions, to place
the toads in the pot and then to start burning them while alive, allowing their
bufotoxins to secrete. The lid of this pot was to remain closed so that the smoke,
active with vaporized bufotenin, could not escape. Only after the toads had
finished burning and the smoke settled back into the pot did Martín then make a
powder from these toads, tying it in a cloth around Margarita’s groin,
guaranteeing a rapid absorption through her “shameful parts.” It is likely that
Martín’s preparation was a variant of both the Navarra toad venom powder and
the folk treatment known by the eighteenth century as Bufo Æthiopicus. Whether
or not Martín intended to use bufotenine to facilitate ecstatic experiences like
those of his Navarra witch contemporaries is secondary to recognizing that he

M.S. Cannon and J.R. Hostetler, "The anatomy of the parotoid gland in Bufonidae with some
histochemical findings II. Bufo alvarius," Journal of Morphology 148(2): 137 (1976); Davis,
Passage of Darkness, 110.
512 W.S. Chilton, J. Bigwood, and R.E. Jensen, "Psilocin, bufotenine and serotonin: historical and
biosynthetic observations," Journal of Psychedelic Drugs. 11(1–2): 61–69 (1979); W. Davis and
A.T. Weil, "Identity of a New World Psychoactive Toad" Ancient Mesoamerica 3(1):51-59 (1992);
R.P. Chamakura, "Bufotenine—a hallucinogen in ancient snuff powders of South America and a
drug of abuse on the streets of New York City,” Forensic Science Review 6(1): 2–18 (1994).
513 A.T. Weil and W. Davis, "Bufo alvarius: a potent hallucinogen of animal origin," Journal of
Ethnopharmacology 41(1-2): 1 (1994).
511
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certainly knew the technique, though he was explicit in telling Margarita and all
within hearing that while he was curing her with this powder, it was God who
healed: Hija, yo te curo y Dios te sane. Martín’s pharmacopic knowledge was
lodged within the ambivalent material realm where "the difference between
hallucinogen, medicine and poison is often a matter of dosage.” 514

Afro Healing Networks
Where did Martín learn to double-voice toad poison? In his study of the
medical profession in colonial Lima, Jouve Martín explains:
Black slaves arriving in Lima brought with them African notions of
health and sickness that mixed with popular Spanish and Andean
medical practices. The resulting body of knowledge was quickly
adapted to the urban environment by a wide variety of curanderos
(healers), hechiceros (sorcerers), and ensalmadores (those who
cured by reciting variations of biblical psalms) who populated the
city of Lima.515
Jouve Martín’s work is important for how he locates together in an enmeshed
network of knowledge those healers deemed acceptable by the Catholic
hierarchy with the sorcerers and witches of ill-repute.516 In his work AfroCaribbean Folk Medicine, Michel Laguerre finds that “it is through the
mechanisms of oral tradition that folk medical knowledge is acquired and
transmitted.”517 He elaborated this process of transmission, calling attention to six
elements:

Ibid., 2.
Jouve Martín, The Black Doctors, 14.
516 For more on the network of black healers and pharmacists in Lima, see L.A. Newson, “The
Social World of Apothecaries,” in Making Medicines in Early Colonial Lima, Perú: Apothecaries,
Science and Society (Leiden: Brill, 2017), 187-215.
517 M.S. Laguerre, Afro-Caribbean Folk Medicine (South Hadley, MA: Bergin and Garvey
Publishers, 1987), 6.
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(1) the content of folk medical knowledge
(2) niches of transmission
(3) agents who pass the knowledge onto others
(4) techniques used
(5) circumstances that favor or inhibit the passage of folk medical
knowledge
(6) problems affecting the result of each treatment 518
Martín’s apprenticeship as a teenager to the surgeon-barber Marcel de
Ribera took place in Malambo, the district appointed by the Audiencia in Lima to
quarantine sick Africans. In this milieu of intellectual exchange, the classical
Greek four-humor system of health intermingled with the folk medical traditions of
Iberia, West and Central Africa, and the Andean region, forming an intermeshed
“network of healers” that encompassed members of the Church, outright heretics,
and everyone in between plying their healing arts.519
Indeed, we can return to the story of Doña Luisa, La Cuarterona, to see
such a transmission network of technique in action and spanning inside and
outside the institutional bounds of the Church. Irene Silverblatt reports that "Doña
Luisa told how she first learned about certain herbs and ointments for love magic
from 'una negra,' about other plants from indios, about 'coca and the drink
Indians call "chicha" from a negra' "and sacred altar stone from a mulatto
sacristan [lay servant].”520 Turning to Martín de Porres, Jouve Martín concludes:
in petitioning God and His Saints while administering treatment,
Martín de Porres was walking a dangerous line.... Inquisition
documents show that those who combined medicine and religion

Ibid., 35; see also Jouve Martín, The Black Doctors, 20.
Laguerre, Afro-Caribbean Folk Medicine, 40. For more on Galenic-Hippocratic medical
traditions and the humoral system, see M. Lindemann, Medicine and Society in Early Modern
Europe, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2010), 9-11.
518
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Silverblatt, Modern Inquisitions, 176, 177.
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were frequently looked on with suspicion and investigated for
propagating superstition, heresy, and sorcery.521
This interpretation contrasts, however, with that of Celia Cussen, who argues:
except for the fact that he too was a healer, Fray Martín bore little
resemblance to those believed to traffic in superstition. He strictly
avoided applying elements derived from the Andean sacred world,
nor did he claim supernatural origins of his knowledge. He enjoyed
the protection that his association with the monastery and the
Dominican order afforded him.522
My argument here is not to prove if Martín was or was not a witch, but rather to
muddy the clean categorical distinctions between “witch” and “healer” that seeps
directly from the archival power of Catholic documents into our historical
interpretations of them. My read of Martín’s toad venom preparation causes me
to follow Jouve Martín’s interpretation that acknowledges the ambivalent social
perceptions of Martín’s healing practices as not only indexing a strict and
bounded Catholicism.

The Enlightened Ones
Alongside the Inquisition’s supposition that witches achieved ecstatic
states via pharmacopeia was their equal interest in the suspect ecstatic methods
of the alumbrado sects. Alumbradismo is a “heresy” that emerged in sixteenthcentury Toledo out of a circle of Franciscan friars whose teachings encouraged
the mystic way.523 Alumbrados, directly translating as “enlightened or illuminated

Jouve Martín, The Black Doctors, 17.
Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 77.
523 A. Huerga, Historia de los alumbrados: [Vol. 3] los alumbrados de Hispanoamerica (15701605) (Madrid: Fundación Universitaria Española, 1986); A. Márquez, Los alumbrados: Orígenes
y filosofía (1525-1559) (Madrid: Taurus, 1980); G. McKendrick and A. MacKay, "Visionaries and
Affective Spirituality during the First Half of the Sixteenth Century,” in Cultural Encounters: The
521
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ones,” viewed ecstatic worship as a short-cut (atajo) to attaining perfection and
union with Christ, even calling it such plainly in an anonymous treatise published
in Barcelona in 1513, titled Hun brevissimo atajo e arte de amar a Dios: Con otra
arte de contemplar e algunas reglas breves para ordenar la piensa en el amor de
Dios (A Very Brief Short-cut and Art of Loving God: With other Art of
Contemplation and Some Brief Rules for Ordering Thought in the Love of
God).524
Obviously, a short-cut method that facilitated direct ecstatic contact with
Christ was a method that bypassed confessional authority. Thus, it is no surprise
that the Inquisition took notice of the alumbrados in 1519, arresting key members
in 1524, and finally issuing an edict against the heresy throughout the Iberian
Catholic world in 1525.525 Alastair Hamilton details the “democratic appeal” of
mystic practices such as recogimiento, or the recollecting of one’s senses in
meditation, noting that, unlike the Tridentine mass recited in Latin, alumbradismo
was “described in the vernacular, and open to the unlearned.” 526
There are two references to alumbradismo in Martín’s beatification
process, one direct and the other indirect. Both references are contained in the
testimony of the same witness: Juan de Figueroa. If any individuals involved with
Martín’s canonization can be thought of as the “brains” of the operation, acting

Impact of the Inquisition in Spain and the New World, eds. M. E. Perry and A. J. Cruz (Berkeley
and Los Angeles: Univ of California Press, 1991), 93-102.
524 Hun brevissimo atajo e arte de amar a Dios: Con otra arte de contemplar e algunas reglas
breves para ordenar la piensa en el amor de Dios (Barcelona: Carles Amorós, 1513). See A.
Hamilton, Heresy and Mysticism in Sixteenth-Century Spain: The Alumbrados (Toronto: Univ of
Toronto Press, 1992), 14.
525 Hamilton, Heresy and Mysticism, 1.
526 Ibid., 20
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like an embedded narrator within the proceso, Juan de Figueroa is one of these.
His testimony appears first in the proceso and is filled with metadiscursive cues
that I suspect operate in the same way the inclusion of Maqueca’s anecdote
does, to dispel any possible misinterpretations about the source of Martín’s
mystical abilities.
Juan, described as Martín’s “intimate friend” (amigo íntimo), possessed an
impressive amount of socio-political capital in the Viceroyalty of Perú. He was
born in Spain but lived most of his adult life in the colony, first as a veinticuatro
ensayador and fundidor mayor of Potosí, where he also held the position of
treasurer of the royal mint before he moved to Lima in 1633. 527 While in Lima,
Juan “had his letters of nobility [cartas de nobleza] and genealogies presented in
the tribunal of the Holy Inquisition...in order to become a familiar in it.”528
Figueroa was very wealthy, and helped raise a dowry for Martín’s niece Catalina
when she desired to marry a peninsular.529 Figueroa purchased the burial altar
(bóveda) used for Martín’s final resting place, and he accompanied the
Dominican friars in carrying Martín’s body to it during the traslatio.530 In short,
Figueroa was a very powerful man with much institutional clout in the upper

G. L. Villena, "Los regidores andaluces del Cabildo de Lima," in Actas II Jornadas de
Andalucia y America (Escuela de Estudios Hispano-Americanos de Sevilla, 1983: 238-242. The
veintiquatro position marked Figueroa as one of the leading members of the cabildo of Potosi. In
1651 Juan de Figueroa was implicated in a currency counterfeiting scandal after those renting his
position as treasurer in Potosi were charged for the crime and was fined 100U ducados de
Castilla by Nestares Marin. This judgement was upheld again on Nov. 13, 1666. For more see G.
Lohman Villena, "La oriundez de los regidores perpetuos del Cabildo de Lima," Boletín del
Instituto Riva-Agüera (Sevilla: Excma. Diputación Provincial de Sevilla, 1983), Vol. 12; and C.
Sanz Ayan, Los banqueros y la crisis de la monarquía de 1640 (Barcelona: Marcial Pons
Ediciones de Historia, 2013).
528 Proceso, 81.
529 Ibid., 388, 389.
530 Proceso, 260.
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echelons of the colony. Figueroa’s social power added to the authorial voice of
his testimony. His testimony references the alumbradismo heresy twice, and he
telegraphs this through anecdotes involving two women, both named Luisa.

The Two Luisas
The first is Madre Luisa de la Ascensión (1565-1636), abbess of the Poor
Clares (Clarisas) monastery in Carrión de los Condes in the León region of Spain
(Figure 7). She enjoyed great fame throughout the Iberian Catholic world during
the first part of the seventeenth century as a mystic whose images and other
sacramental items like rosary beads and crosses supposedly blessed by her
circulated throughout the Iberian world. She was an avid inmaculista (devotee of
the Immaculate Conception) and counted among her faithful venerates none
other than King Philip IV.531 Fray Alonso de Benavides mentioned her twice in his
1630 Memorial that recounted Franciscan evangelization efforts in what is today
New Mexico. Benavides explained first that “an original Cross of the Mother
Luisa de Carrion” was used to convert the Moqui (Hopi) peoples.532 Secondly, he
recounted that Fathers Esteban de Perea and Diego López showed an image of

P.G. Barriuso, La Monja de Carrión: Sor Luisa de la Ascensión Colmenares Cabezón
(Aportación documental para una biografía). (Madrid: Ediciones Monte Casino, 1986), 19-40;
H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain (London: Macmillan & Co., 1922), Vol. 4, 36; A.W.
Keitt, Inventing the Sacred: Imposture, Inquisition, And the Boundaries of the Supernatural in
Golden Age Spain (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 41; F. L. R. Callado, “La Inquisición y las visionarias
clarisas del siglo XVII: el caso de sor Luisa de la Ascensión," Bulletin of Spanish Studies 92(5):
771-790 (2015).
532 A. de Benavides, The Memorial of Fray Alonso de Benavides, 1630, trans. E.E. Ayer
(Chicago, Privately Printed, 1916), 27-29; 58, 59.
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Madre Luisa to the Xumana Indians to
help them identify the type of habit she
wore following reports that yet another
Clarisa nun miraculously appeared to the
Xumana Indians in a vision.533
Within this growing spotlight Madre
Luisa fell on the wrong side of Adam de la
Parra, Inquisitor from Murcia who first
encountered her writings while
investigating Brother Juan, an accused
alumbrado who corresponded with Madre
Luisa. In 1634, De la Parra wrote to La
Suprema and the Inquisitor General in

Figure 7 Madre Luisa de la Ascensión
Photo uploaded to Pinterest group
"Mujeres destacadas desde el Siglo XI
hasta el Siglo XVI” by Gema Pérez.
https://www.pinterest.de/pin/57582750233
2029115/.

Madrid that "in [her writings] were some
things worthy of revision, that in a less applauded person than this nun would
have sufficed to become a demonstration [of suspicious beliefs]." 534 The
Inquisition opened a full investigation on Madre Luisa in 1635, and between the
fall of 1636 and early winter 1637, issued an “edict...published...in the main
church in which it was mandated to recover crosses, medallions, [rosary] beads,
and other things of Madre Luisa de Carrion with no prejudice of the cause.” 535
Ibid.
A. de la Parra, qtd. In K. Lynn, Between Court and Confessional: The Politics of Spanish
Inquisitors (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2013), 207.
535 “...edicto...publicado...en la Iglesia mayor en que se mandó recoger cruces, medallas,
quentas, y otras cosas de la madre Luisa de Carrión, sin perjuicio de su causa.” F. M. Padrón,
Memorias de Sevilla: (1600-1678) (Sevilla: Publ. del Monte de Piedad y Caja de Ahorros de
Córdoba, 1981), 79. The legal term sin perjuicio de su causa indicates a range of meanings,
533
534
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The Inquisition promised it would not punish anyone who possessed any
sacramentals pertaining to Madre Luisa if they turned them over immediately,
and within a few days parishes in Spain were overflowing with letters, portraits,
crosses, rosaries, and other items (Figure 8).536 An excerpt from the letter sent
by La Suprema to all of its offices worldwide demonstrates the large variety of
Madre Luisa items in circulation:
...that they be prohibited and mandated to recover all
crosses, Christ figures, niños-Jesús, prints and paintings,
autographs, portraits, images, prayer cards, stories and
relics of Sister Luisa de la Ascencion, nun of the convent of
Santa Clara de Carrion, originals as well as those pertaining

Figure 8 Bronze Cross of Madre Luisa de la Ascensión, c. 1609-1636, Spain. Obverse
Inscription: INRI AL(AB)ADO SEÆ L S,TISSIMO SACRA(ME)NTO, Y (MA)R, S,
M CONZEVI(DA) SIN, P,DO ORIXIN(AL). Reverse Inscription:
IHS YNDIGNA SOROR LVISA (DE) LA
ASZENSION ESCLAVA DE MI DVLZISIMO JESUS (MA)R. Note the Immaculate
Conception image set within the reverse oval. Photo from Cruces y Medallas,
http://www.cruces-medallas.com.
including: “with exception,” “without causing damage to,” and “leaving safe.” In this context,
Madre Luisa sacramentals would be recovered without the Inquisitors having any prejudice to the
reason why a person possessed them.
536 Lea, A History of the Inquisition in Spain, 37, 38.
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to them, and all the books, notebooks, and relations of her
life.537
It is here that Madre Luisa’s story converged with that of Martín de Porres.
Juan de Figueroa testified that in 1634 or 1635 he received “from Spain some
beads that they said were of Madre Luisa de Carrion, of the same that they said
that whoever had one of these stories wouldn’t be condemned.”538 Figueroa
received three sets of beads and offered to give one to Martín. However, Martín
was not enthusiastic to receive the gift, merely looking at the book and telling
Figueroa “leave it now.”539 Figueroa claimed that he tried a few times to get
Martín to accept the cuenta, but “always Martín responded with the same
answer: ‘Leave it now’ without another word.”540
Shortly after this occurrence, the Inquisition’s order to confiscate all Madre
Luisa goods arrived in Lima. Figueroa even noted in his testimony that the letter
came from “this court,” a self-referential statement that highlights his awareness
of how the Inquisition produced both heretics and saints.541 Figueroa testified that
he was left in admiration that “Martín had not wanted to receive [them]”

Barriuso, La Monja de Carrión, 369, 370.
“…habiendo venido de Espana unas cuentas que decian eran de la Madre Luisa de Carrion,
de las cuales decian que quien tuviere una de las dichas cuentas no se condenaria, le dio a este
testigo un caballero amigo suyo de cinco cuentas que le habian enviado en una carta de Espana
de las de la indulgencia, de las cuales le dio las tres, y de ellas como a tan grande amigo suyo
deste testigo le llevo una al dicho hermano fray Martín de Porras. Y el susodicho le dixo:
<<Dexela ahora>>. Y aunque este testigo hizo algun reparo de que no la recibiese, le parecio era
alguna ocupacion u otra cosa y le volvio [juan de figueroa] otra y mas de diez veces a brindar y
rogarle tomase la dicha cuenta, y que siempre le respondia la dicha razon: <<Dejela ahora>>, sin
otra palabra.” Proceso, 84-85.
539 Ibid.
540 Ibid.
541 “Y al cabo de algunos dias vino orden de recoger las dichas cuentas y demas cosas tocantes
a la Madre Luisa de Carrion a los senores de la Santa Inquisicion desta Corte, a quien las
entregó este testigo. Y admiró no haberlas querido recibir el dicho Padre fray Martín, que sin
duda fue con misterio." Ibid., 85.
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something he found “without a doubt...mysterious.”542 While Figueroa may truly
have been left in wonder over Martín’s discernment, it is also true that this
strategic testimony established on record that Martín avoided Madre Luisa’s
beads without even touching them. This part of Figueroa’s testimony performs a
metadiscursive statement: yes, Martín was an ecstatic, but no, he was not an
alumbrado.
Figueroa’s other reference to alumbradismo is implicit. Figueroa explained
to the court that following his marriage he had 25,000 pesos in rents, in addition
to 100,000 pesos stored in his house for which that he had no specific use. 543
One day, Figueroa came to Martín’s sleeping quarters in the monastery, and
before he could say anything, Martín received him with a severe look on his face
and said “Ey, there isn’t anything to get ready for except suffering works.” 544
Martín’s words “conceived so much feeling” and “turbation” in Figueroa that he

Ibid.
According to Bowser, the Crown, the Inquisition, and the city of Lima set the rental cost per
slave at one real per day. Bowser, The African Slave, 225. The silver real (real de plata) was
worth 2 billon reales or 68 maravedis. A gold escudo was worth 16 reales. The peso, equaling
eight reales, came to be known in English as the Spanish dollar. The dollar was an international
currency standard by the eighteenth century and eventually spawned the United States dollar.
See W. Bischoff, ed. The Coinage of El Peru (New York: American Numismatic Society, 1989); E.
D. Chamot, Las Casas de Moneda Españolas en América Del Sur (Lima/Madrid, 2006); W.G.
Sumner, "The Spanish Dollar and the Colonial Shilling," The American Historical Review
3(4):607-619 (1898); and D.A. Brading and H.E. Cross, "Colonial Silver Mining: Mexico and
Perú," The Hispanic American Historical Review 52(4): 545-579 (1972).
544 “…habiendo casado este testigo y con veinte y tres mil pesos de renta, sin mas de cien mil
pesos que tenia sobrados en su casa, toda prosperidad, quietud, y sosiego, fue un dia al
Convento ...a ver y visitar al dicho hermano...y entrando por las puertas de su celda, el dicho...le
recibio diciendo con el rostro algo severo: <<Ea, no hay sino prevenirse para padecer
trabajos>>. A lo cual fue tanto el sentimiento que concibio este testigo y la turbacion que le causo
aquellas palabras, que se corto todo y no se acuerda lo que le respondio al dicho Padre, y salio
de alli y se fue a casa de Dona Luisa de Soto Melgarejo, viuda del Doctor Soto, persona a quien
tenia por de santa vida generalmente toda la ciudad, a ver si le consolaba de aquella afliccion
que le habia prevenido el dicho Padre fray Martín, y con deseo que le dixese la dicha Dona Luisa
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<<Ea, no hay sino prevenirse para padecer trabajos>>, con lo cual quedo este testigo con mayor
confusion.” Proceso, 82.
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“cut all short...and left from there.”545 Figueroa left Martín upset and headed to
the house of one Doña Luisa Melgarejo, whom he described as a “person whose
holy life was known to the whole city generally.” 546 Figueroa went to her in the
hope that she would contradict what Martín said. However, as soon as he arrived
at her home she repeated Martín’s condemnation of material wealth in favor of
the “suffering works.”547
In this story, Doña Melgarejo’s reputation as a holy woman served to
confirm Martín’s own holiness, and Luisa’s endorsement of Martín functioned as
a type of spiritual credit within Figueroa’s testimonial economy. What vouchsafed
Luisa de Melgarejo’s public holy reputation was her close friendship with Isabel
Flores de Oliva, known popularly as Rosa de Lima (1586-1617), another ecstatic
Dominican tertiary with Franciscan supporters whom Rome had swiftly beatified
in 1667 and canonized in 1671 as the first saint of the Americas.548 Rosa’s rapid
ascent to sainthood hinged in part upon the reported four-hour ecstasy Doña
Luisa experienced alongside Rosa’s deathbed. In her rapture, Doña Luisa
claimed to see Rosa’s perfected body in full union with Christ. The details of this
vision were written down by those present and Doña Luisa testified about it twice
during Rosa’s beatification process inquiries of 1617-1618 and 1630-1632. 549
When Figueroa arrived in Lima about 1633 it was this Doña Luisa, fresh
off her second round of testifying, that he encountered. But had Figueroa moved

Ibid.
Ibid.
547 Ibid.
548 For details on Rosa’s life and canonization, see Graziano, Wounds of Love.
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there in 1621, he would have witnessed the Inquisition seize the dead Rosa’s
books under suspicions of alumbradismo. Two years later, the Inquisition seized
fifty-nine of Doña Luisa’s notebooks as the dragnet moved towards her and the
circle of women that followed Rosa during her life.550 The accused heretics
included Luisa herself, a peninsular by birth and widow of Dr. Juan de Soto,
rector of University of San Marcos; Luisa’s niece Inés de Ubitarte, a Dominican
creole nun; María de Santo Domingo, a Dominican creole tertiary lay sister like
Rosa; Doña Inés de Velasco, a merchant’s wife called La Voladora because she
reportedly flew and levitated; Isabel de Jesús, an Indian convert born in Lima;
and Ana María Pérez, a mulatta servant who boldly told the Inquisition court that
“if I were to die right now they will paint me with a halo around my head like the
saints.”551 Ursula de Jesús, the black mystic Franciscan tertiary, also lived as a
slave in the home of Doña Melgarejo between 1612 and 1617 at the height of her
fame before the alumbrado suspicion overshadowed her.552 These women, along
with Rosa when she was living, met in the house of Gonzalo de la Maza, an
accountant for the Tribunal of the Holy Crusades, and his wife, María de
Uzategui, where they formed a devotional club for practicing the mystic way,
achieving ecstasy through "acrobatic pirouettes" that included "moaning, bouts of
crying, strange smiles, dramatic postures, and convulsive body movements." 553
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Before the Inquisition seized Doña Melgarejo’s notebooks in their quest to
determine if "her ecstasy and raptures are of the angel of light or of darkness,”
her confessors Torres and Contreras went through them and edited them. 554 The
Inquisitors condemned this action because the Jesuits “cut short, added, and
deleted words” so that what remained in those notebooks “would not be
revelation of Doña Luisa but rather the curiosity of Torres or Contreras.” 555 With
the books so cooked, the Inquisition had no choice but to suspend and eventually
close their investigation of Luisa in 1625. And with her reputation of sanctity
damaged, but not declared a public heresy in an auto de fe, Luisa receded from
public life until she was summoned before the beatification process to testify in
1630 of her bedside vision of Rosa’s perfection. The shrewd Torres and
Contreras knew that they had to interpose themselves between Luisa and the
Inquisition to preserve her reputation so that her testimony could be called upon
to bolster Rosa’s case for beatification.
As a familiar with the Inquisition, it is likely that Figueroa knew of Doña
Melgarejo’s backstory. His citation of her as a holy woman with the spiritual
perception to confirm Martín’s words, when read against his very strategic
positioning of Madre Luisa de la Ascensión as an alumbrada that drew the
suspicions of Martín’s own spiritual perceptions, reveals how "the Church's
position was in constant, politically conditioned flux in which mysticism was a
contingency.”556 More often than not, whether one’s mystical practices were
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“Mujeres al borde de la perfección,” 596.
555 Ibid.
556 Graziano, Wounds of Love, 61.
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orthodox or heretical was a debate waged between political factions of the
Church, and as Frank Graziano observes, “many other nuns and beatas who
were ultimately canonized...were likewise first suspected of or charged with false
sanctity."557 Nancy Van Deusen argues that in Lima during the seventeenth
century,
despite the watchful presence of the Inquisition and a devaluation
of female sanctity, a spiritual renaissance and a 'feminization of
piety' characterized by affective spirituality, visionary experiences,
contemplation, penitential asceticism, and suffering in imitation of
Christ was occurring in the vibrant urbs.558
However gendered these tropes of ecstasy, in Martín they encountered
racist tropes about his African ancestry and the anxieties it caused for his
potential sanctity. This is to say, Martín’s (assumed) masculinity was not
sufficient to ward off misinterpretations of his “feminized” Catholic piety for
reasons of antiblack racism. The boosters of Martín’s case for sainthood had to
address alumbradismo, but it is ironic that the best-known accused alumbrada in
Lima entered the testimonies in the position of vouchsafing Martín’s spiritual
perception. It is speculative but possible that Figueroa’s testimony and the
inclusion of the Maqueca Palapa anecdote functioned in much the same way as
did that of Doña Melgarejo’s confessors editing her notebooks. These
manipulations of the official record worked to preserve Martín’s reputation of

Ibid.
N.E. Van Deusen, Embodying the Sacred: Women Mystics in Seventeenth-Century Lima.
(Durham: Duke UP, 2018), 9. For more on the feminine gendering of embodied-sensual forms of
Catholic piety including mysticism and ecstasy, see B. Leavitt-Alcántara, "Holy Women and
Hagiography in Colonial Spanish America" History Compass 12(9): 717-728 (2014); A. Lavrin and
R. Loreto López, eds., Monjas y beatas: La escritura femenina en la espiritualidad barroca
Novohispana siglos XVII y XVIII (Puebla, Mexico: Universidad de las Américas; Archivo General
de la Nación, 2002).
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sanctity before the Sacred Congregation of Rites. Figueroa’s testimony reveals
that the orthodox hagiographic image of Martín’s ecstatic practice was always
already a contingency and a controversy, with social interpretations not at all
stable or contained.
Figueroa himself further demonstrates the shifting sands of truth’s
production in the colony. In 1660, one year before testifying on Martín’s behalf,
Figueroa published his Opúsculo de astrología en medicina, a 700-page book
that correlated the classical humor system of medicine with readings of the
patient’s astral signs as a method of determining proper treatment. Figueroa had
no formal medical training.559 It is revealing how the scientific rationalist
paradigm, one catalyzed by the Inquisition’s own humanist inquiries into the
natural history of witchcraft herbalism and pharmacopeia, had not yet emerged
as distinct from theology or the murky margins of astrology and other folk
knowledges.560 Martín’s process of beatification and Juan’s testimony within it
demonstrate that seventeenth-century Lima was a world in rapid motion, with
Figueroa playing a crucial role in giving flesh and blood to the abstractions of
Iberian Inquisitional state bureaucracy then in formation.561

J. de Figueroa, Opúsculo de astrología en medicina, y de los términos, y partes de la
astronomía necessarias para el uso della (Lima, 1660); Newson, Making Medicines in Early
Colonial Lima, 112; C. Brosseder, "Astrology in Seventeenth-Century Perú," Studies in History
and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences 41(2): 147-148 (2010).
560 P. Harrison, "Miracles, Early Modern Science, and Rational Religion," Church History 75(3):
510 (2006).
561 Silverblatt, Modern Inquisitions, 10,11.
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Trickster Signification in the Diaspora
The monastery servant Maqueca Palapa called Martín a “trickster witch,”
indicative of the fact that he perceived some element of intentional duplicity with
Martín’s ecstatic practice. But tricking as a diasporic mode of knowledge has a
more textured meaning than simple understandings of deceit. Tricksters form
recurring figures in the myths and folktales of many West and Central African
cultures. While these figures exhibit dynamic ranges of attributes, some common
themes include: 1) tropes of animality, with the trickster taking the form of either
an anthropomorphic animal or animalized human, 2) power plays and inversions
of binaries / crossing of [social] boundaries, 3) didactic ethics, a folk hero figure
who provides models of behavior.562 Lawrence Levine wrote "the primary trickster
figures of animal tales were weak, relatively powerless creatures who attain their
ends through the application of native wit and guile rather than power or
authority.”563 Tricksters often employ figurative language to create ambiguity and
indirection of meaning. This allows them the opportunity to best the common
sense of authorized power in the process. Robert Pelton recognized tricksters as
embodiments of a social dynamism that “change[s] boundaries into horizons” by
“symbolizing the transforming power of the imagination as it pokes at, plays with,
delights in, and shatters what seems to be until it becomes what is.” 564

See J.W. Roberts, From Trickster to Badman: The Black Folk Hero in Slavery and Freedom.
(Philadelphia: Univ of PA, 1989); R.D. Pelton, The Trickster in West Africa: A Study of Mythic
Irony and Sacred Delight. (Berkeley: Univ of CA Press, 1980); L. Levine, Black Culture and Black
Consciousness: Afro-American Folk Thought from Slavery to Freedom (New York: Oxford UP,
1977), 102-136.
563 Levine, Black Culture, 103.
564 Pelton, The Trickster in West Africa, 3,4.
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Henry Louis Gates extrapolated from the diasporic trickster tradition a
device for literary criticism that manifests in rhetorical games, wordplay, and
intertextuality, fundamentally expressing a conception of indeterminate truth and
revealing a critical vernacular practice set at variance to Euro-American
hermeneutic traditions.565 Drawing upon black folklore studies, Gates positioned
the mode of signifying as “a uniquely black rhetorical concept...by which a
second statement or figure repeats, or tropes, or reverses the first." 566 Theophus
Smith maintains that signifying “manipulates the surplus of meanings” in any sign
through “games of reinterpretation and counterinterpretation, as well as devices
for subtly tricking, misleading, or outwitting others.”567 The specific forms of
trickster tactics employed upon unwitting masters in the world of slavery is
entailed in the practices of signifying. For Gates, signifying is simply “black
double-voicedness” in which forms of “repetition, with a signal difference” are
“fundamental to the nature of Signifyin(g)."568
The researcher keen on discovering evidence of African tricksters in the
Americas must necessarily adopt a speculative method, owing to the multiple
origins of enslaved West and Central Africans and the historical situation of

H.L. Gates, The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American Literary Criticism (New
York: Oxford University Press. 1989). For older folkoric studies on African Diasporic tricksters,
see Z.N. Hurston, “Part 1: Folk tales,” in Mules and Men (New York: Harper Perennial, 1935);
R.D. Abrahams, Deep Down in the Jungle: Negro Narrative Folklore from the Streets of
Philadelphia (Hatboro, PA: Folklore, 1964); and Idem., Afro-American Folktales: Stories from
Black Traditions in the New World. New York: Pantheon, 1985).
566 Gates, The Signifying Monkey, 84.
567 T. H. Smith, Conjuring Culture: Biblical Formations of Black America (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1994), 149, 150.
568 Gates, The Signifying Monkey, 51. Gates uses the term Signifyin(g) to indicate both the
semiotic notion of meaning-making as well as the Black vernacular practice of signifyin’ (often
pronounced without accentuating the final -g) that uses word play and other rhetorical games to
diffuse multiple meanings in a singular utterance or enunciation.
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slavery that conditioned the meanings derived from such tales. The field of power
endemic to the plantation environment and the master/slave relationship formed
a staging ground in which the “emphasis on tactics of trickery and indirection”
presented in trickster tales lent themselves to practical action.569 Enslaved
Africans played the role of the trickster in order "to improve their lot, to effect a
rough sort of justice, and to protect themselves from some of the worst features
of the slave system.”570 Roberts explained further how trickster behaviors
“allowed [the enslaved] to subvert the master’s authority and control in ways that
did not disrupt the system,” as there were constraints upon any coordinated
efforts of the enslaved to overthrow their oppression:
The task that they confronted, however, was how to make such
individually devised solutions to a collective problem function as a
behavioral strategy for the group without endangering their
adaptability or the physical well-being of members of their
community.571
The stories that enslaved folks told themselves need to be approached as veiled
dispatches on how to survive and thrive within a hostile world.

The Signifying Martín
I.I. Smart’s study of the picaro, a trickster popular in Spanish literature of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, offered,
for serious consideration the suggestion that since Africans were a
significant cultural force in Europe and especially in Spain prior to
the popularity of the picaresque tradition, and since the picaro

Levine, Black Culture, 131.
Ibid., 121.
571 Roberts, From Trickster to Batman, 32, 33.
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figure is clearly a Trickster, it would be fruitful for scholars to
investigate the connection between the two.572
This section, then, reads some Martín stories contained in the process
testimonies that suggest both his own deft trickster maneuvers as well as how his
contemporaries might have interpreted his actions socially through their own
trickster-picaro lens. In either case, these stories contain micropolitical critiques
and expressions of Afro-Peruvian values that are disclosed through ambivalent,
indirect, and multilayered sign vehicles.
Among Martín’s mystical charisma was the gift of bilocation, the ability to
be in two places at once. Fray Fernando Aragonés detailed an occasion in which
Martín went to visit an hacienda at a far enough distance from Lima that Martín
knew he would not be at the monastery the next morning to ring the bells. Before
leaving, Martín entrusted the bell-ringing task to Fray Domingo, a lay religious
brother. However, Fray Domingo took ill, and “asked an enslaved black man of
the said monastery to ring the bell, promising him a gold coin [real] for the care,
to which the black man said he would do it.”573
I.I. Smart, “The Trickster Picaro in Three Contemporary Afro-Hispanic Novels” Afro-Hispanic
Review, 7(1/2/3): 49 (1988).
573 "Primeramente, dixo que el dicho venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras fue vivo exemplo y
dechado de toda virtud y un espejo de toda santidad" 155. "Y así mismo, dixo que el dicho siervo
de Dios tenía por devoción tocar todas las mañanas la campana del Alba, y que yendose una
vez el dicho siervo de Dios a una chácara, lo dejó encomendado a un religioso lego, el cual, no
pudiendo acudir a ello por un accidente de enfermedad que tuvo, le pidió a un negro de los del
dicho convento la tocase, prometiendole un real por el cuidado, a qué le respondió el susodicho
que lo haría. Y que yendo a tocar el negro a la madrugada, halló al dicho siervo de Dios en la
torre tocando; y viendole el negro le dixo: 'Para que tocáis, pues yo estaba hecho cargo por
orden de fray Domingo (que este es el religioso lego a quien había quedado encargado), pues yo
venía a ganar un real, que me había prometido por tocar el Alba, y ahora no me lo dará.' A que
respondio el dicho siervo de Dios; 'pedidle el real, que yo no le diré que toque, que el te lo dará.'
Y así fue, que el dicho religioso lego fray Domingo de Palacios le dio el dicho real. Y confiriendo
esto mismo el dicho negro con otras personas del dicho convento, le respondieron todos que no
era posible, por estar como estaba en el campo el dicho siervo de Dios en esta ocasión ocho
días había, y el negro, que vio tocar al susodicho y le conoció con toda distinción, porfio que era
sin duda el; y para disuadirle de ello fue necesario que muchos del convento le certificasen la
572
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However, the next morning when the enslaved man climbed the belfry to
uphold his end of the deal, he discovered that Martín was already there. Seeing
this, the disappointed slave asked him “Why are you ringing? Since I was
charged by order of Fray Domingo...I was going to gain a real, that he promised
me for ringing the bell, and now he will not give it to me." 574 Martín turned to the
enslaved man, saying “ask him for the real, I will not tell him who played it, he will
give it to you.”575 The enslaved man asked and received the coin from Fray
Domingo, but was evidently so overcome by the encounter that he told the story
to many others at the monastery, including our witness Fray Aragonés, all of
whom told the enslaved man that it was impossible for Martín to have been there,
as he had taken an eight-days’ journey into the Peruvian countryside. 576
Another friar testified about Martín’s close relationship with the enslaved,
telling the court Martín “rebuked their vices and told some of them what they had
stolen that day and they laughed a lot."577 It seems strange to list rebuking vice
and calling out thievery together with laughing a lot, but it might gesture towards
Martín’s relaxed approach with the ethics of the enslaved community. Taken
together and read transversely, these stories reveal that Martín had some
amount of a reparationist economic agenda. Could we not reframe these as
accounts of collusion between Martín and the enslaved to beguile and steal from
Fray Domingo or from the hacienda, however playful or innocent? Slave trickster
ausencia que el dicho siervo de Dios había hecho. Sabelo este testigo por haberlo oído contar al
dicho negro.” Proceso, 157.
574 Ibid.
575 Ibid.
576 Ibid.
577 “...y los reprendía sus vicios y a algunos les decía lo que habían hurtado aquel dia y les reñía
mucho.” Proceso, 127.
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ethics often made a distinction between acts of general thievery and “taking from
master.” Lawrence Levine’s study of plantation slavery in the United States
indicates that the enslaved community, instead of holding to rigid absolutes,
employed a layered ethics, owing to the “strong convictions regarding the
injustice they suffered at the hands of whites, who themselves were guilty of
hypocrisy and gross immorality.”578 Awareness of this double standard
empowered the enslaved “to relax or neutralize their normal standards and
mores in certain situations."579 Levine stressed:
A significant number of slaves lied, cheated, stole, feigned
illness, loafed, pretended to misunderstand the orders they
were given, put rocks in the bottom of their cotton baskets in
order to meet their quota, broke their tools, burned their
master's property, mutilated themselves in order to escape
work, took indifferent care of the crops they were cultivating,
and mistreated the livestock placed in their care to the extent
that masters often felt it necessary to use the less efficient
mules rather than horses since the former could better
withstand the brutal treatment of the slaves.580
Another example of Martín’s embrace of trickster signifying comes from
the testimonies of two neighbors of the monastery and relates to devotional
images of the Immaculate Conception of Mary. Gaspar Calderón described
Martín as an inmaculista, someone “very devoted to the Holy Virgin Mary, Our
Lady, conceived without the stain of original sin.” 581 Pedro de Valladolid gave
more details about Martín’s devotional practice: "the said venerable brother was

Levine, Black Culture, 124.
Ibid.
580 Ibid., 122.
581 “...fue muy devoto de la Virgen Santa María, Señora Nuestra, concebida sin mancha de
pecado original, y de otros santos sus devotos..." Proceso, 298.
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occupied day and night in prayer before...the image of Our Lady the Virgin Mary
conceived without original sin."582 While it might seem commonplace for a friar to
pray before an image of the Virgin Mary, that Martín’s specific image was that of
the Immaculate Conception is remarkable.
Prior to the seventeenth-century, the Dominican Order resisted the
doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, which held that Mary herself was from
the moment of her conception without original sin, in order to preserve her womb
as spotless in anticipation of the Christ Child she would bear. Owing to the
teachings of their illustrious theologian Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), most
Dominicans denied Mary’s sinless nature, teaching instead that she was
sanctified by God in the very moment following her conception, a microscopic
timeline that allowed for Mary to be conceived in sin and quickly rescued from it,
making her at once all too human, but still held in divine preservation.583 By the
fourteenth century, the Franciscans, Carmelites, and Carthusians had all adopted
the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception. The Council of Trent (1545-1563)
upheld the view that Mary was conceived without sin but did not issue an official
doctrine on the matter.584

“...el dicho venerable hermano se ocupaba de dia y de noche en orar delante...de la imagen
de Nuestra Señora la Virgen María concebida sin pecado original y de otros santos, de quienes
era devoto.” Proceso, 269.
583 S.L. Stratton, The Immaculate Conception in Spanish Art (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,
1994), 3.
584 S. Schlau, "Angela Carranza, Would-Be Theologian," in The Catholic Church and Unruly
Women Writers: Critical Essays, ed. J. DelRosso, L. Eicke, and A. Kothe (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2007), 74. In general, doctrine is all Church teaching in matters of faith and morals.
Dogma is more narrowly defined as that part of doctrine which has been divinely revealed and
which the Church has formally defined and declared to be believed as revealed. The Catechism
of the Catholic Church explains, “The Church’s magisterium exercises the authority it holds from
Christ to the fullest extent when it defines dogmas, that is, when it proposes, in a form obliging
the Christian people to an irrevocable adherence of faith, truths contained in divine Revelation or
also when it proposes, in a definitive way, truths having a necessary connection with these.”
582
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This festering debate created a lightning rod of contention within the
intramural politics of the Church that culminated during Martín’s lifetime. Though
Pope Paul V had decreed in 1617 that no one dare publicly teach or preach that
Mary was conceived in original sin, this gag-order was evidently not obeyed, as
Pope Gregory XV felt the need to reinforce this absolute silence (in scriptis et
sermonibus etiam privatis) in his own 1622 decree.585 Because the Dominicans
termed the occasion of the feast day Sanctificatio Benedicta María Virgo instead
of Conceptio, Pope Gregory’s decree also forbid use of the word santificatio.
These debates continued to percolate during the time of Martín’s beatification
process. Pope Alexander VII’s 1661 promulgation of the constitution Sollicitudo
omnium Ecclesiarum defined the specific sense of the word conceptio and forbid
all further discussion against the “common and pious” sentiment of the Church. 586
While these various papal decrees were addressed to the Church generally, they
specifically targeted the Dominicans as they were the sole order of the Church
that refused to fall in line. In this imposed preaching and teaching silence, the
Jesuits and Franciscans began to promote visual images representing Mary’s
Immaculate Conception.
As Suzanne L. Stratton argued of the Iberian context, “the proliferation of
images of the Immaculate Conception...in the early decades of the seventeenth

Catechism of the Catholic Church, 2nd ed., Revised in accordance with the official Latin text
promulgated by Pope John Paul II (Citta del Vaticano: Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 1997), 88.
585 H.R. Bowman, "The Church Divided: The Dominicans, Franciscans, and Jesuits and the
Immaculate Conception Controversy in Seventeenth-Century Spain," Order No. 1602587, MA
Thesis, Purdue University, 2015.
586 SS Alessander VII, Sollicitudo Omnium Ecclesiarum, Documenta Caholica Omnia. Accessed
June 27, 2018, http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/04z/z_1661-1208__SS_Alexander_VII__Sollicitudo_Omnium_Ecclesiarum__ES.doc.html.
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century” emerged “not as an expression of popular fervor, but as a means of
propaganda…. in an advertising tradition familiar to us in its later secular
forms.”587 Before the seventeenth century, there was no standardized
iconography of the doctrine. Some artists had settled on depicting St. Anne and
St. Joachim, Mary’s parents, standing in the foreground of the walls of
Jerusalem.588 But Spanish painters like Juan de Roelas (1558-1625), Francisco
Pacheco (1564-1644), and Diego Velázquez (1599-1660) standardized the
iconographic lexicon into a readily-recognizable image of María concebida sin
pecado original.589 Drawing upon interpretations that the woman of Revelation
was an allusion to the Virgin, these iconographers depicted Mary as a teenager
in the prime of her youthfulness, standing upon a crescent moon, crowned by
twelve stars and offset by the brilliance of the sun rays behind her head.590 We
have a Peruvian example of one such image, printed by Francisco del Canto
from a woodblock at the Jesuit College in Lima in 1618 that accompanied the
Pope Paul V’s decree (Figures 9 and 10).591

Stratton, The Immaculate Conception, 71.
Bowman, “The Church Divided,” 64.
589 Ibid., 75-79.
590 Bowman, “The Church Divided,” 66-67, 87.
591 Del Canto, the owner and operator of the only press in South America at the time, was the
second printer in Perú. He acquired his press directly from Antonio Ricardo, the first printer in
South America, who sold his workshop to del Canto in 1605. Del Canto’s press was housed by
the Jesuits of Juli in the province of Chucuito. For more on the life and career of del Canto, see J.
Toribio Medina, La imprenta en Lima (1584-1824) (Santiago de Chile: José Toribio Medina,1904),
Tomo I, 130; "Documents Related to early printing in Perú 1584-1628," The New York Public
Library Archives & Manuscripts, https://www.archives.nypl.org/mss/6129. Accessed April 18,
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española," The Antiquarian Bookshelf Association of America. Accessed 20 Apr 2018,
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In seventeenth-century Lima, the cult of the Immaculate Conception
enjoyed growing popular support. The Franciscans credited their statue of Our
Lady of the Immaculate Conception with dowsing the fire in the building in which
they took refuge during the siege of Cuzco in 1536.592 The same statue was also
believed to have interceded during the Lima earthquake of November 27,
1630.593 The University of San Marcos began requiring that candidates in the
theology degree defend the mystery of the Immaculate Conception.594 The Virgin

Figure 9 Detail of Immaculate Conception woodblock print, Francisco
del Canto, Lima, 1618.

For more on the siege of Cuzco, see T. Flickema, "The Siege of Cuzco," Revista de Historia
de América 92 (1981): 17-47.
593 Schlau, “Angela Carranza, Would-Be Theologian,” 71. Johann Jakob von Tschudi found in
Callao evidence of a tsunami and ruins resulting from the 1630 earthquake. Travels in Peru,
During the Years 1838-1842: On the Coast, in the Sierra, Across the Cordilleras and the Andes,
into the Primeval Forests (New York: Wiley & Putnam, 1847), Vol., 1, 30.
594 Ibid., 74-75.
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of the Immaculate Conception was voted patron of the Viceroyalty of Perú in
1655.595

Figure 10 Decreto de
Nuestro Sanctissimo
Padre el Papa Paulo V. en
favor dela Immaculada
Concepción dela
Sanctissima Virgen Madre
de Dios y Señora Nuestra.
Printed by Francisco del
Canto, Lima, Perú, 1618.
Courtesy of World Digital
Library,
https://www.wdl.org/en/ite
m/13761/.

J. de Mugaburu and F. de Mugaburu, Chronicle of colonial Lima: the diary of Josephe and
Francisco Mugaburu, 1640-1697, trans. and ed. R.R. Miller (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1975), 24. R. Vargas Ugarte, Historia del culto de María en Iberoamérica y de sus
imágenes y santuarios más celebrados (Buenos Aires: Editorial Huarpes, 1947), 506-509.
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Mugaburu recorded the details of a 1662 procession in Lima that
demonstrated how unpopular the Dominican aversion to the Immaculate
Conception was. On this day, a large crowd removed the image of the
Inmaculada from the Indian holy man Nicolás de Ayllón’s shop and paraded it
through the city.596 Mugaburu chronicled how the Dominicans only reluctantly
agreed to celebrate the feast under pressure from the population of Lima. On
December 22 while the bells of every church in the city rang, “the bells in Santo
Domingo did not peal or move, though the crowd...went twice to the corner.”597
The next day, the procession again “went to Santo Domingo” but this time, “the
bells pealed many times, and all the people of the city were happy. If they had
not been, it would have weighed heavily on the Dominican Fathers.” 598 It was not
until 1664, after the provincial’s death, that the Dominicans capitulated to
celebrating the feast publicly in the city -- without the press of the crowd’s
influence. Anxiety over the Immaculate Conception in Lima continued beyond the
time fame of Martín’s beatification process, as theological interpretations of the
doctrine figured heavily in many of the five hundred forty-three notebooks
confiscated from Augustinian holy woman Angela Carranza by the Peruvian
Inquisition in 1688.599
Both Gaspar Calderón and Pedro de Valladolid testified to Martín’s
Immaculate Conception devotion in 1660, and it is significant that neither of these

Schlau, “Angela Carranza,” 75. For more on the life of Nicolás Ayllón, see R. Vargas Ugarte,
Vida del siervo de Dios, Nicolás Ayllón o por otro nombre Nicolás de Dios, natural de Chiclayo
(Buenos Aires: Imp. López, 1960).
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witnesses were described as neighbors (vecino) unaffiliated with any order as
members of clergy or lay religious. The fuller context of Immaculate Conception
discursive practices in Lima positioned Calderón and Valladolid’s testimony as
weighted against the Dominican hierarchy. That Martín not only displayed such
an image within the walls of the Dominican monastery, but also incorporated it
into his public devotional life indicates that he had no apprehension about being
“on record” in opposition to the theological Thomism of his own order. In my
opinion, this skewers the hagiographic figuring of Martín as one-dimensionally
humble that the Dominican boosters of his sainthood case stressed as his
primary attribute. Rather, his use of the Immaculate Conception exhibited
Martín’s shrewd awareness of the communicative power of devotional images.
We have another report from Juan de Figueroa’s testimony detailing,
essentially, a day that Martín laughed. Martín was no stranger to verbal abuse at
the hands of his Dominican brethren, but his reaction to their jeers was not
always a display of humble submission. One morning as Martín made his rounds
in the infirmary, he stopped to check on Fray Pedro de Montesdoca, who was
recovering from having a gangrenous leg amputated. Martín was in a playful
mood, described by Figueroa as niñería (childishness), perhaps a deliberate
aspect of his bedside demeanor. Padre Montesdoca, however, did not find
anything funny, and he lashed out at Martín, “dishonoring him saying he was a
mulatto dog.”600 Martín said nothing in response but “walked out of the cell

““Y así mismo supo este testigo como estando enfermo en cama de achaque de un mal que le
había dado en una pierna, el P. fray Pedro de Montesdoca, religioso del dicho Orden de nuestro
Padre Santo Domingo, entró a servirle el dicho hermano fray Martín, y por no sé qué niñería que
sucedió en la celda, se enojó con él el dicho fray Pedro Montesdoca y lo deshonró, diciéndole
600
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laughing.”601 It was not until the next night, well over thirty hours later, that Martín
returned to check on Padre Montesdoca, slyly asking him “hey, my Father, are
you still angry?”602 This story provides an important glimpse into Martín’s full
range of affects. Yes, Martín performed daily mortifications, but he also found
pleasure in the innocent diversions of laughter, niñería, and apparently
sometimes when denigrated as a mulatto dog. Yet another story from Juan
Vasquez reveals Martín’s levity. After discovering some newborn calves one day
in the countryside, Martín began to run around and play with them, telling Juan
“I’m not exaggerating, that I promise you that I have not had a better day than
today.”603
P.W. Seaver’s study of satire in colonial Lima finds that "humor is
frequently employed by writers to lower the image of power and authority of
those accorded higher social standing.”604 He specifically noted how the poet

que era un perro mulato y otras malas razones, a lo cual se había salido riendo de la celda el
dicho hermano fray Martín, y al anochecer el dia deste suceso, el susodicho con mucha paz y
alegría entró en la celda dicha con una ensalada de alcaparras, diciéndole al dicho Padre fray
Pedro de Montesdoca: ‘Ea, Padre mio, esta ya desenojado? Coma esta ensaladita de alcaparras
que le traigo’ Y viendo el dicho Padre fray Pedro que había estado deseandolas todo el dia, y
que, como tan enfermo del achaque, padeciendo el desgano del comer y el dolor de que le
habían de cortar la pierna el dia siguiente, pareciendole cosa rara que le hubiese traído lo que
había estado deseando y que aquella era obra de Dios, le pidio perdón al dicho hermano fray
Martín del enojo y palabras que con el habia tenido, y le agradeció el regalo, y con grande fervor
le pidió se doliese del y mirase estaba para cortarle una pierna. A lo cual el dicho hermano fray
Martín se llegó y se la vio y le puso las manos en ella, con lo cual quedó sano y libre de lo que le
amenazaba. Y así lo contó a este testigo el dicho Padre fray Pedro y lo público de esta forma a
muchas personas de quien asi mismo lo oyó este testigo." Proceso, 84.
601 Ibid.
602 Ibid.
603 “No me dara, que te prometo que no he tenido mejor dia que el de hoy..." Proceso, 392.
604 P.W. Seaver, "A Case of Medical Satire as Therapy in Colonial Perú: Diente del Parnaso by
Juan del Valle y Caviedes," in At Whom Are We Laughing?: Humor in Romance Language
Literatures, ed. Z.S. DaSilva and G.M. Pell (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, 2013), 64; R.J. McCaw, "Playing Doctor: Satire, Laughter and Spiritual
Transformation in Valle y Caviedes's Diente del Parnaso," Caliope: Journal of the Society for
Renaissance and Baroque Hispanic Poetry 3(2): 86-96 (1997); P.W. Seaver, ed. Essays on LusoHispanic Humor. (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen P, 2004); A.S. Trueblood, "La risa en el Quijote y
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Juan del Valle y Caviedes (1645-1697) framed “laughter as social therapy
through medical satire and place[d] it in the context of colonial Lima's social ills
and moral dilemmas."605 As with the account of Martín laughing with the enslaved
about the things they had stolen, we see that laughter destabilizes the hierarchy
of power that otherwise would mark Martín and the enslaved community as the
weaker party.
Mel Watkins’s study of Black laughter and humor in the United States
found “misdirection, pretense, [and] cryptic speech” as its primary
characteristics.606 Black laughter’s ambivalence “has been something of a
mystery, a dilemma, or quite often a source of irritation” for white people because
nobody ever truly laughs at nothing, but rather “some thing, some particular set
of circumstances, events, acts, or words must induce that laughter.”607 Laughter
then, for Marcyliena Morgan, serves “an indexical function in interactions by
highlighting the speakers' critical attitude toward a situation or topic.”608 In her
study of Black women’s laughter, she found that this “laughter often signals an
indirect critique on situations where injustice and the exercise of power highlight
the event under discussion."609 The testimonies of Martín’s laughter sound out

la risa de Don Quijote," in Letter and Spirit in Hispanic Writers, Renaissance to CIvil War:
Selected Essays (London: Tamesis Books, 1986).
605 Seaver, “A Case of Medical Satire,” 66.
606 M. Watkins, On the Real Side: Laughing, Lying, and Signifying-- the Underground Tradition of
African-American Humor that Transformed American Culture, from Slavery to Richard Pryor (New
York: Touchstone, 1994), 67. See also P. Bouissac, The Semiotics of Clowns and Clowning:
Rituals of Transgression and the Theory of Laughter (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015).
607 Watkins, On the Real Side, 16, 21.
608 M. Morgan, “Signifying Laughter and the Subtleties of Loud-Talking: Memory and Meaning in
African American Women's Discourse,” in Ethnolinguistic Chicago: Language and Literacy in
Chicago's Neighborhoods, ed. M. Farr (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 2003), 61.
609 Ibid.
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his unique ”form of self-talk...index[ing] an alternative view” about the true nature
of power and authority in colonial Lima.610
There are two examples in which Martín either quoted Scripture directly or
paraphrased it as a response to a specific question asked of him by a superior. In
both cases, his quotation of Scripture allowed Martín to deflect giving a specific
answer or to express a negative reply or rebut the requests of his superiors. The
first came while the Señor Archibishop de México Don Feliciano de Vega took
sick while visiting Lima. He saw Martín cleaning out the drainage ditch of the
monastery. He called to Martín, “Isn’t it better to be in the house of the Señor
Archbishop of México, than in las secretas del convento?”, but Martín responded
to the archbishop “that which said the holy King David: I have chosen to be an
abject in the house of my God, rather than to dwell in the tabernacles of
sinners.”611 In fact, the testimony recorded that Martín actually answered in Latin,
quoting the Vulgate version of Psalm 83:11, Elegi abjectus esse in domo Dei mei
magis quam habitare in tabernaculis peccatorum. Behind this pious quotation of
Scripture, however, was Martín’s veiled comparison of the archbishop’s house to
a tabernacle of sinners.
A similar story appeared in Medina’s hagiography. Despite the monastery
superior forbidding Martín from bringing sick Africans and Indians into the
monastery through the false door, Martín did it anyway. Once again, he faced the

Ibid., 62.
"Hermano fray Martín, ¿no es mejor estar en la casa del Señor Arzobispo de México, que en
las secretas del convento? A lo cual respondo el dicho siervo de Dios lo que decía el santo Rey
David: Elegi abjectus esse in domo Dei mei magis quam habitare in tabernaculis peccatorum.”
Proceso, 116.
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discipline of his superior. But while Martín accepted the punishment, he did not
accept culpability, asking the superior if he was mad at him, a seemingly
innocent question, but one that was part of Martín’s trickster setup, shrouded in
Socratic irony. Medina sketched out the scene:
I don’t get angry with the person, but only with the offense...ask
pardon to God, Brother, who you have offended. “I, Father, have
not sinned” said Fray Martín. How not? replied the Superior in
anger, when I commanded you not to bring sick people to the
Monastery, and you contravened my order? “So it is, Father,”
responded Fray Martín, “but against charity there is no law.” 612
In Medina’s telling, this answer left the Provincial in wonder (admirado). Martín’s
answer was a paraphrase of Galatians 5:22 and 23 that lists the fruits of the
spirit, including charity (caridad), and closes with the summation “against such
there is no law” (contra tales cosas no hay ley). Martín’s Provincial found his
answer “so timely and appropriate” (tan a tiempo y a proposito) that he thought “it
could only be learned in the school of God.”613
The signifying relationship between diasporic Africans and the Bible
includes strategic quotation, paraphrasing, excerpting, and other figurations that
reoriented Scripture towards a reflection of their values and critical judgments. 614
In both cases, Martín wielded Scripture to deflect his authority. As Barbara
Holdredge explained, black folks “have appropriated, engaged, experienced,

"Yo no me enojo con la persona, sino con la culpa, respondió el Provincial, Pídale el Hermano
perdon a Dios, a quien ha ofendido. Yo Padre, no he pecado, dixo Fr. Martín: como no? replicó
enojado el Superior, quando le mandé no traxesse enfermos al Convento, y contravino a mi
orden? Asi es Padre, respondió Fr. Martín, mas contra caridad no ay precepto.” Medina, Vida
Prodigiosa, 54.
613 "Admirado el Provincial, quedose un rato suspenso juzgando, que respuesta tan a tiempo, y a
propósito, solo en la escuela de Dios podía aprenderse.” Ibid.
614 B.A. Holdrege, "Beyond the Guild: Liberating Biblical Studies," in African Americans and the
Bible: Sacred Texts and Social Structures, ed. V.L. Wimbush (New York: Continuum, 2003), 151.
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embodied, and performed the Bible, transforming it from a fixed bounded text into
a fluid, open-ended world that has found expression in a variety of cultural
forms."615 Further, black folks’
oral-performative modes of engaging the Bible involved selective
appropriation and interweaving of biblical passages and fostered a
process of creative reconstruction through whey they refashioned
and reconfigured the world of the Bible to accord more closely with
their own world.616
Gundaker argues that scripturalizing practices of the African Diaspora “make the
Bible more than mere static text, enmeshing it in temporal performances,
happenings, events.”617

Divergent Martíns in the Peruvian Republic
The seventeenth-century anxieties that reverberated in Maqueca’s
declaration of trickster-witch evolved alongside other social currents in Lima
through the eighteenth century. Martín’s trickster valence remained part of the
folklore. Martín’s story continued to evolve with the ebb and flow of Peruvian
political movements. The full set of apostolic process testimonies relating
Martín's life was sent from Lima to Rome in 1686, but the galleon was
shipwrecked off the coast of Cuba during a hurricane.618 The Lima city fathers
prepared copies to resend to Rome. It was not until 1763 that the Pope declared
Martín's virtues as venerable. Vargas Ugarte reported that, in 1775, Don Diego
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Ibid., 147.
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Antonio de Parada, the Archbishop of Lima, gave thanks in a public sermon for
the acceleration of Martín's impending beatification, the second stage one must
attain before canonization as a saint.619
While Martín's Bull of Beatification was announced in Rome on August 8,
1837 and solemnified on October 29, the celebration in Lima was put on hold due
to the siege of the Chilean army whose fleet carrying an expeditionary force of
approximately 2,800 troops landed in southern Perú that same month during the
War of the Confederation (also known as the War of the Pacific) that included the
Peruvian-Bolivian Confederation as belligerents facing down Chile and
Argentina.620 It was not until Easter Sunday, April 19,1840, that Lima celebrated
Martín’s beatification with a cortege that featured civil and religious authorities as
well as a large crowd that gathered at the doors of the Dominican church while
the Archbishop preached a panegyric. This was followed by salvoes from
Peruvian troops and the "cheerful ringing of bells, fires and luminaries." 621 The
following day, "a Solemn Mass was sung, with the assistance of the President of
the Republic."622 Peruvian scholar Vargas Ugarte reported that "the concourse
was extraordinary, devotion and joy were reflected in all the faces." 623 This
celebration included a procession in which images of Martín as well as Juan

Ibid., 145.
Ibid., 150. For more on the War of Confederation, see R.N. Burr, "Champion of the American
Equilibrium," in By Reason Or Force: Chile and the Balancing of Power in South America, 18301905 (Berkeley: Univ of California Press, 1965), 33-57; L.C. Kendall, “Andrés Santa Cruz and the
Perú-Bolivian Confederation," The Hispanic American Historical Review 16(1): 29-48 (1936);
R.W. Delaney, "General Miller and the Confederación Perú-Boliviana," The Americas 18(3): 213242.
621 Vargas Ugarte, Vida de San Martín de Porras, 151.
622 Ibid.
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Macías, Martín’s friend who was also beatified by the same papal bull, were
paraded through the city. During this procession "the public overflowed through
the streets of transit and with the most freedom popular fervor was released."624
Balconies along the route were decorated with buntings and observers threw
flowers down onto the procession until they arrived at the temple, where the
images of Martín and Juan were installed next to that of Santa Rosa, "together
with the urns that kept their relics."625

Elaborating the Modern Martín
As seen above, Martín’s on-going presence in Perú developed alongside
the political movements and happenings of its day. Unlike some other Latin
American postcolonial nations, Perú did not embrace secularism, but "from the
outset, the republican constitution proclaimed Catholicism as the national
religion.”626 Nonetheless, the emerging currents of scientific empiricism and
rationalism placed constraints upon the Republican Peruvian Catholicism,
especially as it related to the excesses of Baroque mysticism and ecstasy. The
history of science and religion part ways here at the early nineteenth century
working-out of “a simple dichotomy between the natural and supernatural...with
the familiar notion of miracles as violations of the laws of nature.” 627 However, for
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Ibid.
626 J.C. Maríategui, Seven Interpretive Essays on Peruvian Reality, trans. M. Urquidi (Austin: UT
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rationalizing Catholics, while miracles still existed as a possibility, they required
empirical proofs, evidence, and reliable testimony to obtain official approval.
We have an example of a Republicanist, Enlightenment interpretation of
Martín’s story written by Jose Manuel Valdés. Valdés was born on July 29, 1767
in a poor house to Baltasar Valdés, a mestizo musician and María Cabada, a
mulatto woman. That the influential and elite employers of his mother served as
his godparents made a mark upon in his life, because Valdés’ intelligence was
recognized and encouraged by them, and through their connections he entered
the Augustinian school of San Ildenfonso to study Latin, theology, and the natural
sciences. In 1788 Valdés became a Latin surgeon with the full authorization to
practice surgery from the Protomedicato Real, the regulatory body that oversaw
medical licensing in Lima.628
Valdés was thoroughly an Enlightenment man of letters, publishing articles
in the Mercurio peruano that detailed his findings on surgical science and
autopsy reports.629 Following an 1806 decree by King Carlos IV that gave Valdés
permission to circumvent his casta designation in order that he might sit for the
exam to become a full-fledged doctor.630 Not all in Lima was pleased by these
changes, however, as evidenced by the physician Jose Manuel Davalos. He
charged that Valdés’ assent was not owing his talents but the king's direct
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involvement, "without which for the zambo Jose Manuel Valdés, Latin surgeon of
this city, the doors of this university would have been forever closed." 631
In 1835, Valdés himself assumed the position of Protomedico of the
republic, the chief physician charged with upholding the rigorous educational and
licensing requirements for medical practitioners in the city of Lima. 632 In this role,
Valdés attempted to wean limenos off the home remedies they relied on via
custom and instead to elevate the authority of trained medical doctors. Inevitably,
this took on a racialized component as most folk healers in Lima were of African
descent. Thus, while Valdés could identify with Martín as both a compatriot and a
fellow casta, Valdés's position and race placed him in the position of disavowing
diasporic pharmacopeia the likes of which Martín practiced.633

Miracles in Valdés
Following Martín’s 1837 beatification, the Dominicans in Lima
commissioned Jose Manuel Valdés to update Medina’s hagiography to reflect the
emergent needs of the rationalizing Peruvian Republic then in formation. 634 As
Jouve Martín explicates, "Valdés saw the task entrusted to him...as an
opportunity to educate the public on the boundaries between medicine and
religion.”635 He embedded his narrator’s voice in the hagiography by

Davalos, quoted in Ibid., 61; see also J.A. de Lavalle, "El doctor, don Jose Manuel Valdés," in
Estudios Históricos (Lima: Librería e imprenta Gil, 1935), 450-451.
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acknowledging his double relation to Martín as “my countryman and having been
of my infamous class and humble birth.”636 This relation is both national and
racial, and even though Martín and Valdés lived at either end of the rise and fall
of the sistema de castas, racialized “structures of feeling” nonetheless affiliated
Valdés to Martín beyond points of identification between their shared patria.637
While all Peruvians could claim the homeland as their own, only Afro-castas like
Valdés could claim to share knowledge of Martín’s mulatto subjectivity.
Nevertheless, Valdés set his hagiography within a scientific rationalist
frame that employed medical science against folk pharmacopeia and too much
belief in the miraculous. Valdés’s text holds to a rigorous empiricism, explicitly
targeting the phenomenon of miracles in Martín’s stories. Fray Lazaro Balaguer
y Cubillas, doctor of theology at the University of San Marcos, endorsed Valdés’
text and described in the preface that this hagiography “was not written in order
to entertain the curiosity of those that desire to know the history of Blessed
Martín, nor to admire sterilely his prodigies” adding that it was exempt from “the
extravagances consistent with a superstitious devotion.”638 Valdés approached
Martín’s fame of holiness by dividing his legends into two categories, “doubtful
miracles, and true and incontestable ones.”639 He defined the conditions of a
miracle as "all that exceeds the laws of nature,” following Thomas Aquinas’s
considerations.640 Before enumerating which of Martín’s miracles belonged in
“...mi paisano y haber sido de mi ínfima clase y humilde nacimiento.” J.S. Valdés, Vida
Admirable del Bienaventurado Fray Martín de Porres (Lima: Huerta Y Co., 1863), 13.
637 See R. Williams, “Structures of Feeling,” in Marxism and Literature (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1977),
128-135.
638 Ibid., 6.
639 Ibid., 120.
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each category, Valdés expressed his aversion to discussing the situation entirely:
“The vulgar have, about this material a superstitious and reprehensible credulity,
attributing to a miracle of some saint, common cures worked solely by nature, or
helped by craft.”641
Amazingly, Valdés listed twenty-one specific miracles credited to Martín in
the seventeenth-century texts as doubtful, including Francisca’s account of the
stabbed black man analyzed in the previous chapter. In Valdés’ medical opinion,
Martín’s cures were simple and ineffective (simples ineficaces).642 Only seven
Martín stories made Valdés’ list of “true and incontestable” miracles. 643 Valdés
even felt the need to issue a general pronouncement against the miraculous,
reminding his readers “but it must be known that no man in this life is habitually
given the faculty of working miracles, for if he had it, he would work them
according to his will whenever he pleased.”644
Valdés stabilized Martín’s social meanings by neutralizing the miraculous
dynamics of sacred presence in his stories. Valdés’s hagiography walks a
tightrope between science and religion and fleshes out the processes that began
with the Inquisition’s explanation of witchcraft and ecstasy reports through natural
history, botany, and pharmacopeia. Walter Mignolo details this historical
movement:
Originally theology was the overarching conceptual and
cosmological frame of knowledge-making in which social actors
"El vulgo tiene, sobre esta materia [legends of miracles] una credulidad supersticiosa y
reprensible, atribuyendo a milagro de algún santo, curaciones comunes obradas por sola la
naturaleza, o ayudada del arte." Ibid.
642 Ibid., 125.
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644 Ibid., 119.
641
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engaged and institutions (monasteries, churches, universities,
states, etc.) were created. Secularization, in the 18th century,
displaced Christian theology and secular philosophy and science
took its place.645
Nevertheless, this dual frame of authorized European knowledge still worked
together within the Americas to negate indigenous traditions. “Christian theology
and secular philosophy and science were the limits of knowledge-making beyond
and besides which all knowledge was lacking: folklore, myth, traditional
knowledge, were invented to legitimize imperial epistemology." 646

According to Tradicion
Though the secularizing and rationalizing currents of Enlightenment
modernity “neutered”bo the miraculous elements of the official Peruvian Catholic
Church’s own retelling of Martín’s story, such willful and playful miracle-working
figured front and center in another nineteenth-century Martín legend. Ricardo
Palma Soriano was born February 7, 1833 in Lima, the son of wealthy Pedro
Palma and his Afro-mestiza mistress Dominga Soriano.647 Palma’s father
abandoned his family while Ricardo was still a young child, and he grew up in a
household with a single mother.648
As Martín’s 1837 beatification catalyzed Valdés’ authorized hagiography, it
also kicked off much vernacular celebration.649 Black Republican Lima had a
thriving folk culture, and while the demographic numbers of free and enslaved
W.D. Mignolo, "Epistemic Disobedience, Independent Thought, and De-Colonial Freedom,"
Theory, Culture & Society 26(7-8): 18 (2009).
646 Ibid., 18-19.
647 C. Carmona, "Introduction to Ricardo Palma,' Callaloo 34(2): 278 (2011).
648 Ibid.
649 Vargas Ugarte, Vida de San Martín de Porras, 149-152.
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Afro Lima had significantly reduced from the Black majority of the colonial period,
a significant black presence persisted in Lima well into the Republican period.
When Perú declared independence in 1821, free and enslaved blacks composed
less than 5% of the national population, but there was a concentration in Lima
and coastal environs.650 English traveler Robert Proctor described the streets of
Lima in the 1820s as “crowded with negroes, who cook savory dishes in the open
air, and sell them….[and] fruit and vegetables spread...on the ground beneath a
huge umbrella of canvas”651 In 1839 José María de Córdova y Urrútia estimated
that there was a total of 7,922 slaves in Lima, 12.1 per cent of the total
population (not counting free Afro-castas), with 4,792 or 63 per cent living within
the urban environment of the city, and the rest engaged in agricultural industry on
haciendas in the Rimac Valley.652
As late as 1845, another observer claimed that there were still blacks in
Perú who practiced Islam or prayed in their native languages, and who modified
Catholic rituals and processions by adding, in his description, their “obscene
movements.”653 Carlos Aguirre finds the majority of Lima’s enslaved and free
black community during the initial decades of the Republic worked as day
laborers (jornaleros) preparing and selling foodstuffs including prepared dishes,
fruits and vegetables, desserts, tamales, and sweet bread (humitas).654 Scenes

C. Aguirre, Agentes de su Propia Libertad: Los esclavos de Lima y la desintegración de la
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of this life received visual illustration by Pancho Fierro (1807-1879), whose
watercolors depicted a rich vernacular black life in Lima through the 1830s and
1840s. Cesar Ferreira and Eduardo Dargent-Chamot explain that Fierro’s
costumbrista style “tries to preserve without great academic knowledge the
character, dress, and costumes of the first decades of the republic…. In fact, his
works are not only pieces of art but historic social documents as well.” 655
Published between 1872
and 1910, Palma’s Tradiciones
Peruanas are a costumbrista
collection of folktales and colorful
retellings of Peruvian history from
the colonial period (Figure 11).
Palma’s traditions drew from the
rich oral cultures of Lima. He
explained to a friend, “I don’t
dictate a course of National
History. I narrate the old stories as
the people and the old women tell
tales.”656 In another letter, Palma
declared, “my traditions, more

Figure 11 Front cover of Tradiciones
Peruanas, c. 1893. Photo courtesy
BIblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes,
www.cervantesvirtual.com/.
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than mine, belong to the chronicler called the people…. I don’t invent, I copy. I
am a painter that restores and gives color to portraits from the past.” 657 If Palma’s
traditions are his assemblage of the people’s chronicle, then it is likely that at
least some of those viejas he listened to and copied from were viejas negras,
perhaps his own mother and tías. The Martín that emerges within Palma’s
traditions articulates with enslaved conjure and trickster tales in generative ways.
In these stories, Martín’s miraculous charism acts as a prism for highlighting and
commenting upon authority and power in the newly-forming Republican Catholic
hierarchy. Dominic Alexander reminds scholars that sainthood legends often
circulate through the vernacular register:
To assume that hagiography had no likely connection with tales told
outside the cloister, by the secular elite, peasants, or townspeople
is, I believe, to imagine monastic writers as a caricature of the aloof
academic.658
Milagreando with Martín
First, I will analyze “Los Ratones de Fray Martín” published in 1891, a
collection of three different Martín stories: 1) a falling roofer, 2) a sugar cone, 3)
the title story that focuses on Martín’s communication with rats. I will analyze this
third tradition in the following chapter.659 Ricardo Palma cited the historical
moment of Martín’s 1837 beatification at the beginning of his Martín tradition by
quoting a couplet – y comierion de un plato/perro, pericote, y gato -- that

“Carta a Carlos Toribio Robinet,” Lima, 18 Jan 1878, qtd in O. Gonzales Alvarado, "La
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circulated Lima on prayer cards, referring to one of Martín’s miracles in which he
could speak to animals generally and specifically bid a rat, cat, and dog to share
the same platter of food. “With this couplet ends a relationship of virtues and
miracles that circulated in printed form in Lima, back in the 1840s, on the
occasion of celebrating in our cultured and religious capital the solemn
beatification celebrations of Friar Martín de Porres.”660 Immediately we are
confronted with intertextuality and repetition, hallmarks of Black vernacular orality
and performance. To open this account, Palma described that Martín “made
miracles with the ease that [poets] make verses,” just the sort of man that Valdés
told his readers did not exist.661 Indeed, Palma even coined the verb
milagreando, the present participle form of the invented milagrear which would
translate as to miracle. Where Valdés cautioned his readers that miracles were
rare, Palma humorously positioned performing miracles as an everyday
occurrence in Martín’s life.
Palma next recounted how Martín was reprimanded by his superior for
performing too many miracles, an allusion to the stories where Martín was
commanded to stop bringing Africans and Andeans into the infirmary for healing.
Under this imposition, as Martín walked down the street one day, he saw a
contractor falling off a roof before him. Immediately, Martín froze the man in midair in much the same way Martín’s own body was said to levitate. Leaving the
man thus suspended, Martín ran back to his monastery to inform his superior of

“Con este pareado termina una relación de virtudes y milagros que en hoja impresa circuló en
Lima, allá por los años de 1840, con motivo de celebrarse en nuestra culta y religiosa capital las
solemnes fiestas de beatificación de fray Martín de Porres.” Ibid, 13.
661 “Hacía milagros con la facilidad con que otros hacen versos.” Ibid.
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the in-progress miracle, asking and obtaining permission to finish it before
returning to deliver the man safely to the ground.662
In the next account we see Martín’s superior send him to the market to
buy a cone of sugar, but he did not give Martín enough money for the full cost.
When Martín returned to the monastery with brown sugar (azucar muscovado),
Martín’s superior grew angry with him, telling Martín “Don’t you have eyes,
brother? Don’t you see that by the brown color it looks more like shit than
sugar?”663 To this Palma explained that Martín replied “don’t be bothered father,”
but with an almost flippant air (con cachaza), and without giving the superior
enough time to argue with him, Martín dipped the sugar cone in a water trough
and pulled it out white and dry.664 Both the element of sugar itself as a Peruvian
commodity produced by slaves as well as the color inversion of the cone from
brown to white indicates that this tradition might have formed a critique about the
so-called “purity” of whiteness, and certainly would have provoked more chuckles
from the mouths of black and brown limenos than white ones.

“El por qué fray Martín de los Porres, santo Limeño, no hace ya milagros” 665
In this tradition, we see Palma’s work of quotation and remixing himself on
display, as he provided an alternate version of the story of the falling roofer, but
this time to make a more specific critique about the elite push for Martín’s

Ibid.
Ibid., 14.
664 Ibid.
665 R. Palma, Mis últimas tradiciones peruanas y Cachivachería (Buenos Aires: Maucci
Hermanos, 1906), 69-72.
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canonization. Following Martín’s beatification in 1837, all that remained for him to
be declared a saint was for the Holy See to investigate and approve two miracles
credited to Martín’s intercession. After picking back up with the story of the
falling roofer, Palma referred to an 1863 sermon preached in Lima that invoked
Martín’s miracle-working powers to hasten his canonization.
Palma skewered Church authority and its ambivalent position on miracles,
speculating to humorous effect upon the reason for Martín’s lack of miraculous
action: “that our saintly countryman complied and continued to abide by the
imposition of his prelate, is evidenced by the fact that, except as buffoonery, we
have not spoken of prodigious miracles done by him after the year 1640.”666
Palma concluded his final (re)telling of Martín’s legend, published in 1906, by
sarcastically summarizing, “Now that it is the twentieth century, it seems easier to
me to breed flies in a bottle than to do miracles."667 In each of these examples,
we see how Martín’s miraculous power forms a point of contention between him
and the earthly authorities of Church hierarchy, who consistently interfered with
his healing ministry in his lifetime and rationalized the mystical elements of his
story through Valdés’ 1840 update, while also still needing to invoke his
miraculous intercession to complete the canonization effort.
Beyond these elements, Palma’s traditions of Martín retain the primacy of
their oral-performative registers through his inclusion of little gestural comments.
After concluding the falling roofer story, Palma added the rejoinder “very good

Ibid., 72.
“Lo que es ahora, en el siglo XX, más hacedero me parece criar moscas con biberón que
hacer milagros.” Ibid.
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the little miracle, huh? But wait, where there is good there is better” (¿Buenazo el
milagrito, eh? Pues donde hay bueno hay mejor).668 Following the sugar cone
story, Palma cuts into his narration to say “Hey, don’t make me laugh, I’ve parted
a lip.” (¡Ea!, no me hagan reír, que tengo partido un labio).669 Here, Palma invites
the reader to imagine him standing before them, the reader’s laughter influencing
his ability as the storyteller to keep a straight face. This sense is also telegraphed
at the conclusion of “Los Ratones de Fray Martín,” with Palma writing
“and...and...and...little bird without a tail? Mamola!” (Y... y... y... ¿Pajarito sin
cola? ¡Mamola!).670 This phrase is a well-known children’s game designed to
distract someone by making them look up at the absurdity of a bird without a tail,
only to tickle their necks while shouting the nonsense word “mamola” as they
giggle.671
These oral-performative cues in Palma’s Tradiciones goad the reader
towards embodied engagement with and outside of his text. Gundaker’s
observations regarding word-based and textual literacies across the Diaspora
finds “the narrower communicative channel of print expands toward multichannel,
multisensory involvement: toward performance.”672 Palma’s Martín tradition, and
whatever antecedent versions in street parole he based them on, line up with
John Roberts’s understanding of the creation of folk heroes across the Black
Diaspora. Palma’s Martín, much like Maqueca Palapa described him, combines
Palma, Ropa Apolillada, 14.
Palma, Mis últimas tradiciones, 72.
670 Palma, Ropa Apolillada, 14.
671 A. Machado y Álvarez and F. Rodríguez Marín, Cantos populares españoles (Seville: Álvarez
y c.a, 1882), Tomo I, 43; see also F. Gómez-Porro, Pajarito sin cola: Cuento y Poesía Infantil en
Castilla- La Mancha (Toledo: Servicio de Publicaciones, Consejería de Cultura, 2006)
672 Gundaker, Signs of Diaspora, 106.
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two prominent folkloric tropes in which “the black conception of the conjurer as a
folk hero was, in the most profound sense, that of a trickster possessed of
spiritual power."673
Literary scholar Ian Smart suggests:
an integral connection between the Trickster figure envisioned by
Gates and the picaresque protagonists of contemporary fiction
written in Spanish by African-ancestored authors…. Indeed all
aspects of 'signifying' are found in Afro-Hispanic culture. The
literary act in particular, whether oral or scribal, has traditionally
been one of the major ways this 'signifying' is effected; and every
act of cimarronaje is an act of a 'signifyer' or Trickster....Tricksters
engaged in cimarronaje.” 674
But without an awareness of the Afrotrickster valence in these stories, these
characters “may also be viewed as simply picaros in the tradition of EuroHispanic literature.”675 Though Palma is not frequently considered part of the
Afro-Peruvian literary canon, I argue that his treatment of Martín de Porres
reveals a vernacular hagiographic tradition elaborating Martín as a subaltern folk
hero.676 From its form as a tradicion, an indeterminate genre of writing situated
between history and mythology inaugurated by Palma, its trickster tale content,
Roberts, From Trickster to Badman, 103. Conjuration, a specific category of Black occultism
and magic from the nineteenth century U.S. South along with the related practices of hoodoo and
rootwork, contains many elements in common with the vernacular and double-voiced Martín I
have detailed here. Drawing from broad Kikongo traditions, among others, U.S. conjure-type
practices can be compared to similar traditions across the Diaspora, specifically the Obeah rites
of Jamaica and the Anglo-Caribbean and the Palo Mayombe rites of Cuba, Brazil, and South
America. See Y.P. Chireau, Black Magic: Religion and the African American Conjuring Tradition
(Berkeley: Univ of CA Press, 2003); L. Cabrera, Reglas de Congo: Palo Monte-Mayombe (Miami:
Ediciones Universal, 1979); and Bastide, The African Religions of Brazil.
674 Smart, “The Trickster Picaro,” 49.
675 Ibid.
676 Callaloo special edition on Afro-Perú mentions Palma as an example of someone falling
outside the Afro-Diasporic canon. However, Afro-Peruvian Samuel Márquez formed the Conjunto
Ricardo Palma that in addition to standard creole music performed old African songs. In 1936 he
presented this repertoire in the theatrical performance “Del 96 al 36” (From [18]96 to [19]36). This
points to a persistent memory in the Afro-Peruvian community that Ricardo Palma was one of
them. See D. Olsen and D. Sheehy, eds., The Garland Handbook of Latin American Music (New
York: Routledge, 2014,) 485.
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and the performative gestures included by Palma that engage readers outside of
the alphabetic text, Palma’s traditional interpretation of Martín bears traces of
vernacular diasporic approaches to storytelling. These manifest in the way Palma
staged Martín as a sly trickster who used his supernatural charisma in a series of
power plays with Church authority.

Conclusion
Despite the orthodox and elite Peruvian framing of Martín’s hagiographic
legend, I have tried to open up the complex dynamics of colonial creolization to
reveal how both Martín himself and the Afro-Limeños around him made use of a
persistent but elusive vernacular frame to understand their world and express
their values. I rehabilitated Maqueca Palapa’s “misidentification” of trickster witch
in order to generate an analytic derived from a Diasporic genealogy that allowed
us to attune to the contours and textures of Martín’s sensibilities. The preceding
two chapters have presented a theory and method for distilling a coherence out
of Martín’s multiplicities, from the way he styled his Catholic mortification and
took on the suffering of the slave, to the ways that he and his fellow Afro-castas
double-voiced their communication through playful tricks, and how this veiled
sense of Martín continued to inform and embroider his vernacular legends. In
short, this section has worked to establish a cleft between the image of the
orthodox saint and his Black folk saint echoes.
Where does the trail of this signifying saint lead next? When Palma
published his final tradition in 1906, Martín’s cult was still predominantly localized
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to Lima. Yet, Martín’s fame soon catapulted to international status when he, like
so many Black folks from across the Diaspora during the early twentieth century,
made the long journey towards that Black Mecca in the North called Harlem.
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Chapter 3 - “...A Sonnet to Holy Brother Martin”: Catholic Queer Intimacies in
Depression Era Black Harlem
On June 25, 1942, Edward Atkinson arrived at 101 Central Park West to
sit for a photoshoot in the home studio of Carl Van Vechten. Van Vechten, a
white patron of the Harlem Renaissance and author of the infamous 1926 novel
Nigger Heaven, was also an amateur photographer who took thousands of
photographs of Black Harlem’s “who’s who,” such as W.E.B. Du Bois, W.C.
Handy, Paul Robeson, Maggie Walker, Marian Anderson, Charles Johnson, Mary
Mcleod Bethune, Ella Fitzgerald, Joe Louis, and Claude McKay, among many
others.677 Atkinson, an off-Broadway actor no stranger to playing a role,
transformed himself into Martín de Porres, then becoming a popular cult figure in
Black Harlem.
Atkinson’s photoshoot included at least twelve developed portraits
featuring the actor pantomiming various iconographic poses relating Martín’s
colonial legends. This was not the first time that Atkinson sat before Van
Vechten’s camera, nor would it be his last, as Van Vechten processed these
photographs with the intention to shuttle them to Countée Cullen. Cullen was a
beloved writer known as one of the unofficial poets laureate of Harlem who had
been carrying on a clandestine and queer love affair with Atkinson since 1937, a
relationship sustained in many regards by Van Vechten’s third party staging.

Pinckney, D. “Introduction,” in “O, Write my Name”: American Portraits, Harlem Heroes, by C.
Van Vechten (New York: Eakins Press Foundation, 2015), 21.
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The Queer social life of the photo
Why were these photographs made? Asking this simple question leads to
the discovery of a complex network of “the social, cultural, and historical
relationships figured in the image, as well as a larger set of relationships outside
and beyond the frame.”678 Tina Campt calls this the social life of the photo, and
by tracing out the circulation of these photographs and considering the intentions
of Atkinson as sitter, Van Vechten as taker, and their reception by Cullen as
audience, we can gather an appreciation for the affective dimension of these
relationships.
The New Negro Movement, known today as the Harlem Renaissance, is
defined as a period marked by literary, artistic, and cultural development for
African-Americans that took place roughly from the end of World war I through
the start of the Great Depression.679 Driven by a combination of factors,
including Jim Crow, racial terrorism, and the availability of industrial jobs spurred
by World War I, hundreds of thousands of Black Americans from the South "left
the land of their forefathers and fanned out across the country" to urban centers
in the North, Midwest, and West.680 Isabel Wilkinson explains the context for this
Great Migration:

Campt, Images Matter, 6
G. Osofsky, Harlem: The Making of a Ghetto: Negro New York, 1890-1930 (New York: Harper
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from the early years of the twentieth century...nearly every black
family in the American South, which meant nearly every black
family in America, had a decision to make…. they were all stuck in
a caste system as hard and unyielding as the red Georgia clay. 681
In addition to Black Americans, Harlem formed the destination for AfroCaribbeans, including Black Cubans and Puerto Ricans like Arturo Schomburg,
as well as continental Africans.682 During the apogee of the 1920s, fully onequarter of Harlem's population hailed from the West Indies.683 For this reason,
Brent Hayes Edwards argues "many of the black literati invested in one way or
another in the notion of Harlem as a worldwide black culture capital." 684
The March 1925 issue of Survey Graphic magazine, titled "Harlem: Mecca
of the New Negro," profiled the emergence of this cultural production and
established Harlem's status as the Black Mecca of the Americas. The co-editor of
the issue was Alain Locke, professor of philosophy at Howard University. He
explained the magazine’s intention "not merely to describe Harlem as a city of
migrants and as a race center, but to voice these new aspirations of a people.” 685
Locke viewed Harlem as more than a neighborhood, but “the stage of the
pageant of contemporary Negro life.”686 The African-American poet and Harlem

York: Vintage, 2010), 8. For more on the Great Migration, see J.W. Trotter, Jr., ed. The Great
Migration in Historical Perspective: New Dimensions of Race, Class, & Gender (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1991).
681 Ibid.
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Internationalism (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2009); J. Hoffnung-Garskof, "The Migrations of Arturo
Schomburg.”
683 J. Parker, "'Capital of the Caribbean': The African-American-West Indian 'Harlem Nexus' and
the Transnational Drive for Black Freedom, 1940-1948," The Journal of African American History
89(2): 98-117 (2004).
684 Edwards, The Practice of Diaspora, 5.
685 A. Locke, “Harlem”, Survey Graphic, Harlem Mecca of the New Negro 6(6): 629-631 (1925).
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resident James Weldon Johnson described the neighborhood’s unique character
in Survey Graphic:
a stranger who rides up magnificent Seventh Avenue on a bus or in
an automobile must be struck with surprise at the transformation
which takes place after he crosses One Hundred and Twenty-fifth
Street. Beginning there, the population suddenly darkens and he
rides through twenty-five solid blocks where passers-by, the
shoppers, those sitting in restaurants, coming out of theaters,
standing in doorways and looking out of windows are practically all
Negroes....There is nothing just like it in any other city in the
country.687
Harlem was significant to Locke because it allowed black people the
chance to reimagine their world. He observed: “In the last decade
something...has happened in the life of the American Negro.... the younger
generation is vibrant with a new psychology; the new spirit is awake in the
masses.”688 Locke encouraged his readers that "by shedding the old chrysalis of
the Negro problem we are achieving something like a spiritual emancipation. 689
Later in 1925, Locke curated The New Negro: An Interpretation as an anthology
of fiction, poetry, and essays reflecting the aspirations of this cultural movement.
The New Negro is regarded by many literary scholars as the Bible of the
Renaissance.690
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. acknowledges the Harlem Renaissance was
“surely as gay as it was black, not that it was exclusively either of these.” 691 Alain
Locke was not only the aspirational leader of the New Negro Movement, but he
J.W. Johnson, “The Making of Harlem,” Survey Graphic, 635.
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formed the epicenter of its queer subculture.692 Locke included Countée Cullen
and Langston Hughes in his anthology, two promising young poets he wished to
showcase. Orphaned early in his youth, Cullen was the adopted son of the
Reverend Frederick A. Cullen, pastor of Salem Methodist Episcopal Church,
Harlem's largest congregation, and president of the Harlem chapter of the
NAACP.693 A graduate of New York University whose poetry collection Color
was also published in 1925, Countée introduced Locke to Langston Hughes, who
was then a college student at Lincoln University near Philadelphia.694 Locke
viewed himself as a “philosophical midwife to a generation of younger Negro
poets,” a claim with which Langston Hughes later agreed.695
Homoerotic intimacy animated the coming together of Locke’s inner circle
of letters. Feeling attraction for Hughes, Locke wrote to Cullen to inquire about
his prospects. Cullen encouraged Locke to “write to him...you will like him; I love
him.”696 Mason Stokes notes the secretive nature of these communications, as
letters between Cullen and Hughes “were written largely in a sort of gay code"
that included references to "Greek ideals of life,” the poetry of Walt Whitman, and
sailors.697 The need for code emerged out of a fear that exposure of these

I opt to use “queer” instead of “gay” or “homosexual” to index the full range of socio-cultural
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intimacies would create social shame. Writing to Locke in 1923, Cullen included
the postscript: “P.S. – Sentiments expressed here would be misconstrued by
others, so this letter, once read, is best destroyed.” 698
So it came that Carl Van Vechten joined this circle of friends. A wealthy
white Iowan and graduate of the University of Chicago, Van Vechten moved to
New York City to pursue a literary career. He was signed by A.A. Knopf, which
published his first novel Peter Whiffle: His Life and Works in 1922 when Carl was
forty-two years old. Van Vechten quickly began to take trips uptown from
Manhattan into Harlem, where he socialized with black artists and writers he
wanted to help promote.699 On November 11, 1924, while attending a party
hosted by James Weldon Johnson, Van Vechten met for the first time Cullen and
Hughes, as well as black luminaries like Johnson and W.E.B. Du Bois, then the
editor of The Crisis.700 Van Vechten sincerely desired to advance Cullen and
Hughes’ careers, positively reviewing Cullen’s Color for Vanity Fair in 1926. Van
Vechten also introduced Hughes to his publishers at Knopf, who signed Hughes
and published his first poetry collection The Wear Blues in 1926.701
That same year, Van Vechten published the decadent novel Nigger
Heaven, which became an instant controversy among the cultural elite of Harlem
owing to its depiction of Harlem life and the inclusion of the pejorative "nigger" in
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its title.702 Van Vechten explained to a friend that the book arose from his
experience "pass[ing] practically my whole winter in company with Negroes and
hav[ing] succeeded in getting into most of the important sets.”703 Though
intended as an ode to Harlem, Du Bois found the novel "a blow in the face” and
“an affront to the hospitality of black folk and the intelligence of whites." 704
According to Kelefa Sanneh’s interpretation, despite being a white man, because
Van Vechten had cultivated many professional and personal relationships in
Harlem, he felt he had gained license to use the pejorative.705 However, Van
Vechten was also aware that most black Harlemites would take offense, but he
never shied away from controversy. He knew that he at least had some
defenders among his queer friendship circle, as Hughes publicly defended it and
contributed poems written specifically for the book in later reprintings. 706
The growing friendship of letters between Van Vechten, Cullen and
Hughes included such playful salutations as “honeysuckle and gardenias to you,”
“Pansies and Marguerites to You,” or “Larkspurs and Apple-blossoms to you,
dear Countée.”707 Charles Molesworth observes “[a]t the center of their
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relationship, gossip served as root and branch." 708 Van Vechten’s extravagant
Fifty-Fifth Street apartment formed the venue for many parties "replete with
bathtub gin, [and] Gershwin songs played by Gershwin” himself. 709 Van Vechten
frequently appeared at Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom or the Rockland Palace Casino
to officiate the legendary drag balls of the era in which cross-dressing men
competed for the title queen of the ball, determined by the “queen” whose
performance was the most convincing.710 As a rich white socialite, Van Vechten
“slummed it” in Harlem, finding in the company of Black people an indulgence for
his own fancies.711 These men formed part of a vibrant queer subculture in New
York City centered in Harlem that was, in the words of Eric Garber, "uniquely
Afro-American in substance,” in which “black lesbians and gay men were
meeting each other on street corners, socializing in cabarets and rent parties,
and worshiping in church on Sundays, creating a language, a social structure,
and a complex network of institutions.”712 However black in character, this
subculture also “attracted white homosexuals as well as black, creating
friendships...and building alliances” that were sometimes imbued with the
potential “for progressive social change.”713
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“NOW, for my favors, I want to photograph YOU.” 714
After his friend, the Mexican caricaturist Miguel Covarrubias, returned from
Germany with a Leica camera in 1932, Van Vechten fell in love with photography
and bought one of his own. He wrote to Langston Hughes, then in Russia, that “I
stay in New York and have become completely a photographer.”715 Van Vechten
converted his apartment into a photo studio, and in an early attempt at lighting
blew out all the fuses on the floor of his building. He rewired the apartment for
heavy duty voltage and built a darkroom for developing photos in his servants’
quarters.716 The Leica was the first small, hand-held, and lightweight camera
designed to use inexpensive 35mm film.717 Van Vechten’s forays as a
photographer were always amateur as he never took commissions nor sold any
of his portraits.718 Instead he distributed his photographs as mementos among
his wide set of friends, developing thousands of Real Photo Postcards (RPPC) to
send in the mail.719
Bruce Kellner’s survey of Van Vechten’s photos reveal the photographer’s
fondness for profiles and pensive stares. Van Vechten’s newly-wired studio
lighting was as aesthetic as it was practical, for he frequently shot his photos with
"strong contrasts in lighting that suggest the soignee art deco that marked the
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Thirties.”720 This lent a chiaroscuro sensibility to many of his portraits. 721 As
James Smalls contends, "It was through photography that Van Vechten could
continue to exploit the light, the witty, and the whimsical beyond the written
page.”722
While Van Vechten was perfecting his craft, a young aspiring actor from
Sumter, SC, arrived in New York City. Edward Atkinson was nineteen years old
in 1937 when he met Countée Cullen, fourteen years his senior. The two formed
an intimate relationship that oscillated between flirtations, expressions of love,
and Cullen’s mentorship.723 After Atkinson turned twenty-one in July 1938, Cullen
wrote to him:
I am afraid that I have been rather remiss in not congratulating you
sooner on reaching your majority. Now you can vote and do
something to see that our wretched country is better governed. But
really how does it feel to feel yourself finally a man? It is a gentle
transition isn't it, and not one half as exciting as it sounds when one
is only twenty!724
In another letter, Cullen teased Atkinson to wait for him at a party "even if you
have to leave later on (as you usually do) for a romp elsewhere," and he is
potentially the same romping Edward Atkinson counted by Amsterdam News
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724 C. Cullen to E. Atkinson, Aug. 2, 1938, Box 1, folder 1, Countee Cullen Collection (CCC),
James Weldon Johnson Collection in the American Literature Collection (JWJ MSS 7), Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library (BRBML), Yale University.
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among the socialites gathered at the Savoy Ballroom to attend a fundraiser for
the Harlem Art Center in November 1938.725
The clandestine Cullen-Atkinson affair became entangled with Van
Vechten’s photographic hobby. There are a total of forty-seven known pictures of
Edward Atkinson taken by Carl Van Vechten, with the lion’s share occurring over
seven photoshoots between February 1942 and November 1943.726 Perhaps few
others of Van Vechten’s subjects illustrate his penchant for indulgent,
photographic theatricality, role-playing, and artifice better than Atkinson. 727 The
young actor frequently donned various costumes and personages in his portraits,
like the September 30, 1942 shoot featuring Atkinson wearing a fez and gaudy
costume jewelry. Each photograph is stamped with the words “Carl Van Vechten
Photography,” leaving behind a material residue of Van Vechten’s in-studio
presence while photographing his subjects. Friends recalled how "he barked a lot
too, between photographs -- 'Woof! Woof!' -- if he was having a good time.”728
Van Vechten was known for his flamboyant clothes. Kellner explains how
he often wore silk pajamas under an elaborate dressing gown or donned:
lively striped silk shirts that clashed with multi-colored
neckties...beltless trousers held in place up to his armpits by pink
suspenders decorated with naked ladies, or flowered ones in red

C.Cullen to E. Atkinson, Dec. 28, 1942, JWJ MSS 7 Box 1, folder 2, Yale Univ.; "Socialites at
Savoy in Aid of Art Center: Early and Late Arrivals Get Thrill Seeing Fast Version of Lindy Hop,
Big Apple" New York Amsterdam News, Nov. 19, 1938.
726 “Carl Van Vechten's Portraits" Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Yale University.
Accessed Dec. 15, 2017, http://beinecke.library.yale.edu/collections/highlights/carl-van-vechtensportraits. Atkinson’s non-Martin de Porres photo shoots include Feb. 6, 1942 and March 22, 1942
as Edward III; June 25, 1942; Sept 30, 1942 as sheik with fez; Feb. 3, 1943 at the Stage Door
Canteen; July 22, 1943; Nov. 6 1943, in army uniform; and Jan. 10, 1948 as Edward III Atkinson
with Frank Harriott, Karl Priebe, and Tom Kemp.
727 Smalls, The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten, 3.
728 Kellner, “Alot of Applesauce.”
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and purple, his bracelets jangling, his sparse white hair eventually
combed forward into bangs above his embalmed stare.729
No doubt Van Vechten felt even more expansive around Atkinson, with whom he
did not have to conceal his queer inclinations.
Locating Van Vechten in the position of the cameraman opens discussion
about Van Vechten’s homoerotic and exoticizing white gaze of Atkinson’s black
male body. Beyond the thousands of portrait photographs Van Vechten took of
notable black Harlemites, he also shot a series of images in black and white of
nude men “placed within the artificial confines of the studio, replete with carefully
selected backdrops and props, or, situated outdoors in wooded spaces where
they pose in highly suggestive erotic scenarios.”730 Smalls notes that, while these
images were untitled and never displayed publicly, Van Vechten circulated them
within his closed circle of trusted male acquaintances.731 Smalls reminds us that
these photos serve as visual evidence for how white patronage during and after
the Harlem Renaissance “carried with it an accompanying racial and sexual
agenda and was motivated by a bias for an exotic primitivism" and that indexed a
set of "implied and actual negative power relations in gestures of white control
and exploitation of the black male body."732 While no known nudes of Atkinson
exist, Van Vechten still passed around photos of Atkinson, like the one he sent to

Ibid.
Smalls, The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten, 4.
731 Van Vechten sent Richmond Barthe a nude photo of black male model Alan Juante Meadows.
J. Smalls, "Public Face, Private Thoughts: Fetish, Interracialism, and the Homoerotic in Carl Van
Vechten's Photographs," in The Passionate Camera: Photography and Bodies of Desire, ed. D.
Bright (New York: Routledge, 1998), 101, fn 34.
732 Smalls, The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten, 5,7.
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white socialite Karl Priebe, with only the accompanying coy description: “or
perhaps this one.”733

A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words
There are twelve black-and-white photos in Atkinson’s Martín series, each
relying upon a different combination of poses, costumes, stage props, lighting
and shadow effects to sell the performance convincingly. Here, Van Vechten’s
Modernist chiaroscuro style complemented the restaging of Martín’s baroque
iconography. In each photograph, Atkinson wears a costume of the iconic
Dominican habit and mantle. Two photographs depict Atkinson holding the

Figures 12 and 13 “Edward Atkinson as Blessed Brother Martin de
Porres” (with boom.) Photo by Carl Van Vechten, © Van Vechten Trust,
Courtesy of Beinecke Library, Yale University

C. Van Vechten to K.J. Priebe, Aug 25, 1947, Karl J. Priebe Papers; Series 11, Box 6. Special
Collections and University Archives Raynor Memorial Library Marquette University. Accessed
Dec. 18, 2017,
http://cdm16280.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/compoundobject/collection/p128701coll2/id/5182/rec/1.
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broom that gave Martín his nickname Fray Escoba (Brother Broom), one with his
eyes averted and the other with his full gaze directed towards the camera in
serene repose (Figures 12 and 13).

Figure 14 (left) Edward with light.
Figures 15 and 16 (below) Edward in
standing profile. Photos by Carl Van
Vechten ©Van Vechten Trust, Courtesy
of Beinecke Library, Yale University.
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In another picture (Figure 14), Atkinson holds his hands closed in front of his
chest while an oversized rosary drapes over his right wrist. His face is turned
upward and slightly to his left, complementing an effect in the upper-right corner
of the photo, in which high brilliance gives the effect of a glowing light, perhaps
the sun, just outside the frame (Figure 14). In two other photographs, Atkinson
stands before the studio drapes in a full body shot. In one he is turned to a side
profile and the other a quarter profile with his hands folded, the oversized rosary
once again hanging from his arm, and his eyes turned toward the sky (Figures 15
and 16). Both of these photos also figure Atkinson in the center with a double
shadow effect cast onto the curtains behind him on either side of his body, a
result of Van Vechten’s multi-positional lighting technique.
Four pictures place special emphasis upon Atkinson’s hand gestures. In
one, Atkinson holds his hands outstretched with his palms turned upward but
with his eyes cast down, a sign that hearkens to Martín’s humility (Figure 17). In
another, Atkinson holds his hands overturned, palms down, pantomiming the
actions of a faith healer hovering over a sick body in need of a miraculous touch
(Figure 18). Another photo shows Atkinson with his palms placed widely over his
breast (Figure 19). Finally, in the fourth he stands in front of a simulated chain
link fence background holding his hands clasped in front of his chest and looking
askance, his face steady and unwavering (Figure 20). The final three
photographs of this series include several plastic rats as props that illustrate a
key aspect of Martín’s hagiographic legends. I take up a full analysis of these rat
photos below (Figures 24-26).
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Figures 17-20 Edward’s hand gestures. Photos by Carl Van Vechten ©Van
Vechten Trust, Courtesy of Beinecke Library, Yale University
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Catholic Networking with Martín in NYC
Where did Atkinson and Van Vechten come up with the idea of performing
Martín de Porres for their photo shoot? These photographs drew inspiration from
the diffusion of Martín sacramentals in New York City, and particularly Harlem,
during the Depression years.734 Since Martín’s 1837 beatification, his case for
sainthood stalemated.735 The Roman curia reopened Martín’s case in 1926 at the
behest of the Dominicans, particularly in the United States, who recognized the
ways that Martín’s African ancestry offered the Church an opportunity to address
the problems of Jim Crow nationally and antiblack racism globally. In 1930,
priest and sculptor Father Thomas McGlynn, O.P. sculpted a statue of Martín
that he displayed at a religious art exhibition in Midtown. 736 After this debut,
Martín gained cult figure status among overlapping sets of white and Black
Catholics as well as leftist intellectuals and artists.
In 1935 while on a visit to the Vatican, Father McGlynn spoke about
Martín with Benedetto Lensetti, the promoter of Dominican causes, as well as his
eminence Cardinal Pacelli, who became Pope Pius XII in 1939.737 They
”discussed the needs of the Colored Missions in this country and the possibilities

A sacramental is a material object, image, or action set apart for some special unction. The
Church defines sacramentals as "sacred signs which... signify effects, particularly of a spiritual
nature, which are obtained through the intercession of the Church. By them men are disposed to
receive the chief effect of the sacraments, and various occasions in life are rendered holy." Pope
Paul VI, Sacrosanctum Concilium, Dec 4, 1963, 60.
735 D. Spalding, "The Negro Catholic Congresses, 1889-1894," The Catholic Historical Review
55(3):337-357 (1969); C. Davis, The History of Black Catholics in the United States; B. N.
Massingale, Racial Justice and the Catholic Church (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2010).
736 Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 190, 191.
737 Ibid.
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of forming an apostolate for Blessed Martin.”738 As it happened, Cardinal Pacelli’s
brother was sick during this time, and Father McGlynn suggested that they
invoke Martín’s intercession on his behalf. Father McGlynn sent word to Father
Norbert Georges, O.P., another Dominican backer of Martín in the United States,
to spread the word asking, “that as many as possible be persuaded to join with
the Dominicans in Rome in a novena [a nine-day prayer] to end on February 5,
1935.”739
Through Martín de Porres, the Dominicans coalesced other “Colored”
apostolates in the United States. In 1934, Father John LaFarge, S.J., founded
the national Catholic Interracial Council (CIC) located at 20 Vesey Street in
Lower Manhattan.740 Father LaFarge, a Jesuit, was a foremost figure in Catholic
antiracist activity who lent his support to Martín’s cause.741 The Catholic
Interracial Council focused its efforts on educational efforts to foster dialogue on
racism. The CIC printed the Interracial Review, a weekly that brought news of the
the canonization cause of Martín de Porres to its pages alongside images and
stories of other African saints like Benedict the Moor or saints associated with
slavery like Peter Claver, and “exceptional” African Americans like Olympic gold

N. Georges, O.P. “Blessed Martin Retrospect -- November 3, 1639-1939,” in With Blessed
Martin de Porres: Favorite Stories from The Torch, 1935-1944, comp. Norbert Georges, O.P.
(New York: Blessed Martin Guild, 1945), 172; An apostolate in the Catholic Church is any
missionary/evangelization activity carried out under a specific auspice.
739Ibid.; Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 193.
740 M. W. Nickels, Black Catholic Protest and the Federated Colored Catholics, 1917-1933: Three
Perspectives on Racial Justice (New York: Garland Publishing, 1988).; M.A. Zielinski, "Working
for Interracial Justice: The Catholic Interracial Council of New York, 1934-1964" U.S. Catholic
Historian 7(2/3): 233-262 (1988).
741 D. W. Southern, John Lafarge and the Limits of Catholic Interracialism, 1911-1963. (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1996), 190. In 1937, Father LaFarge published his most
important book on racism, Interracial Justice: A Study of the Catholic Doctrine of Race Relations.
(New York: America Press, 1937).
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medalist Jesse Owens and Harlem sculptor Richmond Barthe (Figure 21). 742 In
1939, the CIC founded the De Porres Center "for the purpose of furthering, under
Catholic auspices, a sound and constructive race-relations program between the
white and the colored
people in America.”743
The De Porres Center
housed an Interracial
Library and Reading
Room "equipped in
Figure 21 Advertisement for Richmond Barthe Exhibition,
thoroughly modern and
De Porres Interracial Center. Records of The Catholic
Interracial Council of New York (CICNY), American Catholic attractive style, [...] a
History Research Center and University Archives (ACHRC),
The Catholic University of America.
permanent Visual

Exhibit of the status of the Negro and of Negro education in general, [...] and
Periodical Special Exhibits of Negro art, culture, literature, etc." 744 Finally the De
Porres Institute featured "a regular series of conferences and lectures upon the
question of the Negro in the United States by prominent educators, social
workers, professional men and women of both races.”745 The center premiered
painter Jacob Lawrence’s epic forty-one panel Toussaint L'Ouverture series

For the story of Benedict the Moor in the African Diaspora, see G. Fiume, "Saint Benedict the
Moor: from Sicily to the New World," in Saints and Their Cults in the Atlantic World, ed. M. J.
Cormack (Colombia: Univ. of SC Press, 2007), 16-51. For the story of St. Peter Claver’s ministry
to the enslaved of Cartagena, see chapters 2-5 in Grimes, Fugitive Saints, 11-74.
743 Memorandum on Application to the General Education Board for Assistance for the De Porres
Interracial Center, 20 Vesey St., New York City, c. 1944, 1, Records of The Catholic Interracial
Council of New York (CICNY), American Catholic History Research Center and University
Archives (ACHRC), The Catholic University of America.
744 Ibid., 6.
745 Ibid.
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dedicated to "the famous Haitian general whose courageous exploits were the
foundation stone in preserving the independence of the small island Republic.” 746

Blessed Martin Guild
The Dominicans also carried Martín’s cause to Catholic households via
The Torch, their order’s periodical, edited by Father Edward L. Hughes and
published in New York City. Following on the heels of the February 1935 novena
for Martín, the Dominican fathers in New York City requested that Father Hughes
“organize the movement and supply informative literature,” founding the Blessed
Martin de Porres Guild, located at 141 E. 65th St.747 The Blessed Martin Guild
generated copious literature and sacramentals, "vividly sketching Blessed
Martin's wonderful life.”748 Among the "Blessed Martin Supplies" they advertised
were statues from 2 different models ranging in height from as small as 6 inches
to 4 ½ feet tall, Martín medals in either rose gold or oxidized silver, and an
imitation wood carving plaque for 35 cents, of which the Guild claimed "to see it
is to desire it."749 The technicolor 9” x 12” print titled “Blessed Martin Among the
Poor” sold for twenty-five cents. The Guild distributed small relic cards containing
an image of Martín’s face and a swatch of fabric that had been passed over
Martín’s skull in Lima. The Guild also published a few illustrated hagiographies:

"Art Exhibit Depicts Life of L'Ouverture," The Crisis 46(6): 180 (1939). For more on the career
of Jacob Lawrence and his artistic renderings of African Diasporic history, see P. Hills, "Jacob
Lawrence as Pictorial Griot: The 'Harriet Tubman' Series," American Art 7(1): 410-59 (1993).
747 With Blessed Martin de Porres, 6.
748 Ibid.
749 “Blessed Martin Supplies” advertisement in C. de Hueck, Story of Friendship House (New
York: Blessed Martin Guild, 1939), Hesburgh Libraries Digital Collections, Notre Dame University.
Accessed Dec. 20, 2018, https://repository.library.nd.edu/view/1252/000783273.pdf. Other statue
sizes available for purchase were 9,” 13,” and 24.”
746
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Life of Blessed Martin, written by J.C.
Kearns, O.P., Meet Brother Martin!,
written by Father Georges, and the
Blessed Martin Book, which included a
life-sketch as well as a novena and
other prayers (Figure 22).750 Finally,
the Guild housed copies of the
apostolic process documents from
Lima and copies of the Medina and
Valdés hagiographies that we
Figure 22 Front cover of Meet Brother
Martin! by Father Norbert Georges, O.P.
with illustration “Blessed Martin Among the
Poor” by Father Thomas McGlynn, O.P.
Image scan by James Padilioni, Jr.

examined in the previous two
chapters.
Cecilia A. Moore argues that

Harlem had a small but vibrant Catholic culture as early as 1912, when the
Church of St. Mark the Evangelist in Harlem began outreach to the growing
African-American community.751 St. Marks included a parochial school for black
children staffed by the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament.752 The ministry of St.
Mark’s was enlarged in 1923 when Mother Mary Theodore Williams relocated
from Savannah, GA to Harlem with seven of her religious sisters. In 1929 the
order took the name Franciscan Handmaids of the Most Pure Heart of Mary,
J.C. Kearns, O.P. Life of Blessed Martin de Porres (New York: Blessed Martin Guild, 1937); N.
Georges, O.P. Meet Brother Martin! (New York: Blessed Martin Guild, 1935); The life sketch, the
novena, and other prayers in honor of Blessed Martin de Porres (New York: Blessed Martin Guild,
1937).
751 C.A. Moore, "Keeping Harlem Catholic: African-American Catholics and Harlem, 1920-1960,"
American Catholic Studies 14(3): 5 (2003).
752 Ibid.
750
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forming only the third all-black order of nuns in the United States.753 Under the
leadership of Father Michael S. Mulvoy, C.S.Sp., who served as pastor of St.
Mark's from 1932 to 1940, St. Marks came to be known as an “activist parish”
and center for social justice.754 The Guild was eager to bring Martín to Harlem
directly, partnering with the already existing Catholic network there and using the
proceeds from their sale of Blessed Martin supplies to fund their social ministries.
In 1935, Father Hughes founded the Blessed Martin de Porres Fraternity
of the Third Order, the first group of all black tertiaries in the United States. When
Mother Mary Theodore told Father Hughes that her sisters’ hands were full with
the pressing ministerial needs of Harlem, Father Hughes instructed his Martín
fraternity to assist the ministry of the Handmaids. In 1937, the Guild helped found
the Blessed Martin Choral Group, an ensemble of over sixty voices, under the
direction of the Rev. L.S. Cannon, O.P.755 They made their first public
appearance that year between September 10 and 12 during the Centennial
Celebration organized by the Guild for the 100th anniversary of Martín’s
beatification. One Dominican priest recalled, “To many, the feature of the entire
centennial celebration was the Blessed Martin Choral Group from Harlem,”
whose “exquisite singing of the Solemn Pontifical High Mass...and...their music
programs...were something which cannot be easily forgotten.”756

Ibid.,11-14.
Ibid., 7.
755 R.E. Vahey, O.P. “Highlight of the Blessed Martin Centennial Celebration,” With Brother
Martin, 89.
756 Ibid.
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The Choral Group grew to some notoriety in Harlem for their public
concerts, such as the benefit program they gave for the Handmaids in Public
School 136. The Negro press paid attention as well, with the New York Age
announcing the April 7th "public concert of sacred and secular music,” and telling
its readers that the group had “acquired quite a reputation as an amateur Choral
Society.”757 The New York Amsterdam published a photograph with members of
the Choral Group and the Colored Sisters following the centennial celebration. 758
As the Age noted, the Blessed Martin Choral Group performed both sacred and
secular music, including Gregorian chant, traditional masses, and the choral
works of Bach, and Beethoven. The Choral Group mixed its repertoire with Negro
Spirituals, introducing the Catholic Church to the musical-theological heritage of
enslaved African-Americans. Father Georges wrote to readers of The Torch that,
through the Choral Group:
we were all finding out that the Negro Spirituals were not mere
Protestant hymns, as I heard them once described, but were a real
creation in American Church music that embodied a depth of true
religious feeling and sound doctrine that no one could longer dare
belittle.759

Catholic Social Justice and Communism Meet in Harlem
The crown jewel of the Church’s institutional footprint in Harlem was the
Friendship House and Blessed Martin de Porres Center founded by the Baroness

"Blessed Martin Choral Group to Give Concert" New York Age, April 6, 1940, 4; “Cloister
Chronicle” Dominicana 25(2):143 (1940).
758 "Picturesque Blessed Martin Chorus" The New York Amsterdam News, Oct. 9, 1937, 23.
759 N. Georges, O.P., “Before the Mike,” November 1941, With Blessed Martin, 209.
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Catherine de Hueck in 1938.760 De Hueck was a member of a Russian noble
family that had escaped the Bolshevik Revolution. After making her way to
England and then Canada, the Baroness, as she was known, felt called to open
a Friendship House in Harlem. The Friendship House model was an interracial
missionary movement that offered a suite of community services -- lending
libraries for children and adults, after school clubs, adult study clubs, feeding and
sheltering the homeless, free clothing distribution, medical care, college
scholarships, and plans for credit unions and co-ops -- services the Church
recognized that Harlem, blighted by the Great Depression, desperately
needed.761
The Baroness envisioned the Friendship House as the “centre for Catholic
Social Action,” whose example of Catholic charity would best Communist Party
(CP) appeals to black Harlemites.762 Mark Naison’s research on Depression-Era
Harlem makes clear how pivotal the Communist Party’s influence was to the
social and political life of that neighborhood. In October 1928, the Communist
International passed a resolution declaring Blacks in the United States “an
oppressed nation which had the right of self-determination in those parts of the
South where they formed a majority of the population.” This resolution “contained
a clear moral imperative to place Negro work in the forefront of Party activity, and
the top leadership of the Party hastened to comply.”763 The CP founded the
F. H. Davis, "Lay Movements in New York City during the Thirties and Forties" U.S. Catholic
Historian 9(4): 401-418 (1990); J.L. Pycior "Bearing Witness: Catherine de Hueck Doherty and
the 'Gospel of Dorothy Day'" U.S. Catholic Historian 26(1): 43-66 (2008).
761 Davis, “Lay Movements in New York City,” 413-414.
762 De Hueck, Story of Friendship House, 1.
763 M. Naison, Communists in Harlem During the Depression (Urbana: Univ of IL Press, 1983),
17.
760
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Upper Harlem Unemployment Council in 1930, which -organized tenants to fight
evictions.764 In 1933, the Party designated Harlem a “national concentration
point” in its outreach strategy, appointing the African-American James Ford as a
special Harlem organizer.765
The Scottsboro Boys Trial in Alabama (1931-37) catapulted the
Communist Party to Harlem’s civic life.766 As Mark Naison avers, the Scottsboro
Boys Trial
marked the Communist Party’s emergence as a force in Harlem
life. The Party’s role in the case, and its conflicts with the NAACP,
were front-page news for years, and its protest rallies gave it entry
to churches, fraternal organizations, and political clubs that were
previously closed to it. From soapboxes, pulpits, and podiums,
black and white Communist made the details of the Scottsboro
case a part of the daily consciousness of the community. 767
As the Communist Party’s influence in Harlem’s civic life grew, CP
outreach competed with traditional Protestant Black churches, storefront
Pentecostal churches, experimental ethno-racial religious movements like the
Father Divine Peace Mission or Black Israelites, and groups of Black nationalists
and Garveyites.768 In fall 1933 there were eighty-seven Black members of the
Harlem section of the Party. By January 1935 that number had grown to over

Ibid., 41.
Ibid., 95.
766 The Scottsboro Boys were nine African-American teenage males arrested in 1931 and tried for
the rape of two white women after the women gave false accusations to authorities in Paint Rock,
Alabama. The town of Scottsboro held the trial. For an overview of the case, see J.A. Miller,
Remembering Scottsboro: The Legacy of an Infamous Trial (Princeton: Princeton UP, 2009) and
L. Sorensen, The Scottsboro Boys Trial: A Primary Source Account (New York: The Rosen
Publishing Group, 2004).
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three hundred, and by 1938, the CP in Harlem could boast direct membership of
over 1,000 and a sphere of influence reaching thousands more through
affiliations with trade unions, tenants unions, legal defense funds, and WPA
workers groups.769
Harlem’s urban grid lent itself to the public nature of its civic life. Mark
Naison details that Garveyites and other Black Nationalists claimed “the most
popular speaking corners in Harlem, Lenox Avenue between 133rd and 135th
Streets...as their special ‘territory’ and resented” when outsiders displaced
them.770 In turn, Communists targeted the sidewalks outside Catholic institutions.
The Baroness recalled her embarrassment the day a Communist set up his soap
box in front of St. Mark's Church at 65 West 138th Street and reminded the
passersby of their economic plight before asking them to raise their hand if the
Catholic church had ever done anything to help them. Not one hand went up. 771
The Catholic Church in Black Harlem also had its reputation damaged
following the invasion of Ethiopia by Italy. In December 1934, Benito Mussolini
used the pretext of a border clash between Italian and Ethiopian troops (the Italians
were stationed in Somalia) to initiate a campaign to turn Ethiopia into an Italian
colony, as Ethiopia at that time was the only sovereign nation on the African
continent that had yet to fall under the colonial rule of a European power. 772 Robin
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D.G. Kelley explicates the symbolic status held by Ethiopia across the African
Diaspora and particularly Depression-Era Harlem:
In the black Christian world, Ethiopia has remained one of its
principal icons and, in some ways, might be called an ‘African
Jerusalem.’ […] The best-known institutional manifestation of
Ethiopianism in the United States was perhaps Harlem’s own
Abyssinian Baptist…. [and] The Garvey movement, whose official
anthem was entitled ‘Ethiopia, Thou Land of Our Fathers.’” 773
In response to Italian aggression, the Communist Party formed an antifascist front with the New York Universal Negro Improvement Association
(NYUNIA), the Pan-African Reconstruction Association, the African Patriotic
League, and the Garvey Club to mobilize aid for Ethiopia. 774 Throughout 1935 the
Ethiopian movement in Harlem grew; three thousand persons attended a mass
rally in March organized by the Provisional Committee for the Defense of Ethiopia
(PCDE) that took place at the aptly-named Abyssinian Baptist Church, pastored
by Adam Clayton Powell, Sr.775 Du Bois and NAACP president Walter White each
appeared on the billing at a “Hands off Ethiopia” rally held at Madison Square
Garden that September.776 The CP-affiliated group United Aid for Ethiopia “sent a
delegation to Europe to meet with [Ethiopian] Emperor Haile Selassie and won

R.D.G. Kelley, Race Rebels: Culture, Politics, and the Black Working Class (New York: The
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recognition as the official Harlem coordinator of fundraising and publicity for the
Ethiopian government in exile.”777
For their part, the Italian hierarchy of the Church seemed unbothered by the
military action. Cardinal Archbishop Schuster of Milan told the Italian army on 28
October 1935 that they were "opening the gates of Ethiopia to the Catholic faith
and the Roman civilization."778 The Archbishop of Taranto justified the invasion on
the grounds that "Italian victory would open Ethiopia, a country of infidels and
schismatics, to the expansion of the Catholic faith; therefore the war against
Ethiopia should be considered as a holy war, as a crusade." 779 Brenda Plummer
documents the outcry from Black Harlemites who "freely criticized the Italian
Church hierarchy's thinly disguised enthusiasm for fascism.”780 Black churches in
Harlem sent petitions to the Vatican and debated the issue in the pages of the
black press. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., who would succeed his father as pastor of
Abyssinian Baptist in 1938, used his weekly Amsterdam News column to rail
against persecution of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. While the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church enjoys a provenance dating to the fourth century C.E., it remains
autonomous from the Holy See and Roman papal authority. 781 Powell charged
Mussolini’s troops with “trying to exterminate the oldest Christian church in the
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world” and speculated if “the Catholic of America and of Harlem in particular will
sit by and let this go unnoticed.”782
The white liberal boosters of Martín’s sainthood in New York City proved
ambivalent on the issue of Ethiopia. Though John LaFarge represented the
Catholic Interracial Council alongside twenty other Harlem civic organizations
(including both the NAACP and the New York UNIA) at the Provisional
Committee on the Ethiopian Crisis meeting held Aug. 14, 1935, the Torch, like
the Italian clergy, positioned Ethiopia as a necessary mission field.783 A January
1937 article titiled “White Robes and Black Skins,” written by John T. Gillard,
S.S.J., PhD while Italy yet occupied Ethiopia, offered this intriguing if not
revisionist historical perspective to readers that only reinforced the notion that
Italian (and by proxy Catholic) involvement in Ethiopia was a moral good:
What probably few know is that it is nothing new for the white-robed
sons of St. Dominic to labor among the black-skinned sons of
Africa. The Dominicans were among the first to venture into the
mysterious fastnesses of the Dark Continent...early in the
fourteenth century…. “A Short Account of the Dominican History of
Ethiopia,” written by the Dominican Father Lewis de Yurette, printed
at Valentia in 1610, relates that as early as 1316 eight Dominicans
went from Rome to Ethiopia, where they gave the Dominican habit
to the famous prince-friar, Tecla Haymanot, who founded a
Dominican monastery to which belonged some “nine thousand”
Ethiopian friars. At the same time a convent of Dominican Ethiopian
nuns is said to have been founded. A second monastery of friars
was founded by the Dominican Father Bartholomew de Tiroli….
While many of the details given in the account are so fantastic as to
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border on the incredible, it is not at all improbable that there is a
substratum of truth in the narrative.784
In the spring of 1937 as Mussolini’s troops assisted the Spanish General
Franco’s military coup against the democratically-elected government, the CP in
Harlem worked to make the Spanish Civil War the preeminent cause for
internationally-minded blacks by popularizing the slogan “Ethiopia’s fate is at stake
on the battlefields of Spain.”785 Kelley argues that “the defense of Ethiopia did more
than any other event in the 1930s to internationalize the struggles of black people
in the United States.”786 Plummer speculates that the emerging Martín de Porres
apostolate in New York City received added urgency in this milieu, as the Catholic
Church deployed Martín de Porres as a symbol that could mend the broken
relations between the Church and black Harlemites.787
The Popular Front, a period where the official strategy of the Comintern
directed CP groups to form diverse coalitions in a united front against fascism,
made strange bedfellows in Harlem.788 The work done by the Catholic Friendship
House in many ways had to conform to the social justice outreach of the CP and
the black religious and nationalist institutions and associations throughout the
neighborhood. "Why have we chosen Harlem as our field of action? ” asked the
Baroness Van de Hueck in a 1939 pamphlet published by the Blessed Martin
Guild.789 “Simply because Harlem is a very stony portion of the Great Vineyard of
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the Lord. Here poverty, misery, race discrimination bring much hardship and
sorrow.”790 In addition to these social ills, the Baroness worried that in Harlem
“Communists find a fertile ground for their loud claims that they have the only
solution of the race problem, which, like many other of their claims, is false, for
here again the Church alone has the solution." 791

The Friendship House and Blessed Martin Center
While the Catholic theology of the Friendship House distinguished it from
Communism, the fact that a Russian émigré founded and oversaw its social
justice activities positioned it closer to Communism in the minds of many
observers. Before founding her first Friendship House in Toronto, De Hueck
lived with CP members there for a year, participating in all their activities and
documenting their “propaganda” as an observer.792 When the Baroness first
arrived in Harlem, she felt that “everything was so new...so bewildering, and not
a little frightening.”793 Her fear was acutely racialized, as she worried about how
she would stand out as “a lone white woman in eighteen Colored blocks.” 794 After
she inquired about vacancies at one apartment building, the incredulous janitor
told her "No white folks live here, Lady.”795 But hearing her Russian accent made
him think she was probably a Communist, and after a bit of explaining around
this -- but never denying it outright -- the Baroness became “the owner of
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Blessed Martin de Porres Flat, for that is what we had called it to ourselves.” 796
Her first order of business was to hang a picture of Martín on the wall. 797
This flat, located at 48 West 138th Street, Apt. 8c, formed “the nucleus of
a fast-growing Friendship House of Harlem” that extended across several
discontinuous properties including the De Porres Catholic Lending Library at 34
West 135th Street and the CYO General Club Room across the street at 41,
which included a youth lending library featuring murals painted by Ade Bethune,
illustrator for The Catholic Worker, the organ of the leftist Catholic Worker
Movement founded by Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin in New York City in
1933.798 Friendship House used a combination of social works and educational
resources to appeal to black Harlemites. Julie Leininger Pycior's study of
Catherine de Hueck Doherty maintains the Friendship House Movement "helped
inspire a kind of neighborhood organizing that empowers ordinary citizens in the
face of a political process increasingly beholden to financial interests.” 799 This
was reflected at the Harlem Friendship House, where hundreds of people passed
through on any given day, including those who came to receive free lunch, free
clothing, find employment, and the children and teenaged members of the
afterschool Catholic Youth Organization (CYO) and study groups.
The Harlem CYO club room boasted "a thousand volumes, a radio,
games, and understanding supervision," while the De Porres Lending Library
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held over one thousand five hundred titles for adults and housed the Employment
Bureau, “the most pressing need in Harlem.”800 The CYO group numbered
around 300 members and met every Wednesday. The first Wednesday of each
month was for religious instruction, usually lectures followed by open forum
discussion. The second Wednesday was devoted to hobbies chosen by the
youth themselves, which included Gregorian Chant, journalism, photography,
drawing, (a mural art project) clay modeling, nature study, and crafts. The third
Wednesday featured athletics: basketball, baseball, track and boxing. The final
Wednesday of each month held a social event where either a dance took place
or games were played.801 The Baroness arranged for some members of the CYO
to receive college scholarships. Harlemites Kathleen Yanes and Gertrude
Danaval were accepted to St. Benedict's College, and St. John's accepted
Herbert McKnight and Allen Archibald.802
The Baroness maintained a volunteer staff of mostly white college
students, members of Newman Clubs at Catholic colleges like Fordham. She had
seventeen volunteers upon first opening in the fall of 1938, and this number grew
to one hundred thirty within a year.803 This mirrored the staffing of the Communist
Party in Harlem that also relied upon white college students, mostly from
Columbia and CUNY, to provide the motive power for much of their grassroots
efforts.804 Harlem street culture provoked much fear in the imaginations of white
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Catholics, like the anonymous nun who “had heard all the stories” and asked
Father Georges if it was “proper” for her to visit the Friendship House.805 Not all
of these stories were without merit. Mary Jerdo, a white college student volunteer
at the House, twice had her life threatened on the premises, once at the point of
a knife.806
Still, for other Catholics, the Friendship House was too suspiciously
Communist for their sensibilities. The family of Ann Harrigan, a college student
from Brooklyn who traveled to Harlem weekly by train, could not understand her
newfound calling to the Martín apostolate. Harrigan remembered, "My mother's
objections to Negroes were so deep-seated and immovable that when I told her
about Harlem once, she forbade me to go there ever again.” 807 Her brother, who
himself was a priest, told her that she was “wasting good time because he
suspected the Baroness was a hoax, a dangerous Commie...boring from
within.”808
Even some Black Catholics took an initially-critical stance towards the
Friendship House initially. Ellen Tarry, a Harlem Renaissance writer and Catholic
schoolgirl during her childhood in Alabama, thought to herself after attending her
first meeting at the Blessed Martin Center, “They’re probably a bunch of teadrinking youngsters who think it’s smart to come to Harlem and tell us how to run
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things.”809 While she came to learn that phrases like “‘the Fatherhood of God,
and the Brotherhood of man’ or ‘‘the Negro and the Mystical Body’...indicated
much more depth than [she] had attributed to these youngsters,” Tarry still felt
the Friendship House needed more Black volunteers.810 She endeavored that
she “would have to get more Negroes to help me and we would have to explain
to these well-intentioned white boys and girls that, instead of working for the
Negro, they would have to work with us.”811 The paternalism that Tarry detected
in the white student volunteers of the Friendship House was outwardly affirmed
by Pope Pius XII. In his November 1939 encyclical letter to the American
Hierarchy of the Church, Pope Pius explained, “We confess that we feel a special
paternal affection, which is certainly inspired by heaven, for the Negro people
dwelling among you.”812
In time, Tarry did bring some of her close friends to the Friendship House,
including those prominent among the Harlem literati, like Claude McKay, the
native Jamaican and radical Renaissance poet best known for his gritty protest
poem “If We Must Die.”813 Tarry first met McKay around 1930 at a meeting of the
Negro Writers’ Guild, where he took interest in her work and quickly befriended
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her. McKay also socialized with the queer subculture, and he introduced Tarry to
his friends Countée Cullen, Langston Hughes, and Harold Jackman. 814 Tarry
recalled that in these days, McKay “could say ‘you Catholics’ with so much
contempt it was useless to do anything but utter a silent prayer for him.”815
Nevertheless, Tarry and McKay’s friendship remained intact even as her Catholic
zeal grew throughout the Depression.
This friendship proved life-saving for McKay who, at the behest of Tarry in
1941, moved into the Friendship House after he suffered a life-threatening health
crisis.816 As Tarry explained it, McKay “had been missing from his usual haunts
for some time. When I found him he was alone and ill in a rented room.”817
McKay’s nature “was fiercely proud and it was not easy” to get him to move into
the house, but eventually he let “the girls [take] turns nursing him.” 818 Following
the extended nursing care he received there, McKay began to visit the Blessed
Martin Library to read his poems for public audiences.819 In 1944, McKay officially
converted to Catholicism.820
McKay scholar Madhuri Deshmukh cautions, however, that to dismiss
McKay's
attraction to Catholicism because it might have been a response to
the care he received is to ignore the philosophical importance of
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that care. McKay must have experienced it at a spiritual and
intellectual level, and not simply at the level of basic physical need,
as an instrumental means to an end, his own health.821
In 1946 McKay cheekily wrote to a friend, "There is a formidable left wing within
the Catholic church.”822 While I can only speculate as to whether the TarryMcKay-Friendship House link positioned the iconography of Martín de Porres
before Atkinson, Van Vechten, or Cullen for their photographic rendition, McKay
remained in contact with these men during his conversion to Catholicism.823 On
July 25, 1941, Claude McKay sat before Carl Van Vechten’s camera for a photo
shoot that produced nineteen portraits developed on both black-and-white and
color paper.824 These friendships took shape within a thick network of Harlem
institutions, each with numerous possibilities for these men to encounter the
growing presence of Martín de Porres and the Catholic Church in Black Harlem’s
cultural life.825

The Materialism Debate
Like the white college students that Tarry met at the Friendship House, the
Communists too spoke of the brotherhood of man, as one Black teenager told
the Baroness after attending a CP rally with his father. The difference in his
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perspective lies, however, in the fact that “the Communists practice what they
preach, and the Catholics don't.”826 Father Merton described that the
Communists in Harlem were strong because they actually “perform[ed] some of
the works of mercy that Christians should be expected to do,” which included
distributing food to prevent the jobless from starving and fighting the de facto
segregation of public services:
If some Negro is dying, and is refused admission to a hospital, the
Communists show up, and get someone to take care of him, and
furthermore see to it that the injustice is publicized all over the city.
If a Negro family is evicted, because they can't pay the rent, the
Communists are there, and find shelter for them, even if they have
to divide their own bedding with them.827
In the economic fallout of the Great Depression, Harlem bore the brunt
disproportionately.828 Naison reports that the Black unemployment rate of the
neighborhood hovered from one and a half to as much as three times that of
whites in New York City, while the Urban League estimated that Black ownership
and management of Harlem properties had dropped from 35 per cent in 1929 to
only 5 per cent by 1935.829 Richard Wright, head of the Harlem bureau chief for
the Communist Party’s newspaper The Daily Worker, publicized his Black
communist polemics against the bleakness of poverty and urban blight caused by
racial capitalism. In a 1937 story with the headline “Negro, with 3-Week-Old
Baby, Begs Food on Streets,” Wright emphasized the tragic reality of a story that
might seem like hyperbole: “THIS ISN'T FICTION; these are not scenes from the
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novels of Charles Dickens. The sidewalks of Harlem are real and hard; and black
people on those sidewalks are truly starving.” 830
There was no denying that poverty and racism worked together to create
dire material circumstances for Harlem’s working class and homeless residents.
Charles Morris observes that Catholic social teachings overlapped with many
Communist condemnations of capital. Catholics “denounced the growing
concentration of wealth in pre-Depression America and deplored ‘government by
a plutocracy,’ and the ‘stupid and malicious giant’ of American capitalism.” 831 To
outsiders the Catholic worldview during the Great Depression “seemed an odd
mix of the left-liberal” on economics “and the rigidly reactionary” on issues of
sexuality, particularly contraception.832 During this time, American Catholics
became known for their "unique 'take' on the world as a powerful cultural
weapon” that set them apart as a distinct group within American society. 833
The cause of the seeming-overlap of Catholic and leftist-Communist
critiques of American capitalism is actually the very same source that made
broader ideological agreement between the camps irreconcilable: their official
positions on the matter/spirit debate. Communist critiques of capital held to a
dialectical and historical materialism as the only reality, a recognition that people
must physically sustain their lives through food and clothing and shelter. As
Joseph Stalin explained in his 1938 book, Dialectical and Historical Materialism:
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Marx's philosophical materialism holds that the world is by its very
nature material, that the multifold phenomena of the world
constitute different forms of matter in motion, that interconnection
and interdependence of phenomena as established by the
dialectical method, are a law of the development of moving matter,
and that the world develops in accordance with the laws of
movement of matter and stands in no need of a "universal spirit….”
That matter, nature, being, is an objective reality existing outside
and independent of our consciousness; that matter is primary, since
it is the source of sensations, ideas, consciousness, and that
consciousness is secondary, derivative, since it is a reflection of
matter, a reflection of being; that thought is a product of matter
which in its development has reached a high degree of perfection,
namely, of the brain, and the brain is the organ of thought; and that
therefore one cannot separate thought from matter without
committing a grave error.834
The Mystical Body of Christ
Contrary to Marxist philosophical materialism, the Church continued to
insist upon the real presence of Spirit in the world, explained by the dogma of
Transubstantiation and embodied in the Eucharist. However, because the
Eucharist signified a corporate vision for a Catholic society contained in the
theology of the Mystical Body of Christ, this model of an orderly society ruled by
Christ as head at once deplored the rugged individualism of American capitalism
and the godless materialism of Stalinist Communism. The doctrine of the
Mystical Body of Christ developed throughout the 1920s and 1930s as a threepart teaching: the Church is called a body because it is a living entity; it is called
the body of Christ because Christ is its Head and Founder; it is called a mystical
body because it is neither a purely physical nor a purely spiritual unity, but
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supernatural.835 This Mystical Body was both visible and invisible, and called
upon all of its members, both lay and religious to participate in the perfection of
Christ’s body. The vision of the Mystical Body extended beyond just Catholics to
civic and political society as well and animated Catholic social outreach in
Harlem with high metaphysical stakes. As the Baroness explained, it was
necessary for Catholics not only to tell the Negro about the Catholic solution to
racism, "but show them by example that the Mystical Body of Christ is a
reality.”836
White boosters of Martín’s cause for sainthood interpreted this doctrine as
a condemnation of American racism. Father Georges explained how the Mystical
Body of Christ implied both a relationship with Christ as head as well as a
“relationship between the members of that mystical body that demand[ed] mutual
respect and helpfulness.”837 He further related the Mystical Body doctrine directly
to Martín, asking “How does Blessed Martin fit into this situation?” before
answering that Martín offset the stereotypical images of Black people like “the
Amos and Andy type, or the moron,” and instead “prove[d] to what heights God
can raise the Negro if he is given an opportunity to make full use of the means
instituted by Christ for the sanctification of all men.”838
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Martin, Racial Icon
It was into this milieu that the Church deployed Martín de Porres as a
racial icon, Nicole Fleetwood defines as a figure whose “resonating function as a
visual embodiment of American history” conveys both “the weight of history and
the power of the present moment” and serves “as diagnostic and salve for the
sickness that is the racial state.”839 The Church refigured Martín "as a Patron of
social and interracial justice, as one who himself exemplified the virtues that the
world owes to the weaker social racial groups.”840 Martín was regarded as
divinely appointed for the problems of the color line in the twentieth century. The
Reverend Ignatius Smith, O.P., declared him “a challenge from God to the
American people of 1936.”841 Father Norbert Georges, O.P., a chief promoter of
Martín’s cause in the United States, was quite fiery in his prophetic interpretation
of Martín: “Why did God bring back Blessed Martin out of comparative oblivion -three hundred years after his death? The answer to that is easy. To arouse us
out of our criminal neglect of the Negro, to urge us to repair our injustice to
him.”842
As Father Anselm M. Townsend explained in his essay “Blessed Martin
and Communism,” published in The Torch, "the trouble with Communism...isn't a
matter of economics -- it's a matter of religion. The Communist is a man who has
taken the Catholic religion and put it backwards.”843 Father Townsend recognized
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that Communism emerged out of a proper “sense of injustice -- injustice to
himself, injustice to others. It is the sense of being scorned and despised by
others.”844 After gesturing towards these proper Communist passions, Father
Townsend painted a fresh layer of interpretation over Martín for his readers,
bidding them “Just think what a wonderful Communist Blessed Martin could have
made! He was a poor man; he was a despised man; he was an ill-treated
man."845
It is important to note that while American Catholics worked out much of
their social justice understandings of Martín during this time, this process was not
divorced from the local and national reformations of Martín’s legend in Perú. The
Torch detailed pilgrimages taken by American Catholics to Lima in celebration of
the 1937 centennial celebration of Martín’s beatification and the tricentennial
commemoration of his death in 1939. Mary Fabyan Windeatt and her
companions traveled to Martín’s Perú both geographically in an airplane and
temporally via the imagination. She recalled, “[o]nly too eagerly we left the 20th
century and delved into the doings of the 1500s.”846 Readers of The Torch
learned how the president of Perú nominated Martín “as Patron of all works of
Social Justice and Social Relief in Perú,” a cue that the Dominicans in the United
States followed.847 Some in the Catholic press refigured Martín’s ministry for the
New Deal Era, describing him as an "early social worker" who "used [this]
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modern technique 300 years ago in Perú."848 These renderings of Martín’s story
articulated the various “locals” of Lima and New York City together with the
national --Perú, United States -- global, and historical dimensions of social and
antiracist justice activities taking place in the world.

Catholic Sacramentals
While the theology of the Mystical Body may seem like an esoteric
abstraction compared to the harsh material conditions of black Harlem, it is
precisely within this cosmological debate that the diffusion of Martín’s
iconography is lodged practically, because the difference between a Martín
prayer card as a mere representation printed on cardstock or as a relic or
sacramental channeling the power of Christ lies in Catholic practices of real
presence, discussed at length in the last chapter. When the Baroness avowed:
“Harlem is deluged under Communistic propaganda. Let us fight it with Catholic
literature,” she called for a spiritual-material intervention where the inert materials
of paper, ink, and cheap plastic or clay kitsch could be converted by Martín’s
presence into active conduits of divinity.849 As the tricentennial of Martín’s 1639
death approached, the efforts of the Blessed Martin Guild and the Friendship
House to mass-distribute Martín sacramentals within the Catholic community
broadly and Black Harlem specifically reached a fever pitch.
In a January 1938 letter to Father Georges, the Very Reverend Thomas E.
Garde, O.P., S.T.M., the Dominican Order's representative in the Curia at the
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Vatican, expressed his wish to see Martín achieve sainthood, writing “We are in
1938 and next year will be the third centenary of his death. If we could only get
him canonized for that year!”850 Rev. Garde suspected that one reason Martín
still lacked the requisite miracles was a lack of sacramentals. He instructed
Father Georges to “get promoters of the cause all through the country -especially in hospitals; give them plenty of pictures with the prayer; urge them to
recommend this prayer in all cases of serious illness which come under their
notice.”851
Sandro Wood’s article "A Negro Saint?" published in the May 1938 edition
of Opportunity: Journal of Negro Life briefed its readers on the sainthood cause.
This article also included an illustrated image of Martín.852 After detailing Martín’s
case before the Vatican and the miracles he still lacked, Wood offered the quip
that "Someone has remarked that the biggest miracle of all is to prove one,"
before countering, "But Martin's followers are hoping that by 1939 -- the third
centenary of his death -- he will be enrolled among the canonized saints of the
Church."853 For her part, the Baroness reported sending a small statue of
Blessed Martín to a young Black girl spending time in a sanatorium for a
breakdown following her arrival to Harlem from the South lacking food and
shelter.854 The Baroness related another incident in which a young Black man
crashed a stolen car he was taking on a joyride. Unconscious for several days,

N. Georges, “Are Miracles Slipping Through our Hands,” January 1939. With Blessed Martin,
129.
851 Ibid.
852 S. Wood, “A Negro Saint?” Opportunity: A Journal of Negro Life 16(5): 140-142 (1938).
853 Ibid., 142.
854 De Hueck, “Saint Over Harlem,” With Blessed Martin, 198.
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when he finally awoke “Broken words came from his cracked lips…. ‘Friendship
House...Blessed Martin...Relic...I want.’”855 Indeed, Father Georges encouraged
readers of The Torch and Dominicans across the country to keep track of all
cures credited to Martín, giving a sample checklist that included among its
queries “when and how Blessed Martin came to be invoked” and “Was a picture
or any sort of relic of Blessed Martin used?”856

Camping up Martín
It is here that I turn back to analysis of the Atkinson photo shoot. In visual
form, these photographic portraits follow the pattern of other iconographic
representations of Martín circulating in New York City. But of course, Atkinson’s
photographs of Martín were not produced as an American Catholic anticommunist commentary on race and poverty, nor were Van Vechten or Atkinson
attempting to invoke Martín’s miraculous powers directly. Instead, these images
circulated as part of a series of encoded communications that playfully generated
a surplus of meanings involving Martín with the queer intimacy of these men’s
relationships. In a letter written July 21, 1942, nearly a month following the
photoshoot, Cullen told Van Vechten:
When you develop your pictures of Brother Martin please put some
aside for me until I return to the city in September. Don't send any
to me here. I saw the one you sent Edward and I think he makes a
very likely-looking candidate for saintly honors.857
Three days later Cullen wrote to Atkinson:

Ibid., 200.
Georges, “Are Miracles Slipping,” With Blessed Martin, 131.
857 Cullen to Van Vechten, July 21, 1942, JWJ MSS 7 Box 4 f. 49, Yale University.
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Carl V.V. this morning voices the hope that I shall some day indite
[sic] a sonnet to Holy Brother Martin. Does he, do you think, refer to
the original saint, or to his recently-discovered charming, earthly
counterpart? If he means the latter, he may rest his mind, for
although I have not indited [sic] a sonnet to that cherished
personage, I have recently spent several hours in an attempt to
invest his name with whatever slim aura of immortality my own may
achieve.858
If one were to read these letters without knowledge of Atkinson’s
photographs, one might get the impression that he and Martín are two separate
personages, and that these three friends have taken a particular interest in his
hopeful canonization. But the rhetorical play of these letters is that Atkinson
himself is the “recently-discovered charming earthly counterpart” of Brother
Martin and Holy Brother Martin. Atkinson, Van Vechten, and Cullen appropriated
the orthodox iconography of Martín de Porres in order to engage a “camped-up”
play of signification involving the staged performance of the photographs, their
circulation as communicative objects in their first register, and their function as
visual keys for decoding other texts.
The circulation of these photographs generated and sustained the
homoerotic and homosocial intimacy of the men’s relationships, and mirrored
other camp practices employed in their communications. Cullen once wrote to
Atkinson, “yo te...tan mucho” (I...you so much) with the ellipses standing in for
quiero, the first-person singular conjugation of the Spanish verb querer (meaning
“to want” and indicating love and desire), signaling how the written word could
not contain the fullness of Cullen and Atkinson’s relationship. 859 Van Vechten too

Cullen to Atkinson, July 24, 1942, JWJ MSS 7 Box 1 f. 3., Yale University.
Reimonenq, "Countee Cullen's Uranian 'Soul Windows," 159. The elipses may also have
referred to amo, the first-person singular conjugation of the Spanish verb amar (to love).
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used his photographs as a form of cryptic play, often mailing them to friends as
mysterious messages without identifying the sitter. Langston Hughes once
queried, “Who is the nice looking cullud lady you sent me two or three times now
on a postal card…?"860 This was such a common practice that Van Vechten
could not recall her identity, replying, “Dear Langston, I send out so many
postcards every day and 'nice cullud lady' describes a good many of them.”861
As mentioned above, Atkinson sat before Van Vechten’s camera at least
seven times resulting in a total of forty-seven known portraits. Through this
practice, Atkinson generated several other photographic aliases in addition to
Holy Brother Martin derived from various costumes he donned. These include
Edward III from a March 1942 photoshoot in which Atkinson dressed like the
medieval monarch. Following this, the nickname Edward III began to circulate in
other correspondence, such as the July 1943 letter to Langston Hughes that Van
Vechten closed with the postscript “Edward III is drafted.”862 Apparently ignorant
of the Atkinson photos, Hughes wrote back “Dear Carlo, I do not yet know who
Edward III is...and such lack of knowledge worries me no end.” 863 Van Vechten’s
teasing reply disclosed to Hughes the code necessary for understanding his
message:
Langston!
Edward I: Edward Waterman
Edward II: Edward Donahue
Edward III: Edward Atkinson, now a buck private at Camp Upton.
Kellner, “Alot of Applesauce.”
Ibid.
862 Van Vechten to Hughes, July 19, 1943, in Remember Me to Harlem: The Letters of Langston
Hughes and Carl Van Vechten, ed. E. Bernard (New York: Vintage, 2001), 217.
863 Hughes to C. Van Vechten, Aug 5, 1943, Ibid., 218.
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They go on to VI and Edward IV is Mcknight Kauffer! The other two
are unknown to YOU!864
Meyers noted how camp practice participates in a “queer deconstruction
of the opposition between ‘original’ and ‘copy’, ‘true’ and ‘false’, ‘primary’ and
‘secondary.’”865 This is to say that camp identities are multiple, recursive, and
self-referential. This deconstruction-of-the-original aspect with Atkinson is
reflected in the photograph that Van Vechten captioned "Edward III Atkinson as
the Young Pushkin."866 The theatricality of Atkinson’s many roles and their
discursive reprisals illustrates Jack Babuscio’s observation that “[t]o appreciate
camp in things or persons is to perceive the notion of life-as-theatre, being
versus role-playing, reality and appearance.”867 Atkinson’s camp identity of
Martín de Porres not only held true to its superficial iconographic form, but
carried within its performative mode a living critique “that roles, and in particular,
sex roles, are superficial...life itself is role and theatre, appearance and
impersonation.”868

Campy Feelings
Beyond their campy play, Cullen and Atkinson shared a sacred intimacy,
with the former writing: "You do not know to what extent you figure in my fondest

C. Van Vechten to L. Hughes, Aug. 12, 1943, Ibid.
Meyer, The Poetics and Politics of Camp, 8.
866 C. Van Vechten to C. Cullen, n.d. Countee Cullen Papers (CCP), Armistead Research Center
(ARC), Tulane University.
867 J. Babuscio, "The Cinema of Camp (AKA Camp and the Gay Sensibility),” in Camp: Queer
Aesthetics and the Performing Subject: a Reader, ed. F. Cleto (Ann Arbor: The Univ. of MI Press,
1999), 123.
868 Ibid.
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wishes and in my prayers."869 The exchange of their photographs, replete with a
spiritual emotional charge, signified upon the prayer and relic cards distributed by
the Blessed Martin Guild and, like those sacramentals, the photographs not only
communicated through the visual realm of decoding iconographic and alphabetic
symbols, but telegraphed forms of knowledge through the sense of touch. For
Catholics, sacramental images of Martín de Porres approached a magical status
in their haptic capacity to transmit power. Haptics refer to those forms of
knowledge that are generated and communicated through the sense of touch -handling, manipulating, and engaging the world by feeling. Mark Paterson
clarifies that while physiological touch "is a modality resulting from the combined
information of innumerable receptors and nerve endings concerned with
pressure, temperature, pain and movement," it is also "a sense of
communication" that "is receptive, expressive, can communicate empathy" and
"can bring distant objects and people into proximity." 870
A Dominican nun and schoolteacher illustrated this tactile aspect of
Martín’s intercession in the pages of The Torch. She told her readers how one
morning she “found the radiator in her classroom frozen immovably tight.” 871 Not
knowing what to do but worried the radiator would soon explode, “she placed a
leaflet with Blessed Martin’s picture on the radiator and then slipped to the
chapel” to pray.872 Twenty minutes later she returned to the classroom and found

C. Cullen to E. Atkinson, December 28, 1942, JWJ MSS 7 Box 1, folder 2, Yale University.
M. Paterson, The Senses of Touch: Haptics, Affects and Technologies (New York:
Bloomsbury: 2007), 1.
871 “Further Good News of Blessed Martin’s Kindness,” July-August 1936, With Blessed Martin,
44.
872 Ibid.
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“the radiator...in perfect condition, working like magic.” 873 Her rhetorical
description of like magic is intriguing since Catholic theology disavowed the
power of an icon as itself magical, emphasizing instead how the icon or relic
merely served to invoke the spiritual presence of the represented figure. As Jan
Geisbusch highlights:
The notion of “contagious magic” can especially help to
focus attention on the very materiality of the object, making it
clear that the connection between the relic, the saint, and the
saint's power is not metaphorical. The relic is remarkable
(and potent) because it has been in actual physical contact
with, or is indeed derived from, the very substance of the
saint.874
The relic cards printed by the Blessed Martin Guild contained the
instructions “Invocation to be said when applying the Blessed Martin relic, picture

Figure 23 Relic card with instructions for application. Blessed Martin
Guild, c. 1940. Private collection. Photo uploaded to Pinterest.
Ibid.
J. Geisbusch, "For Your Eyes Only? The Magic Touch of Relics," in The Power of Touch:
Handling Objects in Museum and Heritage Context, ed. E. Pye (New York: Routledge, 2016), 78.
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or medal to the sick, or when held in the hand by those who are in need” (Figure
23). The Torch reported how a man at the brink of death was rushed to the
emergency room. The distraught nuns gathered with his wife felt helpless to
intervene until one remembered to invoke Martín’s intercession. “In her agony
Sister Superior picked up a picture of Blessed Martin and hurried to the patient’s
room just in time to meet the pastor. She slipped the picture into his hand without
saying a word; he knew all the particulars.”875 The haptic register of knowledge is
clearly illustrated here, as the pastor “knew all the particulars” implied by the
sister’s action of slipping the picture into his hand. Practical experience with
Catholic sacramentals in his devotional life and his ministerial bedside rituals
generated for him a form of knowing what to do in such situations without anyone
needing to say a word. The Dominicans also positioned Martín in the gap where
the physicality of touch blurred into the emotionality of feeling. The Torch imbued
Martín with the force of attraction: “There is real romance in the life of Blessed
Martin, but it is the romance that leads to God.” 876
No known documentary records exist that can confirm if Cullen engaged
Atkinson’s photographs of Martín as objects of power. There is evidence,
however, that their relationship was primed with campy haptic expectations,
where the material form of a message as well as its semantic content could
double voice a plethora of encoded meanings, as this letter from Cullen to
Atkinson makes clear:
Thank you so much for the two communications. I thought the little
booklet had, at first, some cryptic message you wished to convey to
875
876
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me...However, hidden message or no, it was pleasure enough for
me to handle and touch something that had been in recent contact,
though of the briefest duration, with you.877
Like the relic cards passed over Martín’s bones that the Guild instructed the
Catholic faithful to hold against their bodies as they invoked his divine presence,
Cullen approached Atkinson’s booklets as reservoirs of intimate meaning, not
solely on account of their textual content but because of the surface encounters
they had with first Atkinson’s and then Cullen’s hands. As Geisbusch pointedly
asks, "For what are relics if not touch made permanent?"878 I speculate that
Cullen may have approached the Martín de Porres photographic postcards in a
similar manner, because such speculation raises the question: what forms of
knowledge did Cullen and Atkinson generate through modes of touch and feeling
that charged their relic-like communiques with a tactile homoerotic intimacy?

Brother Martín’s Rats
Some touches, however, are taboo, with the knowledges they engender
deemed illicit by society. To imagine Martín de Porres’s prayer cards pressed
against the brow of a patient sick with fever and yearning for healing is to
imagine a very different scene than Cullen (or Van Vechten for that matter)
potentially fondling, caressing, and kissing the Atkinson images of Martín. But the
photographs themselves already contained an embedded critical commentary
about taboo touch --the rat iconography. In Atkinson’s shoot, plastic rats are the
most-repeated iconographic prop in this series, as well as being the only citation
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of one of Martín’s specific hagiographic stories (Figures 24-26). In these pictures,
Brother Martín’s rats perch on Edward’s shoulders and scurry across his hands
and arms or feast themselves on the vittels Edward has prepared for them, all
while Edward holds his face in angelic serenity (with a slight smirk). While
Edward camped up his playful embrace of these plastic rats for a/effect, the
iconography of Brother Martín’s rats has always occasioned an ecocritical
commentary on racial capitalism since its colonial formation.

Figures 24-26 Brother Martin’s Rats.
Edward Atkinson as Martin de
Porres. Photos by Carl Van Vechten
©Van Vechten Trust, Courtesy of
Beinecke Library, Yale University
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A Genealogy of Rats
Rats first entered Martín’s legends during the beatification process
testimonies recorded between 1661 and 1675. Several of the testimonies
procured by the Peruvian hierarchy recounted Martín’s ability to talk to animals,
including rats. One witness described how Martín’s charity extended even to
“brute animals,” including the "little rats that he would see and bring bread for
their sustenance.”879 Another friar provided more details, noting how the rats
damaged the linen supplies of the infirmary. One day Martín grabbed a rat by the
tail and asked him why he made such damage, telling him instead to convince
his rat companions to meet outside in the garden daily where Martín would bring
them food.880 Beyond these rat stories, two witnesses found Martín's charity
remarkable because he showed it towards "irrational animals.”881 From these
testimonies, the rat stories entered Martín’s hagiographic and iconographic
representations.882

“...el dicho venerable hermano fray Martín de Porras permaneció en la caridad... no solo a ser
abrigo, refugio y descanso de enfermos religiosos, seglares pobres de todas calidades y
naciones; pero aun de los animales brutos.... Y hasta a los ratoncillos que veía les llevaba pan
para su sustento, sin dexar acto de caridad en que no exercitare piadosísimamente la que tenía.”
Proceso, 100.
880 "Y un dia estaba el dicho siervo de Dios afligido de ver el daño que los ratones hacían en la
ropa de los enfermos. Y cogió un ratón y le dixo: 'Hermano, porque hace daño él y sus
compañeros en la ropa de los enfermos? no le mató, porque vaya y convoque a todos sus
compañeros que se vayan a la huerta, que allí los daré de comer todos los dias.' Y fue así, que
de las sobras de la enfermería, les llevaba todos los días su ración, y permitió Nuestro Señor en
premio de su mucha caridad que no hubiese más ratones en la Ropería, lo cual vio este testigo."
Ibid., 137.
881 “...fue de grandísima caridad...la exercitaba con todo genero de personas que a él acudían y
con los animales irracionales....Y tambien solia dar de comer hasta a los ratoncillos.” 362, "Y de
la misma suerte se exercitaba en lo referido hasta con los animales irracionales que, como si
tuvieran instinto, le buscaban, conociendo su mucha caridad....Y lo mismo hacía con los
ratones.” Ibid., 318.
882 Martin’s ability to communicate with the rats and to reorient them from the interior of the
convent to the garden outside follows wider Western European traditions of rat conjuration from
the Middle Ages. The folklorist William Wells Newell documented one such formula to be written
on a greased paper and affixed to a fieldstone at night: "I conjure you, O mice who inhabit here,
879
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Martín is not the first associated with
rats in the Iberian Catholic imaginary.883
Images of St. Gertrude of Nivelles, whose
fifteenth-century cult covered the Catalanspeaking regions of Eastern Spain from
Barcelona to the island of Majorca, depict
her with numerous rats tugging at the hem
of her habit or climbing up her leg and
resting in her lap (Figure 25). St. Gertrude
is associated with rodents through her
devotion to souls in purgatory. As Paul
Cowdell notes, rats in Medieval Europe
were "often seen as representatives of
human souls, so she is often represented

Figure 27 St. Gertrude of Nivelles (c. 14551459), distemper on wood. Painting by Joan
Rosat Rosato, Diocesan Museum, Palma de
Majorca. Majorca, Balearic Islands, Spain.
Stock Photo by Todd Balaguer.

with rodents on her garments."884
not to injure me, yourselves, nor to allow any other mouse to do so; and I give you this field
(mention which one it is). But if I find you residing here in the future, with the aid of the mother of
the gods, I will cut you up into seven pieces." W.W. Newell, "Conjuring Rats," The Journal of
American Folklore 5(16): 30 (1892). Martin’s story also resonates with legends of the
Rattenfänger -- the Pied Piper of Hamelin, Germany -- who played his magic pipe to lure an
infestation of rats out of the town to drown in the River Weser. See E.S. Buchheim, "The Pied
Piper of Hamelin," The Folk-Lore Journal 2(7): 206-209 (1884); E. Gutch, "The Pied Piper of
Hamelin," Folklore, 3(2): 227-252 (1892); A.A. MacGregor, "The Pied Piper," Folklore 66(4): 432
(1955).
883 For more on the colonial meanings that associated Martin and animals in a racialized way, see
C. Garces, "The Interspecies Logic of Race in Colonial Perú: St. Martin de Porres's Animal
Brotherhood," in Sainthood and Race: Marked Flesh, Holy Flesh, eds. M. H. Bassett & V. W.
Lloyd (New York: Routledge. 2014). Mice occasionally appear in hagiographic legends of St.
Francis of Assisi (1181/1182 – 1226), but often as an embellishment of Francis’s suffering for
Christ. See A. Vauchez, Francis of Assisi: The Life and Afterlife of a Medieval Saint, trans. M. F.
Cusato, O.F.M. (New Haven, Yale Univ. Press, 2013), 272, 278.
884 P. Cowdell, "‘If Not, Shall Employ “Rough on Rats”’: Identifying the Common Elements of Rat
Charms," in Charms, Charmers, and Charming: International Research on Verbal Magic, ed. J.
Roper (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 17. The folklorist J.U. Powell wrote of St. Gertrude in
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The symbolic associations of rats in Martín’s life were contingent upon
their material existence. The first black rat (Rattus rattus) that ever scurried
across American soil most likely arrived in Hispaniola aboard the Santa María
with Christopher Columbus in 1492.885 Daniel Gade’s research on Peruvian
ecology details the diffusion of the rat, noting it took five more decades before
this four-legged conquistador disembarked upon the shores of Perú during the
Viceroyalty of Blasco Núñez Vela, who administered the government there
between 1544 and 1546.”886 Zárate’s narrative explained that the first rats arrived
in a boat that was part of the armada sent by Don Gutiérrez de Carvajal, the
Bishop of Palencia, that sailed around the Strait of Magellan. Before this ship
arrived Perú had no rats, but “after here they have continued to come in great
number in all the cities of Perú,” where many believed they spread from the baby
rats that “ran between the boxes and the sacks of the merchants that go from
one part [of Perú] to another.”887 The sudden appearance of rats was so great
that the mestizo Inca Garcilaso de la Vega dedicated an entire chapter to them in
his Comentarios Reales de los Incas published in 1609. Chapter XXIII, "De las
ratas, y la multitud dellas" (Of Rats and their Great Numbers), detailed the public

1929: "Clearly at some time in the Middle Ages she became invested with apotropaeic powers
against these rodents. It looks as if she must have taken over the pre-Christian functions of a
local Rodent-Goddess who was christianized at the conversion of the Franks." J.U. Powell,
“Rodent-Gods in Ancient and Modern Times," Folklore 40(2): 177-178 (1929).
885 A. W. Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492, 30th
Anniversary Edition, fwds. J.R. McNeill and O. von Mering (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2003), 97.
886 D.W. Gade, Nature and Culture in the Andes (Madison: Univ of WI Press, 1999), 160.
887 “En este navío [del armada que envió don Gutierre de Carvajal, obispo de Plasencia, que
embocó por el estrecho de Magallanes] fueron los primeros ratones que en el Perú hubo, porque
antes no los había, y después acá han acudido en gran número por todas las ciudades del Perú;
creese que yendo las crías entre cajas y fardeles de mercaderías que van de unas partes a
otras; y asi, los llaman los indios ococha, que quiere decir cosa salida de la mar." A. de Zárate,
Historia del Descubrimiento y Conquista del Perú (Madrid: Versión de la Colección de González
Barcia, 1749), 178, 179.
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measures implemented by the colonial administration to control the rat population
using arsenic:
In... the cities of the Peruvian coast poison is used against the
infinity of rats. At certain times of the year the town-crier announces
that everyone is to put down realgar [i.e., arsenic monosulfide]
against rats…. All the inhabitants put down the poison on the same
night in fruit and other things rats are fond of. Next day innumerable
rats are found dead.888
The great numbers of rats in Perú were not just a matter of public safety,
but they interfered with the economic production of slavery and signified a
pestilential threat of Biblical proportion. Writing in 1656, León de Pinelo reported
that “one year there went out a plague of Rats, so large that it destroyed all the
sugarcane fields, gnawing on them by the root, so then they fall and are lost.”889
Following this event, perhaps as political theater or responding to real spiritual
fears held by some Peruvians towards the rat plague, Pedro Bravo de Verdusco,
an official of the Inquisition, excommunicated rats from Perú and pronounced
them anathema.890

The Iconic Rat
The ecology of the rat-human relationship is one in which rats live off the
waste and excess generated by humans. Rats are fully dependent upon their
human hosts for sustenance and shelter. As an icon of the colonial project, rats

G. de la Vega, Royal Commentaries of the Incas, and General History of Perú, trans. H.V.
Livermore (Austin: Univ of TX Press, 1966), 589.
889 “Un año salió una plaga de Ratones, tan grandes que destruyó todos los Cañaverales,
royendolos por la raíz con que se caían y perdían.” L. de Pinelo, El paraíso en el Nuevo Mundo:
comentario apologético, historia natural y peregrina de las Indias Occidentales islas de tierra
firme del mar occeano (Lima: Torres Aguirre, 1943), Vol. 2, 77.
890 Ibid.
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mirror the political economic movements of Europeans throughout the Americas - arriving uninvited and appropriating material resources in a parasitical nature.
The historical geographer Daniel Gade observes “commensal rats are not easy
to categorize in the continuum from wild to tame,” and that while they are
sometimes “referred to as domesticated species,” their domestication has not
resulted from direct human intention.891 Rather, as peridomestic creatures, rats
“have acquired an evil reputation.”892 William Cronon points out the ironic reality
that rats “do what wild animals do everywhere -- move about in search of food,
eating and defecating and reproducing themselves.” 893 The salient difference,
however, is that “they do so in our walls and ceilings, in our kitchens and
bedrooms,” and as such, “their companionship feels especially disturbing.” 894
While it might seem like hyperbole today that an Inquisition official
declared rats anathema and excommunicated them, we should take very
seriously the cosmic threat to political and moral order that many Peruvians
invested in the figure of the rat. Mary Douglas emphasized that dirt is simply
“matter out of place” and that cultural practices seeking to eliminate pollutants of
various forms are “a positive effort to organise the environment." 895 By paying
attention to those practices that constellate the boundaries of clean and unclean,
we can sketch out "the elaborate cosmologies which pollution symbols reveal." 896

Gade, Nature and Culture in the Andes, 158.
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893 W. Cronon, “Foreword” to Pests in the City: Flies, Bedbugs, Cockroaches, & Rats, by D.D.
Biehler (Seattle: Univ of WA Press, 2013), xi.
894 Ibid.
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Routledge, 1966), 2.
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The material history of Martín’s seventeenth-century life provided the building
blocks for his hagiographic legends and their iconographic representations. In his
study of saint-animal relationships in hagiography from the Middle Ages, Dominic
Alexander averred:
That hagiographers shaped their work around topoi is not in doubt.
The question is rather to what extent they were manipulating
existing stories, and even genuine events, into topoi, and to what
extent they had entirely free rein.... It is in this context that popular
motifs can realistically be seen as influencing saints' legends, in
addition to biblical quotation and existing literary topoi. 897
The most popular image of Martín in the colonial period figured him with a
dog, cat, and rat at his feet calmly sharing food from the same dish (Figure
28).898 Those stories continued to resonate with
Peruvians in subsequent times, as with Ricardo
Palma’s collection of Martín folktales “Los Ratones
de Fray Martín” (Brother Martín’s Rats) introduced
in the last chapter. In Palma’s retelling of this
account, titled “Incómodos Huéspedes” (Unwanted
Houseguests), he first historicized the
seventeenth-century figure of the rat for his
nineteenth century readers: “Rats...came to us
almost with the Conquest, so that until the year
1552 those animals were not known in Perú….In

Figure 28 Martin de Porres
prayer card.
Chromolithograph, undated.
Public Domain.

Alexander, Saints and Animals in the Middle Ages, 10.
For a full analysis of the iconographic elements of this popular devotional image of Martín de
Porres, see A. García-Rivera, “The Human Aspect of Atonement,” in A Wounded Innocence:
Sketches for a Theology of Art (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2003), 75-98.
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the barbarous days of Martín, a rat was still almost a curiosity.” 899 According to
Palma, “the rats camped like Moors without a lord, in cells, the kitchen, and
refectory.”900 After the Dominican friars set traps to catch the rats:
Fray Martín also put a rat trap in the infirmary, and a little fellow,
attracted by the whiff of the cheese, let himself be caught in it. The
lay friar freed him, and placing him in the palm of his hand, said:
'Go, little brother, and tell your companions that they are not to be
annoying or harmful in the cells, that they are going to live in the
garden, and that they do not have to take care of bringing food
every day...and from that moment the ratty muchitanga abandoned
the cloisters and moved to the garden.901 (Figure 29).

Figure 29 Fray Martin and his rat
companions. Lithograph,18th century.
Biblioteca Nacional del Perú (BNP)

“...los pericotes...nos vinieron casi junto con la Conquista, pues hasta el año de 1552 no
fueron esos animalejos conocidos en el Perú…. En los tiempos barberiles de Martín, un pericote
era todavía casi una curiosidad.” Palma, Ropa Apolillada, 13.
900 “…los ratones campaban, como moros sin senor, en celdas, cocina, y refectorio…” Ibid., 14.
This coloquial expression indicates a group without a leader or direction.
901 “Fray Martin puso tambien en la enfermeria una ratonera, y un ratonzuelo bisono, atraido por
el tufillo del queso, se dejo atrapar en ella. Libertolo el lego, y colocandolo en la palma de la
mano, le dijo: 'Vayase, hermanito, y diga a sus companeros que no sean molestos ni nocivos en
las celdas, que se vayan a vivir en la huerta, y que no cuidare de llevarles alimento cada dia...y
desde ese momento la ratonil muchitanga abandono claustros y se traslado a la huerta.” Ibid.
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The brown rats of New York City (Rattus norvegicus), known as the
Norway rat, also share a colonial genealogy arriving in North America on British
ships during the eighteenth century.902 But as the brown rat’s other more
common nickname of “sewer rat” indicates, the brown rat is lodged within our
cultural memory as dwelling underground within the new urban spaces emerging
through processes of modernization at the turn of the twentieth century. Sewers
were a modern innovation that would keep the city water supply clean and
unpolluted by human refuse, avoiding outbreaks of cholera.903 But it was here in
these spaces intended as sanitary that rats congregated by the thousands. The
rat population of New York City grew so large by the Great Depression that the
Works Progress Administration created ratcatcher positions as unemployment
relief.904 Also during this time, city officials as well as private exterminators
launched numerous expeditions to rid Riker’s Island of its rat hoard, feared to be
on the move into other residential parts of New York City, and estimated by some
at the time to number over three million. In 1933, a pair of brothers Irving and
Hugo Billig placed 25,000 baits around the island and carried off 2,000 rat
carcasses the first day.905
Dawn Day Biehler notes how “Domestic pests’ ecologies and changing
pest control practices have long intertwined with social tensions and political
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struggles in American cities.... rats are entangled with urban history.” 906 The
urban history of Black Harlem, particularly during the Depression, is one fraught
with racial and class strife that inevitably involved rat infestations. Problems of
residential segregation “gave landlords who rented to low-income blacks...license
to neglect their buildings.”907 These dilapidated properties, “long deprived of
maintenance, new investment, and government inspections” became breeding
grounds for rat populations.908 This exposed Black residents not only to the
dangers of rat bites and illnesses borne by the lice that often accompany rats but
also to pesticides and other effects of rat control strategies.909 Rats were also
economically destructive as they “fouled pantries, gnawed holes in buildings, and
chewed electrical wiring -- sometimes leading to fires -- causing up to $240
million in damage each year within the United States by 1932.”910

Rats in Black Harlem
For their part, Communists in Harlem pointed to the physical presence of
rats as a racialized sign of urban decay and landlord dereliction. A 1933 article
from the Hunger Fighter, a newspaper published by the Upper Harlem
Unemployed Council, surveyed the scene at 16, 18, and 20 West 116th Street.
The paper painted a bleak scene of “the horrors of the Negro worker’s life,” which
included rain that poured in through the ceiling and “Rats [that] dart from great
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gaps in the walls.”911 Testifying before a housing commission set up by the New
York City mayor’s office, a former manager of a Harlem apartment listed rats and
mice among the many signs of landlord neglect, adding, "Do you know that
apartments in my houses reeked with filth through no fault of the tenant?”912
One tragic rat story dominated the Harlem Black press throughout the
summer of 1940. In June the New York Amsterdam News ran the headline
“Family in Lower Harlem Fights Rats” above a picture of Harvey Daniels with his
wife and four children pointing to a whole in the wall where a rat “as large as a
squirrel” came out and attacked his infant daughter Dorthea at their 6 East 133rd
Street apartment.913 The paper described Mr. Daniels as a "typical neighborhood
family head” with a wife who had “done a good job” trying to maintain a clean
home “despite the landlord's failure."914 The Daniels Family was apprehensive to
launch a rent strike, as they "admitted being indebted to the landlord, so anything
bordering on protest made them think of dispossess notices." 915 A follow-up
story from July indicated that this was not an isolated incident, referring to a 1939
case "in which a huge rat bit off the ear of a child as it lay in its crib," once again
with no resulting action taken against the landlord. 916
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Tragically, the Amsterdam News updated its readers on September 28,
1940, that “six-month old Dorthea had died from illness related to her rat bite." 917
The paper positioned her death as "further proof of deplorable economic and
health conditions of Harlem's unfortunate."918 In "Rat Bitten Child Dies," a
response written to the editor, Wilfrid Blunt railed that not only was the landlord
grossly responsible, but the city and its Department of Housing and
Building and the Department of Health can hardly expect to escape
their share in the responsibility and shame. The existence of rat
and other vermin infested tenements in Harlem is common
knowledge to our city government, but no one seems to care. 919
Biehler explains that many Black activists, journalists, and artists “understood
rats as part of a web that entangled the physical environment with racial injustice,
urban politics, and even federal housing policy.” 920 In the mean streets of Harlem,
many residents such as the Daniels family had good reason to see “rats as
fleshy, biting incarnations of racism.”921

Reinterpreting the Rat
Boosters of Martín’s case for sainthood had to decide if they would retain
the rat elements of Martín’s iconography. As we saw above, Father McGlynn
displayed his plaster sculpture of Martín in 1930, which included Martín holding a
broom with rats at his feet. He explained later that he included the rats as a sign
of Martín’s affection for all of God’s creatures, even those most despised.922 Not
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everyone agreed with this interpretation, however, including a patron who
commissioned Father McGlynn to make another statue. Father McGlynn “insisted
on redoing it with the broom and the rats at his feet…[but] they wanted those
eliminated.”923 In 1936, when Father McGlynn provided the cover illustration for
Father Georges’ hagiography, Meet Brother Martin!, McGlynn’s image featured
Martín distributing food to the poor (Figure 3.11) . An observer reacted positively
to this new iconography, writing in The Colored Harvest:
The concept of Blessed Martin as portrayed on the cover page of
the booklet is quite the best we have seen…. Martin’s humility is
suggested rather than emphasized by the broom in the
background, and -- best of all-- the mice were kept in their place -out of the picture.924
Not all Catholics thought it expedient to jettison the vermin, but instead
reinterpreted them to reflect their 1930s understanding of race and poverty.
Father Kearns, writing to the overwhelmingly white Catholic readership of The
Torch, admitted “we can understand [Martín de Porres’] care of dogs and cats,
but it may be a bit difficult for us to appreciate his regard for such lowly creatures
as mice and rats.”925 Nonetheless, Father Kearns found Martín’s example of
charity towards rats a meaningful challenge for white Catholics, and he related
rats and African Americans by way of analogy that located in them a shared
essence of social abjectness:
Whether we like it or not, Martin knew that, after all, even such
despised creatures have their place in the world for a purpose….
We are not asked to imitate him in his kindness to such lowly
T. McGlynn, O.P., Thomas McGlynn Autobiography, TMC, Phillips Memorial Library Digital &
Special Collections (PMLDSC), Providence College, 59.
924 T. Holland, SSJ, “Meet Brother Martin de Porres, Negro Beatus,” The Colored Harvest,
February-March, 1936, 13.
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rodents, but we are asked to follow him in his all-embracing charity
for mankind -- to rid ourselves of every vestige of racial
prejudice.926
Martín’s rat legend also received visual illustration in the pages of the
Catholic Worker. This periodical gave voice to the principles of Catholic social
justice, and directly competed with the CP’s Daily Worker. Indeed, Dorothy Day
and Joe Bennett distributed the first edition of the Catholic Worker as they
pushed through the crowds of 50,000 people gathered in Union Square on May
Day, 1933, following two communist and one socialist workers’ parades. 927
Within two years, the paper had a subscription of 100,000. Ade Bethune, who
painted the murals in the De Porres Library for Baroness de Hueck, joined Day
as an illustrator in 1935 when she designed the paper’s famous masthead. That
same year, Bethune turned her attention to Martín de Porres, producing her
rendering of his rat story as well as giving it a fresh layer of anticapitalist
interpretation.
Bethune’s image of Martín contains a white background with flat twodimensional solid figures composed of black ink (Figure 30). This gave Bethune’s
images the reminiscence of a medieval woodcut, a hallmark of her iconographic
style for saint illustrations that sought to represent “the holy in the ordinary.” 928
Martín, smiling with eyes wide, stands in the middle of his garden holding a dish
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of food as eleven rats gather at his feet to receive their daily bread. Here we see
how the politics of the Catholic Worker Movement provided the interpretive
schema for this seventeenth-century story, as Bethune derived from Martín’s act
of charity a radical critique against accumulation.
Bethune detailed her utopian vision for rats, writing “One
sometimes likes to think about an ideal society where
rats would not be considered a nuisance.”929
In Bethune’s dreamscape, this ideal society would
be free of rat problems not because rats ceased to exist,
but “because human beings would not be interested in
storing (for illusory profits) useless amounts of
merchandise for whose 'protection' the poor beasts must
be destroyed.”930 With the capitalist drive for
accumulation rendered obsolete in this future world,
Bethune imagined humans would develop intimate
relationships with the rats who “would get
Figure 30 Ade Bethune’s illustration of
Brother Martin’s rats. The Catholic
Worker (1935), Vol. 4(3): 5. Dorothy
Day - Catholic Worker Collection
(DDCWC), Special Collections and
University Archives (SCUA), Raynor
Memorial Libraries (RML), Marquette
University.

their food together
with the other family
pets.”931 Bethune’s
illustration of Martín
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and the rats -- though lacking her poetic rhapsody -- was re-published by the
Catholic Worker twice more between 1935 and 1937.932
Leftist Catholic boosters of Martín such as Bethune, as well as her
Communist counterparts, used the figure of the rat to analogize social problems
and imagine them being solved through the model of Martín’s intimate yet
transgressive touch. These observers employed an ecological understanding of
the rat that placed blame for rat destruction upon the humans who extract excess
from and create destruction within their environments. And while we might find
uncomfortable Father Kearns’ comparison of rats and Black people, this very
same analogy -- but with a Communist twist -- was one made by some Black
Americans themselves.
The Harlem Race Riot of 1935 broke out following an altercation at a
white-owned store between the shopkeeper, Lino Rivera, a Black Puerto Rican
teenager accused of stealing, and the police. As charges of police brutality
quickly spread, large crowds of folks gathered in the streets until someone threw
a brick through the storefront window. For hours into the evening, a full-scale
battle ensued between NYPD and the crowd of over three thousand. 933 In the
riot’s aftermath, renowned educator and civil rights activist Nannie Helen
Burroughs turned to the lowly rat to make a remark about systemic antiblack
racism:
The causes of the Harlem riot are not far to seek. They lie beneath
mountains of injustices done to the colored man.... They have been
goaded, hounded, driven around, herded, held down, kicked

932
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around and roasted alive. In Harlem the cornered rats fought
back.”934

Afrocentric Rats
Burroughs’ comparison of black Harlemites to cornered rats might seem
surprising since rats caused such havoc to black life in Harlem. But African
Diasporic understandings of rats are not uniformly negative. The above reading
of the rat as a symbol of pollution is thoroughly Euro-American, a historicocultural frame that only approaches rats as an invasive species from the
perspective of the American colonial project. But widening the possible source
traditions that Martín de Porres used to make sense of the rat beyond the
Peruvian context to include indigenous African understandings causes an entirely
different story to emerge.
In chapter one I detailed the large number of enslaved Afro-Peruvians who
hailed from West-Central Africa, chiefly the Kongo-Anglola basin. John Janzen's
identified the ecological basis of the Lemba initiation and healing cult that
emerged during the seventeenth century, noting "Lemba's origin and ritual is
often elaborated in terms of apparently mystifying creations such as rodents,
earth colors, plants, and mythic heroes.”935 In addition to listing the positive
associations of rats as symbols of fertility and industriousness, Janzen included
rat myths including the humorous tale of Tsimona-Mambu, the Seer of Things,
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who embarked on a journey to reach Nzambi -- God the Father -- and retrieve a
cure for his two ill wives.936
On his journey, Tsimona encountered a rat who asked for a ride in
Tsimona's bag, to which the man obliged, but only reluctantly. As the story
progresses, Tsimona accidentally killed a chief's wife and was thrown into jail and
left to die. It is here that the rat intervenes in the narrative:
When Tsimona-Mambu realized that the door had been locked, he
consulted his bag. He was told to have the kumbi rat dig a tunnel
under the wall of the house. Several days passed and TsimonaMambu became hungry. He instructed the rat to bring him food by
dragging it under the wall through the tunnel. In this way he got a
fat she-goat, a wild beast, and another goat.937
Some time passed before God the Father ordered the overseer to open the door,
and to everyone’s surprise Tsimona-Mambu jumped out alive. At seeing this, the
overseer ran back to Nzambi, saying “‘can’t you see that he's your son? Take up
his affair now.’ And thus Tsimona-Mambu at last won his audience before God
the Father."938
Such myths and fables not only relate humorous details but also disclose
ethical models of action. In an Afrocentric sense, the rat’s chief attributes of
burrowing and transgressing boundaries are valorized as aid for human captives.
In a diasporic sense, the Lemba associations of rats form a resource bank for
Africans in the Americas to think through their relations with rodents. Stories like
the myth of Tsimona-Mambu are reminders that Martín descended from and
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interacted with West-Central Africans who had their own cosmologies that
accorded rats a unique place within a changing ritual repertoire. This is a
complete reversal of the rat trope that led the Peruvian Inquisition to rule them
anathema. It is speculative, but perhaps resonant Bantu understandings
informed Nannie Helen Burroughs’ ability to see black Harlemites and rats as cocaptives, equally cornered within the colonial ecologies of white supremacy.
Humans invest rats with cultural meaning as metaphors for our
worldmaking projects, rending these creatures as “repositories for values and
meanings which can range from the savage to the sacred.”939 Perhaps the
greatest anxiety over rats is the moral mirror they hold up to humans, for the
simple fact that “the rat treats humans as humans treat other animals.” 940 All of
this accumulated rat discourse necessarily reverberated, though at varying
intensities, through Atkinson and Van Vechten’s selection to include rats as a
chief iconographic prop of their photoshoot. Brother Martín’s rats both sustain a
critical commentary of the colonial legacies of slavery, racial capitalism, and
histories of plunder and accumulation, while also gesturing to the memories of
the world on the other side of the Middle Passage in which rats and Africans
could enter non-taboo socialities.
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“Smelling a Rot” with the Du Bois Family
There is yet one more cultural register of the iconic rat that I want to bring
to bear upon this photographic archive. This figure of the rat comes to us from
the correspondence of Yolande Du Bois, W. E. B.’s daughter who in April 1928
was the newlywed bride of Countée Cullen, nine years before the initiation of his
affair with Atkinson. Their wedding took place at Salem Methodist Episcopal
Church, officiated by Cullen’s stepfather, the Rev. Frederick A. Cullen. The Du
Bois -- Cullen wedding was one of the most lavish events in Black Harlem’s
history. Three thousand people watched the nuptials from inside the full-capacity
church, while an equally large number had to remain outside in the street.
Yolande’s bridal party included sixteen maids-in-waiting and two soloists (Figure
31).941 The Amsterdam News reported how "Harlem witnessed, surely, its largest

Figure 31 Yolande Du Bois with bridesmaids on her wedding day,
1928. W. E. B. Du Bois Papers (MS 312). Special Collections and
University Archives, University of Massachusetts Amherst Libraries
Yolande Du Bois with bridesmaids on her wedding day, 1928. W. E. B. Du Bois Papers (MS
312). Special Collections and University Archives, University of Massachusetts Amherst Libraries.
http://credo.library.umass.edu/view/full/mums312-i0434. Accessed 22 Mar 2018.
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and most colorful wedding of the season" as "baskets of mixed flowers and
cages of canary birds were hung on the balcony railing. At the altar were tall
green palms, ferns, calla and Easter lilies, roses and tulips. From the ceiling and
directly over the altar, was a white dove suspended from a cord." 942
Cullen’s assumed queer sexuality was an open secret in Harlem, and
when Cullen sailed to Paris a few weeks following the marriage not with his bride
but with his handsome best man Harold Jackman instead, “suspicion and rumor
degenerated into hilarity, followed quickly by sympathy for the recent bride.” 943 By
fall of that year, Yolande had joined Cullen in Paris and the young couple was
miserable, as indicated in a series of letters between Yolande and her father. Du
Bois’ letters to his daughter and son-in-law, catalogued by Mason Stokes, offer
suggestions for the young couple and reveal the outlines of his ideas regarding
traditional gender roles and conjugal relations within marriage. He admonished
Yolande, “You should make it easy for Countée to write.... you should not distract
him or make him spend too much time catering to your entertainment.... Stop
thinking of yourself or being sorry for yourself or regarding the world as revolving
about you."944 In some letters Du Bois adopts the role of amateur sexologist,
telling Cullen, “I still think the main trouble is physical and psychological...a girl
has been trained to continence and then suddenly, loved, the universe
trembles."945
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W.E.B. encouraged Cullen to have intimate relations with Yolande: “Try
again if you can—if you cannot, I shall understand.”946 In another letter, Du Bois
explained that inexperienced women like Yolande had not yet “had her sexual
desire localized and is extremely sensitive in her organs. That then which gives
her husband pleasure may be exquisite torture physically and mental humiliation
for her.”947 Du Bois cautioned further, “Don’t approach her too often and put her
in terror lest every kiss and caress end in sexual commerce.”948 Du Bois’
speculations that Yolande’s sexual desire had not yet localized in her genitals
emerged from his understanding of the predominant psychosexual development
theories of his day, those popularized by figures like Sigmund Freud, that viewed
sexual maturity as a steady progression over one’s lifetime through several
stages beginning with the oral stage and continuing through the anal, phallic,
latency stages before finally concluding with the genital stage.949 David Levering
Lewis observed how Du Bois' advice was "in complete conformity with Victorian
manuals asserting that few females enjoyed sexual intercourse." 950
But Du Bois could not have been more wrong in diagnosing the problems
of this marriage as resulting from Yolande’s “silliness” or Countée’s insistent
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sexual appetite for her.951 At last, Yolande learned the truth of the matter and
informed her father, writing to him “You seemed to be ‘smelling a rot’ so I thought
I’d better tell you frankly”:
About Countée and myself—the reason I haven’t said much is
because I hated to.... Shortly after our attempt at reconciliation
Countée told me something about himself that just finished things.
Other people told me too but I thought & hoped they were lying. If
he had not told me himself that it was true I wouldn’t have believed
it but since he did I knew then that eventually I’d have to leave him.
I never loved him but I had an enormous amount of respect for him.
Having lost that—and having an added feeling of horror at the
abnormality of it I couldn’t ‘make it.’ I knew something was wrong—
physically, but being very ignorant & inexperienced I couldn’t be
sure what. When he confessed that he’s always known that he was
abnormal sexually—as far as other men were concerned then
many things became clear. At first I felt terribly angry—I felt he’d no
right to marry any woman knowing that. Now I feel only sorry for
him—all I want is not to have to be anywhere near him. I’ve heard
of such things of course but the idea of it being true of anyone close
to me gives me a feeling of horror & disgust.952
While it is semantically true that one can smell a rot, the idiom that Yolande
referenced in her letter is properly to smell a rat. Oxford English Dictionary
recorded this phrase as entering the lexicon circa 1540 with the definition: “to
suspect deception, foul play, or that something is not what it at first appears to
be; to doubt whether a fact, story, action, etc., is true or genuine.” 953 Idioms in
language are defined as lexical units, a saying within speech whose individual
words "lose their independence of meaning" through repeated use, transforming
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the phrase into a standalone "figurative expression.”954 Whether Yolande meant
rat or rot, she intended to convey the sense that her father was correct to suspect
something fraudulent about her marriage to Cullen was suspect and
fraudulent.955
Yolande’s letter also reveals the popular sexology of the day. On the one
hand, she explained that the whole situation gave her a “feeling of horror at the
abnormality of it,” adding, “the idea of it being true of anyone close to me gives
me a feeling of horror & disgust.”956 Her disgust, however, was moderated by an
emerging tolerance that did not blame Cullen for choosing his attractions with
volition. “If he was born that way I can't help it. I'm sorry -- but I cannot
understand it."957 Stokes takes care to point out that although these letters
seemingly discuss Cullen’s queerness, in reality these dispatches elaborate “a
permanently pathological relationship to heterosexuality…. By insisting on the
language of abnormality rather than identity – of pathology rather than newly
liberated homosexuality.”958 The Du Bois family rendered the iconicity of the rat
into a doubled symbol of pollution that stood in for Cullen’s sexuality, first as the
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sign of W.E.B.’s growing suspicions, and secondly as the olfactory metaphor that
corresponded to the disgust and horror that being near Cullen gave Yolande.
Cullen and Yolande divorced in 1930, and while they could not have known it
then, this idiomatic register of the rat prefigured the plastic props that furnished
Cullen with a campy euphemism for his male lover twelve years later.

Irrational Intimacy
These Harlem retellings of Martín de Porres formed opportunities for
people to imagine their world anew and reorient the boundaries of social
intimacy. Van Vechten, Atkinson, and Cullen camped up Martín prayer cards and
relics emanating from the Blessed Martin Guild and Friendship House. In this
moment of reformation in Martín’s legends and iconography that swept him up
into the currents of Black internationalism and global anti-fascism swirling
through Harlem, leftist Catholics like Bethune saw in Martín’s rats a utopian
vision of a world where the rationality of capitalism and its insistence upon
accumulation were traded for an excessive and transgressive intimacy. While the
multivocal understandings of Martín de Porres scaled up in Harlem from his
Peruvian formations, this chapter has demonstrated that all of the Martín
sacramentals circulating New York City during the Great Depression resonated
with forms of intimate knowing generated by the touchy-feely dimensions of
trickster signifying.
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Of Tricksters and Rodentia
The next chapter continues our journey following Martín’s trickster
performances throughout the Diaspora, this time through the sugarcane fields of
Cuba and Puerto Rico where the ñeque, an Antillean rodent that burrows in tree
roots, hollow logs, and bushy tangles, criss-crosses through Martín’s legends
with a Yoruba twist.
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Chapter 4: Martín’s Body Double: René Muñoz, St. Martín de Porres, and
Auditory Memories of the African Diaspora
“Un negro de verdad” (A Real Black Man)
Álvaro Córdoba Eduardo de Barrenechea Muñoz -- better known as René
Muñoz -- was born in La Habana, Cuba on February 19, 1938. 959 At twenty years
old, René left the island for Madrid to pursue a career in entertainment -dancing, singing, and acting -- shortly before Fidel Castro's 26th of July
Movement assumed power on January 1, 1959.960 In Madrid, Muñoz began
performing in a nightclub where he was scouted following one of his numbers. He
recalled how “a gentleman kept staring at me in a very special manner, and then,
he asked me if I wanted to make a film.”961 Muñoz thought the man was joking at
first, but that man was Fernando Montejano, a screenwriter and publicist in the
Spanish film industry.962 After some convincing, Montejano arranged to meet with
Muñoz the following Monday. When Montejano returned, he was accompanied
by Ramón Torrado, the Spanish film director and screenwriter who had a string
of cinematic successes throughout the 1950s including Rumbo (1950) and La
virgen gitana (1951).963 Also present at this meeting was Eduardo Mazanos, the

“A San Martín de Porres yo le debo mucho,” TVyNovelas, n.p., n.d. Accessed April, 20, 2018.
https://fraymartindeporres.wordpress.com/2012/11/25/entrevista-a-René-munoz-a-san-martin-deporres-yo-le-debo-mucho/entrevista-1/. This article has no date printed on the electronic scan
version but based on information in the article I can surmise the interview was conducted circa
1975.
960 S. Farber, The Origins of the Cuban Revolution Reconsidered (Chapel Hill: The UNC Press,
2006), 61, 66-67.
961 “...un señor (Fernando Montejano) se me quedó mirando de una manera muy especial y,
luego, me preguntó si deseaba hacer una película.” “A San Martín de Porres,” n.p.
962 "Fernando Montejano," International Movie Database. Accessed 22 March 2018.
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0599262/.
963 "Ramón Torrado," International Movie Database. Accessed March 22, 2018,
www.imdb.com/name/nm0868315/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1. Torrado entered La virgen gitana to the
1951 Cannes Film Festival.
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renowned producer undertaking a new filmic depiction of the life of Martín de
Porres.964
Muñoz explained that “they needed a young black man (un negrito) and
offered me the role.”965 The project originally had sought the famous Spanish
actor Ángel Aranda for the role of Martín, but Aranda was not of African descent
and would have worn blackface, “pintado de negro” in Muñoz’s words, a situation
that “without a doubt would have brought many complications.”966 Casting an
actor in blackface to portray Martín de Porres at the same time his case for
sainthood as a racial icon was growing would be the height of irony. Instead,
Mazanos, Torrado, and Montejano decided to look for “a real black man” (un
negro de verdad) -- someone whose physical body contained the phenotypic
signature of African ascendancy.967 In Muñoz they were happy to discover
someone who not only had the right skin color, but they thought his bone
structure favored colonial representations of Martín de Porres. This is why
Montejano could not stop staring at Muñoz “in a very special manner” when they
first encountered each other. Muñoz remembered that, after some back and forth

“Eduardo Manzanos,” International Movie Database. Accessed March 22, 2018,
www.imdb.com/name/nm0110505/.
965 “Necesitaban a un negrito y me ofrecieron el papel. Un actor, Ángel Aranda, lo iba a hacer,
pero pintado de negro, lo que sin duda traería muchas complicaciones, por eso buscaron a un
negro de verdad. Luego de unas pláticas con el productor Eduardo Mazanos me convencieron
y...adiós estudios." “A San Martín de Porres,” n.p.
966 “A San Martín de Porres.” "Ángel Aranda," International Movie Database. Accessed March 22,
2018, www.imdb.com/name/nm0033007/. Blackface and other forms of "racialized
entertainment...appeared in Madrid as early as the 1880s" and it "proliferated during the 1920s.”
See S. March, et. al. “Comedy and Musicals,” in A Companion to Spanish Cinema, ed. J. Labanyi
and T. Pavlovic (Malden, MA: Wiley Blackwell, 2013), 211, 212.
967 Ibid.
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reasoning (unas pláticas), he accepted what would become the role of his
lifetime.968

The Miracle Boy
While boosters of Martín’s sainthood case hoped he would gain the two
Vatican-approved miracles that were necessary to open the path for his
canonization in time for the 1939 tricentennial celebration of his death, 1939
came and went with no such miracles. Disappointingly two Apostolic Processes
declared healings attributed to Martín de Porres in Detroit (1941) and the
Transvaal in Africa (1948) as non-miraculous.969 As Dominicana reported for its
readers, "Both medical experts rejected the cure in Detroit, whereas only one
vouched for that in South Africa."970 Thus, despite the fact that "so many
Americans implore[d] and venerate[d]" Martín, the Dominicans had to accept that
“the process...ha[d] not advanced beyond the first step required for canonization"
and it seemed "most unlikely that he [would] be canonized during the Holy Year"
declared for 1950 "as many had hoped."971 Though a woman in Paraguay
reported experiencing a miraculous healing credited to Martín’s intercession in
1948, this case lay suspended while under investigation until an additional
healing occurred that pushed Martín’s global case to a fever pitch. 972
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970 J. Lacey, O.P. "The Road to Sainthood" Dominicana 35(2): 103 (1950).
971 Ibid. On May 26, 1949, Pope Pius XII issued the papal bull Jubilaeum Maximum to announce
a Holy Year of Jubilee for 1950.
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On August 25, 1956, five-year-old Antonio Cabrera Pérez of Tenerife in
the Canary Islands was playing with another child in a house then under
construction when he fell through the roof and had his leg “completely destroyed”
by the debris.973 Dr. Miguel López, who oversaw Cabrera’s treatment, reported
that the boy entered the clinic with an “extensive wound from tearing and bruises
on the dorsal aspect of the left foot” that appeared “cold and cyanotic,” discolored
in a purplish hue indicating a lack of oxygen to his tissues.974 Three days later the
“situation continued the same” but his foot appeared more violet and the stench
from his dying leg was alarming.975 On August 31st, Dr. López consulted with a
team of physicians who found septicemia and signs of hepatitis in the leg, and “in
view of the situation...decided to amputate.”976 The surgery was scheduled for
the morning of September 2nd.
But the circumstances surrounding what took place the night of
September 1 launched Antonio Cabrera Pérez to fame in the Iberian Catholic
world as “the miracle boy” (el niño milagro). The adult Cabrera recalled:
a relative of mine named Adolfo Luque arrived from Las Palmas.
He told my mother Berta: “There is nothing left to do here except
pray. I am very devoted to Blessed Martín de Porres and I have a
lot of faith in him. I want to give you this holy card because the only
thing left to do is to pray.” 977

H. Gonar, "El niño que hizo santo a Martín de Porres" El Día, Tenerife, Canary Islands, May 6,
2012.
974 M. López, “El Informe del Doctor López,” El Dia, April 27, 1962.
975 Ibid.
976 Ibid.
977 “Man recounts miraculous healing through St. Martín de Porres' intercession," Catholic News
Agency, May 8, 2012.
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Cabrera’s mother was very religious, and she “put the holy card on [his] leg
and...prayed the entire night.”978 When Dr. López took Antonio to surgery the
next morning, he was surprised to discover that the skin around the wounds was
rosy and warm to the touch. Cabrera’s fever was down and his pulse normal. Dr.
López could not explain this rapid improvement in Cabrera’s condition, noting it in
his report as “absurd.”979 They continued to monitor Cabrera’s improving
situation until they released him from the hospital on September 7th. Over the
next few months Cabrera visited the doctor periodically to ensure that no lesions
reappeared. While Dr. López and his team readily admitted Cabrera’s case as
exceptional, “they never thought that this might be a miracle or something similar,
until the date of February 9, 1957,” when Cabrera’s mother confessed that “in the
night of the first of September she had placed a relic of the Blessed [Martín] on
the leg, a relic brought from Madrid.”980
Since Dr. López had no known medical explanation for the rapid
improvement of Cabrera’s leg, the Vatican opened an investigation of the case.
In April 1960, the Dominicans at the Roman Curia sent Father Moya, professor at
the University of Santo Tomás to Tenerife to serve as vice postulator of the
inquest. Domingo Pérez Cáceres, bishop of the Diocese of San Cristóbal de La
Laguna who oversaw the Church in the Canary Islands appointed Matías Batista,
parish priest of Güímar to preside over the apostolic process with Hilario
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López, “El Informe.”
980 “No pensamos nunca que esto fuese un milagro ni nada parecido, hasta que con fecha 9 de
febrero de 1957, la madre del enfermito nos confiesa que en la noche del 1º de septiembre le
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Fernández Mariño, canónigo lectoral of the Cathedral making the case for the
miracle as the promoter of the faith.981 It was in this charged atmosphere, with

Figure 32 Fray Escoba film poster, 1961. Image
from Todocoleccion.net

the case for Martín’s canonization reaching its culmination within Spain, that
Ramón Torrado made the decision to bring the story of Martín de Porres to the
big screen (Figure 32).

981
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Fray Escoba’s Franquista Fantasy
The happenings surrounding Martín de Porres’ immanent canonization
presented the Spanish public with various opportunities to confront their nation’s
colonial past, particularly its dealings with Africans and the extension of this
relationship into their contemporary present. News arriving in Madrid featuring
“the miracle boy” of the Canary Islands who was healed by the colonial Peruvian
mulatto friar traced in reverse the path of Iberian expansion beyond the peninsula
first into the islands off the northwest coast of Africa and then across the Atlantic,
reaching around the Strait of Magellan and across the isthmus of Panamá to the
Pacific coast of South America.982 Martín’s story reflected back to the Spanish
public and observers across Latin America an image of the Catholic heritage of
the Spanish colonial past.
Spain in 1960 was still firmly under the military dictatorship of Francisco
Franco, who cemented his power in 1939 following the Spanish Civil War
initiated by Franco’s 1936 military coup against the democratically-elected
government of the Second Republic. Franco launched his Falangist coup in the
name of tradition, crusading against the secularization and modernization
strategies employed by the Second Republic.983 Franco positioned himself as the
champion of the Church, and accounts of atrocities committed by anarchists and
Communists against nuns and other religious during the Civil War only confirmed
J. de Abreu Galindo, Historia de la conquista de las siete islas de Gran Canaria...Año de 1632
(Santa Cruz de Tenerife: M. Miranda, 1848); J. Blanco, Breve noticia histórica de las islas
canarias (Las Palmas de Gran Canaria: Ediciones del Excmo Cabildo Insular de Gran Canaria,
1976).
983 S. G. Payne, Fascism in Spain, 1923–1977 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1999); S. M.
Ellwood, Spanish Fascism in the Franco Era: Falange Española de las Jons, 1936-76. (London:
Macmillan, 1987).
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the worst fears of conservative Spanish Catholics that equated secularization
with a violent anti-clericalism.984 Upon taking power, Franco sought to authorize
his regime and shore-up the right wing coalition that supported his power through
promoting a nationalist Catholic platform (nacionalcatolicismo) that drew heavily
upon the myth of Hispanidad.
The clergy in Spain had long insisted upon Catholic unity as a social ideal,
and recommitted to this in the 1851 concordat with the Vatican, which affirmed
with no exception that the only religion of the Spanish nation was Roman
Catholicism.985 Under the restoration of the Bourbon monarchy (1874-1931) and
the founding of the Second Republic until the outbreak of civil war (1931-1936),
educational institutions became ground zero in the secularizing battles between
liberals, anarchists and communists on the pro-plurality side opposing the
traditionalists and the clergy on the other. Frances Lannon explained the
conservative wave then sweeping Spain, as "unease at the liberal insistence on
religious toleration extended naturally to unease also at those other liberal
innovations of parliament, party politics, a free press and cultural pluralism." 986 In
the wake of Franco’s coup the hierarchy of the Spanish Church, with only a few
exceptions, gave its blessing to the military rising in a notorious pastoral letter

Some scholars estimate that over 6,800 members of the clergy were murdered during the
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addressed to the Catholic bishops of the whole world. The letter justified their
support for Franco by:
affirm[ing] that the civic-military rising has taken a double hold on
the depths of the popular conscience, that of the patriotic sense,
which has seen in it the only means of raising up Spain and of
avoiding her definite ruin; and that of the religious sense, which
considered it as the force necessary to reduce to impotence the
enemies of God, and as the warrant of continuity for her faith and
the practice of her religion.987
Morcillo Gómez explained that Franco's regime “looked back with
nostalgia to Spain's birth as a nation, to 1492 and the Columbian discovery, to
the Spanish Empire and its Catholic crusades,” centering Catholicism as ”the
spiritual axis around which nationhood would be fashioned.”988 Jose Pemartín , a
Falangist politician, proclaimed Franco’s movement as founded on “sixteenth
century Spanish Catholicism, because our national identity forged itself in that
historical moment, incarnating the Catholic ideal of our Military Monarchy." 989
Naturally, Latin America figured prominently in these re-imaginings of national
Spanish identity. María Escudero catalogues the ways in which the former
American colonies “reflected what Spanish power had been in the past.”990
American settlement had also staged confrontations between the Spanish,
Native Americans and Africans, and “these confrontations were reinterpreted and
used in children's literature by the Francoist regime to establish the traits it

Joint letter of the Spanish bishops to the bishops of the whole world: the war in Spain (New
York: The America Press, 1937), 12-13.
988 A. Morcillo Gomez, "Shaping True Catholic Womanhood: Francoist Educational Discourse on
Women," in Constructing Spanish Womanhood: Female Identity in Modern Spain, ed. V.L.
Enders and P.B. Radcliff (Albany: SUNY Press, 1999), 52.
989 Quoted in Ibid., 55.
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San Diego, 1994, 2.
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sought to define as part of the 'genuine' national Spanish character.” 991 Franco’s
regime drew upon these colonial myths and utilized those aspects shared by
Spain and the nations of Latin America -- religion, language, and culture -- to
posit the existence of the Hispanic Community of Nations.992 These ideological
designs became institutionalized when Franco established the Consejo de
Hispanidad on November 2, 1940, to foster good relations with Latin America. 993

Cinema as State-Church Propaganda
At home, Spanish citizens were “engulfed by an avalanche of propaganda
related to the myth of Hispanidad” as “[e]very available means of communication
was used to transmit the hispanist discourse.”994 This extended to cinema, as
Franco’s regime “seized...Catholic principles and canonized them into law...to
survive and perpetuate its authority.”995 In the years before the Civil War, the
Spanish cinematography industry was not very developed, but nevertheless
contributed to the secularizing tendencies of Spanish society through its thematic
depictions. The Spanish clergy strongly condemned this form of media, with
Monseñor Olaechea, Bishop of Pamplona declaring that “the cinemas are such
great destructors of the moral virility of the people, that we do not doubt that it
would be a great good for humanity if they would all burn.”996 But as the public
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craving for cinema grew through the 1940s and 1950s, outright bans on film
moderated into a system of censorship. Social groups such as Confederacion de
Padres de Familia, Las Congregaciones Marianas, and Accion Católica
published film rating censors using colors and numbers to indicate if a film was
appropriate for young children, youth, adults, or deemed too dangerous
(peligroso) for any pious Catholic to watch.997
Some Spanish filmmakers used their craft to present Catholic ideals and
morality on the big screen.998 Colmenero Martínez identifies the period of 19461959 as the golden age of Catholic Spanish cinema that developed parallel with
the period of national Catholicism’s greatest splendor. However, as Marsha
Kinder argues, by the late fifties the Church’s moral control over cinematic
representations began to fail, causing a renewal of strategies to correct this. 999
On the censorship side this led to the creation of the Nuevas Normas de Censura
Cinematograficas in 1963 that issued regulations for a host of film
representations. In sexual matters, the sanctity of marriage was to be respected,
and no film was allowed to suggest promiscuous, homosexual (“abnormal”) or
casual sexual relations, nor include any scenes of adultery, illicit sex, excessive
passion, seduction, rape, abortion, or perversion. Also censored were depictions
of suicides, divorces, alcoholism, drug addiction, acts of brutality and terror,
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colloquial expressions of bad taste, and crimes that remained unpunished. 1000 In
short, “whatever offends the Catholic Religion and the State." 1001

The Hagiopic Genre and Fray Escoba
Though Colmenero Martínez identified the period from 1960-1975 as the
decline of the Franco regime, the renewed censorship of the early 1960s and the
crisis of weakening moral control over cinema also motivated a brief resurgence
in Catholic film, particularly the genre of the “hagiopic.” Pamela Grace coined this
term by combining hagiography with biopic -- the biographical film -- explaining
that hagiopics “represent the life, or part of the life, of a recognized religious
hero.”1002 In addition to portraying intimately the relationship of the hero to the
divine, she also found that hagiopics transport their viewers out of the mundane
into enchanted realms:
The world the conventional hagiopic portrays is a place found in no
other genre of films, a place where miracles occur, celestial beings
speak to humans, and events are controlled by a benevolent God,
who lives somewhere beyond the clouds.1003
In his study of hagiographic film, Hueso Montón calls attention to the
“pedagogical-exemplifying” element of these movies, noting the “strongly didactic
component...acquires a clear 'apologetic' character, that is, it seeks to propose a
model of Christian life worthy of being imitated.”1004
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Fray Escoba
Jorge Pérez finds that Spanish hagiopics of the late 1950s and early
1960s “were a genre in between two epistemic moments, as they denoted the
transition from the autarkic to the technocratic period” under Franco. 1005 Pérez
counts Ramón Torrado’s 1961 Fray Escoba among those films that “supported
the sacred imagining of Spanish national identity that was pivotal in the autarkic
period of the regime.”1006 For Colmenero, Torrado’s career represents “the last
cycle” (el ultimo ciclo) in Spanish hagiopics, as the Galician director contributed
three films to the genre between 1961 and 1964, each starring René Muñoz:
Fray Escoba, Cristo Negro and Bienvenido Padre Murray.1007 Fray Escoba
constituted “the classic historic hagiographic film,” while Cristo Negro, described
by some as the sequel to Fray Escoba, was a “missionary movie” set in Africa
whose protagonist, played by Muñoz and named Martín, was both a priest and
one of the colonized as well.1008 Bienvenido Padre Murray was a “Catholic
spaghetti western comedy."1009 Castro de Paz describes Ramón Torrado
practically as a salaried hire (un asalariado) of the Franco regime, noting the
chronology of Torrado’s filmography of nearly fifty productions “almost strictly
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coincides with the dictatorship” and thematically supported Francoist
hegemony.1010 Torrado “took advantage of a timely screenplay by Jaime García
Herranz about the life of the Peruvian fray of color Martín de Porres to carry out
his brief but fruitful journey” into the genre of the hagiopic.1011 Production on Fray
Escoba thus began in 1960 as a way to satiate Francoist longings for the glory
days of Catholic Spain’s colonial American empire.

Muñoz Plays Martín
Muñoz eagerly took to the role and began to prepare for it through
immersion methods. As the Dominicans in the United States reported to their
readers: “For two weeks Mr. Muñoz personally lived the Dominican life in the
convent of Atocha, Spain, following all of the observances, that he might be
steeped in the spirit of humility and charity of the Peruvian Laybrother.” 1012 This
meant that Muñoz followed a pattern of behavior laid down by Martín some three
hundred fifty years earlier, following the Roman Breviary that stipulated prayers
eight times a day on the canonical hours and participating in the daily chores of
conventual life.1013 Beyond this on-site immersion, the Dominicans in Spain also
oversaw the film’s production, with the Rev. Antonio Sánchez Váquez, O.P.,
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representative of the Secretariado Martín de Porres of Palencia serving as
ecclesiastical director.1014
Santaolalla explained that, even though Fray Escoba was the “fruit of an
epoch in which ideas about ‘race’ were being changed in a radical way” on the
global scale, the film’s Hispanidad frame muted any critique of the colonial
formations of antiblack racism.1015 Rather, Fray Escoba “did not miss the
opportunity to propagate the essentially just and humanitarian mood of the
Church.”1016 This is evidenced by the scene in the film in which Martín takes his
vows and enters the convent while his superior states, “for the Church of Christ,
as for the Dominican Order, races do not exist.”1017 Despite this rhetorical
whitewashing within the script, Jorge Pérez analyzed Fray Escoba’s visual style,
especially its “uses of the technology of lighting” to discover the “ideological
strings” that wove political messages “of obedience to the existing sociopolitical
order” through the film that were not “blatant and one-dimensional.”1018
Pérez explains that the cinematic representations of corporeal holiness in
Spanish hagiopics relied upon “a balanced use of the three-point lighting system”
that both illuminated the face while “reduc[ing] and eliminat[ing] any
shadows.”1019 However, in Fray Escoba, Muñoz and Esther Zulema, who played
his mother Ana, show up on screen with “dark skin that appears with shiny
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highlights and unflattering sweat throughout the film.”1020 (Figure 33). Pérez
brings this point home by
analyzing a scene of Fray
Escoba in which Martín,
intervening in a street brawl,
almost crashed into a young
nun and her older companion.
Avid hagiopic viewers would
have instantly recognized the
young actress as María
Mahor, who starred in the title
role of the film Rosa de Lima
(1961), based on the life of
Martín’s contemporary Rosa,
the Dominican tertiary nun
who became the first saint
Figure 33 Close-up of René Muñoz as Martín de
canonized from the Americas
Porres in which his skin appears shiny as opposed to
a matte finish. Fray Escoba set photo. From
in 1671. In this scene, Rosa
todocoleccion.net.

and Martín stand face to face
and the difference in lighting direction could not be starker. In a close-up of
Martín, “the only visible source of light is the natural reflection of the sun, which
gives him shiny highlights on the left side of his face while the right side is

1020
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covered with a shadow.”1021 Rosa’s face, however, “is almost a textbook example
of dexterous use of the three-point lighting system to properly light a face in an
outdoor scenario” -- well lit from all directions yet balanced, with her white
foundation giving her face a matte appearance. (Figure 4.4).1022 Pérez argues
that, despite Fray Escoba’s distilled “tribute to the Francoist defence of Spanish
colonialism that drew on the myth of Hispanidad” as a benevolent evangelizing
mission, the lighting direction emphasized the sensuality and thus carnality of the
black body, belying the “message implied by the film’s dialogue and
narrative.”1023
Fray Escoba was a commercial success upon its release in Spain, where
it enjoyed seventy weeks of showings at the Gran Vía Theater in Madrid, making
it the fourth-longest running Catholic film produced in Spain between 1940 and
1968.1024 The Spanish producer Cesáreo González, founder of Cinespaña,
acquired for $25,000 the rights to distribute the film throughout South
America.1025 Variety reported that in Chile, Fray Escoba "stayed on for 10 smash
weeks."1026 The reception to the film in Mexico was so great that Mexican
filmmakers petitioned "government film authorities to restrain the three semiofficial Mexican distribution networks -- Películas Nacionales, Películas
Mexicanas and Cimex -- from releasing Spanish product as a competitive
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1023 Ibid., 54, 55.
1024 Ibid. 52; Colmenero Martínez, "Iglesia Católica y Cine en el Franquismo,” 150.
1025 Santaolalla, Los "otros", 76; "Villa Elizaga: Nuevo Presidente de Cinespaña," ABC Sábado,
Oct. 28, 1972, 94.
1026 "Spaniards Having Better Results In South America," Variety, May 8, 1963, 230(11): 176.
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element harmful to the Mexican film industry.”1027 As Variety reported, Fray
Escoba opened its second premier house after holding for twenty weeks at the
Teatro Orfeón in Mexico City, spurring charges that “Spanish product [was]
taking key playing time from local product."1028
Fray Escoba generated a great deal memorabilia. Bruguera, S.A.,
publishers of comic books and youth literature based in Barcelona, released a
set of 196 movie trading cards and a sticker album to collect them.1029 Fray
Escoba: Colección de 196 Fotografías was a paperback book filled with blank
placeholders (Figures 34 and 35). Each 1” x 1” photo sticker (cromos) depicted a

Figure 34 Fray Escoba sticker book cover and Figure 35 sticker placeholders on pages.
Bruguera, S.A., 1961. Photos from todocoleccion.net.

“Spaniards' Ire Rises at Threat of Mex Showmen," Variety, Oct 10 1962, 228(7): 5.
Ibid.
1029Fray Escoba: Colección de 196 Fotografías (Barcelona: Editorial Bruguera, S.A., 1962),
Private collection.
1027
1028
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different movie scene, and children purchased packs of photos in hopes of
eventually collecting the full set to attach inside their book. On the back of each
card and appearing underneath the blank frames on the pages was a brief
storyboard description of each scene. Number 89, for example, was a photo of
Rosa de Lima wiping Martín’s face -- the above-mentioned scene analyzed by
Pérez -- while the caption read, “The nuns try to cure the wound of the mulatto, a
thing that he appreciated with
his whole heart, but that which
filled him with joy more is to see
that those before who had been
fighting were getting along
together again thanks to his
intervention.”1030 (Figure 36).
Bruguera bragged on the front
cover that these sticker cards
and books were "published with
exclusive authorization of
<<COPERCINES>> Madrid,”
revealing how licensing
partnerships extended the social
life of a film beyond the form of

Figure 36 Sticker 89 obverse and reverse sides.
Bruguera, S.A., 1961. Photos from
todocoleccion.net

“No. 89” Fray Escoba Coleccion de 196 Fotografías. Accessed July 14, 2018,
https://www.todocoleccion.net/cromos-antiguos/cromo-fray-escoba-ed-bruguera-anos-60-n-89c10-1x1~x51232529.
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its cinematic media alone.1031 Jaime G. Herranz also published his screenplay of
the movie in a book that featured a set image of René Muñoz on the cover. 1032
Perhaps unlike any other Spanish hagiopic, Fray Escoba crystallized the
Franquista mythology project that saw the colonial past as both “an explanation
of the present and, at the same time, as the engine that would move the nation
forward to that imagined future" of national Catholic glory. 1033 But when the
Church moved to canonize Martín at last, the miraculous world of the hagiopic
spilled into the mundane world of mid-twentieth century modernity and converged
on Vatican City, where René Muñoz’s performance of Martín would far exceed
the designs of Fernando Montejano and Ramón Torrado when they first scouted
him that night in Madrid.

Muñoz and the Vatican Canonization
The pending apostolic process investigating Antonio Cabrera’s leg made
the canonization of Martín feel like a tangible possibility to global observers. As
Nicomedes Santa Cruz, a black Peruvian journalist, folklorist, and devotee of
Martín de Porres explained in a 1959 poem, “A su canonización / Que aguarda el
mundo cristiano/ Sabre que en el Vaticano / No hicieron segregación” (At his
canonization / Which the Christian world awaits / I will know that at the Vatican /
They don’t practice segregation).1034 As early as January 1961, the black
Ibid.
J.G. Herranz, Fray Escoba (Palencia: Secretariado <<Martín de Porres>>, 1962).
1033 Escudero, "The Image of Latin America Disseminated in Spain by the Franco Regime,” 32.
1034 N. Santa Cruz, "Santo de mi Devocion" (June 24, 1959), in Nicomedes Santa Cruz. Obras
Completas I. Poesía (1949 - 1989), comp. P. Santa Cruz Castillo (Buenos Aires: LibrosEnRed,
2004), 142-143. See also M. Ojeda, "Nicomedes Santa Cruz and the vindication of Afro-Peruvian
Culture," in Contemporary Latin American Cultural Studies, ed. S. Hart and R. Young (London:
1031
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American press began to speculate about Martín's canonization. Jet explained to
its readers that "Pope John XXIII soon may canonize the Roman Catholic
Church's first half-caste saint, according to unofficial Vatican sources” expecting
the decision to come that spring - it did not.1035 Ebony described the expanding
scalar dimensions of Martín’s case, explaining how during 1960 and 1961 "the
clamor for Blessed Martín's canonization had mushroomed into a giant
movement that encircled the globe."1036 On February 13, 1962, the Medical
College of the Congregation of Rites at the Vatican determined that both the
1948 healing in Paraguay and Antonio Cabrera’s rapid leg recovery in 1956 had
no natural or scientific explanation.1037 With this declaration, Martín officially
performed all the miracles required before his canonization could reach its
completion. The announcement from the pope seemed imminent.
Torrado’s Fray Escoba arrived in South America at just the right time to
capitalize on this excitement, with the impending canonization in many ways
turning into an elaborate movie premier par excellence. In April 1962, on a
promotional trip to Lima one month before the Vatican ceremony, René Muñoz
“caused a furor among the thousands of followers that were astonished by his
great resemblance with the Limeño saint.”1038 After completing this trip, Muñoz
next traveled to the island of Tenerife on April 25 to collect funds for the

Routledge, 2014), 250. Translation mine, Ojeda translates as “When he's finally canonized/Which
Christians eagerly await/I'll know for sure that in the Vatican/There was no trace of segregation."
1035 "Pope John XXIII Expected to Make Negro Saint" Jet Jan. 19, 1961, 45.
1036 "New Saint is Credited with Raising Deceased from Dead," Ebony, July 1962, 26.
1037 Cussen, Black Saint of the Americas, 198.
1038 “Martín de Porres: el más humilde de los santos," Huellas Digitales, Archivo Histórico El
Comercio. May 4, 2012. Accessed 6 January 2018.
https://elcomercio.pe/blog/huellasdigitales/2012/05/martin-de-porres-el-mas-humild.
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disadvantaged in association with the Peregrinos de la Caridad (Charity Pilgrims)
festival held at the Teatro Guimerá.1039 While in Tenerife, Muñoz linked up with
Antonio Cabrera, as the two were poised to perform a special role of
ambassadorship in Rome.
Variety covered the happenings like any other entertainment news, seeing
a clear link between the timing of the cinematic event with the Church’s calendar:
Spanish producers of religious films have been successfully timing
halo biogs to coincide with global ceremonies, centenaries and
advocacies of sainthood…. Presumably aware that Peruvian Friar
Martin de Porres was on the Vatican calendar for canonization this
year, Copercines last year produced ‘Fray Escoba’ (Friar With a
Mop) starring an unknown Cuban actor, René Muñoz.1040
The success of Torrado’s film was contingent upon the decisions of the Sacred
Congregation, as “canonization rites scheduled in the Vatican next month are
expected to open markets wide for ‘Fray Escoba’ in Catholic countries throughout
the world.”1041 Finally, Variety explained René Muñoz’s direct participation in the
event, noting that he arrived in “Rome as a member of the Peruvian delegation
attending the solemn ceremony and will of course receive audience from Pope
John.”1042
Even more, Muñoz’s very body became an official part of the proceedings,
as “stills of the young actor in his film debut [were] given Vatican circulation for
this event."1043 In addition to the movie stills that circulated as official
merchandise of the event, Muñoz also posed for the Italian painter Fausto Conti
1039
1040

H. Gonar, "El niño que hizo santo," n.p.
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who produced La Glorificazione di San Martino de Porres, a portrait of the saint
based on Muñoz’s likeness that was displayed in St. Peter’s Basilica during the
ceremony (Figure 37).1044 In their coverage of the canonization rites, Ebony
included a photograph
showing the interior of St.
Peter’s Basilica and La
Glorificazione with the
following caption
describing the painting:
"Humble Brother Martin,
accompanied by angels
and floating on cloud to
symbolize his sainthood,
looks from huge portrait at
wall on pomp and
circumstance in his
behalf."1045 In a radio
interview from Madrid,
Muñoz explained how

Figure 37 La Glorificazione di San Martino de Porres.
Fausto Conti, 1962. Oil on canvass. Basílica del
Santísimo Rosario del Convento de Santo Domingo in
Lima. Photo published in Canevaro, La Iconografia de
San Martín de Porres, 159.

Sunday May 6th, 1962,

Canevaro, Iconografía de San Martín de Porres, 28, 159. This painting is now held by the
Basílica del Santísimo Rosario del Convento de Santo Domingo in Lima. For the Conti-Muñoz
painting of Martín de Porres given to Pope Francis by the Peruvian Church in May, 2017, see E.
E. Núñez Balbín, "¿Qué esconde el cuadro que los obispos peruanos le dieron al Papa?" Aleteia
Perú May 17, 2017.
1045 “Humble Brother Martin,” Ebony, July 1962, 23.
1044
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was “one of the most unforgettable days of my life.”1046 He was overcome with
emotion upon entering St. Peter’s Basilica where he looked up and saw “my
figure representing the glorious figure of St. Martín de Porres.”1047 Muñoz also
confirmed for the interviewer that his image stood in for Martín’s on the many
stamps and medallions distributed in St. Peter’s Square that day (Figure 38).1048
Thirty thousand devotees of Martín from five continents and fifty nations
entered the “medieval splendor” to participate in the four-hour "dazzling pageant

Figure 38 La Glorificazione di San Martino de Porres in St. Peter’s Basilica during the
canonization ceremony of Martin de Porres, May 6, 1962. Photo published by Ebony,
July 1962, 23.
R. Muñoz, radio interview by Eufrasio Zúñiga, Carta de España: Programa radiofónico
semanal de entrevistas, May, 1962. Accessed 9 Jan 2018,
http://bibliotecadigital.aecid.es/bibliodig/i18n/consulta/registro.cmd?id=4412.
1047 Ibid.
1048 Ibid.
1046
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that would have staggered the imagination of the humble friar in whose honor it
took place."1049 Muñoz and Antonio Cabrera, now ten years old, were an
inseparable pair all day, even appearing on the famous balcony to greet the
crowd gathered in St. Peter’s Square. Spanish journalist Luis de la Barga noted
that Cabrera “appeared everywhere -- even before the Pope -- accompanied by
René Muñoz, the Cuban artist who has taken Fray Escoba to the screen." 1050 De
la Barga captured the frenetic atmosphere of the swirling crowd (gente
arremolinada) in the square who “first looked at the image of the saint hanging on
the central balcony of the Basilica, then compared it with the features of René
Muñoz.”1051 But when the crowd realized that little Antonio standing next to
Muñoz indeed “was the miracle boy, they approached the limits of delirium." 1052
De la Barga detailed the Hollywood atmosphere of these sacred rites by assuring
his Spanish readers that “our compatriot [Cabrera] has signed autographs with
the same seriousness as any big character and has had his picture taken
thousands of times."1053
The Black American press also noted this dynamic duo, with Jet
publishing a photo of Muñoz together with Cabrera pointing to his healed leg.
Calling Cabrera the “saint’s protege,” the magazine captioned the picture “Cured

"Making of a Saint: Catholicdom honors Negro monk, Blessed Martin," Ebony, July 1962, 21.
"En todas partes se presentó -incluso ante la Papa- por René Muñoz, el artista cubano que
ha llevado a Fray Escoba a la pantalla." L. de la Barga, “Gloriosa Canonización de San Martín de
Porres,” Ya (Madrid, Spain), May 7, 1962, 1.
1051 “Hemos visto a la gente arremolinada en la plaza de San Pedro que primero miraba a la
imagen del santo pendiente en el balcón central de la Basílica, luego la comparaba con las
facciones de René Muñoz y, por último, al saber que el pequeño Cabrera era el niño del milagro,
tocaba los límites del delirio. Nuestro compatriota ha firmado autógrafos con la misma seriedad
que cualquier personaje grande y ha sido retratado millares de veces." Ibid.
1052 Ibid.
1053 Ibid.
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by prayers to Martin de Porres, 10-year-old Antonio Cabrera Pérez of the Canary
Islands points to his once-inflicted leg in Rome after his benefactor was made a
saint by the Catholic Church. Accompanying the youth is Cuban actor René
Muñoz, who plays de Porres in film” (Figure 39).1054
While everyone gathered for the ceremony came to witness the
acclamation of Martín de Porres as saint, it is important to note that different sets
of motivations and historical trajectories fed into the global singularity of the

Figure 39 René Muñoz and Antonio Cabrera pose together at St. Peter’s
Basilica during the canonization ceremony of Martin de Porres, May 2, 1962.
Photo published in Jet, May 24, 1962, 29.

1054

“Saint’s Protege,” Jet Magazine, May 24, 1962, 29.
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Vatican event of May 6th. A combination of Franco’s fascist national Catholicism
and movie industry profit motive brought René Muñoz’s performance of Martín
first to the big screen and then to St. Peter’s Basilica. But sitting in attendance
and staring up at Muñoz’s body on canvas were the American Dominican
Fathers McGlynn and Georges who, as seen last chapter, positioned Martín on
the political left in coalition with the Communist Popular Front and Black Harlem’s
religious and nationalist organizations, partially in response to the anti-fascist and
anti-Catholic sentiment whipped into a frenzy by Mussolini and his alliance with
Franco.1055
Also in attendance was Cardinal Rugambwa of Tanganyika, who just two
years prior had received the pope’s appointment to the College of Cardinals as
the first native African in the Church's modern history to attain that rank.1056
Church leaders viewed Cardinal Rugambwa as emphasizing "the truly
international character of the Church” with potential for great world impact as he
“represent[ed] a nation struggling fiercely to achieve justice and
independence."1057 African-American interest in the historical significance of
Martín’s sainthood was strong, evidenced by the fact that Ebony devoted eight
pages of coverage the event it deemed "a forthright gesture aimed at reassuring
the dark-skinned peoples of the world."1058 The magazine reported that 350

1055Cussen,

Black Saint of the Americas, 200; R. Vargas Ugarte, El santo de los pobres: San
Martín de Porras (Lima: Ediciones Paulinas, 1983).
1056 "Three New Cardinals," Scarboro Missions, June 1960, 23.
1057 Ibid. For details on Tanganyika’s short-lived existence as an independent nation following
British colonial rule, see U. Lohrmann, Voices from Tanganyika: Great Britain, The United Nations
and the Decolonization of a Trust Territory, 1946-1961 (Berlin: Lit, 2007), and J. Iliffe, A Modern
History of Tanganyika (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1979).
1058 “Making of a Saint,” 21.
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African Americans attended the Vatican rites, 150 of whom were "Protestants
who came to join their Catholic brethren in paying homage to the legendary
member of their race."1059
Pope John XXIII spoke to the historicity of the day as he saw it, describing
the affair as preview of the Ecumenical Council he had plans to convene
commonly called Vatican II.1060 Speaking to the crowd at Martín’s canonization,
he framed the expectation of the Church: "Our heart and that of all who profess
the faith of Christ, is awaiting the important event that is the Second Vatican
Ecumenical Council; in which are placed the hopes of a rejuvenation with greater
vigor of the Mystical Body of Christ, the Church.”1061The timeline of Martín’s
canonization reveals that it formed a key part of John XXIII’s preparations for the
Council. As the Vatican investigated Martín’s miracles, John XXIII gave notice of
his intention to convene the Council on January 25, 1959. The Council was
formally summoned by the apostolic constitution Humanae Salutis on December
25, 1961.1062
The council sought to address not only internal ecclesial matters of
discipline and order, but also the relation of the Church to the modern world,

Ibid.
X. Rynne, Vatican Council II (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Press, 1999); D.G. Schultenover ed.,
Vatican II: Did Anything Happen? (New York: Continuum, 2007); M. Faggioli, Vatican II: The
Battle for Meaning (New York: Paulist Press, 2012).
1061 “Nuestro corazón y el de todos los que profesan la fe de Cristo, está pendiente del importante
acontecimiento que es el Concilio Ecuménico Vaticano II; en el cual están puestas las
esperanzas de un rejuvenecimiento con mayor vigor del Cuerpo Místico de Cristo, la Iglesia.”
John XXIII, “Rito de Canonización del Beato Martín de Porres, Homilía de su Santidad Juan
XXIII,” May 6, 1962. Accessed Jan. 8, 2018, http://w2.vatican.va/content/johnxxiii/es/homilies/1962/documents/hf_j-xxiii_hom_19620506_martino-porres.html.
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known as aggiornamento, or “bringing up to date.”1063 John XXIII spoke of the
timeliness of Martín’s canonization for the future direction he hoped the Church
would take, telling the devotees in the basilica “we deem it very opportune that
this year in which the Council is to be celebrated, Martín de Porres be
enumerated among the saints.”1064 Martín’s example could be “contemplated as
the healthy fruits we desire for the Catholic Church and for all men as a
consequence of the Ecumenical Council.”1065 John XXIII formally opened the
Second Ecumenical Council of the Vatican on October 11, 1962. 1066 Before the
council closed in 1965, it issued sixteen documents -- constitutions, declarations,
and decrees -- that made many widespread decisions about the life of the
church.1067
The historicity of Martín’s canonization followed René Muñoz throughout
the year of 1962 as one more occurrence fused his figure with that of Martín in
the eyes of the Spanish and Latin American public. On September 25, 1962,
extremely heavy rainfall -- nearly ten inches in two hours -- caused the Besos
and Llobregat rivers in the region of Cataluña to flood, resulting in the mostdestructive natural disaster in Spain’s modern history. 1068 The flash floods,

J. W. O'Malley, What Happened at Vatican II (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard
Univ., 2008), 37-40.
1064 “Como ya hemos afirmado al comienzo de nuestra homilía, juzgamos muy oportuno el que
este año en que se ha de celebrar el Concilio, sea enumerado entre los santos Martín de Porres.
Pues la senda de santidad que él siguió y los resplandores de preclara virtud con que brilló su
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Canonización del Beato Martín de Porres.”
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known as The Floods of Valles, killed over seven hundred people with several
hundred additional declared missing, and left over 10,000 homeless in the city of
Barcelona and the nearby towns of Sabadell, Terrassa, Martorell, and Rubí. 1069
Newsreel footage from the state-controlled media outfit Noticiarios y
Documentales broadcast the images of devastation from Cataluña throughout
the country, calling attention to the “Catholic charity” of the Spanish people who
responded by sending aid resources.1070 In Madrid, René Muñoz organized a
“Pro-Barcelona” day of service (jornada) to raise money for the flood victims, and
he did not miss the opportunity to use his on-screen persona for the advantage of
this cause. In the barrio of Vallecas, Muñoz knocked on every door he found and
went to the pubs singing his repertoire. Finally, he emulated Martín by taking a
broom and dedicated himself to sweeping the road (la calzada), as astonished
and entertained passersby tossed coins to the ground for Muñoz to sweep up
into his collection.1071

Fray Escoba en Los Estados Unidos
The success of Fray Escoba and the global interest in the new Peruvian
saint was not lost on Hollywood observers. In the rush of the canonization,
Hollywood news of 1962 whispered that Warner Brothers was greenlighting an
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American film based on the life of Martín de Porres starring the popular AfricanAmerican actor and singer Johnny Mathis in the title role. Mathis looked every bit
the part of Muñoz’s successor -- a slender build, with dark wavy hair, mediumtoned complexion, and an earnest, youthful face.1072 Jet reported that the film
was “to be shot in Mexico sometime in September” and that Barbara McNair, a
Broadway and television actress and singer, was to play opposite Muñoz in the
role of Martín’s sister Juanita.1073 However, in August Billboard readers learned
how the production details were still not worked out, as Johnny Mathis “revealed
he will go to Perú in September, if he gets okayed, to make a movie about St.
Martin de Porres."1074 The okay never came, and the movie’s production fell
through. Despite the failure of this movie to materialize, that Warner Brothers
attempted to bring the story of Martín de Porres to the silver screen featuring two
of the hottest young Black stars of the day shows that Hollywood recognized its
potential crossover appeal and profitability in both the African-American and
mainstream U.S. markets.
While an English-language version of Martín’s life never made it to
American theaters, Fray Escoba enjoyed a long run of success in Hispanic
American markets. It opened in Miami and Tampa in April of 1963 as a double
feature alongside the film Chicas Casaderas. The Tampa Times, perhaps with
tongue planted firmly in cheek, described the film as "a historical factual story of
For more on the career and closeted sexuality of Johnny Mathis, see V. Stephens, “Shaking
the Closet: Analyzing Johnny Mathis's Sexual Elusiveness, 1956–82," Popular Music and Society
33(5): 597-623 (2010).
1073 "Barbara McNair Sought for Film Role With Mathis" Jet, May 17, 1962, 62. For more on
Barbara McNair see "Barbara McNair," in Notable Black American Women, Book II (New York:
Gale Research, 1996), 462-464.
1074 “Music as Written,” Billboard, Aug. 18, 1962, 20.
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the life of San Martín de Porres, hero of the film."1075 Though playing for a
predominantly Cuban and Puerto Rican audience, these premiers still caught the
attention of English-language entertainment editors like Bernie McGovern of the
The Tampa Tribune who noted in his Sunday April 14, 1963, wrap-up that "the
only new film opening in Tampa this week is the Spanish language feature
having its first run Tuesday at the Ritz Theater…’Fray Escoba.'"1076
In November of that year the Chicago Tribune covered the Spanish Film
Festival, jointly sponsored by the Pan American Council, the Peruvian Arts
Society of Chicago, and the evening division of Northwestern University. The
feature film of this festival promoting the interrelatedness of the Anglo and
Hispanic Americas was Fray Escoba, scheduled to show at 8 p.m on Saturday
the 16th followed by “a color film of modern Perú.”1077 Irene Powers, club editor
of the Tribune -- an assignment she wryly described as “covering everything the
society desk doesn`t want and, brother, that's a lotta territory--” used her column
to write features on people and cultural events taking place in the city. 1078 Powers
situated the festival and film within a pan-American and global context. She
noted that Martín de Porres was “venerated in Perú as the 'saint of social
justice,’” and that Ricardo Goytisolo, the consul general of Perú, was expected to
attend and receive special honors.1079 She described Fray Escoba as "an
exceptional motion picture of a 17th century saint of Lima, Peru,” and elaborated
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on its global success, telling her readers that “since ‘Fray Escoba’ first was
shown in May of 1962 in Rome, the film has taken highest awards in Spain and
has won acclaim thruout [sic] Europe and Central and South America.” 1080 While
most coverage of the movie only mentioned René Muñoz as the actor portraying
Martín, Powers highlighted the historical and political reality of 1963 Cold War
Cuban relations that formed the backdrop for this film’s global circulation, telling
her readers that Muñoz himself was “a young Cuban actor now in exile in
Spain.”1081
The Chicano and Mexican-American community of Texas also embraced
Fray Escoba and the cubanito who brought him to life on screen. Support for the
film was so strong it prompted Muñoz to make a tour of Texas theaters, such as
the Colon in El Paso where one could "meet in person...the unforgettable Fray
Escoba."1082 Muñoz was scheduled to meet with fans between five and six
o’clock and again at nine immediately following a screening of the movie.” 1083
The Monitor, a newspaper covering the Rio Grande Valley based in McAllen, TX
along the Mexican border provided extended coverage of Muñoz’s visit and
painted an intimate portrait of the “rising young Cuban star.”1084 The paper
introduced Muñoz as "a young Cuban lad...doing a song and dance routine in a
Madrid, Spain night club in 1961" when he was approached to make the film that
has made his career “more successful as each day passes.”1085 Readers learned
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that Muñoz "was born in Cuba, where his mother still lives," but that he had not
seen her “since leaving for Spain at the age of 16” due to "the events that have
happened within that island republic [that] have prevented his return.” 1086
According to The Monitor, Muñoz “consider[ed] himself persona non grata in his
native land.”1087 The editorial called attention to Muñoz’s physical appearance as
"a slender, well groomed young man” with “handsome features” and an
“engaging manner” that “radiates modestly the glow from his rising stardom.”1088
The coverage also detailed Muñoz's itinerary that weekend that led him from the
Rio Theater in the town of Mission "northward to San Antonio and other Texas
cities."1089 The paper included with this story a large inset photograph of a smiling
and costumed Muñoz captioned “Rising Star.”1090 Beyond the local Texas press,
Muñoz’s tour received national coverage in Variety.1091
Whatever biographical details readers might have learned about René
Muñoz in some newspaper interviews, his repetitive performances of Martín at
times eclipsed his unique identity. The Brownsville Herald of March 10, 1963,
published a set picture from Fray Escoba with the caption "René Nunez plays the
leading role in the motion picture Fray Escoba which starts a 7-day run Thursday
at the Mexico Theatre."1092 Perhaps just a typo or an English-speaking editor’s
honest confusion between two common Spanish surnames that sound familiar to
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an Anglicized ear, the image nonetheless illustrates that it was Muñoz’s bodily
likeness to Martín, and not his name as a distinct personality, that promoted the
film emblematically. This is further demonstrated by the advertisement in the
March 6, 1964, edition of The Corpus Christi Caller-Times that published a set
image of Muñoz-as-Martín to promote the opening of Domingo Peña’s "stage
play based on the movie" in which "movie star Ramón Casanova will head the
cast as Fray Escoba."1093 Muñoz’s image was so tethered to Martín’s that here it
promoted a theatrical rendering of Fray Escoba that featured an entirely different
actor in the starring role.

Muñoz’s Activity Through the 60s
Following the success of Fray Escoba, Muñoz’s career throughout the
1960s and 1970s featured a string of reprisals of his Martín role. Among these
are the Mexican telenovela San Martín de Porres (1964), and three spoken word
albums, René Muñoz “Fray Escoba” interpreta (1962), released on the Spanish
label Zafiro; San Martín de Porres: Fray Escoba (1969/70), released on the small
Hialeah, FL label Teca Records; and René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico
(1972/73), released on the Mavi Records label and distributed by Fania -- the
focus of the remainder of this chapter. Muñoz next returned to the cinema
screen, but this time in color, to star in Tito Davison’s joint Mexican-Peruvian
production Un Mulato Llamado Martín (1975). Finally, Muñoz donned his
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Dominican costume one last time for the Mexican telenovela El Cielo es Para
Todos (1979).
In a circa 1975 interview with the Mexican magazine TVyNovelas given
shortly after recording the en Puerto Rico album and while the Davison film was
still in production, Muñoz provided a very different backstory for how he came to
his role as Martín from the one reported in the Texas press. Gone was the
teenage nightclub performer; instead Muñoz explained, “I went to study in
Salamanca” where he had some relatives.1094 In this retelling, serendipity aligned
just so, because Muñoz claimed that Montejano spotted him “the same day that I
arrived in Madrid” from Cuba.1095 Muñoz explained that he felt pigeonholed (me
encasilló) by the role of Martín de Porres, telling the magazine “they [producers]
did not offer me anything that was not someone pious or a missionary." 1096
Despite the sound of this, however, Muñoz was sure not to complain. He credited
Martín with saving his life in a car accident, explaining how he spent three
months in a cast and two more in physical therapy. When the interviewer asked
Muñoz if “on that occasion, you entrusted yourself to San Martín de Porres?” 1097
Muñoz replied “yes, and he helped me. I owe much to St. Martín de Porres.” 1098
While I do not doubt that Muñoz felt sincere gratitude to St. Martín for
sparing his life in the accident, I do find it notable that Muñoz owed Martín the
credit not only for his life in the abstract, but also for his economic livelihood.

“A San Martín de Porres yo le debo mucho,” n.p.
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Muñoz’s version of his discovery taking place the very same day he arrived in
Madrid is not only fantastic in its coincidence, but his own timeline is incorrect, as
he noted that this all happened in 1962. But of course, in 1962 Fray Escoba was
already released, and Muñoz was busy touring the world as Ramón Torrado’s
and the Vatican’s living emissary of Martín. Muñoz was correct to recognize how
Fray Escoba pigeonholed his career into an extended repetition of the same role,
but his revisionist account of his nightclub discovery might reveal how much he
valued his saintly persona. His easy slippage into the figure of Martín was his
bread and butter, and one that he might not have wanted to associate with his
discovery performing in a Madrid nightclub. While I cannot say with certainty that
Muñoz fabricated this tale, it differs dramatically with the coverage he received in
The Monitor nine years earlier. Whatever the truth behind these media
representations, it is clear that in the years between 1964 and 1973, Muñoz grew
increasingly aware of how his career was forever pegged to the personage of
Martín de Porres, and how his devoted fans placed moral expectations upon him
as a result.
In his study tracking the history of sound recording technologies over the
twentieth century, Jonathan Sterne offers the concept of mediality to refer to “the
complex ways in which communication technologies refer to one another in form
or content.”1099 For Sterne, the development of telephony, phonography, and
radio broadcasting took place as interrelated happenings, with the media
generated in any one form influencing the others in a “general web of practice
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and reference.”1100 This mutual influence shaped the development of both the
hardware specifications of these emergent technologies as well as the style of
vocal performance each enabled. René Muñoz’s career vividly demonstrates the
"collectively embodied process of cross-reference" between forms of artistic
expression and communication media.1101 Muñoz’s portrayal of Martín in Fray
Escoba ran from cinematic media through the official movie merchandise, the
Vatican’s endorsement of that merchandise, and Muñoz’s image for use at their
canonization ceremony. Fray Escoba was cited every time Muñoz donned his
costume, whether in a public appearance, for telenovelas, or to shoot a second
feature film. Fray Escoba inspired theater shows and almost a Hollywoodproduced English-language competitor.

Fray Escoba en Puerto Rico
What, then, marks the spoken word album René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en
Puerto Rico as distinct in this succession of Martín reprisals? Unlike other
representations of Martín, this album emerged out of the production network of
the Nuyorican salsa music industry. Nuyorican and the demonym Nuyorico refer
to the culture of Puerto Ricans in New York City that formed predominantly
during the middle third of the twentieth century. 1102 Following Spain’s 1898 defeat
in the Spanish-American War, Puerto Rico passed hands to the victor, becoming
Ibid.
Ibid., 10.
1102 See M. Algarín and M. Piñero, Nuyorican poetry: An anthology of Puerto Rican words and
Feelings (New York: Morrow, 1975); E.V. Mohr, The Nuyorican Experience: Literature of the
Puerto Rican Minority (New York: Greenwood Press, 1982); R. Bernard-Carreño, Nuyorganics:
Organic Intellectualism, the Search for Racial Identity, and Nuyorican Thought (New York: Peter
Lang, 2010).
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a colonial possession of the United States.1103 In 1917, one month before the
U.S. entrance into World War I, President Woodrow Wilson signed the JonesShafroth Act, which granted Puerto Ricans a form of U.S. citizenship that Carlos
Alamo-Pastrano reminds us “enabl[ed] their conscription into the Armed
Forces.”1104
While small numbers of Puerto Ricans moved to the United States
beginning in 1898, citizenship made Puerto Rican migration easier. This
migration rapidly increased following World War II when the postwar boom of the
mainland economy combined with improvements in air travel and the
encouragement of Muñoz Marin’s Popular Democratic government due to
overpopulation fears on the island. Ayala and Bernabe note the ways in which
Puerto Rico's Postwar economy rapidly transformed by waves of U.S. capital
attracted to the island through a mix of incentives, including exemption from
insular and federal taxes, relatively low wages, and unfettered access to the U.S.
market. By the mid-1960s, "the island was transformed from a largely agricultural
district into an export-oriented manufacturing platform with decaying agricultural
activity."1105 Industrialization in Puerto Rico displaced more workers from the
traditional agricultural and home-needlework sectors than the number of factory
jobs it created as a replacement. Rising unemployment on the island and
shrinking economic options "became the defining features of many small towns
C.J. Ayala and R. Bernabe, Puerto Rico in the American Century: A History Since 1898
(Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2007), 14-15; J. T. Monge, “The Annexation,” in Puerto Rico: The Trials
of the Oldest Colony in the World (New Haven: Yale Univ Press, 1997), 21-29.
1104 Alamo-Pastrano, Seams of Empire, 21. See also P. Capó-Rodríguez, “Some Historical and
Political Aspects of the Government of Porto Rico," The Hispanic American Historical Review
2(4): 543-585 (1919); Monge, “The Jones Act,” in Puerto Rico: The Trials, 67-76.
1105 Ayala and Bernabe, Puerto Rico in the American Century, 180.
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and rural areas, pushing many of their inhabitants to the larger towns and,
ultimately, the United States.”1106
Puerto Rican scholars identify the period between 1950 and 1970 as “The
Great Migration,” with New York City forming the port of disembarkation for the
majority of Puerto Ricans leaving the island.1107 Jaime Vidal reports that in 1950,
81.6 per cent of the 301,375 Puerto Ricans in the United States lived in New
York City. By 1960 the total number increased to 887,662, with New York City
claiming 69 per cent of that total, and in 1970 over 1.4 million Puerto Ricans had
left the Caribbean for the United States, with 56.8 per cent of them residing in the
Big Apple.1108 Vidal points out that while New York Puerto Ricans constituted a
declining ratio of the expanding mainland Puerto Rican population over the
period, the raw numbers maintained a brisk increase, with 200,000 new Puerto
Ricans arriving in New York City between 1960 and 1970 alone. 1109 In the mid1970s, 12 percent of the population of New York was Puerto Rican. Broken down
by borough, 40 per cent of these Boricuas lived in the Bronx, 33 per cent in
Brooklyn, and 23 per cent in Manhattan.1110
The experience of living in New York City changed Puerto Rican cultural
identity into one that toggled between the Anglo-dominant mainland and the
island. Elizabeth M. Aranda characterizes this as an “in-between settlement

Ibid., 181.
J.R. Vidal, “Citizens Yet Strangers: The Puerto Rican Experience,” in Puerto Rican and
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Vázquez-Hernández (Philadelphia: Temple Univ. Press, 2005), 25-35.
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1109 Ibid.
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condition…con un pie aquí y el otro alla...with one foot here and the other
there.”1111 The many Puerto Ricans that settled in New York City moved
alongside African Americans in working class neighborhoods like the Lower East
Side, Harlem, and the Bronx, a situation that presented many Nuyoricans with
questions of "how to relate to one's blackness and African heritage," according to
Juan Flores.1112 Ayala and Bernabe document that Puerto Rico in the late sixties,
like much of the Western world, witnessed the rise of new antiracist, antisexist,
student, labor, antiwar, environmental, and independentista movements.1113 As
Patricia Herrera observes, "the late 1960s marked the beginning of the Nuyorican
movement, a period of New Awakening, where artists, educators, activists,
intellectuals, students, and working-class people cultivated a form of radicalism
that sought to reform civil society.”1114 The Cuban Revolution also presented
dissident Puerto Ricans with a living example of socialist revolution carried out by
an island nation whose history was so intertwined with that of Borinquen, forming
a "new cultural reference point" that inspired a host of visual artistic, musical and
literary expressions.1115
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Nuyorican identity formation arose out of the tension between industrial
modernity and agrarian folkways on the one hand, and the variances in Anglo
and Latin American racial regimes on the other. Perhaps no other arena of life
reflected this process better than the technological dimensions of Nuyorican
music, dance and performative cultures, which Herrera positions as a critical site
where "Nuyoricans engage[d] with blackness” and “generative modes for
understanding how Nuyoricans expressed and created a connective fiber linking
Afro-diasporic music and religious traditions with their own understandings of
Afro-Latinidad in New York City."1116

Technical Specifications
Fray Escoba en Puerto Rico’s material assemblage spanned the Atlantic,
also having one foot here and the other there. On the Puerto Rican side, Muñoz
recorded his audio at Ochoa Recording Studio in San Juan. The studio was
founded in the mid-1960s by Antonio Ochoa, known as Don Toño to his friends,
with the intention of being a premier recording studio in San Juan for recording
local salsa music and Latin jazz. 1117 Don Toño started his career as a sound
engineer making recordings and live radio transmissions, and he established the
station WALO in Humacao. In 1951, he founded his first recording studio in San
Juan that expanded into Ochoa in 1968 when he constructed new facilities

Herrera, "Listening to Afro-Latinidad,” 188-189.
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stocked with the avant garde of recording technology and acoustic design. 1118
This included the Electrodyne Audio Control Console that could record as many
as 16 tracks and that came with a nearly $100,000 price tag.1119 A 1969
Electrodyne ad in Billboard listed Ochoa among sixty other “industry leaders-”
including music giants such as Capitol and Decca and leading Hollywood studios
like Columbia Pictures who chose Electrodyne consoles “for high quality
recording, broadcasting, sound reinforcement, or motion picture work." 1120
Ochoa was one of seven recording studios on the island during the early1970s peak of the Puerto Rican recording industry. A Billboard feature on the
Puerto Rican market written by Antonio Contreras, the magazine’s San Juan
sales representative and Latin correspondent, reported that, in addition to
recording music and spoken word albums, Ochoa, along with “Borinquen,
Commonwealth, Echo Sounds, Film & Dubbing, Mayoral, [and] Montilla” also
recorded “a large number of television advertising shorts (jingles).” 1121 The
African-American standards singer Sammy Davis, Jr., who publicly claimed his
mother was Puerto Rican, frequently visited Ochoa on his trips to San Juan to
hold jam sessions.1122
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René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico appeared as an LP on the
Mavi Records label, which derived its name from the popular Caribbean drink
made from the fermented bark of the maví (Mauby) tree (Colubrina elliptica),
similar in taste to root beer, used for medicinal purposes.1123 This is reflected in
their logo featuring a brown glass jug with a white record label affixed to it which
reads Discos Mavi Pro-Arte Boricua (Mavi Discs Pro-Boricua Art), and appears
on the lower left-hand corner of the frontside of the album cover (Figure 38). Mavi
formed part of what Contreras described as “the now famous Cerra Street of
Santurce (Record Row).”1124 Santurce was a working-class barrio of San Juan
that enjoyed a reputation for its Afro-Diasporic history. Marisol Berríos-Miranda
and Shannon Dudley recount this history in their musical geography of the
neighborhood. Santurce was first called San Mateo de Cangrejos, the site where
cimarrones, blacks who had escaped slavery, built autonomous communities
during the seventeenth century. 1125 The neighborhood enjoyed a majority black
and mulatto population until the economic shifts catalyzed by Operation
Bootstrap in which U.S. capital investments in the tourism industry and other
business sectors of Puerto Rico helped to make Santurce the “financial and
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media capital of the island" and turned the neighborhood into a magnet for
migrants desiring a better quality of life from all over Puerto Rico and the
Caribbean, particularly Dominicans.1126
Calle Cerra was aptly known as Record Row in the 1970s because of the
over thirty-six record labels, including Mavi, that one encountered while walking
along its avenues.1127 Mavi was a short-lived joint venture of Rafael Viera, the
owner of Puerto Rico’s legendary Viera Discos, and Jerry Marsucci, an ItalianAmerican lawyer from New York City and co-founder of Fania Records, making
him one of the most powerful men in the emerging salsa music scene. Viera was
born in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico, and moved to Santurce while a child to find
work. When thata venture failed to succeed, he made his way to New York City
during the 1950s. After working as a producer for radio and recordings, he
returned to Santurce in 1963, and worked closely with Marsucci to distribute
Fania records in Puerto Rico, "driving to radio stations and record stores all over
the island."1128
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Fania
In 1964, Dominican-American musician and bandleader Johnny Pacheco
approached Jerry Marsucci with the idea of starting their own independent Latin
music label with Pacheco overseeing the musical side and Marsucci handling the
business. The pair founded Fania with intentions to make it a place where Latin
musicians would be treated by other Latins like "family," not as exploitable
commodities the way the Anglo-dominated Latin music business operated. What
started as a hand-to-mouth operation quickly became a globalizing venture.

Figures 40 and 41 Front and back
album cover of René Muñoz (Fray
Escoba) en Puerto Rico. Photos by
James Padilioni, Jr.

Marisol Negrón explains that Fania achieved rapid success because they
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“developed an infrastructure for the creation, circulation, and consumption of
salsa that far exceeded the capabilities of existing independent Latin music
labels of the period.”1129
Though headed by a Dominican and an Italian, Fania was thoroughly
Nuyorican in its sonicscope and by January 1973, “New York and Puerto Rico
accounted for a combined 90% of Fania's market.”1130 But their distribution
networks also extended to other locations in the United States including
“Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, California and Florida, where another
two million lovers of Puerto Rican music reside[d]."1131 Fania reached across
Latin America and the Caribbean, particularly Venezuela, as well as non-Spanish
speaking markets in Europe. At the height of its success, Fania controlled
somewhere between “sixty-six and eighty percent of the tropical Latin music
market.”1132 Fania distributed René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico as both
an LP on the Mavi label and as 45 singles with the Fania imprint.
Antonio Contreras’ feature on the Puerto Rican recording industry used
colonialist discourse to explain how Santurce’s Record Row generally and FaniaMavi in particular articulated between the U.S., Latin American, and global
markets. He claimed that, although Puerto Rico was a “small overpopulated
island,” it held a “special place in the recording entertainment and publicity fields
of the world” due to the facts of “American citizenship, currency and nearness to
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the U.S. mainland (3 hours by jet).”1133 Berrios-Miranda and Dudley's sketch of
the "musical geography" of Santurce demonstrates that, for many musicians,
"Santurce was a stepping stone to New York" that connected Afro-Diasporic
histories across time and space to transnational networks, and "that locate[d]
Puerto Rico in Latin America as much as in the United States." 1134
Fania developed a distinct aesthetic that combined a Latin music
sensibility with the urban experience of living in New York City. This Nuyorican
aesthetic was crystallized by the Fania All-Stars, a supergroup of the label’s best
artists, whose legendary August 1971 performance at the Cheetah Club was
filmed and released as the 1972 documentary Our Latin Thing.1135 In addition to
filming scenes at the nightclub, Fania also threw a block party in the Lower East
Side and had their All-Stars perform on a sidewalk platform before a mixed-age
audience.1136 Our Latin Thing wove the sound of salsa together with images of
everyday Nuyorican life, and it “catapulted the Fania All-Stars to international
acclaim.”1137 In 1973, the All-Stars held a Yankee Stadium concert that drew
35,000 to 45,000 spectators, and the following year "they sold out Madison
Square Garden and the newly inaugurated Roberto Clemente Coliseum in San
Juan, Puerto Rico where Celia Cruz made her debut as the first and only woman
to form part of the ensemble band.”1138 In 1974, the All-Stars took their music to
the African continent by performing in Zaire alongside African-American artists
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James Brown, the Spinners, the Crusaders, Sister Sledge, the Pointer Sisters,
B.B. King, and Bill Withers, as well as African musicians Manu Dibango, Hugh
Masakela, Miriam Makeba, OK Jazz, and Orchestra Afrisain to promote the
“Rumble in the Jungle” heavyweight boxing match that pitted Muhammed Ali
against George Foreman.1139
The All-Stars featured seven singers (eight after Celia Cruz joined) during
their concerts. The fifth slot belonged to the singer Bobby Cruz and his longtime
musical partner, the pianist and bandleader Richie Ray, the eventual producers
of Fray Escoba en Puerto Rico.1140 The duo grew to fame on the New York City
boogaloo craze of the mid to late 1960s that emerged from a combination of
traditional Afro-Cuban musical forms (son, guaracha, rumba) with Black r&b,
soul, and funk sounds. Boogaloo is called the first Nuyorican music and Juan
Flores explains that “[a]s neighbors and coworkers, African Americans and
Puerto Ricans in New York had been partying together for many years....
frequenting the same clubs, with Black and Latin bands often sharing the
billing.”1141 This created a “musical common ground”into which young up and
comers like Bobby Cruz and Richie Ray stepped.1142 While the best known
boogaloo song is arguably Pete Rodriguez’s 1967 “I Like it Like That (A mi me
gusta asi),” Richie Ray is often credited as the person who coined the term
boogaloo and "whose two albums Se Solto (On the Loose) and Jala Jala y
Ibid.; B.D. Outes-León, "Kinshasa, 1974: Fania All Stars o el imaginario africanista en la salsa
neoyorquina de la década de 1970," Iberoamericana 17(66): 13-30 (2017).
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Boogaloo drew immediate attention” upon release.1143 Even if Ray was not in fact
the first person to use the word, Juan Flores argued that “he is certainly
responsible for giving music called boogaloo a certain standard of fascination
and quality."1144 For their part Richie Ray and Bobby Cruz claimed their biggest
motivation in boogaloo was crossover appeal for Latin music and, indeed, the
craze crossed over both ways.1145 James Brown, so influential in developing the
r&b, soul, and funk sound of the period, also caught the Latin fever on his Smash
Records 1966 single "James Brown's Boo-Ga-Loo."1146
Richie Ray and Bobby Cruz mixed the raw audio for René Muñoz (Fray
Escoba) en Puerto Rico at Good Vibrations Sound Studio in New York City.
Opening in February 1972 in the old RKO radio studio, Good Vibrations served
an exclusive Latin music clientele. Billboard reported that “Fania Records brings
virtually all its work there, and Good Vibrations is known as 'The Fania Studio' to
other operators.”1147 Music producers perform many tasks related to organizing
various sonic elements into a cohesive sound. They take the vocal tracks and
musical accompaniment tracks and mix them -- raising and lowering the volume,
treble, or bass of different instruments or vocalists -- until they achieve an
integrated desirable sound.1148 For their work of arranging songs with the
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intention that they make successful pop records, Michael Zager refers to
producers as "essentially music critics and amateur psychologists.”1149
One more aspect of this album’s material production that demonstrates its
thick embeddedness within the Fania network is the album cover art designed by
art director Izzy Sanabria. Sanabria is known as “Mr. Salsa” for his enthusiasm
for the culture, and his album covers and work on the Fania All-Stars concert
documentaries and
world tours are
widely regarded as
embodying the
Nuyorican visual
aesthetic of the
1970s.1150 As
Sanabria explained,
his style “was
influenced by R.
Crumb,

Figure 42 Salsa music posters designed by Izzy Sanabria.
Pictures from SalsaMagazine.com

‘underground comix' psychedelic rock posters by [Victor] Moscoso and [Rick]
Griffin, pop art, [and] industrial design.”1151 Pablo Yglesias described these
albums as having today a "dated Austin Powers-feel" (Figure 42).1152
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But Sanabria’s design of René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico relied
upon the prevalent visual tropes of Hispanidad that constellated around Muñoz’s
performances as Fray Escoba. The front cover photo shows Muñoz dressed as
Martín, kneeling close to the ground and surrounded by over a dozen pigeons
that he is feeding from a basket (Figure 40). Anyone looking at this album cover
familiar with Viejo San Juan would place the location as the parque de palomas,
a popular park in Old San Juan nestled along the old walls of the city overlooking
the Caribbean Sea. This park is popular with locals and tourists alike who feed
the hundreds of pigeons that flock there. The photograph is framed by a facsimile
designed to appear as if you are looking out onto the park through an arched
brick window opening in one of the old brick colonial buildings that surround it.
The most notable of these is the Capilla de Cristo, built between 1634 and
1638 and the site of an apparent miracle in 1750.1153 Above the window frame
appear the words René Muñoz in an arch shape with (Fray Escoba) centered
underneath. On the bottom of the brick frame are the words en Puerto Rico. The
calligraphic script works together with the image as a colonial homage. This
fidelity to Martín’s traditional hagiography and iconography -- a colonial setting,
Martín displaying charity to animals -- was a necessary part of Sanabria’s design
and Fania’s strategy to market this album as yet another recognizable
elaboration of Fray Escoba.
But the conservatism of the cover belied how the album’s sound itself
resignified the legend of Martín de Porres upon listening. Through the Fania
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network, salsa was positioned as the music of the folks, this potent combination
of Afro-Cuban and Puerto Rican folk music filtered through the r&b, soul, and
funk sounds that cataloged Nuyorican life during this charged historical moment
of social reform. More than a mere record label, Fania incubated “an emergent
Nuyorican subjectivity embedded within salsa [that] informed the music's
development as both cultural sign and commodity and, eventually its
transnational flows to Latin America and the Caribbean.”1154 The insurgent
posture of Nuyorican subjectivity was aptly summarized by the student
organizers of the Puerto Rican Youth Project (Proyecto Piloto) at the University
of Puerto Rico in 1968:
To be Puerto Rican is to migrate away from the land to the slums of
San Juan in search of work. It is to spend three months of the year
picking tomatoes in New Jersey and the rest of the year working
the family’s two acres of tobacco and plantains. To be Puerto Rican
is to be Black and to have lived in Harlem, the Bronx, or Newark -the victim of racial, economic, and cultural discrimination -- and to
return to live in a small wooden house built on stilts over the mud of
an urban slum in San Juan.1155
This section has detailed the institutional technologies that materialized
the album René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico. Enmeshing New York City
and the island of Puerto Rico was a thick network of recording and mixing
studios, record labels, and distribution channels predominantly associated with
Fania Records whose global flows of musical capital related Puerto Rico and
New York City together with Latin America. With this album, Fania set the
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popularity of Muñoz’s iconic performances of Martín de Porres along to the
marketable sounds of Nuyorico and thus sonically reorient the Hispanidad
mythos embedded within the film Fray Escoba.

“Un Milagro de Fe” and “Oración”
The first track of the album titled “Un Milagro de Fe” (A Miracle of Faith) is
a dramatic dialog of 8:57 duration that follows closely Muñoz’s cinematic
interpretation of Martín de Porres. The dialog features Martín ministering to a sick
man who lost his faith in God. Muñoz delivers with trademark earnestly lines like
“when did you suffer more, when you lost your health or when you lost your
faith?” and Martín’s frequent expression “I cure you, but God heals.”1156 The next
track “Oracion” (Prayer) continues the Catholic devotional theme. With these
auditory citations, the album establishes for the listener that this is another
variation on the theme of Fray Escoba they have come to expect.

“El Ñeque” (4:36 duration)
The third track, however, makes a significant departure from the film’s
Francoist hagiographic script. Titled “El Ñeque” on the album, it features Muñoz
reciting the poem “La balada del Guije,” written by Nicolás Guillén, a prolific
Cuban writer and leader of the poesía negra (black poetry) movement of the
1920s and 1930s. Guillén published “La Balada del Guije” in his 1934 collection
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West Indies, Ltd.1157 The inclusion of a Guillén poem in this album is significant
for reasons related to both its imagery and the biography of its author. This poem
draws from Afro-Cuban folklore, and tells the tale of the ñeque-güije, a couplet of
trickster figures said to inhabit the rivers. The ñeque-güije was a nocturnal threat
that snatched black children and dragged them into the water to eat them.
Folklore held that the ñeque-güije burrowed inside turtle shells or the heads of
black children:
¡Ñeque, que se vaya el ñeque!
¡Güije, que se vaya el güije!
Las turbias aguas del río
son hondas y tienen muertos;
carapachos de tortuga,
cabezas de niños negros.
De noche saca sus brazos
el río, y rasga el silencio
con sus uñas, que son uñas
de cocodrilo frenético.
Bajo el grito de los astros,
bajo una luna de incendio,
ladra el río entre las piedras
y con invisibles dedos,
sacude el arco del puente
y estrangula a los viajeros.
Ñeque, may the ñeque go away!
Güije, may the güije go away!
The murky waters of the river
they are deep and have dead;
turtle shells,
heads of black children.
At night the river stretches forth his arms
and tears the silence
with his nails, which are nails
of frantic crocodile.
Under the cry of the stars,
1157
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under a fire moon,
the river barks between the stones
and with invisible fingers,
shakes the bridge arch
and strangles the travelers.1158
The coupling of the ñeque and the güije as a related pair of trickster
figures in Afro-Cuban cosmology emerged out of the ethnic diversity of Africans
imported to Cuba during the slave trade, particularly during the island’s sugar
boom of the mid-nineteenth century.1159 The word ñeque is another name for the
agouti negro, a large Central American and Caribbean nocturnal rodent similar in
appearance to a large squirrel without a tail.1160 The ñeque’s hair is covered with
a stinky oily secretion that acts as waterproofing. Ñeques possess five toes on
their front feet and three on their hind feet. This is notable because, unlike other
rodents that walk flat-footed, the ñeque walks upright on its toes, giving it a
distinctive “dainty” and uncanny gait.1161 In his dictionary of cubanismos, the
scholar Fernando Ortiz also defined ñeque as someone or something unlucky or
salty (ensalado), meaning bewitched.1162 Ortiz explained that this register of the
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word “proced[ed from Africa” and he broke it down phonetically as “N-e-ke,
sounds taken from the language Yoruba or Lucumí .“ 1163 Jose Piedra expands
this sense of ñeque as a "figure of randomness, anarchy and chaos."1164
The güije (alternatively jigüe in Oriente Province) refers to a trollish halfhuman, half-monkey creature of the night.1165 Piedra explains that monkey tales
formed a central element of Cuban oral traditions, concluding “the obvious
sources for all of these Monkeys are African."1166 He linked the words güije and
jigüe to the Efik-Ejagham word jiwe meaning monkey, connecting it
etymologically to the enslaved Africans called Carabalí in Cuba, whose traditions
gave rise to the all-male Abakuá mystery cult.1167 The güije, like the ñeque, also
made its home by the water, and as Yoruba and Efik-Ejagham Africans
interacted in Cuba over time, the sight of the agouti’s nighttime scampering on its
little toes crossed with the legends of the güije troll-monkey, creating a layered
understanding that encounters with this creature brought one cosmic instability
(chaos) and shifting luck, often for the worse. 1168
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What Performance Adds Beyond Recitation
On the album, this track opens with thirteen bars of Afro-Cuban son music
-- the sound of drums, charanga flute, and piano montuno of Jesús Caunedo y su
Orquesta. This Cuban son band was under the self-titled direction of Jesús
Caunedo, a key developer of Puerto Rican jazz, who arranged and directed the
Fray Escoba (en Puerto Rico) album’s musical accompaniments.1169 A montuno
is a repeating ostinato figure popular in Cuban music that expresses the
harmonics, or chordal relationships of a song, while providing a rhythmic
structure around which other voices or instruments can improvise. 1170 A pianist
can play the montuno as full chords or break them into arpeggios. This montuno
groove sustains improvisation in performance, as “this is the section that allows
the dancers the greatest freedom to express themselves." 1171 Achieving a hot
groove is an artform of Black Diasporic musical performance, and Raul
Fernández reminds that “these seemingly simple montunos pack a musical
punch."1172 “El Ñeque” features an arpeggiated C7 montuno with a cha-cha-chá
style staccato accentuation on the top note (Bb). The charanga flute-playing style
is a hallmark of the improvisational technique of Cuban music noted for its light,
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airy tones and decorative style. Charanga improv grew in popularity during the
1950s mambo and cha-cha-chá craze.1173 Added to this mix are the rhythms of
the timbal and conga that both keep a steady pulse on the beat as well as fill in
with syncopated patterns.
With this montuno groove thus established, Muñoz’s voice enters the mix
and conjures the foreboding presence of the ñeque-güije. In a breathy whisper,
Muñoz drags out the word “ñeeeeque,” followed by an intensified shout “QUE SE
VAYA EL ÑEQUE!”1174 He next reiterated this pattern, substituting the word
“güiiiiijeee...QUE SE VAYA EL GÜIJE!”1175 As Muñoz concluded this couplet, a
chorus of male voices behind him (el coro) echo by singing “ñeque” and
“güije.”1176 Muñoz repeats this couplet before each stanza of poetry as an
estribillo. His vocal performance amplified Guillén’s style of repeating words and
phrases that literary scholar André Michalski compares to a “magic conjuration,
when combining their acoustic properties with [their] evocations of images full of
mystery and terror."1177 This conjuring in “El Ñeque” is necessary protection
against the prowling ñeque-güije, and Guillén’s poem hearkens to the protective
prayers Afro-Cuban mothers used to seal their children’s safety before leaving
home.
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Muñoz performed the poem following a call and response pattern in which
his dramatic recitation, the flourishes of the charanga, the syncopated fills of the
drums, and the echo of the chorus freely played around the steady rhythm of the
montuno. Muñoz used his voice to breathe life into these cosmic admonitions,
growing more animated and guttural as he warned against the mortal danger of
having a run-in with the ñeque-güije, who often threw coconuts at their intended
victims to knock them out before dragging them, unconscious, below the surface
of the water to eat them:
¡Ah, que se comen mi niño
de carnes puras y negras
y que le beben la sangre
y que le chupan las venas
y que le cierran los ojos
los grandes ojos de perla!
¡Huye, que el coco te mata
huye antes que el coco venga!
Ah, my child! They eat
Of pure black flesh
And they drink the blood
And they suck the veins
And they close the eyes
Those large pearly eyes!
Flee, for the coconut kills you
Flee before the coconut comes!1178
To seal this warning with spiritual potency, Muñoz entrusted the child to
the care of the Yoruba divinities. “Mi chiquitín, chiquitón / que tu collar te proteja
(My little child, my big little child / may your necklace protect you).”1179 But it was
to no avail, and in Guillén’s poem this unfortunate black child fell prey to the
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ñeque-güije. “Pero Changó no lo quiso / Salió del agua una mano /para
arrastrarlo...Era un güije (But Changó did not want [to protect] him / A hand went
out from the water / to strangle him...it was a güije).” 1180 The collar of protection in
this section refers to elekes or the beaded necklaces received by initiates into the
Yoruba orisha tradition, chief among them Changó, the orisha of fire, lightning,
and male virility.1181

Some Notes on Yoruba Cosmology
The Yoruba worldview is one of fullness that culminates in the supreme
being Olódùmarè. Genderless, or possessing all possible gender expressions
simultaneously, Olódùmarè’s plenitude is permeated by ashe, the divine energy
and power that brings things into existence, the potential from which emerges the
infinity of forms that populate Olodumare’s realms.1182 Ashe sustains these forms
in substantial unity through their infinite permutations and iterations. Because
Olodumare exceeds the scope of human comprehension, aspects of
Olodumare’s ashe condense within orishas. Though sometimes likened to gods,
orishas are properly understood as avatar-like personifications of ashe that relate
to natural forces. Orishas are not the “reservoir” of ashe, nor its source or
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generator. Undifferentiated ashe diffuses throughout the cosmos and seeks
expression within forms of matter and natural phenomena that then double as
personifications within an orisha.1183
David Brown explains that orishas are “systematically identified with
particular oracular coordinates...distinctive iconographic attributes and aesthetic
preferences, proverbs and narrative legends, sacrificial formulas, flora and fauna,
songs, drum rhythms, possession-dance styles, and so on.”1184 As social beings,
the orishas form a special way to relate the workings of ashe to the human
condition. If appeased through a ritual offering (ebo), the orishas can choose to
intercede in the daily lives of humans.1185 Robert Farris Thompson’s seminal
work on Yoruba aesthetics and philosophy details the centrality of orishas to the
unfolding of this cosmos:
The Yoruba religion, the worship of various spirits under God,
presents a limitless horizon of vivid moral beings, generous yet
intimidating. They are messengers and embodiments of ashe,
spiritual command, the power-to-make-things-happen, God's own
enabling light rendered accessible to men and women.1186
The lion’s share of slaves imported to Cuba arrived during the sugar boom
during the first half of the nineteenth century when some 500,000 - 650,000
estimated Africans arrived on the largest island of the Greater Antilles.1187 As
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Ada Ferrer observes, "with the start of the Haitian Revolution [17911804]...Cuban planters ramped up production, purchasing more and more land
and mills and enslaved laborers to fill the world demand for sugar now left
unfilled by Saint-Domingue."1188 The expansion of the Cuban sugar market
coincided with the 1836 collapse of the Oyo Empire and the general decline of
Yorubaland polities ravaged by civil war.1189 As a result, the Yoruba of all
socioeconomic classes came to dominate the Cuban slave trade in the
nineteenth century.1190
In Cuba, the various West and Central African ethnic groups formed
cabildos de nación, social clubs and mutual aid societies similar in scope to the
cofradías of Perú and Mexico. But as more Africans became creoles born on the
island, the meaning of cabildo membership began to shift. As David Brown posed
the question, “did Afro-Cuban creoles belong to Lucumí cabildos because of a
transparent Yoruba ancestry? Or was an Afro-Cuban creole a ‘Lucumí’ because
of official membership in a Lucumí cabildo?”1191 The intermingling of Cuba’s
Spanish and African populations created a situation where cabildo membership
signaled not ancestral identification but adherence to a religious rite, and “as the
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twentieth century approached,” for example, “one could ‘become’ Lucumí through
initiation into the ‘Lucumí religion’ (La Regla Lucumí or La Regla de Ocha)” or
“become an obonekue (member) of the Abakuá society, the sacred brotherhood
of Old Calabar origin.”1192
The cabildos de nación incubated the transference of Yoruba ritual
practices to the unique environment of Cuba, particularly when the cabildo
organized around the patronage of a Catholic saint. Fernandez-Olmos and
Paravisini-Gebert document the process by which the various rites associated
with an orisha became correlated to a Catholic saint,
based on associations made by the slaves between the mythology
of the orishas and attributes or qualities identified with Catholic
saints, particularly as perceived in the iconographic representation
of the latter in the statues and chromolithographs that were an
important element of colonial popular Catholicism and religious
instruction.1193
This complex working out of associations between orishas and saints did
not always follow a one-to-one gender relation. For example Changó, the Yoruba
orisha of fire and thunder, male virility and drums, was identified with Saint
Barbara, the patroness of Spanish artillery, owing to her iconographic
representation in chromolithographs in which she is dressed in red -- Changó's
symbolic color -- and her identification with the thundering artillery cannons. 1194
Orishas are “protean and multifaceted in character” and they reflect variations
“based on historical and environmental factors....as a result they have numerous
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caminos -- avatar, aspect, path, or road, identity, form or manifestation.”1195 The
Lucumí cabildos generated new forms of ritual knowledge that placed the
orishas and saints next to each other as “two ‘parallel,’ but functionally distinct,
‘paths’ or ‘roads’ (caminos) -- the ‘road of the saints’ and the ‘road of the
orichas.’”1196 One of the largest cabildos was the Cabildo de Santa Barbara, also
called Changó-Teddum, whose leading member, Jose Antonio Aponte, was
executed by the Cuban authorities following fears of a potential slave uprising in
1812.1197
Following emancipation (1886) and particularly after Cuba gained
independence from Spain (1898), the old cabildos that served as a form of
colonial governance over blacks during slavery took on a new significance. 1198 As
Rebecca Scott argues, “Cabildos now appeared to be potentially separatist
organizations in which free blacks could rule themselves, isolated from the
dominant culture.”1199 David Brown as well contends that in this nationalist air
built on the myth of mestizaje, “the presence of distinct Afro-Cuban cultural
activity became increasingly suspect and fearsome in the context of Cuban
nation-building ideologies.”1200 The old cabildos reemerged, but with their
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initiatory rites shielded from public view, as Lucumí , Palo (a Kongo tradition) and
ñañiguismo (a pejorative term used by the Cuban state against the Abakuá)
practices became “special targets of ferocious police raids intended to stamp out
brujería (witchcraft).”1201
Nicolas Guillén’s poem included on the en Puerto Rico album celebrated
the tenacity of these Afro-Cuban folk cosmologies. But Rene Muñoz’s
performative setting of the poem enhanced this gesture to history by
incorporating Lucumí ritual and language directly on the Fray Escoba album.
After Muñoz dramatized Guillén’s text word-for-word, he transformed himself into
an akpwon, the song leader at a toque de santo or bembe, the Lucumí ritual in
which Batá drum rhythms, the akpwon, and the coro engage a sequence of call
and response praise hymns in order to communicate with and call down the
orisha to “ride” a devotee called a caballo (horse).1202 Using the piano montuno
as an iterative figure for his improvisations, Muñoz exclaims "Wure wure koré
iroko!” followed by a florid response from the flute in charanga style.1203 Then
again Muñoz issued the call “iroko ro ke ke!” and the flute replied.1204 This call
and response continued as Muñoz completed the full chant: “ara baiña ori abaña
/ abaña mi titi.”1205 The coro of singers behind Muñoz next took their turn to sing
the Lucumí phrase while a thunder of drum cadences accented this section.
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1203 R. Muñoz, “El Ñeque.”
1204 Ibid.
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Santeros y Saleros
The inclusion of this particular Lucumí praise fits the pattern of work
emanating from Ricardo Ray and Bobby Cruz specifically and Fania more
broadly. In his study charting the Lucumí and Abakuá resonances in the music of
Ricardo Ray and Bobby Cruz, Alfonso Nieto G. explains that salsa’s “high African
influence…. was not only given in the rhythmic-musical input,” but existed in a
very notable form -- “its lyrics, cosmogonic aspects of Black people in
America.”1206 Nieto discovered at least six different songs by Cruz and Ray that
include the same Lucumí praise chant to Changó (wure wure kore iroko) sung
by Muñoz, as well as others including Efik-Ejagham words referencing Abakuá
traditions.1207 Cuban ethnologist Fernando Ortiz documented the lyrics of this
song but incorrectly identified it musically as “Rumba a Changó” in his notes. 1208
Devotion to Changó (also Shango in English or Sàngó in Yoruba) is truly
global in its scope, as “worshippers of Sàngó may be found everywhere the
Yoruba people have had a cultural or demographic influence, and even
beyond....encompass[ing] several nations of West Africa and a good many of the
nations of the Americas.”1209 Joel E. Tishken, Toyin Falola, and Akíntúndé
Akínyẹmí caution that no simplistic working out of Changó is possible, but rather
Changó’s meaning is contained within “prismatic definitions” that demonstrate
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Diedre L. Badejo’s claim: "More than for the other male orisa, Sango's mythology
and historicism live at the dynamic epicenter of Yoruba transformation in cultural
and mythical ideology.”1210 The song references the iroko or ceiba, defined by
Lydia Cabrera as a “tree considered supernatural in all of Cuba” at whose feet
Lucumí rituals asking Changó for protection often take place.1211 John Mason’s
collection of Lucumí songs from Cuba includes this praise as Song #11 for
Chango during the bembe:
Wure Wure Ko’re Iroko
Implore blessings, implore blessing but not the blessing of Iroko
Iroko lo keke, araba ile ko ri aaba nya
Iroko is ground by the borer beetle, the cotton tree in the earth does
not see the magic staple tearing it
Aaba nya mi titi olu koso ala mala de
The magic staple is tearing it, shaking it violently, the Chief who did
not hang, dazzling whiteness arrives1212
The importance of Lucumí musical rites in Cuba grew during the beginning
of the twentieth century alongside the increase in state persecution. The cabildos
used sonic signatures, particularly rhythm, as a way to mark the various ritual
paths and boundaries of their community. The cabildo Africano Lucumí , the
name given to the reformed Changó Teddum-Santa Barbara, issued the directive

Ibid., 5; D.L. Badejo, “Sàngó and the Elements: Gender and Cultural Discourses,” in Sàngó in
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of Òyó in Colonial Cuba, 1817-1867," in Sàngó in Africa and the African Diaspora, 213-247, 284310; J. F. Pessoa de Barros, "Myth Memory, and History: Brazil's Sacred Music of Shango," in
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1211 “Árbol que en toda Cuba se considera sobrenatural.” L. Cabrera, Anagó: vocabulario lucumí
(El yoruba que se habla en Cuba) (Barcelona: Linkgua, 2018), 228. Cabrera defined koré
alternately as chica pelona (a chubby girl) and piedra, meaning rock (261). See also L. Cabrera,
“La Ceiba," chapter seven in El Monte.
1212 J. Mason, Orin Orisa: Songs for Selected Heads (Brooklyn: Yoruba Theological Archministry,
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that “the use of other rhythms [toques] not of the African nation to which they
belong are prohibited.”1213 David Brown finds that each cabildo’s “distinct corpus
of drum toques” were central to their religious identity. 1214 Despite the official
disapproval of these practices, “Cuba’s Ifá lineages...expand[ed] with significant
force between 1915 and 1920, a period of unprecedented economic
prosperity.”1215
Poesía Negra, Afrocubanismo, and Guillén
The drum traditions of these expanding cabildos seeded much folk and
popular Cuban music whose space of performance drifted beyond an explicitly
ritual setting. Music forms like son, guaguanco, and mambo developed in urban
centers like Havana and Matanzas as toque players formed popular bands. Jazz
from the United States also arrived in Havana via radio and phonographs,
leading to the development of Cuban jazz in the 1920s.1216 The mafia’s
increasing presence in Cuba throughout the 1920s, spurred by Prohibitionist
policies in the United States and growing more pronounced following Fulgencio
Batista’s rise to power in 1933, turned the hotels and nightclubs of Havana into
thriving zones for booze and sex-fueled parties where the sacred stylistics of
Lucumí ritual diffused into the world outside the toque as commercially-viable
forms of popular musical entertainment.1217 The Tropicana, which first opened in

“Cabildo Africano Lucumi (1900),” qtd. in Brown, Santería Enthroned, 72.
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1939, was described in a cabaret guide as "the largest and most beautiful night
club in the world" that featured “a chorus line of 50” whose “rhythms and
costumes are colorfully native, with voodooism a frequent theme." 1218
These sounds contributed to the textures of Nicolás Guillén’s poetry. 1219
Arnedo-Gómez observes out that “the prominence of musical, dance, and oral
forms in Afro-Cuban culture” presented “afrocubanista poets...the challenge of
incorporating into their poetry the formal characteristics of non-written forms. 1220
Guillén’s poetry of the early 1930s took son music as its aural inspiration, and he
named the Havana bands Trio Matamoros and the Sexteto Habanero as two of
his influences.1221 Jazz music from the United States also influenced Guillén by
way of Langston Hughes, who visited the island in 1930 to much acclaim among
the Cuban literary public. Guillén covered the visit for the Havana newspaper
Diario de la Marina, and he captured the multiple moments of mutual recognition
that characterized his diasporic encounter with Hughes. Upon their first meeting,
Guillén noted to himself, "Mr. Hughes looks just like a Cuban mulatico studying at
a national university.”1222 Beyond this physical correspondence, Guillén admired
Hughes because “more than any other poet in the English language, Mr. Hughes

“The Tropicana,” Cabaret Quarterly, Special Resort Number, 5(1956): 56; See also V. Perna,
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Guillén: A Special Issue, 165. See full special edition, V.M. Kutzinksi, guest ed. Nicolás Guillén: A
Special Issue, Callaloo 31(1987): 169-283; R. Marquez and D.A. McMurray, “Introduction” to
Man-Making Words: Selected Poems of Nicolás Guillén, R. Marquez and D.A. McMurray, trans
and anot. (Amherst: Univ. of MA, 1972); E.E. Fitz, "The Black Poetry of Nicolás Guillén and Jorge
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Univ. of VA press, 2006),123-140.
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has incorporated into the literature of the U.S. the most distilled manifestation of
popular music, so influenced by Blacks” of which “his jazz and blues poems, as
well as his spirituals, are proof of it.”1223
Guillén confessed to his readers, “actually, one of Mr. Hughes' famous
poems about Africa enchants me: 'I am a Negro: Black like the night is black.’”1224
Hughes, too, felt this diasporic enchantment: "Black Cuba attracts Mr. Hughes,”
Guillén observed. When Guillén took Hughes to "a dance club attended only by
Blacks [,] The moment he sets foot in it, he seem[ed] possessed by the spirit of
the suezos -- of what is mine. 'My people!' he exclaims.”1225 Hughes would make
one more exclamation before that night was over, but this time in Afro-Antillean
accented Spanish: "Yo quisiera ser negro! Bien negro. Negro de verda!" (I would
want to be black. Quite black. Really Black!).1226 Following his encounter with
Hughes, Guillén published the collections Motivos de Son (1930) (Son Motifs),
Songoro cosongo (1931), and West Indies, Ltd. (1934) that included “La Balada
del Guije” and whose title revealed Guillén’s widening “compass to take in other
islands of the archipelago” to present the voice and sounds of the people. 1227 The
poesía negra movement that Guillén helped initiate was part of a broad search
for national identity taking place throughout Latin America.1228 Guillén saw in the
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Cuban son the answer to the Caribbean problematic: "how may multiplicity be
reconciled with unity?”1229
This genealogy of Afro-Cuban ritual and popular music extends to New
York City. Ever since the early days of Latin jazz in New York City, Yoruba and
Abakuá drummers played a central role in birthing the salsa genre. The political
economic situation of New York City created a site of cross-pollination between
Cuban, Puerto Rican, and African-American musicians. Julito Collazo and
Francisco Aguabella, "renowned percussionists in the Latin, jazz, and popular
music communities...were also trained in the Orisha tradition.”1230 The pair came
to New York in 1955 as drummers recruited by Katherine Dunham's dance
company.1231 Also during this time, bebop jazz pioneer Dizzy Gillespie, together
with Chano Pozo, a black Cuban musician and Lucumí initiate, helped develop
the Latin jazz sound by “incorporat[ing] the music of Santería, the rhythms of
Abakuá rituals (ñáñigos), Kongo music, and others” to his arrangements.1232 In
1956, the Afro-Cuban percussionist Mongo Santamaría organized the first public
performance of Orisha music and dance at the Palladium night club in tribute to
the orisha Changó.1233 New York City received a greater influx of Lucumí
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practitioners and those familiar with its musical rites as thousands of Cubans fled
the island following Castro’s assumption of power in January 1959. 1234
Throughout the 1960s these Afro-Cuban musical traditions combined with
Puerto Rican bomba and plena music and African-American R&B, soul, and funk
until, as seen above, the boogaloo craze hit in 1966. Santería music traditions
thus formed a crucial component of the Nuyorican sound that was frequently
cited by salsa musicians as influential upon their artistry. 1235 While Muñoz’s
Lucumí praise might have represented a departure from traditional hagiographic
interpretations of Martín de Porres, this improvisational but staged ritual recorded
and produced in Fania-affiliated studios, continued a long tradition where the
sacred sonics of Afro-Cuba found expression through popular, commodified
forms of music.

A Unique Voice
The Lucumí ritual sounds that René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico
reproduced exist as a phonographic record of history that is shaped by the
technological format of its media. The back of the album cover displays a logo for
“Dual-Dimensional Sound,” as well as the description “Compatible Stereo - This
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record can be played on both monaural and stereo equipment” in English and
Spanish. Billboard reported in 1972 how “Fania [and] Good Vibrations helped
develop advertising campaigns for 'Dual Dimensional Sound,' the new name for
stereo used to coax Latin buyers away from mono gear."1236 In monaural sound,
one single audio channel is used to record and transmit the sound that one
hears. It can be broadcast through several speakers, but all speakers are still
reproducing the same copy of the audio. In stereophonic sound, more channels
are used (typically two).1237 With multiple channels, each can feed its own
speaker. This is used to create directionality, perspective, and spatiality. Anyone
who has ever listened to music through headphones or in a car with one broken
speaker is familiar with how the stereophonic effect adds to the perception of
sonic dimensions.
Though we perceive stereophonic sounds as integrated, this occurs at the
time of audition, when the multiple channels of sound are blended through
broadcast by speakers. To listen to René Muñoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico in
stereo is to hear the process of sonic blending as it unfolds through ephemeral
time upon one’s eardrums. The analogy of sonic layering is also true of the
album’s semantic content, as René Muñoz’s recitations and chants set alongside
the musical arrangements of Jesús Caunedo y su Orquesta weave the various
histories of Martín de Porres’s life in Perú through the genealogies of Cuban
orisha music, Nicolás Guillén’s development of poesía negra, and the Nuyorican
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salsa explosion born out of Puerto Rico’s colonial relationship to the U.S. Even
more, Muñoz’s vocal performance on this album resignified the persistent and
resonant meanings attached to his role in Fray Escoba, all while directly citing
the film. Stereophonics presents an opportunity to think about sound and the
voice as layered, multiple, and processual technologies, analogies that also
apply to the notion of voicing as trickster signifying developed over the previous
chapters.
The sonic thread that stitches all this variance together is Muñoz’s voice in
its full sensuality. Whether following a traditional hagiographic script as in
“Milagro de Fe,” warning young black children about the dangers of the ñequegüije or communicating directly with Changó through the liturgics of Lucumí,
Muñoz’s timbre -- the roughness of his grunts and other guttural sounds -- imbue
the album with a sense of his living presence. As Jacob Smith avers:
The microphone's ability to capture subtleties of vocal timbre and
inflection faithfully opened up the possibility of new forms of
performance marked by a quiet intensity and subtle shadings of
inflection, suggestive of intimacy and emotional density.1238
The human voice not only communicates via the words it speaks, but its
very sonority expresses the “true, vital, and perceptible uniqueness of the one
who emits it.”1239 Muñoz lent his voice and the body it emerged from to
communicating Martín de Porres across Fray Escoba’s multimedia platforms of
cinema and phonography. Although set within varying cosmologies, Muñoz’s
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voice was the consistent element that articulated Martín between these different
media. The familiar sonic signature of the human voice is one reason that voices
are described as iconic. Indeed, Muñoz described the disorientation produced by
hearing a different voice emanate from his body. “When I saw the tape Fray
Escoba dubbed in Chinese, I couldn’t contain the laughter it produced in me to
see me speaking in that language.”1240
Nonetheless, to approach the mediation of Muñoz’s voice by cinema and
phonography as technologies of capitalist modernity is to miss the longstanding
traditions of Afro-Cuba and the full African Diaspora that had long contacted the
divine through spiritualized sonic and auditory technique.1241 Santería music
comprises a substantial corpus of songs in a Lucumí-derived lexicon in which
drums and rhythms are not only accompaniments but function as surrogate
speech, owing to the fact that "Yoruba Batá drumming imitates and encodes
certain linguistic tones, vowel sounds, consonant distinctions, and grammatical
constructions."1242
In his study of an Abakuá temple in Philadelphia in 1908 that used a
sound amplification-friction drum system composed of tubes, water, and bells to
broadcast the esoteric voice of the deity Écue, Stephan Palmié argues for "a
remarkable convergence between the phonic and auditory ideologies
underwriting the mediation of the divine” and “the technologies of acoustic
“Cuando vi la cinta Fray Escoba doblada al chino, no pude contenerme la risa que me
produjo el verme hablar en ese idioma.” “A San Martín de Porres yo le debo mucho,”
TvyNovelas.
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(2001).
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transmission across space and time that had begun to reconfigure Western
auditory worlds since the second half of the nineteenth century.”1243 As with
Palmié, Alexander Weheliye reorients his study of Afro-modernity from the
written word and alphabetic texts to the phonograph and other sonic media to
"lead us away from the assumption that black cultures are somehow pre- or
antitechnological" and to “offer prime loci from which to consider the ineluctable
imbrication of black cultural formations with technology and Western
modernity.”1244
Both the audio technologies and the soundscapes of Nuyorican salsa
enabled Muñoz to double voice a performance of Martín that signified in excess
of the cinematic version of this role. René Munoz (Fray Escoba) en Puerto Rico
is one example in a long tradition of Lucumí performance highlighting a particular
attunement to sound and audition, and their intentional manipulation as modes of
double-voiced communication that run through, alongside, and supplement
language. As Harry G. Lefever summarizes, "boldly stated, Santería can be
understood as a complex system of Signification," that arose out of the need for a
"counterhegemonic challenge to the existing social, economic, and political
order" and that relied upon the "characteristic of double-voiceness which is
paradigmatically evident in the mythologies of...West African tricksters.” 1245
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The next and final case study continues to follow Martín de Porres’ trail of
trickster signifying -- this time to Atlanta during the Civil Rights Movement and its
living memory, where Martín the Saint met his homonymic reflection in Martin the
King as both figures animated the social justice activities and aesthetic
expressions of the oldest black Catholic congregation in the city.
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Chapter 5 - Finding Martin in Atlanta: Entangling Martin Luther King, Jr and St.
Martin de Porres at Atlanta's Oldest Black Catholic Church

The realm of aesthetic imagination and expression has provided a space
where Diasporic Africans have translated their memories into memorials. But
this process of sacralizing black memory has been one of struggle and stands
alongside the multitude of activities undertaken by the descendants of chattel
slavery to redress the conditions of their American captivity and remedy its
injuries of structural oppression. The political work of aesthetics lies in its ability
to enshrine counternarratives of history that defy the received wisdom and
common sense of predominant historical interpretations. When Michel-Rolph
Trouillot pointedly asked "what makes some narratives rather than others
powerful enough to pass as accepted history if not historicity itself?” he
discovered his answer not in a preoccupation with the veracity of the events
under question, but rather with the on-going sociopolitical setting in which an
uneven and “differential exercise of power...makes some narratives possible and
silences others."1246
The ritual aesthetic of African Americans bears the marks of a people
whose sense of themselves in their land was forged over time through an
indomitable and spiritualized struggle for the resources and power to live
peaceably according to their own social mores and ethical values. Lincoln and
Mamiya define this as the black sacred cosmos, “the religious worldview of
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African Americans [that] is related both to their African heritage, which envisaged
the whole universe as sacred, and to their conversion to Christianity during
slavery and its aftermath.”1247 They hold that the historical experience of racism
led black people to create “their own unique and distinctive forms of culture in
which they were involuntary guests.”1248 This feeling of non-belonging runs
through all Diasporic religion in various intensities, with each tradition placing
“different sacred object(s) or figure(s)...at the center.”1249 Despite this variability,
all of these expressions evince how the “direct relationship between the
holocaust of slavery and the notion of divine rescue colored the theological
perceptions of black laity and themes of black preaching in a very decisive
manner.”1250 Although the black sacred cosmos in the United States formed
largely out of Baptist and Methodist traditions initially, Lincoln and Mamiya find
that by the middle of the twentieth century this sacred cosmos was shared by
black Catholics as well, because “wherever black people gathered in significant
enough numbers” the distinct quality of their historico-religious worldview and
ethos permeated.1251

Black Catholic Statues
Under slavery the overwhelming majority of African Americans who
participated in the Catholic Church did so as a consequence of having Catholic
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masters, as the seventeenth and eighteenth-century Afro-Catholic populations of
New Orleans and Maryland can respectively testify. 1252 But the coming of Civil
War and Emancipation altered the mission of the Catholic Church towards
establishing independent churches for the freedmen populations. The early black
historian John Wesley Cromwell explainedt "the actual separation of the Negroes
in the Catholic Church did not take place until the Civil War itself necessitated
certain changes to meet the special needs of the Negroes in their new
status."1253 The firstfruits of this new approach came in 1863 with the
establishment of St. Augustine's Church, built in Washington, D.C. on a 15th
Street lot between L and M. In 1865, “a frame building was added” to house a
chapel because “the church was under the patronage of Martin de Porrers [sic], a
colored lay brother of the order of St. Dominic, who had labored in South
America."1254
Despite the Church willingly establishing mission parishes for AfricanAmericans, the early battles for a black Catholic aesthetic in the United States
focused on saint statuary and the authority of empowered leadership needed to
install them for worship. In this section, I follow Amy Whitehead's notion of
"statue person" that approaches statues as "not merely wooden artefacts, or
religious art" but rather
asserts that the 'personhood' of religious statues is dependent on
relational engagements where objects and subjects...bring each
E. Clark and V. M. Gould, “The Feminine Face of Afro-Catholicism in New Orleans, 17271852," The William and Mary Quarterly 59(2):409-448 (2002); B. Hardy, “'The Papists...have
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History 7(1): 103 (1922).
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other into forms of co-relational being through encounters, or in
moments of active relating.1255
Conceived in this way, the mutual constitution of Martín de Porres as saint of
social justice and the subjectivity of black Catholics is brought into view.
In a 1930 article, “Negro Statues for Catholic Negro Churches,” published
in The Chronicle by the Federated Colored Catholics, Gustave B. Aldrich argued
that African Americans should be allowed to “enrich the outer splendor of our
Holy Mother Church with representations of its spiritual heroes and heroines in
clay, marble and other materials.”1256 However, the lack of such statuary in
African-American churches meant that “our black holy men and women stand
before the Throne of Almighty God, un-invoked by us, un-honored and unsung.”1257 Aldrich worried that the dearth of black iconography would lead black
Catholic children "to the conclusion that their own people never did anything
along the line of religion.”1258 He explained that increasing “[t]he representation of
black saints and great men of the faith in our Catholic colored churches will go far
to rehabilitate our self-respect.”1259 Beyond this effect on the self-esteem of black
Catholics, statuary of black holy figures would “also gain for us the sincere
admiration and regard of the white Catholics” and could perhaps "take away
some of the sting of the supercilious and scornful remarks of negro non-

A. Whitehead, Religious Statues and Personhood: Testing the Role of Materiality (London:
Bloomsbury, 2013), 4, 5.
1256 G.B. Aldrich, “Negro Statues for Catholic Negro Churches,” The Chronicle (1930): 9, qtd. in
Grimes, Fugitive Saints, 114 and Cussen, Black Saint, 190.
1257 Aldrich, “Negro Statues for Catholic Negro Churches.”
1258 Ibid., 10.
1259 Ibid.
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Catholics, who sometimes...charge us with servile subservience in religion to the
white people."1260
While Aldrich’s argument presented black iconography as a double
positive for white and black Catholics, it is clear that his primary interest in
promoting these sacramental objects was their visible sign to black Catholics that
they had a place of permanence and participation in the Church. But Aldrich’s
priorities were not shared by all sympathetic white Catholics. Father Gillard, a
Jesuit booster of Martín de Porres’ canonization, wrote in 1937 “Hasten the day
when the white-robed, brown-skinned Brother will be elevated to our Catholic
altars.”1261 Gillard desired to see statues of Martin de Porres sitting on top of
Catholic altars because he felt “[t]he modern world -- specifically the white world - need[ed] an ocular demonstration of the universality of the Catholic Church.” 1262
Because Gillard placed his focus on how white Catholics would respond to
candidates for sainthood like Martin, he dismissed black rituals of devotion: “To
see a Negro praying to a Negro saint leaves me unmoved -- it is natural. To see
a white man praying to a Negro saint moves me deeply -- it is supernatural -- it is
Catholic!”1263
In her autobiography, Ellen Tarry made some interesting observations
about the predominant facial features of Martin de Porres statues in U.S. Catholic
churches from the 1930s to 1950s. Tarry noted how “[t]he McGlynn statue of
Martin de Porres was and always has been my favorite, though not of most of my

Ibid.
J.T. Gillard, SSJ, “White Robes and Black Skins,” January 1937, With Blessed Martin, 66.
1262 Ibid.
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people.”1264 She speculated that most African Americans did not like McGlynn’s
design (discussed in chapter 2) because “Father Tom highlighted the slightly
Negroid features of Martin, who was the child of a Negro woman and a Spanish
nobleman.”1265 Martin’s phenotype, larger lips and a wide nose coupled with the
broom and rat elements, resulted in “many Negroes [taking] exception to these
realistic touches.”1266 Tarry explained how McGlynn’s realism during the pre-Civil
Rights context was not adopted widely. Rather, “most churches use a statue of

Figure 43 Statue of Martin de Porres. Our Lady of
Lourdes Catholic Church, Atlanta, GA. Photo by
James Padilioni, Jr., July 2014.

Tarry, The Third Door, 162. Tarry’s own experience as a white-passing black woman no
doubt sharpened her perceptions to the range of “Negroid” to “Caucasian” features prominent in
Martin de Porres statuary.
1265 Ibid.
1266 Ibid.
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Martin de Porres which depicts him as a brown man with Caucasian features
wearing conventional black robes."1267

Martin Arrives at Lourdes
The Martin de Porres statue at Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church in
Atlanta, Georgia, fits Tarry’s general description and forms one motif of this
chapter's narrative analysis (Figure 43). Standing 4’5” tall in total -- 51” of
Martin’s body standing atop a 3” pedestal -- the likely chalkware statue features a
pleasant looking Martin with dark skin but thin lips, a narrow nose, and wavy hair
(Figures 44).1268 He dons the familiar black and white robes of his Dominican
order. Both hands clasp a gold-accented wooden crucifix held over his chest,
while an oversized rosary hangs from around his waist. There are no brooms or
rats in sight. Under Martin’s feet on the pedestal are engraved the words
BLESSED MARTIN, O.P. painted in capitalized gold letters (Figure 46). The use
of “blessed” in this nameplate confirms the statue’s provenance predates Martin’s
1962 canonization. The statue sits atop a 40” tall columned base made of plaster
whose rear corners have crumbled, another sign of its advancing age (Figure
45). Taken together, the statue of Martin and the pedestal stand 7’ 10” tall and
are positioned at the head of the church to the left of the altar. This gives Martin a
commanding presence as he looks down and over the parishioners.

Ibid.
For details on the material chalkware and its usage in devotional religious statues during the
first half of the twentieth century, see S. M. Promey, "Chalkware, Plaster, Plaster of Paris,"
Conversations: Online Journal for the Center for the Study of Material & Visual Cultures of
Religion, Yale University. Accessed July 15, 2018,
https://mavcor.yale.edu/conversations/reflections-on-medium/chalkware-plaster-plaster-paris.
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Figures 44 - 47 Statue of
Martin de Porres – detail of
face, pedestal, nameplate
and manufacturer’s emboss.
Our Lady of Lourdes
Catholic Church, Atlanta,
GA. Photos by James
Padilioni, Jr., Oct. 2015.
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In his plea for black statuary, G.B. Aldrich understood that statues were
not only sacramentals but also commodities.1269 He noted how “demands once
awakened for Negro statues of Negro saints should be profitable for this world as
well as for the world to come.”1270 One such venture that mass-produced Martin
statuary is Knowles & Company, a Boston-based religious statues manufacturer
whose embossed tag is carved into the back of the Martin statue at Lourdes
(Figure 47). I have discovered few documents that describe Knowles &
Company’s artists and production procedures, but this particular model of Martin
statuary forms its own archive that indicates a wide diffusion and a seeming
popularity. I have located several Knowles & Company Martin statues like the
one at Lourdes, all having provenances that date to the 1940s and 1950s. This
survey was not conducted scientifically but arose organically in the process of
conducting my research generally as I encountered identical-looking Martin
statues in diverse locations.
Holy Rosary Catholic Church, the oldest African-American congregation in
Richmond, VA, founded c. 1945, has a Knowles & Company Martin statue in a
chapel used today for weekday masses. Archival photos and oral histories from
the late 1960s depict this statue in the sanctuary at the left of the altar. 1271 In her
2009 study of black Catholicism during Vatican II, Thibault observes that the
Martin statue at Holy Rosary represented the “decidedly pre-Conciliar elements

For the relationship between American religion and market commodities from the nineteenth
century onward, see R.L. Moore, Selling God: American Religion in the Marketplace of Culture
(New York: Oxford UP, 1994).
1270 Aldrich, “Negro Statues,” 10.
1271 M.R. Thibault, “Rock in a Hard Place: Black Catholics in the Era of Vatican II — A Case
Study," American Catholic Studies 120(3): 15 (2009).
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occupy[ing] prominent positions...in the church.”1272 Thibault found a "strong
conservatism on the part of the congregation with regard to traditional artifacts,"
an acknowledgment of how statuary and iconography sustain this particular
parish’s identity as historically black.1273
An outside portico at the Motherhouse of the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament (SBS) in Bensalem, PA, houses a Knowles & Co. Martin statue
ensconced in an alcove (Figure 48). The Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament for
Indians and Colored People was
founded in 1891 by Mother
Katharine Drexel, a wealthy
Philadelphia heiress, who, in
1885 had inherited (along with
her two sisters) the shared
income of their father’s $15
million estate after charitable
donations (nearly $400 million
today).1274 Katharine used the
interest earned from her share of
Figure 48 St. Martin statue. Motherhouse of the
Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament (SBS),
Bensalem, PA. Photo by James Padilioni, Jr.,
June 2016.

the estate to focus exclusively on
founding African-American and

Thibault, “Rock in a Hard Place,” 8, 14.
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American-Indian missions, schools, and orphanages across the Deep South and
the Western U.S.1275
Twice a Knowles & Company Martin graced the pages of Ebony. The first
came in a 1961 story covering the history of St. Mary’s Academy in New Orleans,
an all-girls Black Catholic high school located in a former quadroon ballroom
under the auspices of the Sisters of the Holy Family (Soeurs de la Sainte Famille
-SFS). The SFS are notable as the first order of African-American nuns in the
United States founded in 1837 by Mother Henriette Delille, a mixed-race Créole
who left the world of quadroon balls and plaçage to follow her religious
vocation.1276 The photograph shows two students standing alongside a nun with
the caption "Statue of Blessed Martin de Porres (1579-1639) in corner of

P. Lynch, S.B.S. Sharing the Bread in Service: Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament, 1891-1991
(Bensalem, PA: The Sisters, 1998); R. Fossey and S. Morris, “Courage Under Fire: St. Katharine
Drexel and the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament Confront the Texas Ku Klux Klan," Catholic
Southwest 21(2010): 7-22; R. Lagarde, “A Contemporary Pilgrimage: Personal Testimony of
Blessed Katharine Drexel's Charism," U.S. Catholic Historian 8(1/2): 47-50 (1989).
1276 Alecia P. Long defines plaçage as a "formal and sometimes even contractual arrangement
between white men and women of color in New Orleans, which spelled out the financial terms of
the relationships; such arrangements were often made by the mothers of women of color. Like
concubinage, the word plaçage described a relationship that resembled marriage in significant
respects but did not have the legal sanction of the state” (7). For a full overview see A. P. Long,
The Great Southern Babylon: Sex, Race, and Respectability in New Orleans, 1865-1920 (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2004), 6-13 and K. Aslakson, “The ‘Quadroon-Plaçage’
Myth of Antebellum New Orleans: Anglo-American (Mis)interpretations of a French-Caribbean
Phenomenon," Journal of Social History 45(3): 709-734 (2011). And SFS sisters initially called
Congregation of the Sisters of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary, New Orleans' first
confraternity of women of color. In 1842 they became an order under the diocese. A.M. Detiege,
Henriette DeLille, free woman of color: Foundress of the Sisters of the Holy Family (New Orleans:
Sisters of the Holy Family, 1976); M.S. Copeland, The Subversive Power of Love: The Vision of
Henriette Delille (New York: Paulist Press, 2009); C. Davis, O.S.B. "Henriette Delille: Servant of
Slaves, Witness to the Poor," in Uncommon Faithfulness: The Black Catholic Experience, eds. M.
Shawn Copeland, L.M. Mosely, S.N.D., and A.J. Raboteau (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2009);
T. Fessenden, “The Sisters of the Holy Family and the Veil of Race," Religion and American
Culture: A Journal of Interpretation 10(2): 187-224 (2000); L.M. Simmons, Crescent City Girls:
The Lives of Young Black Women in Segregated New Orleans (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2015),
34-35. For a general overview of Black women religious, see S.D. Williams, “Forgotten Habits,
Lost Vocations: Black Nuns, Contested Memories, and the 19th Century Struggle to Desegregate
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academy's chapel is admired by seniors Olive Galathe (l.) and Francine Verret as
Sister Leah Theresa traces history of Lima-born son of Spanish knight and
Panamanian Negro woman" (Figure 49).1277 Ebony published the second
photograph in their July 1962 edition that featured coverage of Martin’s
canonization. The photo came from the St. Martin Shrine in Chicago's St. Pius

Figure 49 Statue of St. Martin de Porres at St.
Mary’s Academy, New Orleans. Photo
published by Ebony, December 1961, 60.

H. J. Massaquoi, "St. Mary's Academy -- A Living Legend: Girls school thrives on historic
quadroon ball site in French Quarter of New Orleans" Ebony, December 1961, 60. Full story runs
pp. 57-63.
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Church. The shrine contained the “statue and several hundred candles which are
lighted by believers seeking their patron's aid."1278
The Knowles & Company Martin statue that eventually made its way to
Our Lady of Lourdes parish first arrived in Atlanta through the efforts of the
Medical Missionary Sisters who founded the Catholic Colored Clinic of Our Lady
of Lourdes in 1940.1279 In 1943, owing to size constraints, the clinic was
relocated to 348 Forest Ave. N.E, less than one mile from the site of Our Lady of
Lourdes Church.1280 By 1957, the sisters once again found themselves in need of
enlarged facilities, and they began praying for money to purchase land and build
a fully-equipped hospital.1281 The Medical Missionary Sisters turned to their
statue of Martin the blessed healer to “hold” their space. According to Rita
Engelhardt, a young nurse and MMS novitiate during the late 1950s, one of her
sister nuns made a portico for the statue so it could sit in the field they desired to
purchase, sheltered from the elements.1282 In this time, the medical nuns visited
the site to pray before and adorn the statue of Martin. Sometime around 1958,

"Making of a Saint: Catholicdom honors Negro monk, Blessed Martin," Ebony July 1962, 28.
E. Hall, "The Catholic Church at Work in Atlanta," St. Augustine’s Messenger, XXIII (8):196197, 213. (197) (Oct. 1945). H40 B2 Lourdes 2 f. 24, Archives of the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament (SBS); “Catholic Colored Clinic, Atlanta, Ga” Medical Missionary Magazine,
September -October 1955: 115, Medical Missions Sisters Archive (MMSA); Medical Mission
Sisters, History of the Society of Catholic Medical Missionaries, Pre-Foundation to 1968 (London:
Medical Mission Sisters 1991), 182-184, MMSA.
1280 "Increased Activity at Atlanta Colored Clinic and Mission," The Bulletin of the Catholic
Laymen's Association of Georgia, January 30, 1943, 2, Georgia Historic Newspapers, Digital
Library of Georgia, https://gahistoricnewspapers.galileo.usg.edu/lccn/gua1449731/. Accessed 9
Feb. 2018. “Forrest Ave. NE” was later renamed “Ralph McGill Blvd. NE.”
1281 Bishop Francis E. Hyland to Mother Anna Dengel, S.C.M.M., Oct. 28, 1957, Holy Family
correspondence, folder 1, Archives of the Archdiocese of Atlanta (AAA); Report of Committee on
Holy Family Hospital and Medical Center, Inc., July 16, 1958, Holy Family, folder 1, AAA.
1282 R. Engelhardt, Lourdes oral history project, 2010, OLL parish records. - Rita Engelhardt was
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the medical missionary sisters purchased the land for Holy Family Hospital and
then gifted the statue to Our Lady of Lourdes. In 1958 Our Lady of Lourdes
completed an extension of the school building and placed the statue in an area
that came to be called Martin’s Hall.1283

Making a Mission
The parochial school was the heart of Lourdes, as the Church’s
missionary work among African-Americans in the South was focused around
providing education. The Rev. Ignatius Lissner established his colored mission in
Atlanta in 1912 to provide critical social services like education and healthcare.
Needing financial assistance, he appealed to Mother Katharine Drexel. 1284 After a
contentious search for land in which white Atlanta business leaders threatened to
cripple the project, Lissner chose to build his mission in the Sweet Auburn
neighborhood, a thriving Black business district and middle-class bedroom
community that coalesced as a Black enclave for mutual protection in the wake
of the 1906 Race Riot.1285 Drexel purchased the plot of land along Boulevard NE
that still serves as home to the Lourdes parish. She sent her SBS nuns in 1913
to staff Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic School.1286

Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church Centennial: 1912 - 2012 A Century of Witness, A
Future of Commitment, 26, parish records OLL. Holy Family Hospital was officially opened to the
public in 1964.
1284 Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church Centennial, 22-23, parish records OLL.
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There was a thirst for Negro education among the middle class Sweet
Auburn families who sent their children to the school, despite many being
staunch Baptists. The SBS nuns in their long black habits and starched white
coifs were obviously a strange sight for some, as one young boy told Sister Mary
Aquinas, “My father said that you ‘all are witches...' you see, my father don't
know you'alls very much."1287 By 1940, the school boasted an enrollment of 380
pupils and 600 converts.1288 A report by the Society of African Missions indicated
that the parish had an “active program of Catholic Action” sustained by several
lay associations that included “a thriving Martin de Porres [devotional] club” for
third and fourth graders.1289
In 1942, Father Weiss of the Society of African Missions told readers of
Our Colored Missions (a magazine of SAM) to "remember, the school is for many
children the anteroom of the Church."1290 The St. Augustine’s Messenger
(another Catholic missions magazine) reported on Lourdes that "Negro children
from distant sections of the city [and lower classes] are transported to their
church and school by means of a station wagon.”1291 The Messenger justified this
mission work among African Americans by noting that “the Catholic Church,
which readily recognizes and honors the sanctity of a Martin de Porres...sends
her priests...anywhere that human beings of any race will correspond with God's

"Visitation by the 'Witches,'" #72, S.B.S. Encounters with the People of God, 28. SBS.
"Our Lady of Lourdes Atlanta, Georgia 1912-1940" Report of the Society of African Missions,
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graces and accept the light of faith."1292 As Sister Mary Sheila Keefe, who began
teaching there in 1952, explained, "the parents were educated Negroes and
wanted a good, moral education for their children. Many were staunch Baptists
but became fervent Catholics. They appreciated what the Sisters were doing." 1293
She succinctly summarized "If the school would close, the parish would die.
Everything centered around the school."1294

Martin’s Presence at Lourdes
With the arrival of his statue sometime between 1958 and 1960, Martin de
Porres’s holy personality became swept up in the lifeworld of the Lourdes
community. When a fundraising campaign for a new church building began in
1960, Father McKeever and his Lourdes congregants turned to Martin to bless
their efforts, possibly due to his successful intercession on behalf of the Medical
Missionary Sisters. At the February 12, 1961, dedication service for their new
sanctuary, built in the face of financing difficulties, Father Michael McKeever
gave Martin the credit, telling the congregation that after waiting forty-eight years
for this moment:
Today we all rejoice with an exceeding joy as we witness the
beautiful ceremony of the dedication of our new church.... After I
had been appointed pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes, I asked my
parishioners to pray fervently and constantly to Blessed Martin de
Porres to help us get a new church.1295
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Interview of Sr. M. Sheila Keefe, S.B.S. and Sr. M. Georgiana Rockwell, S.B.S. April 28,
1980, H40 B2 OLL 2 f. 24, SBS.
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This petition did not come easily answered, and Father McKeever
reminded his flock that “the road to the fulfillment of our prayerful desire [was]
strewn with disappointment and false hopes” that came “so often and with such
intensity” during the building campaign.1296 Financing was the chief of these
obstacles, a situation that Bishop Hyland commented upon in a letter to Father
McKeever, writing that although he had "long desired to provide your venerable
parish with a church edifice...other more urgent projects had to be given priority,"
including "the renovation of your school building at a cost of more than
$84,000."1297 Reflecting on these setbacks, Father McKeever told his
congregation that “[o]nce, I actually felt that Blessed Martin had decided against
our request.”1298
Nine months later that new sanctuary formed the staging ground for
celebrating Martin’s canonization. Beginning on Wednesday March 14th, Lourdes
congregants started praying a novena over a period of nine weeks. The annals of
the SBS recorded that, on Canonization Sunday, May 6, 1962, they moved
Martin’s statue from the school building into the new sanctuary where they
erected a temporary altar that “remained there until the High Mass on the usual
Novena night, Wednesday.”1299 The High Mass, also called the Solemn Mass, is
the full ceremonial form of the Tridentine Mass that is celebrated by a priest with
a deacon and a subdeacon, that requires most of the parts of the Mass to be
Ibid.
Bishop Hyland to Father McKeever, Jan. 24, 1961. Our Lady of Lourdes correspondence,
folder 1, AAA.
1298 McKeever, "Our Lady of Lourdes Church: Solemn Dedication February 12, 1961, Atlanta,
Georgia." OLL.
1299 Annals, May 6, 1962, entry, Our Lady of Lourdes (Lourdes), box 1, folder 5, annals January
1962-August 1973, Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament (SBS) archives.
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sung or chanted as opposed to merely spoken, and stipulates the use of
incense.1300 The High Mass for St. Martin de Porres of May 9, 1962, was well
attended, as “many people who ha[d] been faithful in attending the novena in
honor of Blessed Martin came."1301
The nuns even related to Martin within the intimacy of their home. An
August 1963 entry in their annals detailed the sisters’ reasons for why they
needed to purchase a new convent. These included standard issues like faulty
electrical wiring, crumbling sheetrock and floor tiles due to building settlement,
and door knobs that fell off when you turned them. But in building their case, the
sisters also submitted to the record some spectral evidence:
Then there is Martin. As any old house will do, this house squeaks.
It also groans and taps and occasionally wails. Often at night
prayers two Sisters will get up and go downstairs to check on the
noises. No one is ever there, though Sisters new to the house will
swear they heard footsteps. We have long since named the
mysterious visitor ‘Martin’ and make a huge joke of it.1302
It is impossible to say with certainty that this ghostly Martin directly
referenced Martin de Porres, but it is likely the sisters made a play on the idea of
Martin’s charisms of bilocation and subtlety (ability to walk through solid objects).
However, even if their friendly phantom referred to some other, unspecified
Martin figure, it equally reveals how the sensible presence of a supernatural (or
preternatural) personality named Martin animated the everyday activities of the
humans who encountered him and his statue at Lourdes in the early 1960s. Each

A. Fortescue, “Liturgy of the Mass,” in The Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: Robert
Appleton Company, 1917). Retrieved July 3, 2018 from New Advent:
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of these examples -- Father McKeever’s reflections on the building campaign, the
rituals of the novena, altar-preparation, and High Mass used to celebrate Martin’s
canonization, and the Martin ghost -- demonstrate Robert Orsi’s observations
that in Catholic sacred culture, humans and saints enter into living relationships
with each other that, despite their divine dimensions, “have all the complexities -all the hopes, evasions, love, fear, denial, projections, misunderstandings, and so
on -- of relationships between humans.”1303 Attuning to the social textures of
Lourdes in this way allows “figures of special power” like Martin de Porres to
factor alongside the parishioners “as agents in history and actors of consequence
in historical persons' lives and experiences.”1304
What Effect did this statue have in the life of the parish?
In documented recollections of former black Catholic students, the effects
of black statuary on their perception of their racial identity manifest unevenly. J.J.
Irvine, who attended an SBS school in Alabama during the 1950s recalled that:
Although our white teachers were obviously aware of the racial
differences, they never acknowledged our African American
heritage except for the one statue in the courtyard of the Black
saint, Martin de Poores [sic], to whom a few references were
made.1305
When K.C. Ellis attended Pittsburgh Catholic schools in the 1970s, she never
took notice of the representations of “Charles Lwanga, a patron saint whose
statue stood tall inside the chapel in my grade school, and Saint Benedict the
R.A. Orsi, Between Heaven and Earth: The Religious Worlds People Make and the Scholars
Who Study Them. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 2.
1304 Ibid.
1305 J.J. Irvine, "Segregation and Academic Excellence: African American Catholic Schools in the
South," in Growing up African American in Catholic Schools (New York: Teachers College Press,
1996), 88.
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Moor, for whom the church and school were named.”1306 Through the hindsight of
adulthood, she concluded that these figures never lodged in her memory
because of the ubiquity of whiteness:
Considering the power of images, however, it should be understood
that any Black child who is bombarded with pictures of a white
Jesus, a white Mary, an abundance of white saints, and, in fact, a
white God will not be able mentally to place two Black saints in any
order of importance.1307
The statue of
Martin de Porres stood
onsite at Lourdes for
over 40 years alongside
the swirl and bustle of
impressionable parochial
school children until the
Archdiocese closed the
school in 2001.1308
Documenting memories
of this statue among
former Lourdes school
children through oral
histories remains an

Figure 50 Young girl looks at St. Martin Statue, “The
Week’s Best Photos” Jet, May 17, 1962, p. 32
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1308 “History,” Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church. Accessed March 28, 2018,
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open avenue of research that would contribute to understanding the impact of
Black Catholic statuary on the identity formation of black Catholic school children
(Figure 50).

MLK and his Presence at Lourdes
The growing presence of Martin de Porres at Lourdes in the early 1960s
met its living homonymic mirror in another Martin from the neighborhood who
was then growing in national and global fame. But while familiar histories of
Martin Luther King, Jr., usually begin with the events of the Civil Rights
Movement, the relation of King with Lourdes starts much earlier. In 1931, when
the Rev. Adam Daniel Williams of Ebenezer Baptist Church died, the
congregation installed his son-in-law, the Rev. Martin Luther King, Sr., as pastor,
when Martin Jr. was 2 years old.1309 Ebenezer’s parsonage, a large Victorian
home located at 501 Auburn Avenue, abutted the Lourdes property, and the
young King children grew up with the parochial schoolyard on the other side of
their back fence.1310 After attending college and seminary, King moved to
Montgomery, Alabama, with his young wife Coretta Scott King after he accepted
the call to pastor Dexter St. Baptist Church in 1954.1311 As Coretta recalled,
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Accessed March 28, 2018.
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“before long, we found ourselves in the middle of the Montgomery bus boycott,
and Martin was elected leader of the protest movement.”1312 The Montgomery
Bus Boycott was a thirteen-month protest that began in December 1955 following
Rosa Park’s arrest for refusing to yield her seat to a white passenger. 1313 In
1957, Dr. King founded the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) to
coordinate the action of local protest groups throughout the South.1314 In January
1960 he returned to Atlanta to join his father as co-pastor of Ebenezer. Forming
the geographical base for King’s efforts, Ebenezer Baptist and the Auburn
Avenue corridor during the 1960s became known as the “headquarters” of the
Civil Rights Movement.1315

St. Martin Human Relations Council
The coincidence of St. Martin de Porres’ canonization as the patron of
interracial and social justice with Dr. King’s desegregation campaigns was not
lost on Lourdes parishioners or the Archdiocese of Atlanta. Andrew Moore has
documented the process of Archbishop Hallinan’s parochial school
desegregation that began in the fall of 1962, just weeks before the opening of
Vatican II. In order that these changes be understood for the principles of justice
behind them and not merely obeyed as the dictate of fiat, the Archbishop
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included with his desegregation plans a prepared Syllabus on Racial Justice for
use in all 7-12 grade parochial classrooms.1316 Archbishop Hallinan also
encouraged the formation of a new initiative within the archdiocese that he
charged with leading desegregation and racial education efforts in Atlanta. The
result was the founding of the St. Martin Human Relations Council (HRC) that
developed a strong base at Lourdes.1317 Through HRC antiracist activities, the
saintly charism of Martin de Porres as a model for race relations was interpreted
through Martin Luther King’s mobilizations practically. I approach the activities of
the HRC during the 1960s through their three main initiatives: Race Panel
Presentations (1962-1964); Anti-Police Brutality March in Solidarity with Selma
(1965); and their In-Home Dialog Program (1966-1970).

Race Panel Presentations (1962-1964)
In the fall of 1962, the HRC, composed of both white and black members,
toured the Archdiocese to facilitate a race panel at each Atlanta parish as well as
every senior high school class in the Archdiocese by June 1964. The Council
“presented the view-point of the Church and her teaching on the racial issue to
the Home and School Association" at Our Lady of Lourdes on Sunday February
17, 1963.1318 These panels did not shy away from controversy and forced white
Catholics to confront their bigotry on the issue of integration. Each race panel
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covered six topics: the History of Race Relations; the Origins of Racial Tensions;
Science and Race; Morality and the Racial Question; The Church and Race; and
What Can we do to Ease Racial Tensions?1319
Not all white Catholics were receptive to this message. In December 1962,
John Hein, director of Jesuit Ignatius House sent a letter to the HRC apologizing
for his curtness in discussing his views on gradual integration:
I did not sit down and discuss my views with you. I took the rather
formal procedure of reading a statement. The fact that I was tired
and tense from other concerns should not have entered into the
picture. But the fact is that I was and this contributed to making my
statement be not only formal but somewhat harsh. Because of this I
fear that to some extent I may have been misunderstood and also
that I may have embarrassed and hurt some members.1320
Initially voicing opposition to desegregation plans, Hein had changed his mind
upon further reflection. He continued: “I do definitely look forward to the day
when integration will not be a topic of discussion in relation to Ignatius House -that it will be accomplished and taken for granted by all the concerned.” 1321
Perhaps realizing that this day would not dawn without intentional human action
first, he added, “[i]n the meantime I will cooperate in every way possible in
furthering this all important relationship of all the members of the Mystical Body
of Christ. In all I will not stop at justice but endeavor to bring about the growth of
all in the Charity of Christ, our Lord.”1322 Other white Atlanta Catholics seemingly
skipped attending these presentations entirely. The HRC reported: "sparse
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attendance was recorded in several of the larger parishes within the City, even
though much notice had been given both through parish bulletins and pulpit
announcements."1323
The HRC partnered ecumenically with the eighty-two community,
religious, civic, and civil rights organizations that formed the Atlanta Negro
Summit Leadership Conference in October 1963.1324 A 1965 member report
stated the HRC’s new “liaison with the Southern Christian Leadership
Conferences of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Southern Regional Council,"
forming a direct institutional link between these two Martins. 1325 It is interesting to
observe how desegregation in the archdiocese, ostensibly designed to create a
more cohesive Catholic community, in many ways reinforced the uniqueness of
the Black Catholic experience. The HRC not only promoted integration but also
responded to the problems and expected fallouts when such plans did not
proceed smoothly. News of Archbishop Hallinan’s 1962 desegregation plan hit
Lourdes with “little immediate comment.”1326 Though many parishioners
welcomed the announcement in light of the increasingly difficult task they had to
defend the Church in the “face of sharp criticism” from their black Protestant
friends and coworkers, others had no desire to desegregate, preferring instead
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the racial atmosphere of Lourdes.1327 The SBS nuns noted this ambivalence, first
praising the announcement in principle but adding, “we do not expect to lose
many of our pupils through transfer [to integrated schools], however.”1328
Catholic hospitals also became contested sites for HRC intervention. In
1964 the Atlanta Inquirer published an article detailing the poor working
conditions for black workers in the so-called “desegregated” institution. 1329 The
paper claimed "treatment of the Negro personnel is deplorable" and detailed the
white backlash that began "as soon as [the] hospital was declared open to all
races.”1330 As a result “working conditions for negro employees, already
unpleasant, immediately worsened with no relief forthcoming from administrative
levels"1331 St. Martin’s HRC leadership determined that the tone of the article was
anti-Catholic, concluding:
We intend to inform the newspaper that the article has done a
grave injustice to the Catholic community, that the facts concerning
St. Joseph's Hospital were not thoroughly ascertained, the
photograph was rigged and we feel that St. Joseph's Hospital is
deserving of more favorable press releases for its voluntary
desegregation.1332
More hospital-related desegregation troubles came to a head in March
1965. A letter from Archbishop Hallinan to the Reverend Mother Benedict of the
Medical Missionary Sisters -- the same nuns who donated their Martin statue to
Lourdes -- detailed the "serious situation that has continually developed these
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past two months” at Holy Family Hospital stemming from “a rising crescendo of
complaints from the Negro community because the seven or so Negro doctors
approved by the Credential Committee of the Medical Board have not been
appointed.”1333 Despite having their credentials in order, the delay of these Black
doctors from assuming their positions “reached a climax in a concerted boycott
by Negroes in refusing to take pledge cards for our Expansion Campaign of
$1,750.”1334 While Archbishop Hallinan expressed his economic concerns for the
failing fundraising efforts, he told Mother Benedict that “this is less significant
than the deterioration of respect for the Church, the Archdiocese and the
hospital.”1335
On the heels of the St. Joseph’s trouble, Archbishop Hallinan urged
Mother Benedict to seat the new Negro doctors with haste, but cushioned his
plea by adding, "the climate of Negro-White relations is changing so fast in the
South, especially here, that steps or decisions taken one month may be seen in a
totally different light the next month.”1336 Hallinan explained "that is the situation
now: it is hyper-sensitive and emotional, but it is understandable in the Negro's
long-deferred wait for dignity and equality." 1337 He worried that direct action taken
by black employees would create a situation in which "the Hospital will be
critically hurt, the Archdiocese will suffer, and the Church will lose in the Negro
mind the image so carefully wrought by the generous work of the Clinic over the
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years, and by our integration steps taken 1956-1965.”1338 The HRC too “was
concerned with the 'crisis' that developed in 1964 over the Negro Staff Problem
at Holy Family Hospital,” but reported to its members that “through the efforts of
the Archbishop, the President and Dr. Wilbur, direct action by interested Negro
parties was avoided."1339
The HRC’s intervention was often sought to tamp down upon the more
radical strains of Black politics within the archdiocese. An internal report stressed
the Council’s aversion to direct action politics: "We feel it important for us to
remember that our activity must be Catholic activity, since we are not designed
for militant demonstrations, nor are we a political body.” 1340 Their internal memos
reveal the shortcomings of white liberalism and the patronizing undertones of the
Church’s race posture. While the HRC exhorted its "White members...to know the
experiences and feelings of the Negroes about discrimination, its effects on their
daily lives and on their families and the reactions to current problems and events”
and “to discover their own hidden prejudices and overcome deeply ingrained
stereotyped images of the negro,” they countered this by imploring
the Negro members...to learn to discriminate between bigotry and
the normal 'red tape' barriers imposed on all citizens, regardless of
race. They need to overcome fear of speaking out, and they need
to recognize the danger of fighting intolerance with intolerance of
“everything white.”1341
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Within the Atlanta Negro Summit Leadership Conference, HRC leaders prided
themselves that their "advice has been sought and given to the Leadership group
on many pressing problems including housing and education." 1342 But here too,
St. Martin's HRC showed up in a conservative posture, taking credit for thwarting
“the more militant members of the Summit Leadership from taking precipitous
action which would cause fruitless demonstrations and increased tensions.” 1343

Selma, Alabama -- March, 1965
The Human Relations Council actively participated in the two-week
mobilization following the Bloody Sunday event of March 7, 1965, in Selma. On
February 18, 1965, eighteen-year-old civil rights worker Jimmie Lee Jackson was
shot in the stomach by a state trooper in Marion, Alabama, following a voter
registration demonstration organized by the Dallas County Voters League
(DCVL) and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). He died of
his wounds on February 26.1344 On March 4 the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) led by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., announced a march from
Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, about fifty miles away, to honor Jackson and to
petition for fairer voting laws. In response, Governor George Wallace proclaimed
he would not let the demonstrators march and ordered Al Lingo, director of the
state highway patrol, to prevent the march.1345
Ibid.
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On Sunday, March 7, state police violently attacked demonstrators
attempting to cross the Edmund Pettus Bridge leaving Selma for Montgomery.
Two days later, Dr. King tried to lead the crowd across the bridge again, but a
standoff ensued and he turned them around, giving the day its nickname
“Turnaround Tuesday.”1346 This atmosphere lasted for two weeks while King and
the SCLC worked to have President Johnson intervene. Finally, on Sunday,
March 21, Martin and Coretta led a third march over the Pettus Bridge protected
by the Alabama National Guard under federal command, the FBI, and many
federal agents. The marchers traveled from Selma for 54 miles, gathering others
along the way until they arrived at the Alabama State Capitol in Montgomery on
March 25 nearly 25,000 people strong.1347 From the steps of the capitol building,
Dr. King delivered a speech popularly called “Our God is Marching On! (How
Long, Not Long),” in which he proclaimed Selma “a shining moment in the
conscience of man” because “if the worst in American life lurked in its dark street,
the best of American instincts arose passionately from across the nation to
overcome it."1348
Some of those better American instincts passionately joining King
emanated from the Catholic conscience.1349 Following the violence of Bloody
Sunday, the National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice sprang into
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action, as their executive director Mathew Ahmann called sympathetic priests
and told them, "Put on your clericals. If you don't wear them anymore, look under
your bed."1350 There were a total of 112 councils in this network and
representatives from many local chapters started to arrive in Selma. The
Syracuse, NY, Catholic Interracial Council sent 13 members, Mundelein College
in Chicago dispatched a bus with 28 students and 10 faculty, 42 priests and
seven lay people came from the boroughs of NYC. A total of 900 Catholics
participated in the Selma demonstrations.1351 While only one member of the St.
Martin’s HRC attended the march in Selma, "other members did stalwart work...
in Atlanta during that period.”1352 A report praised Dr. Joe Wilbur “for his
selflessness in providing and arranging for accommodations for those stranded
at the Atlanta Airport during the nights involved. Five or six times during the
Selma crisis, Dr. Wilbur was called out in the middle of the night to pick people
up.”1353 The report detailed how Dr. Wilbur “accommodated six priests and six
laymen in his own home” as well as arranging with other members of the HRC to
house those passing through Atlanta on their way to Selma.1354 The report
concluded how the HRC’s efforts were “an unpublished, unsung, but still vital
service of which we can all be proud."1355
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For those who could not travel to Selma, mass marches of solidarity
erupted in many cities, including Atlanta, on March 16 when between one and
three thousand protesters marched in two groups, one leaving from Atlanta
University and the other from Ebenezer Baptist Church, converging on the
federal building downtown.1356 Once at the federal building the crowd sang “We
Shall Overcome” and listened to speeches from the Rev. Martin Luther King, Sr.,
aka “Daddy King,” and Julian Bond, the former leader of SNCC.1357 Several
members of the HRC attended this march, including Father Michael McKeever,
pastor of Lourdes, and S.B.S. nuns Sister Mary Anna and Sister Louis Marie.
The HRC marched with a large white banner featuring the words “ST. MARTIN -

Figures 51 – 53 Atlanta Anti-Police Brutality March for Selma - March 16, 1965.
Upper photo: members of St. Martin's Human Relations Council. Lower Left: Women
religious marching. Lower Right: Martin Luther King, Sr., aka "Daddy King"
addresses the crowd. Photos courtesy of the Archives of the Archdiocese of Atlanta
“WSB-TV newsfilm clip of an Atlanta civil rights march protesting alleged police brutality in
Selma, Alabama, Atlanta, Georgia, 1965 March 16.” The Civil Rights Digital Library. University of
GA. Accessed March 10, 2017. http://crdl.usg.edu/cgi/crdl?action=retrieve;recno=19;rset=004.
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HUMAN RELATIONS COUNCIL - ARCHDIOCESE OF ATLANTA” in three
blocks of text (Figures 51 – 53).

In-Home Dialog Program (1966-67)
The St. Martin Human Relations Council established an in-home dialog
program beginning in 1966 that hosted structured dialogues across the color line.
The HRC placed pairs of white and negro members as co-leaders of a team.
Each co-leader invited a few neighbors, friends, or relatives to join in a continuing
home dialogue. Each team, consisting of ten or more people, met on a
convenient evening each month in the home of one of the members for
conversation over a period of five or six months.1358 The council hoped to
achieve three outcomes, laid out by President Dave Martin (yes, President Martin
of the St. Martin HRC):
First, by using St. Martin members as leaders, to bring together
many other people of good will who are unaccustomed to interracial
friendships. Second, to improve our awareness of our own hidden
prejudices and stereotyped ideas, by talking together of our human
similarities and cultural differences. Third, to eventually begin
discussion of our major social problems in housing, education and
employment and to seek practical ways to solve these.1359
After 1968, the St. Martin’s Human Relations Council drops out of the archival
record. No reports exist that give a summary of how these dialogues worked in
practice. Documenting these recollections through oral history remains a viable
path for future research.
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MLK Assassination and Memorialization
The entry in the SBS annals for April 1968 noted the “great tragedy for our
people and for our nation, indeed for all mankind” that occurred when the Rev.
Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated in Memphis, TN.1360 The nuns felt
“privileged to be among the thousands who viewed” Martin’s body lying in state
at Morehouse.1361 Accompanying the sisters were forty students from Xavier
University, the only Catholic Historically-Black College or University (HBCU) in
the United States founded by Katharine Drexel in New Orleans.1362 According to
the SBS annals, "All the Sisters participated fully in the funeral services, where
were profoundly moving."1363 Living through the 1960s was a transformative
experience for many Americans. The events that constellated from MLK’s 1963
March on Washington to his assassination -- including the assassinations of
Medgar Evers, President Kennedy, Malcolm X, and Sen. Robert Kennedy, and
backdropping the emergence of the militant Black Power Movement from former
SNCC leadership marked the experience of observers during this decade,
including Lourdes parishioners.1364
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Hugh Moffett, a staff editor at Life summarized the years 1964 to 1968 by
rhetorically asking his readers "Who would believe so much could happen to the
U.S. in four years?"1365 Sandra Criddell, a Lourdes student during the sixties,
recalled the momentous nature of the decade in a 2011 oral history. Sandra’s
description her involvement in the Civil Rights Movement demonstrates the
simultaneous dimensions of meaning she afforded to it as both a personal
experience in her life and an historical event with important social ramifications
on the national and global scale:
a great moment in my life, and an historical event, [occurred] when
I was 13 or 14 years old. I marched with the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament and my fellow students with Rev. Ralph David
Abernathy, Dr. M.L. King, Jr., and Rev. Jesse Jackson in a Civil
Rights march that started at the old Rich's building on Forsyth. 1366
SBS nun Sr. Patricia Lynch observed these changes in the students at
Lourdes. When she first began teaching in 1955 many students only wanted to
graduate and leave Atlanta and the South. But when Sr. Lynch left in 1968 “they
spoke with pride of 'our city,' 'our stadium,' and 'our future.'” 1367 She credited the
difference to “the impact of the Civil Rights movement and the response of the
city to the events of that momentous decade” on a grand scale before relating it
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more personally to the activities of the parish: “We like to think that Our Lady of
Lourdes, especially the school, played an important role in laying the groundwork
for some of these changes.”1368
The transformation of racial identity coincided with other transformations in
the Catholic Church heralded by Vatican II. These two currents found a point of
articulation in the assassination of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., as initiating
calls for black leadership and cultural nationalism in the Church among black and
brown Catholics. Archbishop Terrence Cooke of New York gathered with
thousands of Puerto Ricans to preside at a June 23, 1968 mass celebrating the
Feast of St. John the Baptist, the patron saint of Puerto Rico celebrated as a
martyr within Catholic tradition. Because of this theme of martyrdom, Archbishop
Cooke dedicated the mass to King's memory and a large photo of him dominated
the liturgical decor.1369 Matthew Cressler documents a similar process in the
Chicago Archdiocese. On December 1, 1968 the first "African mass" was held, a
result of a meeting of the Chicago Conference of Laymen that sought to realize
the spirit of Vatican II.1370 Cressler explains, "Father George H. Clements, a black
priest and outspoken activist in Chicago hailed the service as the fulfillment of
Vatican II and the future for U.S. black Catholics.”1371 Father Clements had a few
goals in mind, and while Vatican II helped spur his zeal to achieve them, his
statuary concerns echoed those expressed by G.B. Aldrich in 1930. Father
1368
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Clements had hope that “'African masses with jungle music' would soon be
offered in Catholic churches throughout Chicago's black communities and that
black saints like Martin de Porres...would populate Catholic sanctuaries." 1372
Father Clements declared that Martin Luther King, Jr., was “a saint and should
be canonized. I am hoping that people will let me know of any miracles that have
occurred because they prayed to Saint Martin Luther King.” 1373
Among the reforms called for by Vatican II was a process of inculturation,
or the adaptation of the liturgy to the vernacular language and cultural forms of
local parishes that “aimed at enabling all the faithful to take a 'full conscious, and
active part' in the celebration of the Paschal Mystery.” 1374 The spirit of liturgical
inculturation was expressed in the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy
(Sacrosanctum Concilium), the first of the Council’s sixteen documents. The
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy declared that the Church had “no wish to
impose a rigid uniformity,” but rather,
respect[ed] and foster[ed] the genius and talents of various races
and peoples...preserv[ed] intact the elements of these people’s way
of life...and admit[ed] such elements into the liturgy itself, provided
they are in keeping with the true and authentic spirit of the
liturgy.1375
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Matthew Cressler argues that, for many black Catholics, “the experience
of Vatican II was inseparable from Black Power,” as differing interpretations on
just exactly what liturgical inculturation meant in practice coincided with the
emergence of a black cultural-nationalist aesthetic.1376 In this period of
experimentation, black Catholics began to introduce “African” elements such as
drums and Kente cloth vestments to masses like that of Father Clements in
Chicago.1377 Father Clements was a firebrand and embraced the Conciliar
reforms interpreted through his lens of Black Power.1378 His devotion to Martin de
Porres was documented in the “Religion” section of the May 17, 1962, edition of
Jet that covered St. Martin’s canonization. The magazine included a photograph
of Father Clements standing alongside the Bishop Josef Blomjous of Tanganyika
while the latter blessed a statue of Martin at Our Lady of Solace Church in
Chicago.1379 By the time of the African mass of 1968, Father Clements had fully
adopted the aesthetics of Black Power within a liturgical context.
Though he was beloved by the black community he served, Father
Clements was passed over by John Patrick Cody, Cardinal and Archbishop of
Chicago, for a promotion to pastor of St. Dorothy’s Church. In protest of the
cardinal’s decision, black Catholics organized a pray-in on January 4, 1969, while
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the Black Panther Party provided security. 1380 The prayer intentions included
expressions of Black cultural nationalism: “That we as Black people may never
stop striving for Our place in the sun,” and “That we might recognize Our
blackness as a thing of pride and beauty.”1381 Those gathered for the pray-in
responded to each intention: “Hear us, Lord.”1382 Beyond just aesthetics, the
prayer expressed desire “That ALL of our Black priests might be put in leadership
positions in Our Church,” a tangible sign of what Black Catholic power would look
like.1383 Most notably, the prayer closed with a curious invocation of Dr. King’s
memory: “That Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. might be recognized as a saint by
all Black People."1384
That King was a Baptist and thereby ineligible for Vatican canonization did
not stop black Catholics from memorializing him through their liturgical
innovations. Father Clements justified his actions according to the principle of
Acclamatio populorum — “the people acclaim a saint.”1385 At Chicago’s Black
Unity Mass one week after the pray-in for Father Clements, priests donned multicolored vestments and the altar boys wore zebra-print robes. The altar was
decorated with African symbols and a picture of Martin Luther King, Jr. 1386 In
1969, Father Cements, now pastor of Holy Angels, a parish on Chicago’s South
Side, once again had confrontations with the archdiocese centered around Martin
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Luther King and whether his memory was sacred or profane. William Tate, a
student who attended Holy Angels School, recalled "a church service in honor of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. A large portrait of the civil rights leader was placed in
the church…. [that] replaced one of a canonized saint.”1387 This action angered
the Cardinal who “stated that Holy Angels had committed a sacrilegious act by
removing the portrait of a saint and replacing it with one of Dr. King. The parish
was to remove the portrait of Dr. King from the church and replace it with the
portrait of St. James."1388 Father Clements did not follow the order and the
archdiocese canceled funding for the school.1389 In light of these happenings,
Matthew Cressler concludes "Black Catholic liturgical innovation in Chicago
emerged quite literally out of protest."1390

MLK National Historic Site
Liturgical innovations proceeded less militantly at Lourdes, but
nonetheless entailed a sacralization of King’s memory. On Easter Sunday, April
6, 1969, a march in honor of King was held in Atlanta to commemorate the oneyear anniversary of his assassination. The march began at Ebenezer Baptist
Church on Auburn Avenue, paused at the state Capitol to pick up vigil-keepers,
proceeded through the Five Points business district, and ended at Hurt Park,
where Reverend Ralph D. Abernathy and others addressed approximately four
thousand participants at a rally. Some of the other speakers at the rally included
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Dave Dellinger, chairman of the National Mobilization Committee to End the War
in Vietnam; Luis Melendez, an organizer for California grape pickers, and
Jeannette Rankin, former Georgia congresswoman and anti-war activist. 1391
The SBS annals noted "A large group of hippies were given the use of the
school” on Friday and Saturday because “[t]hese young people were here to
march in honor of Dr. Martin L. King.”1392 After keeping vigil around the Capitol
building on Easter Saturday evening, “they returned [to Lourdes] for supper and a
concert of Freedom songs” before leaving again “around 11 P.M. to return to the
Capitol.”1393 Lourdes church bulletins publicized neighborhood ceremonies
celebrating King each January beginning in the early 1970s.1394 In 1972, “Daddy
King,” long skeptical of Lourdes and the slow leeching of his members to the
parochial school, stood in the pulpit at Lourdes to preach a memorial service in
honor of his son. The 1975 Lourdes yearbook included a photograph of the
school playground and noted how the adjoining property with Ebenezer’s
parsonage placed the students “always in the shadow of this great leader.” 1395
Of course, Lourdes parishioners were not the only people interested in
sacralizing the memory and mission of Dr. King, but they did have a front-row
seat to watching this process unfold in the Sweet Auburn neighborhood. Just
months after his assassination, Coretta Scott King established the King Center
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on Auburn Avenue and envisioned it as “no dead monument, but a living
memorial filled with all the vitality that was his, a center of human endeavor,
committed to the causes for which he lived and died.”1396 In the early 1970s, the
King family moved King’s body from Atlanta’s South-View Cemetery and had it
interred at a crypt constructed on the Center’s grounds next to Ebenezer Baptist
Church. This memorial tomb was dedicated in 1977. The dedication of King’s
memorial tomb consecrated the King Center as not only a social justice
organization but a site of pilgrimage.
In 1980, the U.S. Department of the Interior drafted a plan to establish a
new National Park Service Historical Site to commemorate the life and legacy of
Dr. King. The draft plan identified the 23.5-acre site:
Bounded by Jackson St. on the west, Edgewood Ave. on the south,
Howell St. on the east and Auburn Ave. and Old Wheat St. on the
north. Included are the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial and Center
for Social Change, the Ebenezer Baptist Church, Dr. King's
birthplace and gravesite, and many buildings neighboring the King
family home, such as Victorian and 'shotgun' row houses, an 1895
fire station, and Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Mission. 1397
The plan was two-fold and concerned historic preservation and economic
development. Congress authorized the establishment of this site on October 10,
1980. Congress charged the NPS with,
provid[ing] visitors the primary interpretation of Dr. King's life and
work, focusing on his birthplace, gravesite, and the living
memorial…. the places where Martin Luther King Jr was born,
where he lived, and worshiped, and where he is buried should
receive special attention to protect and interpret these areas for the
C.S. King, qtd. in "About," The King Center. Accessed Feb. 14, 2018.
http://www.thekingcenter.org/about-king-center.
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Release, National Park Service, U.S. Dept. of the Interior. Our Lady of Lourdes boundaries, folder
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benefit, inspiration, and education of present and future
generations.1398
The King memorials were not the only aspects of the neighborhood that
was changing during this time. As Ebony magazine lamented, "like business
streets in much of urban Black America, Auburn Avenue began losing its
luster…. [after] highway planners split it in two with Interstate 75/85, further
isolating it from downtown.”1399 This dynamic coupled with middle class flight as
African-Americans left the racial enclave of the neighborhood to integrate the
suburbs. By the early 1970s Auburn Avenue had deteriorated to a point where it
consisted of “boarded up cafes [and] winos wandering at night.”1400 This
amplified the efforts of the National Park Service to buy property surrounding the
King site. Working in conjunction with a local non-profit, the Historic District
Development Corporation (HDDC), the NPS began to redevelop the
neighborhood surrounding the King Park as a 'mixed' income neighborhood. To
aid in this effort, the Auburn Historic District became a National Historic
Landmark in 1976.1401
All these neighborhood developments raised concerns about the longterm vitality of Lourdes in the shifting political economic atmosphere. Father
Frank Giusta, pastor of Lourdes during the 1970s, identified the gentrification
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processes working to depopulate the parish in a 1979 letter to Archbishop
Donnellan:
As time goes by there will be more and more people joining the
parish closest to their home -- emotional ties don't last forever and
younger generations do not have the same emotional attachment to
this church. On the other hand, the neighborhood is undergoing a
very radical process of change. For the most part, the remaining
Black people are forced to move out, and White people tend to
move in.1402
More than these general patterns, Father Giusta saw an acute threat in the NPS
plans for the King Historic Site:
The planned construction of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial Library and Hall (with auditoriums, meeting rooms, etc.)
across the street from Our Lady of Lourdes will complete a 4 block
tourist and visitor center, again making the immediate
neighborhood very unpleasant to live in....the area will be
transformed into a living museum with necessary parking lots and
other facilities. More people will be displaced. Because of all the
factors at work now, I can only foresee an empty church with a
great past and a very privileged location -- across the street from
one of the major tourist centers of the country -- with alot of
emotional appeal to people and near to areas of the city which have
been enormously upgraded. Tourists who are visiting the area
amount now to 200,000 a year, and the amount is expected to rise
soon to 500,000."1403
In Father Giusta’s perspective, there were “only 3 possible choices of
action.”1404 The first was “to close the parish down in a few years from now” but
he knew this decision would create controversy as it would “be felt nation-wide
because of tourist publicity.”1405 Father Giusta’s “second alternative [was] to

Memo from Fr. Frank J. Guista to Most Rev. Archbishop Thomas A. Donnellan, December 5,
1979, 1. Our Lady of Lourdes boundaries, folder 2, AAA. For more on Father Giusta’s pastorship
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make an organized appeal to all Black Catholics living in the Atlanta area to
return to Lourdes because they are needed. All the Black Catholics in the Atlanta
area have their roots in this church.”1406 If this outcome were achieved, “Our Lady
of Lourdes would remain an ethnic parish.”1407 The last option was “to eliminate
the ethnic nature of the parish and assign boundaries to it,” a course of action
that would eventually erase the interwoven history of Lourdes with the
interpretation of Sweet Auburn as an historically-significant neighborhood for Civil
Rights.1408 Father Giusta admitted to the Archbishop "I do not have a perfect
solution. What I have written is the result of much thinking. I am very open to
accepting any suggestions."1409
J.F.J Inwood describes the Sweet Auburn neighborhood as a "potent
example of a memorialized landscape embedded with deep social, cultural and
political meaning."1410 Inwood argues that the NPS interprets King’s Civil Rights
legacy through a normative lens that “represents King as a mainstream leader
who used the existing democratic structure of US society to affect social
change.”1411 As such, the King memorials blur history and myth, functioning as
“powerful sites to interrogate the intersections of race, nation and the cultural
landscape as they encourage us to remember certain aspects of US history and
to forget others."1412 The establishment of the MLK National Historic Site placed
a choice before Our Lady of Lourdes -- embrace its black history squarely in
Ibid.
Ibid.
1408 Ibid.
1409 Ibid., 5.
1410 Inwood, "Contested memory in the birthplace of a king,” 87.
1411 Ibid., 88.
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order to render its legacy an integral part of the growing shrine that Sweet
Auburn was becoming, or face a slow death of empty pews and neighborhood
insignificance. Faced with this choice, "Our Lady of Lourdes continued to
emphasize its racial heritage and to connect itself to the history of its
neighborhood and to the legacy of Martin Luther King Jr."1413

Black Catholic Liturgies
Black Catholics throughout the United States interpreted the spirit of
Vatican II by recognizing the uniqueness of black culture as a gift for the Church,
both in leadership and liturgy. The founding of the Black Catholic Clergy Caucus
(BCCC) and the National Black Sisters’ Conference (NBSC) in 1968 sought to
realize Conciliar reforms through this valence.1414 Sister Martin de Porres Grey,
RSM (Patricia Grey Tyree), founder of the NBSC, expressed the black cultural
nationalism that animated her efforts, telling a crowd:
Black people understand blackness as that unique manner of
speaking, writing, dancing, singing, cooking, dressing, drawing,
acting and behaving, which is innate to black people in American
[sic] and characteristic of people of African descent living anywhere
in the West….Blackness is the sum total of all the ideas, attitudes,
actions and creations that stem from the African's attempt to
accommodate himself to -- dig this --to integrate into, co-exist with,
and separate from the West.1415
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In 1971, Father Clarence J. Rivers published the first edition of Freeing the Spirit:
The Magazine of Black Liturgy Published by the National Office for Black
Catholics. Matthew Cressler explains, "Freeing the Spirit offered academic
articles on the history of African religions and the Black Church as well as sample
'black liturgies' and practical tips for introducing them into parishes." 1416 Like the
African mass held in Chicago, these black liturgies included hallmarks of the
rhythmical-musical traditions of Africa and the Diaspora, including drum
accompaniments and the singing of the Spirituals and hymns of predominantly
Protestant African-Americans.
As the great historian of the Black Catholic Church Cyprian Davis
summarized:
Catholics of African descent have suffered intensely from the
sterility of liturgical rites because they have somewhere in their
bones a tradition of worship in which the sung and spoken word
have been fused into celebrations of joy.1417
The development of a Black Catholic liturgical tradition was contingent upon an
increase of black leadership in the Church, as liturgical innovation could only be
introduced to the mass through the authorized channels of a local parish
minister. It is significant then that ten Black bishops issued their first pastoral
letter, What We Have Seen and Heard (WWSH) in 1984, contending that liturgy
is an essential aspect of evangelization and that liturgical celebrations must
become a “more intense expression of the spiritual vitality of those who are of
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African origin.”1418 The bishops confidently stated that liturgy in their community
must be at once “authentically Black” and “truly Catholic."1419
These efforts crystallized with 1987’s Lead Me, Guide Me: The African
American Catholic Hymnal, described by M. Shawn Copeland as a “singular
example” of the "aesthetic achievement of African American Catholic
inculturation."1420 Our Lady of Lourdes adopted the Lead Me, Guide Me hymnal
for worship shortly after its publication and still uses it today. Lead Me, Guide Me
not only provided black parishes with liturgical forms reflective of their culture, but
it also included introductory essays that elaborated the distinctive qualities of
black worship aesthetics. Sister Thea Bowman, FSPH, a black Franciscan nun
called the “godmother” of the African-American inculturated liturgy, penned an
introductory essay for the hymnal titled “The Gift of African American Sacred
Song.”1421
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Sister Bowman contended “African people are diunital people, seeking
richness of meaning in apparent contradiction.”1422 Because African descendants
embrace seeming variance through double voicing,
They are comfortable with bringing together realities which may
appear contradictory or in opposition: for example, body/spirit,
sacred/secular, individual/community. They reach toward unification
or synthesis of opposites. God is like father and mother (father mother - sister - brother symbols are not sexist). God is like fire and
balm.1423
Sister Bowman’s perspective on black liturgy was both synchronic and diachronic
in its understanding of African cosmologies. While she stated plainly that “African
people are comfortable with symbol” as a matter of cultural pattern, it was due to
specific histories of enslavement that “African Americans for 400 years have
used symbol and song to express a faith and yearning too high, too low, too
wide, too deep for words, too passionate to be confined by concepts."1424 After
broadly sketching the outlines of Black sacred meaning-making, Sister Bowman
included five performative attributes of African-American worship that expresses
these African Diasporic cosmologic orientations:
1. Holistic: challenging the full engagement of mind,
imagination, memory, feeling, emotion, voice and body
2. Participatory: inviting the worshipping community to join in
contemplation, in celebration, and in prayer
3. Real: celebrating the immediate concrete reality of the
worshipping community – grief or separation, struggle or
oppression, determination or joy – bringing that reality to
prayer within the community of believers
4. Spirit-filled: energetic, engrossing, intense
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5. Life-giving: refreshing, encouraging, consoling, invigorating,
sustaining.1425
The Lead Me, Guide Me hymnal also solemnized the memory of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., within its pages. Bishop James P. Lyke, coordinator of
the hymnal project, and the Reverend William Norvel, president of the National
Black Catholic Clergy Caucus, dated their preface “April 4, 1987: The
Anniversary of the Deaths of St. Benedict the Black and Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.”1426 The “Topical Index” that groups together hymns based on
common themes includes a special section for the “Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr” that includes Civil Rights movement hymns like '”Oh Freedom” and “We Shall
Overcome,” along with new songs written in honor of King, “He Had a Dream”
and “Keep the Dream Alive.”1427
Our Lady of Lourdes celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary the same
year Lead Me, Guide Me hit the pews. The Georgia Bulletin, newspaper of the
Atlanta Archdiocese, profiled Lourdes as “a parish that remains the spiritual
home for many blacks living in suburban Atlanta today” 1428 Father Giusta’s
anxieties from eight years previous -- that Lourdes would find itself empty and
possibly stripped of its ethnic designation -- was a distant worry. Black
parishioners chose to continue driving back to the old neighborhood. Andrew
Moore’s microhistorical assessment of Lourdes reveals that the national
development of the Black Catholic liturgy and the development of the MLK
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National Historic Site worked together to help Lourdes articulate itself as a
“authentically black” and “truly Catholic” congregation. In a 2014 oral history with
Janis Griffin, a 1968 graduate of Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic School who
attended Howard University for
college. Upon Griffin's return to her
home parish following her
matriculation, she lamented "The
music didn't reach you. It didn't
appeal to our community. It wasn't
soul-stirring."1429 It was not until the
early to mid-1980s when a spirited
choir performing standard gospel
music gave black parishioners "a
reason to come to church."1430 As
parishioner Shelley Earle told the
Georgia Bulletin in 1987, “When
Lourdes started it was a minority
within a minority, being black and
Catholic. We’ve come through a lot
and we’re an integral part of the
community.”1431 But not all of the

Figure 54 Picture of statue of St. Martin de
Porres, Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic
Church. Published in the Georgia Bulletin
25(39), Nov. 5, 1987.
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aesthetic hallmarks of their Black Catholicism were new innovations due to
Vatican II inculturation. The article included a photograph of the Martin statue, by
that point a “member” of Lourdes for roughly thirty-years, with the caption:
“FAVORITE -- Statue of St. Martin de Porres is a favorite of Lourdes
parishioners” (Figure 54).1432
However, Vatican II wrought real changes that many older Catholics, even
African-American ones, did not always support. The Bulletin interviewed
Christine Bullock, an 88-year old member of Lourdes who was the first person
baptized there in 1913 when she was 14 years old. Bullock told the paper that
she was determined to stay “the way I was brought up,” and was quite vocal
about the changes to the mass that she did not appreciate. 1433 These included
her conviction that “The altar is the priest’s place, not the women’s.” 1434 As for the
liturgy, she complained, “They don’t sing Catholic hymns anymore.”1435 Bullock’s
recollections however, did reflect the changing significance of Martin Luther King,
Jr., as a heroic figure worthy of memorialization. Miss Bullock worked at the
Lourdes school throughout her adulthood assisting the SBS nuns. Part of her
tasks included sweeping the schoolyard, which she remembered because the
young Martin Luther King, Jr., used to hop the fence to play marbles and shoot
hoops: “The sisters let the neighborhood children play in the yard,” she told the
paper.1436
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Lourdes’s liturgy continued its blackening process with the appointment of
Melody Cole as choir director in 1990. Cole’s embrace of black liturgical forms
earned Lourdes acclaim. A 1994 profile of the church appeared in the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution. The section cover header “Thank the Lourdes: Downtown
church serves up music to bless the soul,” previewed the full article by including
a photograph of the Lourdes choir wearing Kente-cloth stoles around their robes
and teasing readers with the description:
Handel’s ‘Messiah’ accompanied by African drums. ‘Ave Maria’ in
Latin. Songs with a reggae beat. Spirituals. Hymns typically found
in Baptists hymnals. The choir at Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic
Church sings all these and more. Music is central during worship
services at one of Atlanta’s oldest Catholic churches founded for
blacks.1437
Those who read the full article learned how “the choir is known for keeping the
groove.”1438 B.J. Davis, a sixty-year old parishioner, told the paper, “I visit
Catholic churches all over town, but the choir is the reason I come back here.” 1439
The Lourdes choir had the power to “inspire applause, sometimes in the middle
of songs…. move people to tears…. [and] get folks clapping and tapping their
feet.”1440 The paper explained how Melody Cole was a “classically trained pianist
and aspiring jazz musician” and that her choral arrangements freely borrowed
from and combined various traditions: “If [choir] members open a service with
‘Ave Maria’ in Latin, for example, their next number is likely to have a reggae
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beat. And of course, there is plenty of jazz.” 1441 Published on December 1 in
advance of the Christmas season, the article pointed out how “Cole is putting her
church’s individual stamp on the classic [Handel’s Messiah] by adding African
drums as accompaniment.”1442
Eight months before the Atlanta Journal-Constitution profiled the Lourdes
choir, the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments
at the Vatican deemed it necessary to clarify the inculturation process, issuing
the document Inculturation and the Roman Liturgy (Varietates legitimae).
Concerned that the distinction between “local” culture and Catholic culture was
blurry, the letter instructed parishes:
It is necessary to ensure that liturgical inculturation is not marked,
even in appearance, by religious syncretism.... [Church leaders]
should weigh the risk of a Christian community becoming inward
looking and also the use of inculturation for political ends.... balance
must be found which respects the individual rights of...groups or
tribes but without carrying to extremes the localization of the
liturgical celebrations.1443
To avoid syncretism on the order of systems like Santeria, for example, the
Vatican called upon all liturgists to have intimacy with the Roman rite of the mass
as the model to which their knowledge of local customs could only complement,
but not usurp.1444
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But as Sister Thea Bowman understood, apparent contradictions generate
rich layers of meaning within a black worship aesthetic, blurring the
sacred/profane distinction in Diasporic music. Indeed, the introduction of “African
drums” and “reggae beats” to Our Lady of Lourdes’ liturgy exists in this gray
space, and what constitutes religious syncretism for the Vatican may present as
a vernacular yet authentic Catholic practice for others. For example, reggae, like
many other forms of Diasporic music, emerged from “the blending of African,
neo-African, and African American musical styles and elements," and is
considered the sonic vehicle that popularized the Rastafari religious cults to the
world.1445 Beginning in the 1930s, members of the new Rastafari cults
appropriated the lyrical and chordal elements of Anglican hymnology and set
them against the performative techniques of the Afro-Jamaican folk drum
traditions Burru and Kumina. Burru drummers hailed from the days of plantation
slavery, when their “drumming was officially sanctioned by the colonial authorities
for its use as a rhythmic aid in keeping cadence among field slaves.” 1446 Kumina
drums and dance formed the central part of Kumina ritual, a cult practiced in the
eastern part of the island that “center on communication with ancestral spirits
through possession.”1447 Some Kumina initiates refer to the ritual simply as “the
African dance.”1448
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Burru and Kumina drummers living in the slums of Kingston crosspollinated their styles in the same socio-political ambient that Garveyite Black
Nationalism seeded aspects of the Rastafari worldview. 1449 What resulted was "a
new style of Rastafarian 'churchical' (religious) music and worship, referred to as
Nyabinghi.”1450 A Rastafari Nyabinghi gathering, called a grounation or
groundnation, can last anywhere from several hours to several weeks, as Rastas
congregate around a bonfire and “reason” about their on-going captivity in
Babylon (the modern, capitalist West) through testimonies, songs, chants, and
drumming.1451 Nyabinghi music fed the development of reggae as a commercial
form of Rastafari.1452 During the 1970s, Bob Marley and the Wailers popularized
the reggae sound as "Bob realized that his music was not just for entertainment
but had a more elevated purpose: to tell the world of the presence of the Divinity
who lied among us here and now.1453 The genealogy of reggae music, as Bilby
and Leib demonstrate, entails a long history of cross-fertilization, and “[t]hrough
such interchange, the invigorating rhythms of Kumina, meshed with those of
[Burru] and perhaps others, have indirectly been able, via Nyabinghi, to enter the

For associations between Garveyism and the emergence of the Rastafari, see I.J. Tafari,
"The Rastafari -- Successors of Marcus Garvey," Caribbean Quarterly 26(4): 1-12 (1980) and R.
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1450 V. Reckford, "From Burru Drums to Reggae Ridims: The Evolution of Rasta Music," in
Chanting Down Babylon, 231 - 252; N. S. Murrell, "Tuning Hebrew Psalms to Reggae Rhythms:
Rastas' Revolutionary Lamentations for Social Change," CrossCurrents 50(4): 528, 529 (20002001).
1451 R. Shilliam, “‘Open the Gates Mek We Repatriate’: Caribbean slavery, constructivism, and
hermeneutic tensions,” International Theory 6(2): 350 (2014).
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Caribbean Quarterly 31(2): 53-66 (1987).
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Jamaican musical mainstream.”1454 The reggae rhythms employed by Melody
Cole and the Lourdes choir, all in the spirit of Vatican II inculturation, further
contributed to the “diunital” genealogy of reggae’s blurry sacred/profane
boundaries.

Memory In the Millennium
The developments in black leadership and liturgy that began in earnest
from the late 1960s, drawing upon mutual understandings and experiences of
Civil Rights, Black Power, and Vatican II, created a situation that allowed Our
Lady of Lourdes in the twenty-first century to operationalize an integrated black
Catholic identity. In the summer of 2006, the Office for Black Catholic Ministry of
the Archdiocese of Atlanta engaged the Center for Applied Research in the
Apostolate (CARA) at Georgetown University to conduct a comprehensive study
of the Black Catholic population living in the Archdiocese of Atlanta. The project,
completed in February 2007, consisted of two primary components: a
demographic analysis of the Black population within the Archdiocese of Atlanta
and a survey of Black Catholics of the Archdiocese.1455
The demographic portion of the project entailed each parish counting their
membership roll and reporting the number of members who self-identified as
Black or Afro-descendant. The survey portion was distributed to parishes in three
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targets: 1) the 6 core parishes (including Lourdes) and 4 emerging parishes
identified by the Office for Black Catholic Ministry as having strong ethnic
identities, 2) the clerical leadership of six Afro-ethnic communities in the
Archdiocese (Eritrean-Ethiopian, Gambian, Haitian, Ivorian, Nigerian, and
Togolese), and finally, 3) the survey was distributed to all parishes with
instructions for self-identified black Catholics at each to answer. 1456
CARA allowed for respondents to differentiate their Diasporic identity
between three hyphenated categories: African-American/Black, African/Black,
and Afro-Caribbean/Black. However, it counted these numbers together as a
combined Black population. Lourdes counted 900 parishioner households
yielding 2,023 individual Catholics on the roll. Out of this number, 60 per cent or
roughly 1,200 members self-identified as either African, African-American, AfroCaribbean, or Black. White members counted 40 per cent of parish membership;
no Hispanics or Asian-Pacific Islander members responded to the survey. 1457 The
survey portion of the study details more of the intra-ethnic variation of Lourdes’s
Black parishioners. Altogether, Lourdes collected 359 completed surveys from
self-identified Black Catholics, with 53 per cent of these identified as African
American, 36 per cent as African, and the remaining 11 per cent AfroCaribbean.1458 Out of those respondents not born in the United States, Trinidad
and Tobago was the most common country of origin, followed by Haiti, Jamaica,
and Cameroon. Other notable demographic markers were the gender asymmetry
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of the parish (70 per cent female), and the higher rate of educational attainment
(70 per cent have at least a bachelor’s degree).1459
The majority of Lourdes’s Black members commuted a sizeable distance
to attend mass, with 81 per cent of them driving past other Catholic parishes on
their way to church, for an average commute of 15 miles each way. 1460 In raw
numbers, 55 of the 359 Black respondents drove more than 20 miles, with a few
over 40 and one as far as 87 miles.1461 Devotion in miles traveled was mirrored in
their commitment to the faith, with more than 70 per cent agreeing “very much”
that they were practicing Catholics and 85 per cent agreeing as strongly that they
were committed to remaining Catholic. More than this, 80 per cent of the
congregation reported feeling solidarity with those members sharing their racialethnic background.1462
Looking closer at issues relating to black leadership and liturgy, almost
eight in ten said they were “very” satisfied with the incorporation of prayers or
traditions significant to their cultural heritage at the parish.1463 In related findings,
seven in ten respondents reported being “very” satisfied with the parish’s
celebration of feast days important to their cultural heritage, and about six in ten
were as satisfied with devotions to saints significant to their cultural heritage. 1464
The survey provided three options for respondents to choose from as the most

Ibid., 107. Bachelor’s degree rates for the city of Atlanta are 27.4%, and 17.7% for the state
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important ways the Archdiocese could further minister to Black Catholics. Half of
respondents placed great importance on recruiting more priests from racial or
ethnic groups present in parish and assigned “very much” importance to the
recruitment of Black deacons and other lay leaders.1465 At all levels, clerical,
religious, or lay, Black Catholics at Lourdes desired to see more of their own in
positions of leadership.1466
The last question of the survey was open-ended: “What should be the
priority of the Archdiocese in Ministering to Black Catholics?” 1467 207 of the 359
participants in the survey responded to this question, allowing for a qualitative
assessment of the opinions of Black Lourdes members regarding their Catholic
identity. 63 respondents explicitly identified aspects of leadership needing greater
priority -- “Finding more black priests,” “Recruiting minority priests and deacons,”
or liturgical concerns that included “embracement of our cultural music, dance,
and heritage,” “Educating European-Americans (whites) on the riches of African
American spirituality, history, traditions,” “More animated Masses and less
traditional Catholic rituals,” “The understanding of the need to worship as our
heritage, our foremothers/fathers taught us (i.e., music and dance)”, “Some
incorporation of Afro-centric themes,” and “blending traditions with culture.” 1468
Some specifically spoke about “celebrating black saints and holidays,” and the
“Recognition of Black saints and the presence and history of Our Lady of
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Lourdes in the city of Atlanta.”1469 Several members expressed their satisfaction,
merely answering “see the example of Our Lady of Lourdes,” “Emulate Our Lady
of Lourdes Parish,” and “Our Lady of Lourdes Church is a model for other
Catholic Churches looking to include, embrace, and speak to other races.” 1470
One respondent assessed, “Lourdes seems to cater to our heritage and this is
why our retention is high.”1471
Not all Black Catholics appreciated the way the survey singled them out
demographically. Thirteen respondents took umbrage with the entire framing of
the question, with one noting, “This survey has good intentions but can be
divisive, separating Catholics by skin color versus cultural background. It
excludes those who are not ‘black.’”1472 Another responded, “Stop saying Black
Catholics; all Catholics are Catholic no matter what racial or ethnic background
they come from!!!”1473 One offered the direct advice, “Stick with the Church
teaching and not try to please each individual group.”1474 Other parishioners took
a middle ground position, like the person who explained that the Church’s priority
should be to “remain true to the distinct cultural heritage of Black Catholics while
continuing to allow Catholics of other ethnic backgrounds to be welcomed”
too.1475 One member thought it important to “be aware of the saints and the
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presence of minorities in the Catholic Church while also recognizing that we are
all one and integration can also be helpful.”1476
Lourdes intentionally appropriated Afrocentric aesthetics to express their
Catholic heritage. As the centennial anniversary of Lourdes’ founding
approached, the parish undertook a self-conscious process of historical
reflection. The Our Lady of Lourdes Historical Committee, founded in 2008,
launched a campaign to research the parish’s colorful past via archival
documents and oral histories. However, even the Committee’s method of
historical inquiry reflected a Diasporic sensibility. In 2010 the Historical
Committee published its first edition of Sankofa!, a newsletter that updated
members on research findings as well as plans for the 2012 centennial
celebrations. The first edition included a section titled “Why Sankofa?” that briefly
explained the concept sankofa and its particular mode of past inquiry that
differentiates it from related concepts like history and memory:
The History Committee sees the importance of considering and
honoring our past as we look towards our future. The concept of
Sankofa is derived from King Adinkera of the Akan people of West
Africa. Expressed literally in the Akan language as se wo were fi na
wosan kofa a yenkyi, it translates as ‘it is not taboo to go back and
fetch what you forgot.’ The term sankofa comes from the words san
(return), ko (go), and fa (look, seek, and take). The Asante people
of Ghana use an Adinkra symbol to visually express this same
concept. It is popularly represented as a mythological bird that flies
forward while looking backward with an egg (symbolizing the future)
in its mouth. Sankofa reminds us of the importance of learning from
the past. We must go back to our roots in order to move forward.
The past is a guide for planning the future. Clearly, as we prepare
to celebrate the centennial of Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church,
we recognize and honor the significant history of accomplishments
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that led us to this place. Moreover, we recognize and acknowledge
what we’ve learned as we go forward into our next 100 years! 1477
Along with this description, the newsletter masthead included the Adinkra
pictogram of the sankofa bird turning around facing its tail with an egg in its beak
that illustrates the idea of "go back and fetch it”1478 (Figure 55). Sankofa, then, is
not merely looking to the past to catalog it for antiquarian purposes, but rather it
is an intentional harnessing of memory to render a “usable past” capable of
serving the interests of the future.1479

Figure 55 Sankofa! newsletter masthead with Adinkra pictogram. Our Lady of Lourdes
Archives.

Black inculturation and sankofa-driven memory practices at Our Lady of
Lourdes came to their fruition in the 2010s, exemplified by a couple of key events
in Lourdes’ history. Specifically, I highlight these events as examples of the
particular way the Lourdes liturgy braided together the sacred memory of Martin
de Porres and Martin Luther King, Jr. The first was the week in 2010 that kicked
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off on Sunday, October 31, with the installation service of Father Jeffrey Ott, O.P.
as the first African-American pastor of Lourdes. The ritual celebrations continued
through All Saints’ and All Souls’ Days on November 1-2 and culminated on
Wednesday, November 3, with a feast day prayer service in honor of St. Martin
de Porres. The second cluster of events formed part of the Centennial
Celebrations that occurred throughout the year 2012.
The Georgia Bulletin in 2010 introduced Father Ott to the Archdiocese of
Atlanta in an interview printed in advance of his installation service. Readers
learned that Father Ott is a native of New Orleans who “attended black Catholic
schools there from first grade through college graduation.” 1480 When asked how
significant it was to him to be the first African-American pastor of a nearly-century
old African-American congregation, Father Ott replied:
Wow it is amazingly significant for me personally, for my religious
community, and for the Lourdes community. In some ways I feel
like I was being prepared to pastor Lourdes since I was taught by
St. Katharine Drexel's sisters [elementary school -- St. Peter
Claver, New Orleans, and college -- Xavier University of
Louisiana].... I believe...that the SBS (Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament) sought to educate black Catholic leadership so that we
could do just that -- lead -- and so here I am…. my pastorate begins
on the cusp of our centennial and that as we progress through the
21st century, Lourdes remains a leader in the Archdiocese of
Atlanta, not only historically as the mother church for AfricanAmerican Catholics, but as a vibrant, growing and diverse
community of believers...For the friars in my province this occasion
marks the return to Atlanta.1481
Father Ott, a priest of the Dominican Order, hailed from the Dominican
Province of St. Martin de Porres based in New Orleans. He served as Xavier
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University’s chaplain prior to accepting the call to come to Atlanta and pastor
Lourdes. The interviewer’s question, “Since you're from New Orleans, what type
of music do you like?,” reveals how New Orleans registered not only as a
geographic location, but also a special node in a Diasporic musical network. 1482
Father Ott first spoke to the ancestral legacy of jazz, telling the paper, “OK, so I
enjoy all types of music, and New Orleans jazz really feeds my soul in a way that
other jazz music does not…. I feel so proud to be from New Orleans a place that
produces such beautiful music!”1483 He next detailed a genealogy of black music
genres that emerged out of jazz stylistics: “But I especially like pop, R&B,
ballads from the '80s and '90s -- Jeffrey Osborne, Stevie Wonder, Peabo Bryson,
Rachelle Ferrell, Anita Baker, Patti Labelle.”1484 Finally, Father Ott turned to the
music traditions of the Black Church, “I'm deeply touched by gospel music, too,
and have been known to sing a tune or two on occasion." 1485
Addressing his order, Father Ott explained "We Dominicans bring a
distinctive appreciation for the Word of God, for the Gospel, as the Order of
Preachers.... we're also very communitarian, and we hope to enliven, deepen,
and strengthen the Lourdes community." 1486 The last question of the interview
asked Father Ott who his favorite saint was, to which he replied, "The Dominican,
St. Martin de Porres, whose feast is Nov. 3. He was such a powerful healer, and
he practiced compassion and love for people as a reflection of his love for Jesus
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Christ.”1487 Father Ott closed the interview with a plug for St. Martin: “We're
having a special evening prayer to celebrate St. Martin, Wednesday Nov 3., at
7:30 p.m. and everyone is invited."1488
The liturgical setting for this St. Martin feast day celebration demonstrated
the complex braiding together of Black and Catholic traditions. The processional
of the service opened with the sounds of “When the Saints go Marchin’ In,” a
dual nod to St. Martin and Father Ott’s New Orleans heritage.1489 The
Intercessions section of the mass featured the reading of prayer requests by
Sister Marie Sullivan, O.P. After each of her intercessions, the congregation was
to reply in unison “Help us to imitate Martin, O God.”1490 However, it is not always
clear which Martin -- Saint or King -- was the model of imitation. Sr. Sullivan and
the congregation prayed, “May world leaders open themselves to solving their
conflicts in non-violent ways, we pray: ‘Help us to imitate Martin, O God.’”1491
Sister Sullivan’s prayer deliberately obscured the two Martins when she
referenced Dr. King directly: “In the shadow of the tomb of another saintly Martin,
may we continue the work of Dr. King to bring forth economic justice and racial
co-quality, we pray: ‘Help us to imitate Martin, O God.’”1492 Not only was Dr.
King’s example held up as a Christian model of imitation, but the Lourdes prayer
rhetorically placed him alongside Martin de Porres as “another saintly Martin.” 1493
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The sacredness of Dr. King’s memory at Lourdes was due not only to their
history of Civil Rights participation, but their very physical location that placed
them in the “shadow of [his] tomb.”1494
This service also featured a “Danced Meditation” -- a choreographed
performance by the Amazing Grace Liturgical Dance Company. The company,
whose motto is "let them praise him in the festive dance," derived from Psalm
149:3, was founded by Kenya Griffin in 2001 after Father John Adamski, thenpastor of Lourdes, told her he had a vision of dance during the liturgy at Lourdes
and wanted her to undertake this new ministry. 1495 Griffin credits this
conversation with keeping her at Lourdes, because prior to this she did not feel
spiritually and culturally fed by the worship services. Griffin was raised at
Lourdes. Her father Chester serves as deacon and her mother Janice, a soloist
in the choir, attended the Lourdes parochial school as a child and recalls the day
“Daddy King” warned her parents, members of Ebenezer Baptist, against
sending their children to “that white church.”1496 After a full conversion she
attended Howard University where she met Chester. The pair returned to Atlanta
and began to build a family at Lourdes.
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While a child, their daughter Kenya learned dance at Barbara Sullivan’s
the Atlanta Dance Theatre in the late 1970s. Sullivan was minister of dance at
Victory Baptist Church and the founder of the Dance Gospel Dance
conference.1497 Liturgical dance is an aestheticized form of expression that
centers “the human body [as] the most basic and immediate instrument through
which...communication” with the unseen and divine takes place first. 1498 Liturgical
dance “enhances the spoken or sung word and serves as a conduit, a channel or
path, to connect worshippers through a fresh seeing of the word. 1499 People often
describe Kenya Griffin’s dancers as having an anointing, and Griffin’s method of
dance is one she likens to prayer. "I'm in that prayer, I'm in that moment...what
comes up, come out...I move in the spirit."1500
The Amazing Grace Dancers performed their choreography to the
Smithsonian Folkways recording of Mary Lou Williams’ 1962 jazz hymn “Black
Christ of the Andes (St. Martin de Porres).”1501 This hymn reflected Williams’
early compositional style that employed a complex harmonic language. Applying
her bop piano style to both the piano and choral arrangements, Williams’s hymn
made use of “chromatically altered ninths and thirteenths, hence her reference to
the work as being in 'modern jazz style.'"1502 Williams wrote the hymn for an
expanded choir (doubling each vocal group - soprano, alto, tenor, bass) that
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sings predominantly a capella, except for a short piano interlude in the
midsection of the piece, an habanera rhythm Williams improvised to signify
Martin’s Latin heritage.1503 Williams placed the ballad within a "head-chorushead" type structure, or ABA'. Gayle Murchison’s analysis of the hymn finds that
"Section B contrasts with respect to text, melody, and key; section A'
paraphrases the couplets from section A.”1504 The text, written by Father Anthony
Woods, S.J, a priest at St. Francis Xavier Church in New York City, detailed the
social ministry of Martin de Porres. While Williams preferred that Father Woods
pen the lyrics to ensure accurate theology, she helped him with meter and poetry
so that he could musically "capture the spirit of St. Martin," as Mary Lou
explained it.1505 The result is an otherworldly and ethereal exposition of a
racialized Catholic piety.
“Black Christ of the Andes (St. Martin de Porres)” was Mary Lou's first
sacred jazz composition intended for use in the Roman Catholic liturgy, and it
was performed publicly for the first time on November 3, 1962, Martin de Porres’
first feast day following his canonization in May that year. 1506 Murchison explains,
“Williams conceived of Black Christ as a 'modern jazz hymn' -- one arranged like
a spiritual that could be played as a classical piece."1507 After achieving jazz
fame during the Interwar Period, Williams suffered a nervous breakdown in 1954
brought on by inconsistent employment and the deaths of close friends and
T.L. Kernodle, "This is My Story, This Is My Song: The Historiography of Vatican II, Black
Catholic Identity, Jazz, and the Religious Compositions of Mary Lou Williams," U.S. Catholic
Historian 19(2): 88 (2001); Murchison, “Mary Lou Williams’s Hymn,” 619.
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fellow jazzers Garland Wilson and Charlie Parker.1508 In her search for wellness,
she turned to the Catholic Church and converted in 1957. With the
encouragement of Father Woods, "Mary Lou embarked on a new form of jazz
composition that would combine traditional jazz and blues with sacred texts -'jazz for healing' as Mary Lou described it."1509 Jazz piano became a prayerful
practice for Williams; as she told a Time magazine interviewer in 1957, “I am
praying through my fingers when I play...I get that good 'soul sound' and I try to
touch people's spirit.”1510 Another friend, the Franciscan Brother Mario Hancock,
recounted a story told to him by Mary Lou in which she claimed that Brother
Mario walked into her Harlem apartment, pointed to the statue of Martin de
Porres she had sitting atop her piano, and told her “This is going to make you
play.”1511
Martin's elevation to sainthood sparked in Williams a burst of creativity,
and she began composing the hymn within days of the canonization. 1512 She
explained, "I wanted to write one [a Mass] but I didn't know just the type of music
until St. Martin de Porres was canonized in '62 and I wrote this thing, St. Martin
de Porres, dedicated to him."1513 Williams’ composition proved to be a highly
spiritual process for her, as she told newspaper critic Marshall Peck in an
October 1962 newspaper interview that she felt she had emulated Martin and
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wished to honor him.1514 She also confided in Father John Dear, who was a
student at Duke University when she knew him, that one night while composing
the hymn she woke up to see a man standing at the foot of her bed. She said to
him, "’You're Martin de Porres,’ and he said ‘yes.’ And they started talking about
life and Jesus and her newfound faith in God.”1515 Her devotion to St. Martin
lasted for the remainder of her life. After her death in 1981, two prayer cards and
a statuette of Martin de Porres were found among her possessions. 1516
Both Mary Lou Williams and Kenya Griffin interpreted the spirit of prayer
through their bodies as expressive instruments and dedicated this kinaesthetic
worship to the sacred memory of Martin de Porres. For Williams, "secular jazz,
rooted as it was in the African American experience -- particularly the experience
of suffering -- had great spiritual content and therefore was appropriate for the
Mass and other religious settings.”1517 The layering of the Amazing Grace
Liturgical Dancers choreography with Mary Lou’s composition, all performed for
St. Martin’s feast day and in honor of Lourdes’ first black pastor, demonstrates
the overlapping and accretive nature of the Black Catholic struggle to inculturate
the liturgy.
The closing prayer of the St. Martin service continued the rhetorical
braiding of Martin de Porres with Martin Luther King, Jr. Wilfred Van Ness, OPL,
a representative of the Dominican laity of Atlanta, led the congregation in reciting
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together “St. Martin de Porres...Pour out a river of justice upon us.” 1518 This
phraseology is Kingian, and hearkened to the line from King's 'I Have a Dream'
speech, “No, no, we are not satisfied and will not be satisfied until justice rolls
down like water and righteousness like a mighty stream --” itself a paraphrase of
Amos 5:24, which had already formed part of the Old Testament Reading earlier
in the service.1519 Black rhetorical forms also appeared in Father Ott’s Solemn
Blessing that closed the mass:
God of the universe, shower us with the spirit of our brother St.
Martin de Porres. Let the Church say AMEN!
God of tranquility give us courage to be peacemakers and healers
in our world. Let the Church say AMEN!
God of infinite goodness, direct our feet on paths of non-violence
and tolerance. Let the Church say, AMEN! 1520
Father Ott employed call and response as a device, in this case the
familiar refrain of Africa-American orature, let the Church say amen.1521 Jon
Spencer found that black preachers often 'hit a lick,' through their treatment of
words and phrases as motives delivered with identical rhythm.1522 Erica Britt
elaborates that black preachers accomplish this by “expanding or contracting
words in order to fit them into metrical units,” and emphasizing the
“percussiveness and punctuation of strong consonants, alliteration, and
“Evening Prayer: Feast of St. Martin de Porres,” 8.
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Uses of Black Preaching Style at the State of the Black Union," Language in Society 40(2): 211233 (2011).
1522 J. Spencer, Sacred Symphony: The Changed Sermon of the Black Preacher (New York:
Greenwood Press, 1987), 4-6.
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superimposing rhythm over syllables.”1523 Rickford and Rickford observe that in
black worship settings, "worshipers must be cued to stand or clap or sway or say
'Amen' or wave their palms in testimony through a variety of rhetorical strategies
that work them up and draw them in."1524 Father Ott’s cadential repetition of “Let
the Church say AMEN!” marshaled the Lourdes congregation to memorialize
Martin de Porres and Martin Luther King through the oratory rituals of the Black
Church.

Centennial Celebrations
The other cluster of events that demonstrates Lourdes’ inculturation was
the 2012 Centennial Celebrations. The interfaith service “Called to be Light in the
World,” held November 15, included Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Jews,
members of the Baha'i faith, and other Christians from across Atlanta who came
to recognize Lourdes’ dedication in the local community over the years. 1525 To
open this service, a glowing lantern, “with a fire lit from the eternal flame at Martin
Luther King Jr.’s tomb...was processed into the sanctuary at Our Lady of Lourdes
Church.”1526 Once again, Dr. King’s tomb and the eternal flame that marks it
figured as a symbolic material in Lourdes’ rituals of sacred memory. Victoria
Gallagher richly sketched the cultural landscape of the MLK National Historic Site
and Sweet Auburn neighborhood, finding:

Britt, “’Can the Church say Amen?’” 216.
J. Rickford and J.R. Rickford, Spoken Soul: The Story of Black English (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, 2000), 40.
1525 S. O’Kane, “Lourdes Centennial Begins with Interfaith Service,” The Georgia Bulletin,
December 6, 2012, 4.
1526 Ibid.
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images of modern downtown courtyards.... [are] disrupted,
however, by the presence of King's tomb on a dais in the reflecting
pool at the end by the [Interfaith Peace] Chapel. The tomb is also
labeled -- King's name and the dates of his birth and death are
carved in the tomb as well as the words 'Free at Last. Free at Last.
Thank God Almighty I'm Free at Last.'...The eternal flame is one of
several features of the Memorial which are symbolic and offer the
possibility of multiple readings.... The flame itself is somewhat
difficult to see since it is raised only about a foot above the ground
in a cement and brick circular dais which is surrounded by a low
iron gate. There is no wall or other kind of backdrop against which
the flame might be clearly visible, but the presence of a heat
generating element is discernible and suggests many interpretive
possibilities: the flame of righteousness that will not be quenched,
an inner flame or spirit that exists beyond death, the religious
symbolism of an eternal flame, and so on....the positioning of the
tomb at the lower end of the reflecting pool mean[s] that the water
in the pool and from the three fountains located in the top end of
the pool is continually flowing down towards the tomb and may
evoke memories of King's “I Have a Dream” speech: “’til justice rolls
down like water and righteousness like a mighty stream.”1527
Father Ott closed the night by relating the materiality of King’s eternal flame as a
metaphor for Lourdes’ history:
this interfaith service, with all its participants, is now a part of Our
Lady of Lourdes history and will be a cherished reminder that the
celebration of our first 100 years was shared with various
communities of faith in the spirit of peace, prayer and unity through
shared light.1528

V.J. Gallagher, “Remembering together: Rhetorical integration and the case of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. memorial," Southern Communication Journal 60(2): 115 (1995).
1528 O’Kane, “Lourdes Centennial Begins with Interfaith Service,” 5.
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Centennial Litany
The last example of the liturgical entanglements of Martin de Porres and
Martin Luther King, Jr., I will analyze is the song “Centennial Litany,” the opening
track of the 2012 album, Reap a Harvest in Due Season, recorded by the
Lourdes choir (Figure 56). Drawing inspiration from the definitive version of the
Litany of the Saints appearing in the Roman Gradual that sings praises to various
saints of the Church in succession, Our Lady of Lourdes’ “remixed” version is a
litany based upon the parish’s
particular racialized subjectivity
and historical memory within
the universal Church, naming
only those saints from Africa or
with African ancestry and
extending to the founding
fathers and mothers of their
parish.1529 “Centennial Litany”
is set within the rousing Black
gospel style, featuring

Figure 56 Front cover of Reap a Harvest in Due
Season: A Treasury of African-American
Catholic Music album compact disc. Recorded
by Our Lady of Lourdes Choir. Photo from
Amazon.com.

melismatic and guttural
vocalists, a pipe organ, and a driving rhythm section of drums and a walking bass

S.A. van Dijk, "The Litany of the Saints on Holy Saturday," The Journal of Ecclesiastical
History 1(1): 51-62 (1950); D.G. Calder, "'The Fates of the Apostles', the Latin Martyrologies, and
the Litany of the Saints," Medium Ævum 44(3): 219-224 (1975).
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guitar sequence.1530 It was composed by Dr. Kevin P. Johnson, Lourdes’ music
minister, who also holds an Associate Professorship of Music at Spelman
College.1531
Opening with a refrain declaring Lourdes’ commitment to social and racial
justice, the first verse of “Centennial Litany” details the African heritage of the
Church by enumerating “all the saints with African roots.”1532 Even among this
choice grouping, Martin de Porres received greater emphasis as the melody for
the words Saint Martin includes a sixth interval jump from Bb to G, requiring the
soloist to belt out his name in tempo. In the second verse, the Lourdes choir
included their own aural history by memorializing key figures in the development
of a black Catholic clergy and liturgy as aspects of the larger struggle for Civil
Rights. This verse closes by gesturing outside the institutional bounds of the
Church theologically, but only to a location across the street geographically, as
both Martin Luther King, Jr. and Coretta Scott King receive accolades as
“ancestors in the movement toward justice.”1533
Refrain:

Unity, freedom, social justice
Clothe the naked, feed the hungry, visit the prisoner
Racial harmony for the people, one in the Spirit
One breath, one body, celebrate

For hallmarks of Black gospel style, see P. Williams-Jones, "Afro-American Gospel Music: A
Crystallization of the Black Aesthetic," Ethnomusicology 19(3): 373-385 (1975); T. RobinsonMartin, "Performance Styles and Musical Characteristics of Black Gospel Music," Journal of
Singing 65(5): 595-599 (2009).
1531 “Music Faculty,” Spelman College. Accessed March 30, 2018.
https://www.spelman.edu/academics/majors-and-programs/music/faculty/kevin-johnson. The
Lourdes album contains nine of Dr. Johnson’s original compositions.
1532 K.P. Johnson and Our Lady of Lourdes Choir, “Centennial Litany,” recorded 2012, track 1 on
Reap a Harvest in Due Season: A Treasury of African-American Catholic Music, released 2013,
CD Baby, compact disc.
1533 Ibid.
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Chorus:

Our Lady of Lourdes
A century of witness, a future of commitment
Our Lady of Lourdes
One hundred years, still going strong
One hundred years, we’ve been serving our Lord

1st Verse:

...St. Maurice, St. Moses the Black, St. Benedict the
African, St. Martin de Porres...and all the saints with
African roots.

2nd Verse: ...Father Augustus Tolton and the early Black
priests...and the Founders of the Black Catholic
Liturgy...Martin Luther King, Jr. and Coretta Scott
King, and all the ancestors in the movement toward
justice.1534

Conclusion - Sweet Auburn Shrine
The Legacy of Dr. King hangs heavy in Atlanta and particularly in Sweet
Auburn, where the sound of his voice is heard constantly as recordings of his
speeches are broadcast from loudspeakers throughout the site.1535 Adding to the
timbre of King’s voice is the gurgle of the waterfall that marks the place of his and
Coretta’s grave as a living shrine. The practice of hagiography and iconography
is one that over time renders heroic figures as divine models of imitation. This is
reflected in the Franciscan Friar Robert Lentz’s Orthodox-style icon painting of
Martin Luther King, Jr. (Figure 57). Though Lentz explained “painting a
Protestant was a real big jump" for him when he took this commission, he grew to
revere King as "a saint that comes from the midst of the people, lived the life of
the people...finding holiness in the middle of struggles of the twentieth

Ibid.
I heard these looped emissions of King’s voice while doing archival research at Our Lady of
Lourdes Church, October 29 – November 2, 2015.
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century.”1536 Lentz’s
iconographic elements include
a background of jail cell bars
and King’s prisoner number
from his mug shot of February
21, 1956, during the
Montgomery, AL, Bus Boycott,
signifying the ways the state
apparatus persecuted him
through incarceration. King’s
hands hold a parchment
bearing the phrase, “How long

Figure 57 Martin Luther King of Georgia,
Orthodox-style icon © 2014 Robert Lentz,
O.F.M. / robertlentz.com

will justice be crucified and truth buried?,” an excerpt from his 1965 speech, “Our
God is Marching On! (How Long, Not Long).” These elements constellate, for
Lentz, the visual "symbols of [King’s] martyrdom” in the traditional fashion of
Eastern-rite icons.1537
Reflecting upon the living memory of Martin Luther King, Scott Hoffman
pointedly asks,
Is King's canonization simply the result of America's long habit of
manipulating the image of a public figure? Or worse, a way of
honoring his memory without following his example?... Is King's

R. Lentz, “Featured Icons - Martin Luther King of Georgia,” Filmed Sept. 2015, Youtube
video, 5:54, Posted Sept. 2, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0bONTZR2PI.
1537 Ibid; "Martin Luther King, Jr., #7089," Civil Rights Digital Library. University of Georgia.
Accessed May 2, 2018, http://crdl.usg.edu/id:smokinggun_hotcrm_mmugwork1; M.L. King, Jr.,
“Our God is Marching On! (How Long, Not Long).”
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canonization, then, more the result of political sloth than religious
faith? Simply a salve covering this nation's old racist wounds? 1538
Though this line of questioning opens important conversations about the
relationship between history, mythology, and hagiography, a close study of Dr.
King’s folk saint status led Hoffman to conclude that, “for many Americans, St.
Martin is not a salve on America's wounded conscience, not an easy way out of
our responsibility to others, but indeed a holy person, an inspiration to social
justice."1539
This research has followed the braided strands of connection that
demonstrate how the Black Catholic liturgy functions not only as a worship format
for any given mass, but in many ways exists as an open-ended, performative
record of black history that forms a counternarrative to the official accounts of life
in the African Americas. By seizing hold of aesthetic expressions both before and
after Vatican II, black Catholics at Our Lady of Lourdes celebrated the sainthood
of Martin de Porres through practicing his example in coalition with the Civil
Rights activities of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference. Upon his assassination, Lourdes parishioners
interpreted the meaning of these two Martins together and amplified them
through rituals of sacred memory that aesthetically expressed their local parish
history as critical moments in the long chronicle of the African Diaspora’s sojourn
in America.
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Epilogue: Of Superheroes and Saints

Black Panther, the juggernaut Marvel Comics superhero film, premiered in
theaters February, 2018 to rave reviews, smashing box office records left and
right.1540 The film is a cinematic adaptation of the long-running comic series first
created in July 1966 by writer Stan Lee and artist Jack Kirby. 1541 Black Panther
tells the tale of Wakanda, a mythical Central African kingdom whose people
avoided the Transatlantic Slave Trade and subsequent European colonization of
the continent. This owed to the fact that Wakanda was located on the site of an
ancient meteor impact that had seeded the Wakandan landscape with immense
stores of the metal vibranium that could absorb sound waves and kinetic
energy.1542 According to the comicverse cosmology, it was through technologies
developed with vibranium that Wakandans were able to “conceal” their nation
from European view, thus avoiding the traps of antiblack Western modernity. 1543
Wakanda also employed a spiritual technology -- the Heart-Shaped Herb -- a
psychoactive plant that Wakandan priests render into a drink that only the rightful
king can imbibe. Once consumed, the Heart-Shaped Herb facilitates direct
contact with the royal ancestral realms.1544 This plant ritual transforms the

N. Tartaglione, "'Black Panther' Leaps Across $1 BIllion at the Worldwide Box Office,"
Deadline, March 10, 2018. Accessed June 17, 2018. https://deadline.com/2018/03/black-panthercrosses-1-billion-worldwide-box-office-1202331238/.
1541 R. O’Nale, “Black Panther,” in Encyclopedia of Comic Books and Graphic Novels, ed. M.K.
Booker (Santa Barbara: Greenwood, 2010), 63.
1542 Ibid.
1543 A. Nama, Super Black: American Pop Culture and Black Superheroes (Austin: Univ. of TX
Press 2011), 39, 42.
1544 S. Krishnamurti, "Dialectics of tradition and memory in Black Panther," Journal of Religion &
Film 22(1): article 44 (2018). Accessed June 17, 2018,
https://digitalcommons.unomaha.edu/jrf/vol22/iss1/44.
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Wakandan monarch T’Challa into his alter-ego as the superhero Black Panther,
replete with vibranium-enriched weaponry and battle uniform.
While there is no causal link between the emergence of this comic and the
Black Panther Party in Oakland, CA, during October of 1966, Adilifu Nama
recognizes "all… manifestations of a black panther…[as] a consequence of the
politics of the period, during which 'black’ became a defining adjective to express
the political and cultural shift in the Civil Rights Movement." 1545 The social
reception of Black Panther as a commentary on race remained in varying
intensities during the iterations of the series.1546 This amplified in the 2010s
under the writing of outspoken Black activists Ta-Nehisi Coates and Roxane
Gay, as black millenials found in Black Panther a hero poised to respond to the
urgencies of #BlackLivesMatter and the late growing awareness that postraciality is a myth.1547
Black Panther’s cinematic run induced expressions of diasporic longing in
many Afro-descendants, who turned the film’s premiere into an exhibition of
African pride. From the United States to Puerto Rico and Brazil, fans used the
film’s storyline to raise a critical mirror to the antiblack status quo of their realities
and thus imbue the film with a socio-politically charged affect centuries in the

Nama, Super Black, 42.
The series featured writer Stan Lee in the original installment, Don McGregor in the 1970s,
Christopher Priest in the 1990s, and Ta-Nehisi Coates and Roxane Gay during the 2010s.
Booker, 64; R.K. Stringfield, "Black Capes, White Spies: An Exploration of Visual Black Identity,
Evolving Heroism and 'Passing' in Marvel's Black Panther Comics and Mat Johnson's Graphic
Novel, Incognegro," MA Thesis, William and Mary, 2018, 20, 30, 38.
1547 Stringfield, “Black Capes, White Spies,” 51. For myths of post-raciality, or the notion that
antiblack racism was sufficiently brought to heel during Civil Rights and Black Freedom Struggles
during the mid-twentieth century, see T.C. Holt, The Problem of Race in the Twenty-first Century
(Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2000).
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making.1548 Historian Jelani Cobb observes that, while "Wakanda is no more or
less imaginary than the Africa conjured" by European and American antiblack
tropes, it nonetheless offers “a redemptive counter-mythology." 1549 Writing at
Black Youth Project, Sherronda Brown calls the film a “love letter” between the
African continent and the Diaspora that effected a spiritual transformation in her
upon viewing:
Imagining a reality in which a place like Wakanda can exist as an
African nation uninterrupted by white colonialist violences means to
also imagine a reality in which its people never traversed the Middle
Passage, and the Transatlantic Slave Trade did not devastate its
families and remove its people from the traditions, cultures, and
religions of home. This film begs us to consider what that world
might look like. For Black people stolen away from home, to
contemplate this means to lay ourselves bare, open, and raw with
the memories of the violences that we and our ancestors have
known…. Each day that I awake still on this Earth, I am made
painfully aware of the crushing truth that I and my Black body will
never know an existence untouched by white colonialism. Wakanda
may be the closest that I will ever get, but damn it all, I want us to
keep fighting for something that looks like Wakandan life…. Even
as I write this, I feel the ache of a kind of withdrawal beginning to
take root. It felt like a communal celebration. We were a
congregation and Black Panther was the sermon…. I left feeling
whole, and sovereign, and Black as the cosmos. It took me to a
place that felt like home.1550
The Instagram hashtag #ÁfricaHabláEnPuertoRico used by Joaquín Medina appeared with
this photo showing Afro-Puerto Ricans attending the movie premier wearing African-print clothing.
Accessed June 20, 2018, https://www.instagram.com/p/BfTUw8-HH66/. Juliana Gonçalves
reports that Black Brazilians participated in a rolezinho pretoi, roughly translated to “black stroll,”
at the Shopping Mall Leblon to watch the film “Black Panther” and occupy space. Leblon is “Rio
de Janeiro’s most exclusive shopping center, a place where black Brazilians are commonly
employed, but are rarely seen as customers.” The rolezinho pretoi was organized by Black
Collective (Coletivo Preto) and the Grupo Emú. J. Gonçalves, "'Black Panther' is Inspiring Black
Brazilians to Occupy Elite, White Shopping Malls," The Intercept Brasil, February 22, 2018.
https://theintercept.com/2018/02/22/black-panther-brazil-protest/.
1549 J. Cobb, "'Black Panther' and the Invention of 'Africa,'" The New Yorker, February 18, 2018.
Accessed July 3, 2018, https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/black-panther-and-theinvention-of-africa.
1550 S.J. Brown, “Welcome to Wakanda: ‘Black Panther’ is a Love Letter Between the African
Diaspora and the Continent," Black Youth Project, February 16, 2018,
http://blackyouthproject.com/welcome-wakanda-black-panther-love-letter-black-people-diasporacontinent/.
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Chadwick Boseman, the actor playing the lead role and title character of
Black Panther, bore the weight of this diasporic hope on his shoulders as he
became a living embodiment of a superhero to many across the Black
Diaspora.1551 Thus, when Boseman walked the red carpet at the Met Gala on
May 7, fresh off this box office success, many observers anticipated what
spectacular costume the actor would don. The Met Gala is a star-studded and
themed annual fundraiser supporting the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Costume
Institute.1552 The 2018 theme, “Heavenly Bodies: Fashion and the Catholic
Imagination,” corresponded with the Institute’s exhibition of the same name,
which they described as "a dialogue between fashion and medieval art" that
"examine[s] fashion's ongoing engagement with the devotional practices and
traditions of Catholicism" and features papal robes and accessories from the
Sistine Chapel sacristy, among other items.1553
For his part, Boseman donned Versace, appearing on the red carpet in an
all-white outfit that featured a white button-down shirt and blazer, ivory pants and
an ivory cape, each embroidered with gold and jeweled crosses and other
adornments in a leafing vine pattern. To complete the ensemble, gold rings
studded Boseman’s fingers as red tassels and a chain hung from his chest and

J. Yamato, “How Chadwick Boseman brought Power and Purpose to Marvel's 'Black
Panther,’” Los Angeles Times, February 8, 2018.
1552 N. Chilton, "The Met Gala: From Midnight Suppers to Superheroes and Rihanna," April 30,
2018. Accessed June 17, 2018, https://www.metmuseum.org/blogs/now-at-the-met/2018/metgala-costume-institute-benefit-brief-history.
1553 “Exhibition Overview,” Heavenly Bodies: Fashion and the Catholic Imagination, Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Accessed June 17, 2018,
https://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2018/heavenly-bodies.
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gold shoes glistened on his feet (Figure 58). 1554 Fans on social media celebrated
the actor’s bold costume choice, noting that not only was Boseman a king and a
superhero, but that he was also divine -- "the new pope from Wakanda"
according to one Twitter user.1555
On May 8th, the Spanish-language Facebook page Memeo de la Risa
(Laugh Memes) shared a photograph of Chadwick Boseman’s fashion look from

Figure 58 (left) Chadwick Boseman walks the Met Gala red carpet. Photo by Dia
Dipasupil/Getty Images. From Allure, https://www.allure.com/story/2018-met-galachadwick-boseman-all-white-outfit.
Figure 59 (right) Black Panther/Martin de Porras meme. From Memeo de la Risa!
https://www.facebook.com/MEMEOMX/photos/a.802256246617094.1073741827.7980231
47040404/964725243703526/?type=3&theater.
M. Minton, "Chadwick Boseman Attended the 2018 Met Gala in an All-White Outfit Worthy of
a King," May 7, 2018. Accessed June 17, 2018, https://www.allure.com/story/2018-met-galachadwick-boseman-all-white-outfit.
1555 Ibid.
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the night before with the caption “Un día eres Black Panther y al otro día eres
San Martín de porras [sic]” (One day you’re Black Panther, the next day you’re
St. Martin de Porras) (Figure 59). With a follow-ship of 920,009 Facebook
accounts, Memeo de la Risa placed the image into a wide circulation. To date,
10,332 users have shared the Black Panther/Martin de Porras meme and the
post has garnered over 10,000 reactions and 318 comments, many of which
chided the page for “misspelling” the saint’s last name with its seventeenthcentury variant Porras.1556
This meme draws upon the success of Black Panther and the costume
theme of the Met Gala and constellates a set of aesthetic and affective outlooks
around Chadwick Boseman: 1) Diasporic longing for an Africa unsullied by
Europeans, 2) the enduring power of Catholic iconographic and sartorial forms,
and 3) the fantastic, supernatural, and (super)heroic as mythopoetic elements of
the political imagination. Within this framing, it is noteworthy that many
Hispanophone observers found the image of the African King dressed like a
Catholic pope evocative of Martin de Porres. This meme once again positions
Martin de Porres as an iterative cultural resource of refiguration that both
dispatches some truth about the colonial past but yet reflects the local context
and communicative intentions of those who take up Martin’s iconography in their
meaning-making practices. While Jelani Cobb speculated that Black Panther

“Un dia eres Black Panther,” Memeo de la Risa. Accessed June 18, 2018,
https://www.facebook.com/MEMEOMX/photos/a.802256246617094.1073741827.798023147040
404/964725243703526/?type=3&theater. As discussed in the introduction, by using Porras
instead of Porres, Memeo de la Risa inadvertently employed the seventeenth-century spelling
that first appears in the proceso de beatificación documents.
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might have inspired an unquenchable hope for Diasporic transformation, as
“superheroes are seldom tasked with [the] kind of existential lifting” called for by
the film’s critique of history, he did not anticipate the realms of imaginative
possibility made accessible by combining the powers of a superhero with those
of a saint.1557
The layering and remixing processes demonstrated by this meme match
those described throughout this dissertation. In chapter one, I analyzed the
seventeenth century documents first relating Martin’s legends, particularly the
vivid descriptions of his penitential practice. I examined these not only for the
theological antiblackness that animated the way elite Peruvians framed Martin’s
story of sanctity as humble and submissive, but also the ways that Martin and the
enslaved community of Lima articulated Catholic mortification and selfflagellation as hallmarks of a West-Central African ritual repertoire.
Chapter two continued the above inspection by turning to the seeminglyaberrant declaration of Maqueca Palapa that figured the ecstatic and levitating
Martin de Porres as a trickster witch. While elite Peruvians stabilized the
spectacular and fantastic aspects of Martin’s legends through their Christocentric
frame, I detailed the herbal-pharmacopic and kinesthetic methods earmarked by
the Inquisition against so-called witches and alumbradista heretics that Martin de
Porres either participated in directly or was made adjacent to within overlapping
limeño networks of healing knowledge. I highlighted how Martin made use of
trickster tale models of behavior and ethics. These signifying practices enabled
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Martin to double-voiced his communicative intent by generating a surplus of
meaning in multiple linguistic and gestural registers, thus embedding a ribbon of
critique and protest to the one-dimensional portrayal of Martin’s Catholic piety. I
extended this reading to two nineteenth-century revisions to the Martin legend
that revealed the social anxiety and instability that tropes of mysticism and
ecstasy bring to the orthodox Catholic interpretations of his saintly example.
Chapter three picked up with the emergence of Martin de Porres on the
global scale, locating the re-formation of his hagiographic and iconographic
mythos to the streets of Harlem during the Great Depression. In particular, I hold
up the 1942 series of Carl Van Vechten photographs of Edward Atkinson
portraying Martin de Porres sent as a visual cypher for alphabetic queer
communiques with Atkinson’s lover Countee Cullen. With these pictures as my
point of departure, I sketched out the thick network of Catholic, Black nationalist
and internationalist, and Communist Party-affiliated institutions within which
prayer cards, statues, and other images of Martin de Porres circulated. On the
eve of World War II, both Catholics as well as observers throughout the Diaspora
looked to the Peruvian friar as a symbol of racial hope and healing. This chapter
oscillated between reading the left Communist and Catholic politics that animated
the diffusion of Martin de Porres in Harlem against the queer camp appropriation
of Martin by Van Vechten, Atkinson, and Cullen. By focusing upon Martin’s rat
iconography as a point of articulation, this chapter related a genealogy of rats as
protean symbols -- of colonial pollution and urban antiblackness, as Afrocentric
and Diasporic examples of witty obfuscation and resistance to captivity, and as
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discursive artifacts in the form of idioms. Brother Martin’s rats reveal the touchy
and feely forms of knowledge generated by Martin de Porres through the haptic
register.
Chapter four focused on the extended reprisal of Rene Munoz’s title role in
the film Fray Escoba across multiple forms of media. In particular I juxtaposed
the filmic depiction of Martin de Porres with the spoken word/salsa music album
Fray Escoba (en Puerto Rico) to detail the sonic counterhistory embedded within
the latter. Fray Escoba circulated the Iberian world as a cinematic manifestation
of Franco’s fascist imaginations of Hispanidad that looked to the American
colonies as representing the Golden Age of Spanish Catholic dominance. The
film received added significance for its release during the official Vatican
canonization of Martin de Porres in 1962. The Puerto Rican album resignified the
film by offsetting it with the sacred sonics of Santeria’s liturgical Lucumí language
and rhythms, thus reorienting the interpretation of Martin’s legend away from a
glorification of Iberian colonialism and conquest towards a celebration of the
persistent traditions and creative innovations of Yoruba and Efik-Ejagham
Africans in Cuba since the early nineteenth century. Forming a nucleus of this
chapter’s analysis is Munoz’s black body and the multiple ways it signified Martin
de Porres both visual and vocal. This chapter included a genealogy of Nuyorican
salsa music that connects these Black Diasporic sonic traditions as aural
histories of slavery and colonialism that resist dominant Euroamerican accounts
of the past.
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Chapter five examined the significance of Martin de Porres over the long
twentieth century at Our Lady of Lourdes, Atlanta’s oldest Black Catholic
congregation, located today in the Martin Luther King, Jr., National Historic Park.
Beginning with the arrival of a Martin de Porres statue to the church in the late
1950s, I highlighted the entanglement of Martin de Porres with Martin Luther
King, Jr., in the early 1960s with the founding of the St. Martin Human Relations
Council and detailed this relation through examples of feast day masses and
musical-performative historical archives until the present day. I traced various
Black aesthetic and political movements in the Catholic Church from preConciliar days during Jim Crow and through reforms catalyzed by Vatican II, Civil
Rights, and Black Power that sought to transform the institutional space of the
Church by blackening its leadership and liturgy. At Our Lady of Lourdes, there
exists a homonymic correlation between Martin de Porres and Martin Luther King
-- the more the congregation looked to Martin de Porres as the Church’s
universal patron of social justice, and the more they embraced their history as a
key part of King’s Southern Christian Leadership Conference following King’s
1968 assassination, the more their liturgy reflected the gospel trappings of a
Baptist-inflected Southern black religiosity. The mutually-articulating processes
driving these changes are demonstrated in the 2010 feast day prayer for Martin
de Porres and the 2012 Centennial Celebrations in which Martin de Porres and
Martin Luther King, Jr., are freely compared to each other as two saintly Martins.
This chapter reveals how heroic creation in the Diaspora dovetails with practices
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of hagiography, and I positioned both Martins as equally-venerated folk saints of
black history.
Performative Circulations of St. Martin de Porres in the African Diaspora
demonstrates how ritual practice and performance has transformed Martin de
Porres from an historical figure into a figure of repetition and re-figuration in
Diasporic cultures. The myriad ways that Diasporic practitioners have turned to
Martin and reinterpreted his legends according to their needs form critical
expressions and self-commentaries of their ethical values. To encounter Martin is
to re-stage a confrontation with the colonial formations of antiblackness that
emerged from the matrix of slavery and capitalism. This dissertation hopscotches
between locales in Peru, New York, Puerto Rico, Rome, Cuba, the KongoAngola Basin and other parts of Africa to discover the nonlinear trajectories and
patterns of memory, affect, aesthetic, kinaesthetic, and cultural connections that
relate African descendants to each other across the Americas. By assembling
this Martin archive far and wide, I attempt to adress the rhetorical question posed
by Brazilian scholar Jaime Alves about the simultaneous global and local
articulations (glocalarticulation) of the African Diaspora:
What does the black youth in Jardim Angela/Sao Paulo have in
common with black young women and men struggling to survive in
south central Los Angeles, in a poor neighborhood in Cape Town,
or on the outskirts of Bogota? They share a common condition of
racial disposability.... Is it not this dialectics of displacement and
localness, racial injustice and resistance - as well as its
glocalarticulation - that defines the African Diaspora as a historically
produced, and always in process, political project?1558

J. A. Alves, "Dialectics of the African Diaspora: The glocality of race and resistance in the
Brazilian economy of violence," Cultural Dynamics 24(1): 51 31-57 (2012).
1558
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I “close” this research here, yet incomplete, with the same ironic narration
that I used to open this narrative, knowing full well that we remain where we
began -- intermezzo -- as the kaleidoscopic story of Martin de Porres has no true
beginning (and perhaps no true end). The iterative cultural practices and
philosophical outlooks of the African Diaspora that have sustained and
(re)generated Martin’s mythos for nearly five centuries form the hallmarks of a
radical black aesthetic, which, in the words of Fred Moten, has "no originary
configuration of attributes but an ongoing shiftiness” that is its “living labor of
engendering to be organized in its relation to a politico-aesthesis,” and that,
though amplified by history, is not reducible only to history’s production, but
manifests, rather, as a dynamic that is "always going on and has been." 1559
Where, when, how, to whom, and for what purposes will St. Martin de
Porres next materialize? Come, and let us discover him together...

F. Moten, In the Break: The Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition (Minneapolis: Univ. of
MN Press, 2003), 24.
1559
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Appendix I: “Los Ratones de Fray Martin” by Ricardo Palma
Y comieron en un plato
perro, pericote y gato.
Con este pareado termina una relación de virtudes y milagros que en hoja
impresa circuló en Lima, allá por los años de 1840, con motivo de celebrarse en
nuestra culta y religiosa capital las solemnes fiestas de beatificación de fray
Martín de Porres.
Nació este santo varón en lima el 9 de diciembre de 1579, y fue hijo natural del
español don Juan de Porres, caballero de Alcántara, en una esclava panameña.
Muy niño Martincito, llevolo su padre a Guayaquil, donde en una escuela, cuyo
dómine hacía mucho uso de la cáscara de novillo, aprendió a leer y escribir. Dos
o tres años más tarde, su padre regresó con él a Lima y púsolo a aprender el
socorrido oficio de barbero y sangrador, en la tienda de un rapista de la calle de
Malambo.
Mal se avino Martín con la navaja y la lanceta, si bien salió diestro en su manejo,
y optando por la carrera de santo, que en esos tiempos era una profesión como
otra cualquiera, vistió a los veintiún años de edad el hábito de lego o donado en
el convento de Santo Domingo, donde murió el 3 de noviembre de 1639 en olor
de santidad.
Nuestro paisano Martín de Porres, en vida y después de muerto, hizo milagros
por mayor. Hacía milagros con la facilidad con que otros hacen versos. Uno de
sus biógrafos (no recuerdo si es el padre Manrique o el médico Valdez) dice que
el prior de los dominicos tuvo que prohibirle que siguiera milagreando
(dispénsenme el verbo).Y para probar cuán arraigado estaba en el siervo de
Dios el espíritu de obediencia, refiere que en momentos de pasar fray Martín
frente a un andamio, cayose un albañil desde ocho o diez varas de altura, y que
nuestro lego lo detuvo a medio camino gritando: «Espere un rato, hermanito» Y
el albañil se mantuvo en el aire, hasta que regresó fray Martín con la superior
licencia.
¿Buenazo el milagrito, eh? Pues donde hay bueno hay mejor.
Ordenó el prior al portentoso donado que comprase para consumo de la
enfermería un pan de azúcar. Quizá no lo dio el dinero preciso para proveerse
de la blanca y refinada, y presentósele fray Martín trayendo un pan de azúcar
moscabada.
-¿No tiene ojos, hermano? -díjole el superior.- ¿No ha visto que por lo prieta,
más parece chancaca que azúcar?
-No se incomode su paternidad -contestó con cachaza el enfermero.- Con lavar
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ahora mismo el pan de azúcar se remedia todo.
Y sin dar tiempo a que el prior le arguyese, metió en el agua de la pila el pan de
azúcar, sacándolo blanco y seco.
¡Ea!, no me hagan reír, que tengo partido un labio.
Creer o reventar. Pero conste que yo no le pongo al lector puñal al pecho para
que crea. La libertad ha de ser libre, como dijo un periodista de mi tierra. Y aquí
noto que habiéndome propuesto sólo hablar de los ratones sujetos a la
jurisdicción de fray Martín, el santo se me estaba yendo al cielo. Punto con el
introito y al grano, digo, a los ratones.
….
Y... y... y... ¿Pajarito sin cola? ¡Mamola!
~~
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Appendix II
“El Por Que Fray Martín ya no Hace Milagros”
A Carlos Rey dé Castro, en el Paraguay.
Para santo milagroso o facedor de milagros, mi paisano fray Martín de Porres.
Se lo echo de tapada a cualquier santo de Europa.
Como ya en otra tradición he escrito una sucinta biografía de fray Martín, que fué
un bendito de Dios, con poca sal en la mollera pero con mucha santidad infusa,
no he de repetirla ahora. De mis cocos, pocos. Bástele al lector saber que como
el viejo Porres no le dejó a su retoño otra herencia que los siete días de la
semana y una uña en cada dedo para rascarse las pulgas, tuvo éste que optar
por meterse lego dominico y hacer milagros. Dios sobre todo, como el aceite
sobre el agua.
Cuando no había en mi tierra la plaga de radicales, masones y librepensadores,
cuando todos creíamos con la fe del carbonero, ni pizca de falta hacían los
milagros, y los teníamos a granel o a boca qué quieres. ¿Por qué será que hoy
en que acaso convendrían para reavivar la fe, no tenemos siquiera un milagrito
de pipiripao por semana? Será por algo, que yo no he de perder mi ecuanimidad
averiguando lo que no me importa saber. ¿Quién me mete en esas honduras?
Hí famoso escritor y orador sagrado padre Ventura de la Ráulica, en su
panegírico de fray Martín de Forres, impreso en 1863, refiere que, sin moverse
de Lima, estuvo nuestro santo compatriota en las Molucas, y en la China, y en el
Japón, libertando del martirio a jesuítas misioneros, pues Dios le concedió el
privilegio de la bilocación o doble presencia, gracia que lo negara a san Felipe
Neri cuando éste la pretendió. El padre Ventura añade que la que él nos cuenta,
en su citado panegírico, consta en el proceso de canonización. Me doy tres
puntadas con hilo grueso en la boca, y no me opongo al milagro. Yo, en cosas
de frailería, á todo digo amén, pues no quiero parecerme al amanuense del
tirano Bozas, que puso en peligro la pellejina por andarse con recancanillas y
dingolodangos. No desperdiciaré esta oportunidad para contarlo. Puede el lector
fumar un cigarrillo mientras dure el cuento.
Diz que el amanuense le leía una tarde al supremo dictador las pruebas de una
oda que debía aparecer en la Gaceta oficial del 25 de Mayo, y al llegar á unos
versos que decían:
el pueblo te venera,
y el argentino sabe que en tus manos
flameará victoriosa su bandera,
lo interrumpió don Juan Manuel diciendo: — No me gusta ese ver&o. Donde dice
bandera ponga usted estandarte. — Excelentisimo señor (se atrevió á argüir el
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mocito palangana), como estandarte no es consonante de bandera, va á resultar
que no resulta verso.
Don Juan Manuel de Rozas no aguantaba picada de cáncano y, dando feroz
puñada sobre la mesa, gritó:
— lCar...amba! Cállese la boca y ponga estandarte, antes que lo (haga degollar
por salvaje unitario.
Fuera el cigarrillo. Vuelvo á mis carneros, esto es, a los milagros. Allá, en el
primer tercio del siglo XVII, cuando los amigos se encontraban en la calle no se
decían como hogaño :"¿qué hay de nuevo? ¿Renuncia ó no renuncia el
ministerio?" sino "¿Qué me cuenta usted de milagros? ¿Ha hecho alguno nuevo,
de ayer a hoy, el bienaventurado fray Martín?".
Todas las mañanas acudía á la portería del convento de santo Domingo un
cardumen de viejas y muchachas devotas en demanda del lego, y en solicitud de
un prodigio más ó menos morrocotudo. Hasta la Carita de cielo, hembra que
como fea no tenía nada que pedir á Dios, pues su fealdad era de veintitrés
quilates como la de Picio, pretendió del santo limeño que la embelleciese,
milagro que diz que no pudo, no quiso o no supo hacer fray Martín. Si lo hace se
divierte, porque las feas de un ¡Jesús María y José! no le habrían dejado á sol ni
á sombra.
Fastidiado el prior de que á la portería de su convento acudieran más faldas que
al jubileo, resolvió cortar por lo sano, y llamando una mañana al taumaturgo le
dijo:
— Hermano Martín, bajo de santa obediencia le prohíbo que haga milagros sin
pedirme antes permiso.
— Acato la prohibición, reverendo padre.
Pero fray Martín era de suyo milagrero, y sin darse cuenta, sin propósito é
intención de desobedecer al mandato, seguía menudeando milagritos de poca
entidad.
Sucedió que un día resbalóse de altísimo andamio un albañil que se ocupaba en
la reparación de un claustro, y en su cuita gritó:
— ¡Sálveme, fray Martín! El lego alzó las manos, y le contestó:
— Espere, hermanito, que voy por la superior licencia.
Y el albañil se mantuvo en el aire, patidifuso y pluscuamperfecto como el alma
de Garibay, esperando el regreso del lego dominico.
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— ¡A buenas horas, mangas verdes!- dijo el prelado. -¿Qué permiso te voy á dar
si ya has hecho el milagro? En fin, anda y remátalo. Pase por esta vez, pero que
no se repita.
Este milagro hizo en Lima más ruido que una banda de tambores, y fué más
sonado que las narices.
Fallecido fray Martín en Noviembre de 1639, á los sesenta años de edad, nadie
se quedó en mi tierra sin reliquia de un retacito del hábito o de la camisa, o por
lo menos sin una pulgarada de tierra extraída de la sepultura, tierra que
guardaban en un saquito de terciopelo, y que, a guisa de relicario, llevaban los
crédulos devotos pendiente del cuello. Esta tierra diz que era eficaz específico
contra la diarrea.
Con el correr de los tiempos las reliquias fueron al basurero, y las que se
conservaban en el convento las mandó encerrar en una caja el primer arzobispo
republicano don Jorge Benavente, y en 28 de Septiembre de 1837 las remitió á
Roma consignadas al general de la orden de predicadores. Vaya si hemos sido
ingratos los limeños con nuestro santo paisano, pues de él no tenemos ya ni
reliquias! Lo siento, pero no puedo llorar por tamaña ingratitud. Yo no he de ser
como el verdugo de Málaga, que se murió de pena, porque á un conocido suyo
le echó el sastre á perder unos pantalones sacándoselos estrechos de pretina.
Durante muchos meses dio el pueblo en acudir a la tumba de fray Martín en
solicitud de milagros, y el difunto no siempre anduvo remolón para hacer
favores. Pero una mañana se levantó con la vena gruesa el padre prior, y
precedido por la comunidad se encaminó á la sepultura, donde con acento
solemne y campanudo dijo:
— Hermano Martín, cuando vivías en el mundo obedeciste humildemente mis
mandatos, y no he de creer que en el cielo te hayas vuelto orgulloso y rebelde á
tu superior jerárquico, negándole la santa obediencia que juraste un día. Basta
de milagros. Te intimo y mando que no vuelvas á hacerlos.
Y que nuestro santo paisano acató y sigue acatando la imposición de su prelado,
lo comprueba el que, ni por bufonada, se ha hablado de milagros prodigiosos por
él realizados después del año 1640.
Lo que es ahora, en el siglo xx, más hacedero me parece criar moscas con
biberón que hacer milagros.
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